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Abstract 

David Sztybel, "Empathy and Rationaiity in Ethics" (Graduate Department of Philosophy, 

University of Toronto. 2000). 

The purpose of this dissertation is to present a new ethicd theory, ethical empathism. 

Before introducing that view, it is necessary to assess the prospects of another, contrary 

outlook: anthropocentrism. The object is to construct the most convincing possible version 

of human-centredness in ethks. The idea of arguing that humans are, by and large. beings 

of greater value than nonhumans is explored. This idea although more plausible than other 

anthropocenuic views. is rejected as unernpathetic. however. since it does not aliow one 

simply to identiS with conscious beings as they are. regardless of capacities for rationality. 

language use. etc. It is important to identify with beings (and their good), for a conscious 

point of view is a central reality of conscious beings. from which we transact ail our lives. 

and find al1 of Our quality of life. Seeking to identiQ with others is also the best way that 

we have of getting a sense of that key reality . Such a reality cannot be ignored. We also 

cannot neglect the possibility of risking h m  to othen by assurning any kind of reductive 

outiook. Reductionistic views include denying that animais have minds, and ais0 that 

moral agents are free. Ethicai empathy and the associated concem of anti-oppression also 

have implications as to which normative theories are acceptable. It is argued that ethical 

empathy is crucial for identifying fundamental flaws in diverse views such as Kant's theory 

of eihics, contractariansim. naturai law. and deep ecoiogy. Utilitarianism is found to be the 

most formidable of opposing normative views, aithough its view of the good is found to be 

less than fully empathetic. Ethical empathy is also a rich source of possible moral 

guidance. Implications are discussed for specific moral problerns conceming humans and 

nonhumans. Also. an understanding is sought as to how to confiont genuine ethical 

dilemmas. 



For good and for truth, 

for al1 conscious beings- 

and in fond memory of Hood. 



Cet animal est très méchant, 
Quand on l'attaque il se défend. 

Theodore P. K., 
La Ménagerie ( 1828) 
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This is, first and foremost, a work in ethics. To classify it under "environmental" or 

"animai" ethics, purely, would be a mistake. Any ethical theory that is adequate must be 

ailencompassing in its considention of reality. Even if the nonhuman world is to be given 

a lesser statu (which 1 very much question), that must be reasoned, and not just assumed. 

Yet today, in University libraries, academic courses, professional conferences and lectures, 

we see a different pictue. Nonhuman and human beings are hardly found in the same 

breaths, or on the sarne pages, that address ethics per se. ui effect, ethical thought of the 

present day is heavily segregated, and whether or not this is an oppressive practice is open 

to question. However that may be, this segregation remains improperly prejudicial. 

We must not allow mere prejudices ro dictate the subject rnatter of ethics itself, but 

rather, our best reasoning. Yet o u  reasoning tells us that the entire enterprise of ethics is 

based on the idea of having a class of beings who are owed basic practical respect, and we 

must investigate just what that class is. Even skepticisrn in ethics focuses on doubting this 

and related notions. Only so-cdled "environmental" and ''animai" ethics, as they are 

commonly now construed, senously address this question of "moral standing" (Le., who 

is owed basic practical respect in the fonn of rights, utiiitarian consideration, or c m ) .  Yet 

"environmental" and "animal" ethics are not only about the enWonment and nonhuman 

animals, but are just as much about the relative status of hwnan beings, and what makes us 

worthy of moral respect. We cannot understand what makes us worthy of moral standing, 

after ali, udess we consider other beings who rnight have or lack the same traits. 

So what follows from respecting humans and others is just ethics, but not anything 

peculiarly b'environmentai." AU ethics proper. and a l l  subdisciplines of ethics (related to 

business, the law, medicine, science, politics and society, etc.) equaily require an answer 

to the fundamental question of moral standing. Recent "environmental" ethics has tried, by 

itself, to shoulder this burden of the discipline of ethics. This state of affairs can only be 



remedied by having ethics do its job of providing an account of moral standing, and 

relegating environmental ethics to specific applications of ethics to environmental 

questions, rather than irresponsibly "delegatingt'4r marginalizing-a fundamental 

concem of ethics itself. When considenng ethics, we hardy know of what we speak, 

unless we address the defining limits of the subject itself. 

Ethics itself traditionaily presupposes that humans. and only humans, have moral 

standing, so it is not neutral on the issue of moral standing. It is just inexcusably 

prejudicial. and that hardly qualifies as philosophical. uidulging in shared prejudice is 

philodoxa, or love of opinion, rather than philosophia. love of wisdom. At this point, 1 am 

only speaking of inquiry, not of any answers. Stiil. precluding certain answers by not 

even asking the relevant questions is patently illegitimate. It is by no means a senled issue 

that only humans count in ethics. essentidiy, as the current general silence about 

nonhumans in ethics would seem to suggest. So this is not just an "animal rights" work (in 

the sense of nonhuman animal rights). That wouid be like comrnenting that books about 

racism are only about blacks, or Jews, for example, instead of k i n g  about h w n  rights, 

or the rights of al1 humans. This book addresses the possibilicy of rights for ail conscious 

beings, including both ourselves, and nonhuman anirnals. 

1 will find, upon due consideration, in favour of S. F. Sapontzis' statement in the 

following: "Animals are the most extensively and thoroughly exploited group on earth."' 

In light of this, a special amount of discourse must be devoted to making up for a general 

lack of consideration given to these beings. Nonetheless, this work is about the 

consideration of hwnnn conscious beings as much as anythuig else. 

A thUst for tmth has caused me especiaiiy to consider the question of the statu of 

humanism-the cases for and against-as assiduously as this study permits, and also the 

question of individual rights versus utilitarianism. A related dedication to hding reasons 

in ethics, in relation to specific problems, is aiso so rnotivated. A personal passion for the 

' S. F. Sapontris. Morais, Remon. and Animals (Philadelphia: Tempk University Ress, 1987), p. 197. 



rights of al i  conscious beings no doubt moved me to carry out this study in the h t  place, 

but for those who exclusively want reasonùig instead of passions, perhaps they will tind 

no small amount of justifcation for an attitude of fellow feeling in the pages which foilow. 
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The~ower  of Humanism 

1.1 Introduction: Humanism and 1 1 Animal Liberation in Deadlock 
Any widely encompassing study in ethics immediately obliges us to consider the very 

parameters of the ethicai. Among other considerations. that objective would have us 

question the moral statu of the entire animal realm-including human beings-and 

perhaps even beyond. If, in such an inquky, we find, for instance, that nonhuman animals 

are to be Liberated, then an ethicai fmus on many animals and their interest WU have to be 

sustained in the wider study. Otherwise. our focus may weli narrow itself in order to 

address, at least in the main, the concems of hurnan anirnals alone. 

Ctitically assessing the iitenture both for and against animal liberationt1 in 

particular, one might weli be left with the impression of a stalemate. Each side makes its 

own assurnptions, and seemingly creates "converts" only of those who already implicitiy 

share some such set of assurnptions. There appears to me to be iittle hope of either side 

"convincing" the other, so long as the present pattern continues of each party begging the 

question against the other. I Say "begging the question," since, as I argue, neither side 

disproves the other, so from the perspective of each proponent, more or less settled in his 

or her own convictions regarding animal liberation, the other simply assumes what needs to 

be proved (or at least argued for). The result of this staiemate is an uninspiring state of 

affairs. Some might take to wondering if ethical relativism is hue after ail-perhaps there 

' 1 use "animal liberation" in the sense of that broad cornmitment to fieeing animals from most or al1 
exploitation. GenedIy,  rights theorists, after Tom Regan, favour the Iiberation of animais from ail animal 
exploitation, and utiiitarians after the theory of Peter Singer advocrite liberating animals h m  some usages, 
depending on whether or not it is maximdIy utile. Ethics of care are also relevant hem, but their liberatory 
goals, if applicable at ail, are variable, depending on the respective author. 



are no right or wrong answers in ethics-and othen may despair, feeling they somehow 

"know" they are nght, if only they could find the proper arguments to show this. 

For the purposes of this study, 1 s h d  use "hurnanî~m'~ in the classical, 

anthropocentric sense that Protagoras offered: "Man is the measure of ai i  things." This 

means that "manT' (understood to hclude women. for our purposes) is also the measure of 

any given thing's importance or value. Human interests have tended to take centre stage 

throughout our history. according to this formula. 1 will not beg the question here by 

caliing humanists "speciesists*'-nominally. those who arbitrarily discriminate against 

animals on the basis of their species-since we shall see that it is far from clear. for now at 

least. that humanism is speciesist. Indeed, I do not fmd existing philosophical arguments 

for animal liberation to be particularly decisive. as 1 implied in the last paragraph. One of 

the aspirations of the present work is to try to rectib that situation-but my strategy may 

come as a surprise to some. For 1 think that part of constructing a more adequate theory of 

animal liberation additionally requires building a more convincing theory of anti-animal- 

liberation. 

1.2 1 Complacency in the Animal Liberation Camp 1 
Contributing to the staieness of the debate is the fact that there is a real cornplacency, even 

on the side that cm. perhaps. least afford to be cornplacent: the rebels, the wouid-be 

iiberators of animais. Humanists are more traditional, and perhaps there is always a 

measure of complacency-or at least inertia-that goes dong with that position, and that 

helps to preserve existing social structures. The major proponents of animal liberation 

seem to exhibit a kind of triumphaiist overconfi~dence in thek arguments, perhaps not even 

realiziog the extent of the stalemate. Peter Singer claims. in the second edition (1990) of 

his pioneering Animal Liberation, that he has needed to revise his position only very little in 

the fifeen years since his original edition, and not at aii in any fundamental way: 

As for these foundations [of his ethicai theory] themselves, I have lectured on h e m  given 
talks to conferences and philosophy department seminars, and discussed hem at length, 
both verbaily and in print: but I have come across no insurmountable objections. nothing 
that has Ied me to think that the simple ethical arguments on which the book is based are 



anything but sound. 1 have been encouraged to find that many of my most respected 
philosophical colleagues agree. Hence these arguments are retained here, ~ n c h a n ~ e d . ~  

In faimess to Singer, his confidence is not utterly unearned. He hm extensively tested his 

ethic. But his confidence in its "soundness" may, at least, be prernature, if his basic 

arguments prove impotent against a revised argument for humanism, such as the one which 

I have dubbed the "Juggernaut," to be presented later in this chapter. 

Regan is less cautious in his complacency. He gives the impression4 believe 1 do 

not exaggerate when 1 Say this-that he cm so muc h as retire from animal ethics now that 

he has released 7'he Case for Animal Rights, as though it ends all reasonable or serious 

debate on the issue, and he hûs no m e r  obligation, as a thinker, to pursue any issues that 

might linger on after that work (which, I argue, fares no better than Singer's against the 

Juggemaut) : 

The publication of The Case @r Animal Rights] marked the end of one phase of my 
Iife .... Having got the book out of my system I was liberated from the need to wnte 
anything elsr of a technical nature about animal rights. That work is done. Behind me? 

It would seem rather presumptuous to think that he would have no further technical issues 

to discuss after the release of his book. How does he know that there is no need for 

anything Mer-if such knowledge is even possible-without dialogue with others? 

His conviction that the rights view is "rationaiiy the most satisfactory moral 

theory ...[ surpassing] ail other theories in the degree to which it illuminates and explains the 

foundations of Our duties to one another'" may also prove to be hazardously question- 

begging against Juggernaut. which itself perhaps better illuminates the contemponry moral 

landscape, and provides for human and perhaps even some nonhuman animai rights, in a 

way that is more in keeping with concrete realities than anything so radical as Regan's 

animal rights view. Yet Regan is so confident in his work that he thinks that the onus of 

proof rests with his opponents: 

My view of The Case's utiIity is simpIy this: Unless or until the opponents of animal 
rights have read and understood its arguments, and unless and until they have rationally 
shown that the book's centrai conclusions are defective, they have not a rationd leg to 
stand on. They speak without knowledge. They utter words without understanding. The 

' Peter Singer. Animal Liberation, 2nd Edition (New York: Avon Books, 1990), p. xi. 
Tom Regan, The Struggle for Animnl Rights (Clarks Summit, PA: International Society for Animal 

Rights, Inc., 1987). p. 33- 
'' Ibid., p. 58. 



demand should go out, at least for the present, that the exploiters of anirnals answer The 
Case. 1 harbor the hope that they will lack the ability to do so. Which is 1 why 1 wmt the 
weapon [The Case] used. It can be lethal. It pleases me to see that sorne people are 
begi~ing to recognize the range of the book's possible use. And its potentid power.5 

Now here we have a mixture of tendencies. On the one hand he is demanding an answer to 

his book, "at least for the present," which could mean that he surely will satisfy all 

objectors in the future, or else, perhaps less likely, that he believes his theory wiii be 

discarded in the future. On the other hand. he more humbly "harbor[sl the hop" that his 

opponents cannot answer him. In the final analysis, however, he affbms emphaticdy that 

the range of the book's "potential power" and bbpossible use" is in the capacity of a "lethal" 

weapon, no doubt against opposing viewpoints. But how likely is he to take other views 

seriously if. until they absolutely refute his case with proof. he regards them as coming 

from people who "speak without knowledge." ''utter words without understanding," and 

so forth? Does this mean that he will only listen to what opponents have to Say with any 

senousness or respect once they refute him? How would he even know if someone refuted 

his theory, if he has not seriously listened to them up und that point? We shall try his 

"weapon," and several other animal libentionist philosophical moves, against Juggernaut, 

and see how they do. I think that the reader may find that Regan overestimates the 

"potential power" of his book. and thus overextends his confidence. 

In Animl  Rights and Hwnan Morality, Bernard Rollin claims that it is his object to 

extract an ethic from comrnon sense, consensus morality, or social ethics for humans? S. 

F. Sapontzis makes a similar c lah  that animal liberation can be deduced fiom traditional 

values? Such views seemingly ignore the values and principles in our traditions which are 

actively hostile to animal liberation, and which currentiy dominate. Even if som2 kind of 

benevolence is comrnonly assumed in ail of morality, there is a big difference, for example, 

between iaissez-faire and socialist varieties. And if no justification is required for such 

benevolence, then it is not clear why any justification would be required for humanism, 

either. Both benevolence and humanism. on that analysis, would be on equal epistemic 

' Ibid.. p. 3 1. 
Bernard Rollin. Animal Rights und Human Morality.- Rmised Edirion (Buffalo. N.Y.: Prometheus Books, 

2992), p. 9. 
7 S. F. Sapontùs, Morais, R e m n .  and Animais (PhiIadelphia: Temple University Press, 1987), pp. xiî, 
xv. 



footing, both entrenched in the major@ view, each a product of humanity's nature, and 

nurhiring, up to this point in history. Indeed, the anti-animai-liberationist Peter Carruthers 

writes, for his part, that "the business of constmcting an acceptable moral theory must take 

its start in common sense."vet Carruthen supports intensive farming. Certainly, 

Juggemaut conforms more with tradition than animal iiberation, the reader might come to 

agree. Sapontzis goes on to Say that the onus of justification is on those who deny animal 

liberati~n.~ Yet this seems to be unfair, not to have to justify one's own position, while 

expecting one's opponent to justify his or hen. If Sapontzis is claiming this on the bais of 

existing animal Liberation arguments, and it is reasonable to infer that he is, then we shaü 

see that he has not yet reckoned with Juggemaut. 

Rollin adds that he thinks anti-animal-libentionist views are always sornehow self- 

defeating if he uses his intellectud "judo" on them: 

I cannot force my ideal, however polished and articulate, on you. 1 cm, however, attempt 
to show you that you are already cornmitted to that ideal by virtue of certain assumptions 
you already hold. and thereby show you that the ideal 1 am pressing upon you is in fact a 
consequence of beliefs you yourself rntenain.1° 

So everyone agrees with animal iibentionist assumptionsdeep down? 1 do not think that 

Juggemaut makes animal libentionist, let alone self-contradictory, assumptions-but this 

c l a h  the reader must judge for hirnself or herself. I would iike to see Rollin try some of 

his "judo" moves on the revised humanist argument to come. 

L. W. Sumner, in 1988, regards the issue as to whether animals have moral 

standing (Le., a status of being entitled to direct moral consideration in the fom of 

considering their interests, according them rights, or some other form of basic practical 

respect, depending on the particular moral framework) as "essentidy over, since no one 

has succeeded in making a persuasive case in favour of any criterion of moral standing that 

will exclude all nonhuman animals from the moral domain."' ' Significantly. however, 

moral standing need not be conceived as an ail-or-nothing status. Juggernaut does not 

"eter Carnithen. The Animnls issue: Moral Theory Ni Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Ress. 
1992), p. 7. 
' S ~ ~ O & S ,  Momls. Reason. and A n i d ,  p. xv. 
'O Rollin, Animal Rights and Human Morality, p. 25. 
" L. W. Sumner, "Animal Welfare and Animal Rights." Journal of Medicine Md Philosophy 13 (May 
1988): 159. 



necessarily exclude ali animals fiom the domain of direct mord consideration, but it might 

give only bare consideration to the great majority of anirnals which animal ïiberationists 

want to inchde. Evelyn Pluhar, for her part, has great confidence in her use of the so- 

called argument from marginal cases. claiming, as a resuit: "Homocentric appeals are 

shown to be resounding failures."" Yet does her aüeged defeat of humanism have any 

effect on Juggemaut, which would claim to resist the argument from marginal cases? We 

shail see if her great confidence is truly borne out. 

From the airs in the above citations, you might guess that each philosopher has 

solved (rnany ot) the key problems related to animal Liberation, although dramaticaiiy 

different views are in play. Suffice it to observe that there may be a dangerous 

complacency among animal liberationist thinkers. History, however, has taught us without 

any reservation that we must always be vigilant about philosophical argumentation, and this 

is a lesson which we can learn, too, fiom current thinken c o n c e h g  animal liberation. 

These areas of thought are essentially controversial. and wili remain so after whatever 1. or 

any other thinker, might contribute. 

But since other animal liberationists seem so sure of their views, let us test them by 

running a dm. For the purpose of this drill, i shdl deploy Juggemaut, what 1 take to be 

the best composite sketch-with certain key additions-of the anti-animai-iiberation 

arguments that 1 have seen. Let alone straw men arguments, that are nadily done away 

with. Let us see how animal liberation philosophers' views fare against this "iron man" 

argument, if you WU. 1 shdl test the very best known animai liberationist strategems, 

hcluding the argument against speciesism, the argument from marginal cases, and many 

others. against Juggernaut. ' M e a n w  hile, before constnicting Juggemaut, it wiil be useful 

for the reader to have a sense of the anti-animal-liberation views which now predorninate, 

and which form a partial bais for the argument to follow. 

" Evelyn B. Pluhar. Bryond Prejudice: The Moral Signijkunce of H u m  and Nonhuman Anirnafs 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1995). p. xvi- 
l3 1 shall use this tem. "marginal cases." for the purposes of this chapter. since it is congenial to the world 
view of Juggemaut. But we shalI find cause to challenge the use of the tenn in the next chapter. 



1 1.3 1 Prelude to Junnernaut 1 
Those who oppose animal liberation, apart from varying in minor details, do follow a 

d e f ~ t e  pattern. First, they almost invariably focus on describing how anbals are 

different, in various key respects. which supposedly makes it appropnate to deny that 

animals need to be "libented." Second, anti-animal-liberationists ofien, either explicitly or 

implicitly, point to the fact that nomai human He is somehow "richer" than that of any 

nonhuman animal. Both of these factors are signifiant, and the present task is to illustrate 

how these particuiar factors of noie arise and are developed-or else fail to be developed- 

in the anti-animai-Libention litenture. 

If selecting those who count morally is not based on k ing  human, but rather 

rationality or whatever else, how could that be humanism? Humanisrn does favour 

humans, but not, allegedly, as a rnatter of arbitrary prejudice, as would be the case with 

true speciesism. Rather. humans are favoured in light of various criteria of moral standing, 

and therefore, putatively, in a justified manner. This means that if aliens came along who 

had richer Lives than ourselves, we couid still be humanists, since we would judge the 

aliens to be greater than us by human standards, so that "man" would s td l  be the measure 

of aii things-at least for us and our human philosophy, Hurnanists understand the riches 

and greatness of life from a human perspective, and arguably could not appreciate anything 

in the absence of such a perspective (without ceasing to exist, or possibly-or is it rather 

impossibly?- tnnsforming into another fonn of existence). The aliens in question would 

deserve NI moral standing along with humans. Furthemore, while matures like apes 

might not be human, they might conceivably be given moral standing, on this humanist 

view, as a direct extension of our undenvriting and understanding of the riches of Me, 

which may be shared by some apes in certain respects. 

In seeking a basis for his own ethics, Aristotle determined that rationality is the 

"proper function of man," over and above others. He did this largely by rejecting functions 

held in common with nonhumans, such as having a life of nutrition and growth like plants 

and animals. As for sentience (in the sense of perception), he observes that: "a sentient 



sort of life ... is shared by hones and cattle and animals of all kùids."" Aristotle takes it for 

granted that he ought to exclude our commonaüties with animals in the first place. rather 

than acknowledge, at least in our fbnctioning, a hindamental kinship with other animals. 

Anstotle did a great deal to establish rationality as the cornerstone criterion of what 

supposedly excludes nonhuman animais from enjoying moral standing. Thomas Aquinas 

echoes this idea d o m  Uito the Middle Ages, and beyond, in the Roman Catholic tradition 

that Aristotle unwittingly helped to defme. Aquinas assumed that only rational agents really 

use things, and nonrationai things. including nonhuman animals, are only fit to be used." 

This discounts the fact that animals do not necessarily need to be used, begs the question 

that they ought to be used. and that they themselves lack any kind of autonomous agency. 

He also gratuitously assumes that "the order of things is such that the imperfect are for the 

perfect,"I6 and also, of course. that animals are not somehow 'perfect" &ter their own 

kind, or else that humans are, in faci. "perfect." 

Immanuel Kant was yet another humanist who treasured rationality above ail. He 

farnously enjoined that rational beings ought always to be treated as ends in themselves, 

and never merely as a means, and the "ground of this principle is: Rational nature exists as 

an end in itselJ"" In his generousiy impartial way, Kant even repeatedly stated that a 

rational king would not have to be human, and that a nonhuman rational king  should 

ment the same respect as any human." Hegel voices a comparable traditional emphasis on 

rationaiity: "Man is an end in himself only by virtue of the divine in him-that which we 

designated at the outset as Reason ..."" 

'" Aristotle, The Nichomachean Ethics (Hmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd., 1976), p. 75. 
" Saint Thomas Aquinas. "Differences between Rational and Other Creatures." in Animal Rights and 
Human Obligations, 2nd Edition, cd. Tom Regan and Peter Singer (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, 1989), p. 6. 
16 Aquinas, "On Eülling Living Things and the Duty to Love irrational Creatures," Ibid., p. 1 1. 
17 Inmanue1 Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphysics ofMorals, m s .  H. J. Paton (New York: Harper & 
$ow Publishers. Incorporated, 1964), p. 96. Italics his. 

Ibid., p. 92: "For the purpose of achieving this proof it is of the utrnost importance to cake warning that 
we should not dream for ii moment of trying to derive the reality of this prînciple [his categorical 
imperative] fiorn the special characteristics of humn nature .... duty .,. mus t... hoId for ai1 rationai beings." 
Mso, on p. 95: "Now 1 say that man, and in general every rational being, exists iis an end in himself, not 
merely as a m e m  ..." Various other passages, dso occurring in the later Critique of Pructicaf Remn, 
attest to this fine of thought, which suggests that Kant would not have thought of himself as a 
"speciesist"-see 1.5 M o w  for more on speciesism. 
l9 G. W. F. Hegel, Reason in Histury: A Geneml Introduction to the Phifosophy of Hisrory, trans. Robert 
S. Hartman (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1953), p. 44. 



Rationahtic humanism continues until this day. For example, Richard Watson 

takes issue with Singer's comparing our treatment of animals to the injustices of racism and 

sexism: 

By implying that skin colour and sex are characteristics no different in moral importance 
from 'intelligence and rationality,' Singer belittles the importance of the characteristics on 
which the Iibention of blacks and women is actually based. It is because blacks, women, 
and white men have intelligence and reason in common that they can be compared as 
moral equals. Obviously skin calor. sex. sharpness of reason. and level of intellipce 
make no difference to their moral equality, for this is based on their generai capacity to 
interact moralIy. Many sentient animals cannot be so compared because they have no 
understanding of moral pnnciples. Singer does not meet this argument at 

Singer does iry to meet the arguments conceniing humanistic criteria. But his attempt 

might not be convincing to a humanist, as we shaii see. This passage nicely hints of the 

deadlock to which 1 earlier referred, for Watson himself, in twn, offers Singerites no 

reason to adopt "intelligence" as a critenon for mord standing. We shail see that other 

humanists are similarly, perhaps even surprisingly, stipdative about which criteria of mord 

standing they announce. I have nowhere omitted any argumentation for their adoption: it is 

WNally not there to begin with. 

Humanists ask other worthwhile questions of Singer's ethics. An interesting 

objection, again based in advanced mental capacities, is made by Rod Reece and Loma 

Chamberlain: 

...p aradoxically. for Singer, it is precisely the fact of greater mental capacity which 
requires us to ascnbe preferential rights to the more complex species on the question of 
the right to life. On the one hand [in terms of Singer's equal consideration of interests] 
the fact of inequality [in terms of varying intelligence, etc.] is irrelevant to the issue, on the 
other hand it is the determinant of the issue. Why the difference, we are never told." 

Stnctly speaking, there is no "paradox," or at least inconsistency, here. One does not 

contradict oneself in asserting that not all lives are of equal value, but that equivaient 

interests are to be considered equaily. Moreover, although Singer usually avoids any 

extensive discussion of the value of animal lives. we cm correct the rnisleading picture 

given by his critics. It is impiied that he is discriminating with respect to the value of life 

across species, but indiscriminate in upholding aii interests, no matter what the species. 

'O Richard k Watson. 'Self-Conxiousness and the Rights of Nonhuman Animals and Nam,"  
Environmental Ethics 1 (Summer 1979): 115. 
a Rod Rnce and Lorna Chamberlain. A n i d  Welfere ond Hwuui Values (Waterloo. Ontario: Wilfiid 
Laurier University Press, 1993). p. 274, 



While it is mie that Singer would assign unequai values to Lives, he does not suggest that 

we value aU interests equaiiy, by contmst. Rather, he is making the more humble 

suggestion that equivalent interests be considered equaily, which is just an expression of 

the principle that the same sorts of things ought to be regarded in much the same way. He 

SM concedes that some interests are more vital than others, and would no doubt admit that 

a human k ing  has more interests than a clam. He wouid aiso. presumably. hold that Lives 

of the same kind would be of the same value. So 1 fail to see the point of the criticism 

presently under consideration. 

What is more, Preece and Chamberlain get into troubles of their own. They daim 

that race and sex do not affect the issue of ascnbing nghts, and yet invite the criticism that 

theù own views are racist: "if Caucasians had one-third the mental capacity of Onentals 

and lacked the capacity for moral vimie we would consider these facts relevant ...[ and they] 

would justitj raci~m."'~ It is no comfort to me that they only reject what they call arbitrary 

discrimination on the bais of race." Many ncists of the past and present allege that they 

held their views because blacks. and whoever else, Iacked rationality or intelligence, so that 

it does not matter much how one treats them. Frankiy, I am offended by these authon' 

reasonings, which. in fact, seem classicaily racist. at least in spirit. 

Bonnie Steinbock tries to indicate how intelligence andor rationality is importantly 

related to moral agency, and the latter is ofien asserted. in the literatwe, to be a criterion for 

moral standing in its own right. Steinbock takes more pains than the last two authors 

examined to differentiate henelf from racism. It is a tired commonplace that racism is 

discrimination on the bais of skin colour (although I have obsewed that it goes deeper than 

that, to discrimination on the supposed b a i s  of lesser mental capacities). Steinbock 

disclaims that she is a "speciesist" in that she does not discriminate on the basis of 

superfîcial physical attributes, but rather on the bais of intelligence, which is related to 

moral agency: 

There is ... an important difference between racism or sexism and 'speciesism'. We do not 
subject anirnals to different mord treatment simply because they have fur and feathen, but 

" Ibid.. pp. 275-76. 
'3 Ibid. 



because they are in fact different from human beings in ways that could be mordly 
relevant. It is fdse that women are incapable of being benefited by education, and 
therefore that ciah cannot serve to justifj preventing them from attending school. But 
this is not fdse of cows and dogs, even chirnpanzees. Intelligence is thought to be a 
morally relevant capacity because of its relation to the capacity for moral r e ~ ~ o n s i b i l i t ~ . ~ ~  

Again, it is questionable as to whether Steinbock is immune to classical racist thinking 

which focuses on intelligence. and which goes back to Aristotle's own well-known idea of 

"naniral slaves," who allegedly lack the rationality of their rnasters. She adds that humans 

alone are "responsible for what they do."" 

Michael Leahy, author of Against Liberation: Putting himals Ur Perspective, also 

emphasizes moral agency. He denies that animals have moral standing, in particular, 

because they lack a moral vocabdary (a Wittgensteinian emphasis), and so fail to be 

capable of moral agency. Hence they are incapable of reciprocity, which counts against 

animal liberation on Leahy's egoistic. contractarian view." Again. why, at bottom. we 

must adopt this perspective, he either cannot or wiil not tell us in his book. With Leahy- 

although not expficitly-A. 1. Melden. author of Rights and Persons and Rights in Moral 

Lives, favours David Hume's notion of "gentle usage" of anirnal~.~' asserting that one 

needs to be a moral agent in order to have moral nghts." Lnterestingly, he claims that even 

if aoimals were granted rights, they could still be used for foodz9 (contrary to Regan's 

abolitionist rights view). Here he offen the dubious rationalization bat we may need to kill 

animds who prey on crops, and given world overpopuiation, "we may weil have to choose 

between using living creatures as a source of food and starving to death."30 This 1 s t  part 

does not reckon with claims by Singer and others that a great deal more cropland is freed 

on a widespread vegetarian diet, since most crops would not be fed to livestock as they are 

" Bonnie Steinbock. "Speciesism and the Idea of Equality." Philosophy 53 (April 1978): 247. 
Ibid.. p. 252. " Michael P. T. Leahy. Agaimt Liberation: Puning Animak in Perspective (New York: Routiedge, 1991). 

o. 178. " A. 1. Melden, Rights in Moral Lives: A Historical-Philosophicol Essay (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1988). p. 52. 

Ibid.. p. 54. 
Ibid, pp. 64-65. 
Ibid. 

3t See, for example, Singer. Animal Liberation, p. 166. 



However. retuming to the theme of moral agency as a critenon of moral standing, 

Carl Cohen repeats the idea that rights can only be given to those who make moral claims 

against one another." Another way in which he articulates his moral agency requirement is 

by stating that animais lack free moral judgment, and so cannot have nghts." He also 

States that between the species, there are "enonnous" ciifferences that are "almost 

universdiy appreciated," including moral reflection, moral autonomy, being memben of 

moral comrnunities, recognizing just claims against their own interest. No rigorous 

argument is offered for Cohen's view. but rather, a number of specifications of it. He is 

stipulating not only that nonhuman animals are not moral agents, but also that, therefore. 

they cannot have moral nghts. No argument is given in his writing for either of these key 

clairns. Likewise, Richard Watson tells us that only moral agents merit nghts. and that one 

must be able to reciprocate recognition of rights and duties in order to have nghts oneself.'" 

Man Holland also claims that we can be speciesists, he says, on the basis of species-based 

characteristics that are peculiar to humans in general: autonomy, rationality, and self- 

C O ~ S C ~ O U S ~ ~ S S . ~ ~  

Beyond self-consciousness. rationality "in some Nler sense or senses," including 

conceptualizing, using a liuiguage. communicating with others. engaging in acts of 

creativity, and mûking moral judgrnents, L. B. Cebik also makes reference to what he c d s  

"the social interaction dimensions of rights," the lack of which, he thinks, entail that 

anirnals have no right~.'~ He also holds that animais need to make claims to have rights, 

which they cannot do," and cites anti-animal-rights "'forces" as also holding that animais 

lack a concept of self, cannot make choices, and are incapable of reciprocity? He 

dogmaticaily declares, too, that having rights implies the ability to carry out obligations 

imposed by those rights,Jg although it is not clear why animals and others cannot enjoy 

Carl Cohen, T h e  Case for the Use of Animds in Biomedicd Research." 7he New England Journui of 
Medicine 3 15 (October, 1986): 865. Notice the advermial mord stance here of people making ciaims 
a aim one another. 
3'Ibid.. P. 866 

Watson. "seif-~onsciousness and the Rights of Nonhuman AnMals and Nature." p. 100. " Alan HoIland, "On Behal f of a Moderate Speciesism." The J o u d  of Applied Philosophy 1 ( 1984): 286. ' L. B. Cebik, "Cm Animais Have Rights? No and Yes." The Philosophicai Forum 12 (1981): 252. " Ibid., p. 257. 
Ibid.. p. 253. 

PI Ibid., p. 258. 



nghts claimed by others on their behalf-this is not, after ail, unintelligible. Ruth Cigman 

(following Tooley). like othen above, stresses the importance of a concept of self as a 

necessary and sufficient cnterion of a person." 

Aside from the principal themes of raûonality and moral agency. and associated 

traits, a variety of other supposed differences between humans and other animals emerge. 

In fact, a number of authors stress quite a number of differences. Michael Allen Fox, in 

the days before he changed views and condemned vivisection, meateating, and other 

animal usages, had an extensive list of such humanistic critena: critical self-awareness, the 

ability to utilize concepts in compiex ways and to use sophisticated languages, to 

manipuiate, reflect, plan. deliberate, choose, accept responsibility for acting, form a Me 

plan, and self-actuillize?' Meredith Williams also makes complex claims with respect to 

what is required for moral standing. To her. nonhuman animals cannot take an interest in 

their own welfare, unlike humans:' although why we should side with her in believing 

this is not rendered apparent. She also indicates that anirnals lack rationaüty, which is 

needed to think of the future and the past, form goals. and to go beyond the "here-and- 

now.'*) Animais "fail to be capable of having cultural lives," she posits. and only with 

such a life cm one make sense of having interests informed by morality? Of course, 

Williams is not clairning that animais can be blamed for "faiiing" to be capable of culturai 

Lives, but why they are to be condemned, al1 the same, to king denied moral standing is 

not made cIear. 

Now that we have an extensive idea of the sorts of humanistic critena that are 

brought to bear against animais (and the stipulative nature of suc h daims), we should be 

interested in knowing the point (which is not necessariiy to say justification) of introducing 

such cnteria. The centrai point, which seems to be asserted, explicitly or impiicitly, by 

many humanist authors, is that those beings who have the qualities favoured have richer 

" Ruth Cigman. "Death, Misfortune. and Species Inequality." Philosophy and Public Affain 10 (198 1 ) :  
60. 
" Michael Allen Fox. "Animai Experimenmion: Avoiding Unnecessary Suffenng," in National 
Symposium OR hperatives in Research Animal Use: Scientijîc N e e h  and Animal W e y i r e  (Washington: 
National Institutes of Health, 1984), p. 112. " Meredith Williams, "Rights. Interests. and Mord Equality." Environmenmi Ethics 2 (1980): 153. 
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lives than those who lack such qualities. Let us now document this very important 

"argument fiom richness," to which animai liberationist philosophers do not pay very much 

attention-to the detriment, 1 beiieve, of any presumed power to convince humanists. 

Recalling S teinbock's view, let it further be noted that she holds that animai 

experimentation "is justifxed because human iives are more valuable than animai iives. And 

this is because of certain capacities and abiiities that normal human beings have which 

animais apparently do net? So here we have an explicit linkage between having various 

capacities and having more valuable (Le., ncher) iives. One of the most famous anti- 

animai-libentionist philosophers, R. G. Frey, agrees with her: "the value of life is a 

function of its quality, its quality is a function of its richness, and its richness a function of 

its scope or potentiality for enrichmen t...? Frey is quite clear that many humans lack rich 

lives as ~ e l l . " ~  He denies that animai life is "of no value," but clairns only that it is not "the 

sarne value as normai human life" in terms of its "richne~s.'*~ Hence the "threshold for 

k i h g  animals is lower than that for killing normal adult h~mans.'"~ Those nonhuman 

animais and humans lacking enough of this quality of richness may be sacrifced in 

experiments, depending on the "nature and extent of the benefit to be derived in the 

particular case."50 Fre y is a utili tarian. He speaks of this sacrifice in terms of king 

prepared to pay the price for the benefit~,~' although transparently, he, and others with 

richer Lives. would not pay the price. On the contrary, the rich would simply fùrther enrich 

themselves, upon this analysis. 

Indeed, Frey saiutes the key role of autonomy as instnimentaiiy vaiuable in 

enabling some humans to seek ncher lives for themselves? Frey reflects: "When we look 

back and Say of a human k ing  that he Ied a rich. fuil life, we allude to something 

incomparably beyond that to which we would ailude, were we to Say the same thhg of a 

f i  Steinbock "Speciesism and the Idea of Equality." pp. 253-54. 
46 R. G. Frey, "The Case Against Anima1 Rights," in Animol Rights and Human Obligations, p. 116. 
* Ibid. 
a Frey, bbAnimal Parts, Human Wholes," in Biomedical Ethics Reviews-i987, eds. James M. Humber and 
Robert F. Almeder (Clifton, NJ: Humana Press, 1983, pp. 92-93. 
@ Ibid. 

Ibid., p.89. 
Ibid. 
Frey, "Autooomy and the Value of Animai Life," Monist 70 (January 1987): 54. 



chicken or d~g. ' "~  Examples of dimensions of a nch life which he gives ioclude f a b g  in 

Love, marrying, helping children and young people grow, workuig, pursuing culturai 

interests and hobbies, etc?-none of which, presumably, animals participate in, includhg 

helping the young to grow, working on projects, and doing things for enjoyment. He does 

not offer any evidence to substantiate his c l a h  that anirnals do not pursue these sorts of 

activities. Frey clairns that his animal ethics work as a whole promotes "contrahg the 

quality and richness of animal and human life over a wide spec m.... 4 5  

Frey is the pre-eminent advocate of nchness, although other philosophers make 

passing reference to its value. Richard Watson claims that Singer's estimate of speciesism 

king as important as any other moral or social issue is "quite unsupported" and "insulting" 

to victirns of past and present oppression. Watson finds it "hard to believe anyone would 

make" this ~ l a i m . ~ ~  Why'? "At the danger of explainhg the obvious so as not to be 

rnisunderstood." Watson wams, "1 say it is insulting because Singer himself gives 

excellent grounds for establishing chat human Lives are far richer and more valuable than 

those of nonhuman anirnal~."~~ So Watson considers it quite manifest that richness is of 

great moral importance, although, strictly speaking, he does not argue for this point- 

rather, it is an assumption which he makes. 

Peter Miller, a utilitarian like Frey, proposes to translate the formula for 

utilitarianism, directly, in ternis of richness. He notes that ''the utilitvians have offered a 

quantitative transformation of the [utilitarian] principle into the form: maximize the 

production and preservation of good by one 's actions while minirnizing evils. *' He 

continues: "Inserthg the present account of values [as nchness] into the formula yields the 

injunction: mimke the preservatiun and production of rich values while minimizing the 

eviZs of their destm~tion."'~ He endorses this injunctiod9 Not surprisingiy, he considers 

it to be "regrettable" that anirnals are to be sacnficed for ovemding goods such as meat 

Ibid. 
Y Frey, "Animai Parts. Human Wholes:' p. 93. 
55 Ibid., pp. 9 1-92. " Watson. "Self-Consciousness and the Eüghts of Nonhuman Animals and Nature,'' p. 119. " Ibid. " Peter Milier, "Value as Richness: Toward a Vdue Theory for the Expanded Naturalism in Environmental 
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production and animal research. We should, he recommends, be responsive to the values 

in animal Me, although not regard them as equal in nchness, explicitly following Frey in 

this particuiar respect.60 

David DeGrazia aiso adopts the richness criterion in his book, Taking Animais 

Senousfy. He seems to endorse Frey's suggestion regarding the importance of nchness in 

animal et hic^.^' DeGrazia believes that "certain features of most human hves-such as 

enjoyments, autonomy. understanding, accomplishment, and deep personal relationships- 

would seem to have value in any iife that contained hem: they seem to have an enriching 

q~ality."~' His conclusion is that the richness criterion accords well with "our convictions 

about the comparative value of different kinds of Lives," in that humans or animals who 

have more of these goods, or more complexity of such goods. have a greater "comparative 

 value.'^) He presumes that the reader accords with what he c d s  "our convictions." Just 

as animais need not have equally valuable lives. as on Singer's and Regan's analyses, so 

DeGrazia would M e r  suggest that anirnals' functioning and freedom need not be of equal 

value:' in that these may conduce to greater or lesser richness of Me. On DeGrazia's 

ethic, which still considers equal interests equally (with Singer), sport hunting, buMghts, 

cosmetics testing, rodeos, poaching for ivory or skins, whaiing, and trapping for fur 

would be moraiiy i~npennissible?~ 

Given his differential valuing of functioning and freedom, however, he holds that 

the presumption against confining less complex nonhuman anUnaIs is less stringent than for 

humans, since human freedom is wonh moreP6 For example, he has no problern with 

confïning animais for consumption, and then Ming them for that purpose, on the 

assumption that animals have less valuable, or rich, lives: 

* Peter Miller, "Do AnimaIs Have Interests Worthy of our Mord interest?" Environmental Ethics 5 
Inter 1983): 332. 
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... rneat-eating is not an area of ethicai absolutes. Eating rneat is not intrinsically wrong. 
Meat-eating is wrong when it is due to the relationship between one's actions and the 
causing of unnecessary h m  to animals." 

He does not comment on whether or not it is "necessary," at all, to h a m  animals, as an 

inevitable part of "meat production:' since we can dispense with meateating aitogether, 

and this is at least one glaring flaw in Taking Animais Serïously. Still, DeGrazia opposes 

factory farming, as does Singer, and wouid liberate animals from many f o m  of usage, as 

previousiy noted. So curiously, dus is an animal tiberationist's argument Srom nchness-a 

kind of apped which anti-animd-libentionists usudy make. It is noteworthy, here, that 

bo th DeGrazia and the anti-animal-liberationis ts are opposed to the standard animal rights 

view, which would altogether abolish using animals as mere resources. 

Sometimes, references to richness are more veiled, as in Leahy cailing anirnals 

"primitive beings,'"' implying that normal humans are more "advanced"+x richer in 

qualities that are desirable. Sirniluly, the early M. A. Fox implies a standard of richness 

when he States that: 

... animals do not show any signs whatever of being individuals-the sense in which we 
could legitirnately speak of their lives as more or less 'fbll,' 'sarisQing,' and so forth or in 
which we could rneaningfully state that animals 'have their own lives to lead' or have a 
'capacity to enjoy the good ~ i f r . ' ~ ~  

Anirnals are apparently so impovenshed that they cannot have a good or satiswing Me 

worth noting. Without a certain standard of richness, or "fuiiness," beings apparently 

count for linle to the early Fox. 

It strikes me that the value of "richness" is more likely to emerge in ethicai 

discourse which explicitly considers nonhuman animals and nature, in order to enable a 

contrast, which fin& nonhumans to be "poorer" than humans, by cornparison. In 

humanistic discourse, however, there is decisively more talk about the moral equality of all 

humans, and so, less of a tendency to think of them in contrastive, inegalitarian terms. 1 

say this because, as a student of ethics, I have not noticed the value of richness surfacing 

'' Ibid., p. 28 1. ' Leahy, Against Liberation, p. 103. 
60 Michael Allen Fox, The Case for Animal Erperintentation: An Evoluriowry Md Ethical Perspective 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), p. 28. 



very si-cantly in mainstream, human-centred ethical concems, except perhaps, for 

example, in the outright inegalitarian ethics of Friedrich Nietzsche." 

This concludes, however, my exploration of anti-animal-liberation views, in the 

respect of their various humanistic cnteria. I believe that I have reflected, in my analysis, 

that which 1 claimed at the start of the chapter, namely, that humanistic ethical theories 

currently beg the question against animal liberation views. As I have shown. humanists 

characteristically offer arguments with both unsupponed factual assumptions about 

nonhuman anbals, and also, cnteria for moral standing which go undefended. These 

assurnptions go to form arguments. to be sure, but those arguments are, at bottom, 

unconvincing to those who do not already agree with the premises. Still, it is not enough 

to Say, as DeGrazia has said: 

It is a sad statement about prevailing levels of intellectual integrity that uncomprehending, 
automatic dismissal of the possibility of equal consideration [of nonhuman animals] is 
deemed worthy of publication in many medical joumals. Quite a few philosophen. 
including contemporary ones, demonstrate similar close-mindedness in the face of this 
issue." 

Perhaps DeGrazia is right. but we must not be too dismissive of the power of such views 

for their proponents-perhaps even the majonty of philosophea. who adhere to some form 

of pnncipled humanism. That power redy is considerable, and the proponents will nghtly 

Say that they must start somewhere in theorizing, so why not start with such selective 

criteria? If that is where they must start, it would perhaps be unreasonable to demand 

supporthg evidence (although opponents would still require more if they are to fmd such a 

humanist view convincing). In order to fashion a more convincing humanistic vision, we 

wiii need to try to make an improved argument on behalf of such a view. This argument, 

to be of any greater value. would have to offer a rationale for positing criteria of moral 

standing which is not, at least on the face of it. question-begging. On the contrary, this 

rationale must be in some sense cornpelling. If this new argument fa&, however, we still 

See, for example, Friedrich Nietzsche. The Genealogy of Moralr. The inequalities refened to are stressai 
throughout this work. See also Thomas Hurka, Perfectionism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993). 
For instance, he hnpIies favouring nchness of Q, in terms of abilities, in the following, p. 161: "However 
perfecaonism acnially wants [sic] resources distributed. it is prepared in principle to give more to those 
with greater innate ability." 
" DeGrazia. Taking A n i d  Seriousiy, p. 49. 



have the older style arguments-of simply ofFering criteria of moral standing, such as 

rationality-to contend with. as well as a misceliany of lesser arguments (in my view), 

some of which 1 also treat in Later chapters. 

We have seen it repeatedly presupposed that having a ncher Me alone entitles one to 

moral standing. Richness may weil seem Like just one more stipulated, presumptive. or 

question-begging humanistic criterion (which is why 1 hesitate to characterize the richness 

meta-criterion as a mie justflcation for the other criteria such as rationality, and so on, as if 

it ultunately hac the power to justiQ). In the face of the humanists' declarations, cannot the 

animal liberationists simply adhere, unperturbed, to their own assumptions, disclaiming 

any relevance of the seerningly arbitrarily invented humanistic cnteria? Perhaps so, yet 1 

would contend that the argument from richness, together with an attention to the different 

humanistic criteria, and indeed to the importance of ethics itself (which the humanists also 

stress), holds more promise than a mere exercise in theoretical arbitrariness. Indeed. such 

considentions provide part of the "genetic materiai" for Juggemaut, as we shall see. and 

that, itself. will prove to be a composite argument for humanism that is perhaps more 

rigorous than those which we have examined. Maybe t h i s  new view will even be ngorous 

enough to take on the best existing animai liberation arguments, and triumph-r seem to. 

in 1.2. I criticized a number of animai Liberationist views as k ing  cornplacent. The 

humanists have no reason for considerable confidence either, on the showing of the present 

section. If 1 am to make my own case for animal liberation, 1 should certainly like. and in a 

sense need, to refute the best case for humanism that 1 cm construct. So "my own" 

humanistic vision must be just the opposite of a straw man argument, that, if at al l  possible, 

successfully resists and perhaps even overcomes animal liberation arguments of the present 

day, while hopefully helping to separate what is compelling fiom what is unconvincing in 

animal Liberationist thought* 

1.4 1 Juggernaut 
"No object reaiiy interests us but man, and in man only his superiorities ..." This is the 

spirit of Juggemaut, substantialiy (no doubt minus the archaically sexist Ianguage), which 



has Lived, in some form, since antiquity. and is here given voice by Ralph Waldo 

 mers son." Subsequently, though, 1 wiil let Juggemaut speak through me. That is, 1 wiii 

not only favourably describe it or defend it, but, in order to Save unnecessary verbiage, and 

also to state the argument in a way that is as convincing as possible, 1 wilI sometimes 

assume its "voice," a fact which readers shouid bear in mind in order to avoid confusion. 

We have already seen what is often considered to be superior or "rich" in the prelude to 

Juggemaut. The argument itself wili be generous in its encompassrnent of such riches, 

although every hurnanist is invited to add to or subtract from the list which 1 offer, 

according to his or her own conception of "the good life." My list is perhaps close enough 

to king representative that it can be used as an example, but it is only meant to be 

suggestive of the sorts of criteria that we have seen the humanists use. More than bat, it 

WU also include many goods which may be deemed to be common to both humans and 

nonhumans, such as physical prowess, friends hip, etc. Humans, inevitably, wiil still 

corne out very much ahead. It is less question-beggingly anthropocentrist to include goods 

that are intrinsically satisfying for beings. no matter the species, including humans. 

Humancentredness will nile the day, anyway, if Juggemaut is correct. 

The logic of the argument is not affected by whatever "riches" the humanists choose 

to invoke. Indeed. Juggemautians each might value sornewhat idiosyncratic lists, as 

individual expressions of thought, through which each penon develops his or her own 

moral convictions. Cultivating an ongoing dialogue about these items codd be as 

perennial, but as interesting as discussing different conceptions of the meaning of life. 

This variabiîity does not necessarily irnply ethical relativism (it could irnply the existence of 

a dim, but important. awareness of underlying uuths about the good), although it might be 

in agreement with Anstotle's contention that ethics is not a precise science. (Nichomachean 

Ethics 1094bX7) 

It is tme that the ierms employed in the list are highly problematic, in an analytical 

sense. Quite aside from the fact that anti-animal-liberationists themselves often do not give 

adequate accounts of these te=, the main point here is that, even as individuals m u t  

" Encyclopedia of Phiiosophy, S.V. "Emerson. Raiph Waldo." 



decide what they consider part of the richness of Me, so they must also formulate what 

each tem means to the-aithough again, aiiuding to the importance of dialogue, one can 

certainly leam a lot from how others frame these concepts. 1 myself do not nearly have the 

space to indicate my sense of each of these ideas, nor how. indeed. 1 would substantiate 

that sense, nor is it even relevant to my present purpose to perform such an exercise. So- 

only partly in the interest of brevity-I invite the reader to hterpret these t e m  in his or her 

favowite way. One might wish to subsume some terms under others that are seen to be 

more fundamental (e.g., does intelligence subsume its application to technologies, or does 

moral agency encompass kindness-or perhaps any kindness worth having?), or perhaps 

even sirnply leave such items open to further analysis. However, one ought, in any case. to 

try to list things that are generally lifeenhancing or e ~ c h i n g ,  at least in their ided form of 

expression. 

Juggernaut, in its love for the g~od,'~ fin& that it is necessary and suficient that an 

entity have quality of king, or the potential to experience and to create goodness. This is 

different from quality of life. or the level of weli-being that one happens to enjoy at any 

particuiar tirne.'' One c m  more easiiy reaiize that something is e ~ c h i n g  than exf i in  

exactly why it is so-again, a matter for further speculation in a different work. In any 

case, here is my List of life's riches for the purposes of constructing Juggernaut: 

Artistic or creative endeavour 
Autonomy 
Awareness of self 
Beauty 
Capacity for play (gaines, dancing, music, joyful motions, etc.) 
Cultural or societal interrelationships 
Exchange of goods and services (i.e., general reciprocity and economic productivity) 
Freedom 

" This emphasis on the good has its place in the works of innumerable ethicists. including in the works of 
Plato, Aristotle, John Stuart Mill, and others. Even the most farnous deontologist, h a n u e l  Kant, 
opened his Gromdwork of the Metaphysics of Morals by affirming that the good will is the only 
unconditionally good thing (dthough he meant much more than simply wiliing good-a topic for another 
occasion). 
" It is enough to have morai standing to have the power of good-causing agency. and of enjoyment, since 
Juggernaut loves even just potential good-it woufd have to be morally considered. In a dilemma actual 
good or quality of life might be relevant, but short of that, potential for goodness is to be cultivated, even if 
someone faces temporaty hardships. It is hard to imagine one's moral standing going up and down with the 
vagaries of an illness. and its effect on one's qudity of life, for example, and this frarnework obviates any 
such absurdity. The generai capacity for experiencing and creating goodness, which reflects the kind of 
k ing  that one is, may weIl remain (substantially) intact through such an illness-and additionally, one 
might even recover. 



Heal th 
Humour 
Intelligence (sometirnes conceived l e s  formaily than rationaüty) 
Language usage (or perhaps advanced communication, as well; language is richer) 
Legal engagement 
Moral agency 
Physical prowess (strength, agility, speed, physicd senses, rending power, endurance, 
sexuai vigour, dexterity ) 
Political participation 
Rationality 
Sentience 
Saiabiiity (Irienciship md love j 
Spinniality (religious pursuits would be optional here) 

These cm be categorized in a number of different ways. but that is of no relevance to the 

present argument. 1 will use the abbreviation, " Q  (for quality of being) in order to refer to 

this list. This Q-factor refers both to good enjoyed by the being who has the Iife, and also 

his or her capacities for affecting others' quality of life (since many of the capacities are 

relevant in that respect). 

Quality of k i n g  reflects the worth, or potential worth, of the king's life, which is 

not restricted to ment. Potential merit is admittedly a factor, since Juggemaut is a cultivator 

of riches. But Q-capacities, themselves, cm be used for good or  for ill, and yet they still 

give a being moral standing. Also. sorne Q capacities. such as sentience, have nothing to 

do with ment. Indeed, having any of the capacities, in the fmt place. rnight have Little or 

nothing to do with merit, and would not be praiseworthy in the way that mentonous 

conduct rnight be. So what is being presented here is very far from any kind of simplistic 

rneritocra~y.~' Again, this is just my own Iistdifferent Juggemautians will have different 

lis& or different conceptions of Q. Whatever the differences, the practicd outcome. 1 

think, wiIl be much the same. 

" Paul Taylor objects to using cnteria such as rationality, which are valuable to us. but perhaps not to 
other beings. It might be replied that, from a more objective standpoint, Mùonality is still a valuable thing 
in the universe. even if a given being is not capable of valuing it. So we are obliged to consider it when 
determining the richest possible criteria for who h a  moral standing, as part of our dedication to promoting 
the good. Taylor sees these judgments as merit-based, but fin& that judgments of ment stem from frames 
of reference that are sociaily dictated. That may be so, in pan, but he is begging the question if he is 
implying that we cannot do our best, as a society, CO assess the go& that are embodied by different beings. 
A tolerance of plunlism in this respect might even be hedthy. He is correct that we judge from an 
exclusiveIy human viewpoint in the sense that we are human, but he is not very credible in claiming that 
we cannot at ai1 assess the goods inherent in other kinds of Iife forms From that human perspective. See his 
'The Ethics of Respect for Nature," in Environmental Philasophy: From Animal Righrs to Radicai 
Ecofogy, ed Michael E. Zimmerman (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hail, Inc., 1998), pp. 79-80. 



Rationaiity (whose goal is knowledge, or at least plausible beliefs) is, it is arguable, 

at the basis of many things in Q, including much intelligent activity. moral agency, the use 

of free and autonomously self-goveming choice generaily, political participation, legal 

agency, societal involvement more generally, many creative endeavours, spiritual pursuits 

of a philosophical nature. and many uses of language. It is no wonder, then, that 

rationality has been the comerstone of the humanist tradition, as noted earlier, in figures 

such as Aristotle, Aquinas, Kant, and others. It is arguable that rationality underpins 

human greatness both socially. in law, economics. and politics, and also at the individual 

level, in ternis of the exercise of freedom, autonomy, intelligence, etc. 

My list also provides for a hedonic dimension to richness of life, in the fonn of 

sentience, which many animds m q  share with humans. although if that is all the animals 

shm, then they are that much farther from enjoying Full moral standing, the most ideal 

fonn of which includes dl of the fullness of Q. Some humanists, however, such as  

Cartesians, deny bat &mals can soffer. and others, such as Aristotelians (including 

Roman Cathoiic Thomists) tend to deny that sentience is part of human greatness, since it is 

held in common with nonhuman anirnals (as cited above). Thomists might grant that 

faculties of feeling pleasure and pain may be in some ways useful, but are not intrinsically 

valuable or part of what makes us deserve respect. and so sentience remains, in a sense. an 

optional cnterion for humanists. Certainiy, pleasure and freedom from pain importantly 

enrich life fIom my own perspective, but 1 must acknowledge that others hold different 

views. 

Physical prowess applies to a lot of animals. DEerent animals have different 

abilities, but in general, perhaps it is fair to Say that a bear, for example, has more physical 

prowess than a dog. Many people, too, are physicdly robust, especially with technological 

enhancements, and they are not necessarily at my disadvantage relative to nonhuman 

animals here. The reverse is tnie. Many humans c m  hunt down nonhumans with relative 

impunity. Humans generally have the power to kill and to dominate other creatures, and 

humans can also transform and h e l y  sense their envkonments in unmatched ways, with 

their scientincally enhanced capabiiities. It might be thought to be unfair to include our 



technological advantages. Strictly from a biological point of view, it is m e  that sorne 

nonhumans may surpass us in their physical capabilities, overaii (there are different 

aspects, of course). But in terms of quality of king, or the way that we are which enables 

us  to enjoy and to create goodness, both our technological capacities and our social 

connections play prominent parts that cannot be ignored. The idea of c o n s i d e ~ g  

individuals, purely in isolation, is simply unredistic and artificial, for our present purpose. 

Moreover, looking at each kind of physicai prowess in isolation might be unwise, since al1 

such powers rnay be useful for our agency, are ofien intrinsically satisfying in their 

exercise, and these aspects can be nted in combination. After ail, a physical capacity that is 

useless does nothing for quality of life, and if one cannot enjoy the capacity at aii. as well, 

then it is. perhaps, without any relevance to Q. 

Now that we have a working list of criteria. we are. at last, set to launch Juggernaut 

itself. Since this is a pnctical ethic, I will assume the practicdy universal (or at Ieast 

widespread) idea that al1 those who have Q also have mord standing. Here, then, is the 

argument : 

1 . Q is not only relevant to but also sufficient for assigning moral standing, since a l l  those 
who possess Q dso have moral standing. 

2. Q alone is relevant to determining moral standing, since morally, it is the very best such 
critenon that one could choose amongst ail of the competing cntena, and this is mie for the 
foiiowing reasons: 

(a) That which is best is that which has the most good. 
(b) That which has the most good is nchest. 
(c) Therefore what is richest is best. 
(d) Each aspect of Q is a good. for it seems better to have than to lack such things. 
(e) So Q is ncher than any more modest criterion of moral standing such as king dive, 

sentient, or a subject of a life. 
(f) Ethics is a punuit of the good, or "the good Me," and aspires to what is best. 
(g) Therefore, mordiy, we should aspire to holding Q as the best criterion of moral 

standing . 
3 - So Q is necessary for having hill moral standing. 

4. Since Q is both necessary and suEcient for N1 moral standing, it follows that those who 
have only some of the criteria do count for something, since they exemplify some riches, 
but they will have less of a moral claim than those who fully embody all of Q. 

5.  Nonhuman animals either lack Q, or might only have a more or less impoverished 
realization of it, such as in the case of whales. apes, and dogs. 



6. Nonhuman animals-as well as plants, rocks, ecosysterns, etc.-which utterly lack Q have 
no moral standing. 

7. Those nonhuman animals who have some Q, such as self-awareness, advanced 
intelligence, sentience, etc., have a degree of moral standing, but in mmy cases it might be 
so limited that it only constitutes a minor ethical consideration. 

In fact, there is another model for Juggemaut available, but only the present one deserves 

highlighting, whereas the other, less intuitive theory 1 will generaily consign to footnotes? 

Vague intimations of an argument something like Juggernaut are present, although not at ail 

clearly developed, in authors such as Frey, Leahy, Carruthers, and Fox @fore his 

transformation from anti- to pro-animal-liberation). 

1 claimed, earlier, that many of these humanist views merely stipulate criteria of 

morai standing (including richness of life). 1 invite the reader to inspect the humanists' 

work for solid evidence offered in favour of such criteria , but 1 consider the onus to be on 

others to produce it. Such criteria might seern intuitive to their proponents, but that does 

not settle the issue, since intuitions differ widely. One can imagine arguments in favour of 

some criteria on the humanists' behalf. For example, it might be alleged that moral agency, 

as a criterion of moral standing, is relevant to ethics because the two are in fact related 

through moraiity itself. However, when a distinction between moral agents and moral 

patients is made. and it is pointed out that many humans are not moral agents, the value of 

any such argumentative appeal becomes moot at best. It is not thereby established that oniy 

moral agents are monl patients, or beneficiaries of moral acts. One would be left with a 

mere stipulation of morai agency as a criterion of morai standing, in this case. Several 

arguments of a sirnilar calibre are considered and disposed of only later in this snidy, just 

because 1 am starting with the strongest case fust, and the other arguments really do not 

add to the plausibility of an "iron man argument" for humanism. 

76 This other version runs the sarne through premises 1 and 2, but instead of allowing degrees of moral 
standing, it instead emphasizes ai1 of the kinds of things constituting Q. So on this harsher, dl-or-nothing 
version, only a being who possesses al1 aspects of Q has moral standing. Others do not, and so this tnight 
exclude al1 nonhumans from enjoying moral standing, as well as a good number of hurnans. This version 
is Iess pIausible because it is simply less intuitively appealing to anyone in our society, but more 
precisely, it seems very cmde in avoiding al1 consideration of degrees. There really are degrees of things, 
and, presumably, degrees of things considered g d .  if we really vaiue good sincerely, we would value what 
is more good over what is Iess good, and not fail to respect good where we find it, by degrees-would we 
not? An average person would have the same moral standing as  a genius on this second model, and that 
perhaps makes it more intuitively plausible, to a liberal, than its rival in that respect, at the expense of 
abandoning the degree-respecting spirit of adoringly promoting what is good as an overarching end of ethics. 



When 1 point to lack of argumentation, too, one confusion must be obviated. It is 

important to realize that humanists can and do offer arguments for their views, with 

prernises that validly lead to practical conclusions. The point is that these arguments al l  

presuppose cnteria of moral standing which are not themselves adequately argued for, or 

argued for at dl, so their relevance is, at best, not established. It codd be that giving 

explicit arguments is avoided because it is hard to make such an argument that seems 

adequate. Whatever the reason for diis noteworthy, and perhaps even surpriskg, absence, 

Juggemaut, by contrat, does offer a consideration to show the moral relevance of Q. 

Juggemaut Links the idea of richness of lives with the purpose of ethics in 

promoting the good, which might make the positing of Q, of all possible critena, seem 

necessary, or at least attractive. The implication of this argument is that we should evaluate 

the very interests of beings-if any interests are present-in part according to how nch or 

"supenor" they are in awareness, sensitivity. understanding. and in other ways. Of 

course, given that Juggemaut is an ethic, interests that are incompatible with that ethic will 

be d e d  out. It is a commonplace, too. that one cm be consciously interested in 

something, which is very different from sornethhg being in one's interests. One rnight 

take no interest in what is in one's interests, whereas one can be interested in t b g s  that are 

neither in one's interests nor against one's interests. Juggemaut could be used to assess 

both or either kind(s) of interests, and that is dl that need be noted at this point. We have 

seen many dimensions of supposed greatness of life. The argument does not state that any 

of the goods mentioned are to be promoted absolutely-identiSing the good leaves it open 

to question as to what is morally right to do. how to balance competing considerations, and 

so on. 

Of course, attributes like ntionality, and so forth, are not evenly expressed in 

humans either. Wihh  each sphere of nchness such as rationality, moral agency, or the use 

of language, there could be conceived to be a hierarchy according to how weii the particular 

king exemplifies the given trait. Hence, hurnanity may weiI be a favoured group as a 

whole, but it, in turn, wiU contain different segments that can be ranked according to 

nchness. Those with mediocre rational capabilities, or perhaps even species deformities, 



may be somewhat less weil favoured than others who are more "perfect," although no one 

is expected to be acnially perfect for obvious reasons pertaining to the human condition. 

Well-king (or quality of being), very broadly conceived, may be seen as the currency by 

which one might happen to be "rich" or "poor," and deserving of different degrees of 

respect, according to the Juggemaut argu~nent.~' Let this understanding apply to the 

previous examples of species deformities and ntional capacities. One is better off in Life if 

one bas a good form for one's species, so that one is favoured for mating, not gawked at, 

and contributes to the shared aesthetics of the world. Furthemore, one is better off king 

able to reason than not, cn this logic, and to express oneself using a complex language 

rather than just ambiguous gmnts. Indeed, a Juggemautian might insist that weii-king 

holds more of the true riches in life than money, which at the very worst is meaningless. 

and at most, is a means to a quality of life in the relevant sense-which, d e r  dl, our 

capacities are used to realize. 

There is no great problem in thinking of well-being in t e m  of riches, as many 

humanists cited above do. We already do this, in speaking of a "poor fellow" who has 

suffered a nonmonetary misfornine, as one example. If we can speak in t e m  of more or 

less weil-being, in terms of having a good life, we can also speak of life as richer or 

poorer. We do not always speak this way, however, since we are conditioned to restrict 

most talk of riches to the workings of a closed monetary system. which cm, theoretically, 

measure one's wealth quantitatively. The idea of riches of weil-king might be seen as 

king at odds with economics, since such a manner of speaking introduces something that 

cannot clearly be added to a relatively simple and clear scale of monetary richness. 

Hurnanists will admit, straight off, I suppose, that one cannot precisely measure the 

nchness of lives, but one can stül get a defuiite and reasonably fair sense of which animals 

probably lack richness of lives, such as snds  or insects, and Juggernautians would also 

Juggemaut can be uxd ambiguously in reference to either having a rich life in terms of (1) weIfare, in the 
sense of having things accord with one's desires, feelings-or whatever the subjective state that is 
emphasized by a given theorist-whiIe aiso king satisfactorily factualIy informeci, or (2) having a 
relatively pater, or more perfect, redization of aspects of one's being. We need not enter into the debate 
between welfarism and perfectionism here. 



~ a d i l y  indicate a ciifference in the richness of the life of an Einstein and that of a more 

ordinary person. 

The sanctity of human Me view, which always gives equal value and rights to ai l  

human Lives, does not survive the Juggemautian view. which respects, and takes senously, 

degrees of richness in assigning mord worth. After d l ,  individuals do not at a i l  exist 

separately from their qualities, leaving them open to king evaluated accordingiy. 

Moreover. Iuggernaut will not be affected by the fact that individuais are often, or even 

largely, not responsible for the qualities of richness that they have or lack. Juggemaut 

merely respects what is rediy good. however it happens to come to exist. for ance in 

existence. it is to be respected. as exactly as possible, according to its worth. As for 

worries about peaecution of rninorities, it c m  be argued that having a healthy respect for 

those with some degree of Q would stave off any siippery slope into the degradation of so- 

cailed "inferiors." 

Those who have Q are not only rich themselves, but they also have great potential 

for enrichhg others by doing great works. or inspinng others by their example. or 

perhaps, at times, simply presenting themselves to be admired. Q is a great potential 

source of riches for di who have moral standing. But again, it need not be exactly Q (or 

rather, my own version of it) that is at stake. Some may grant that animals are self-aware. 

and others, such as the Cartesians, will deny it. and assert that aîi animais lack moral 

standing as a resdt. My composite argument is a son of umbrelia for many different 

hurnanist views. Some members of the Juggemaut family of mord perspectives include 

(allowing for minor variations): 

Nonhuman animals have no moral standing, either because only the richest criterion 
of moral standing is best, and therefore to be used at ail, or because anllnals are considered to 
be mindless (Cartesianism), or possibly due to the notion that feeling pleasure and pain are 
not directiy part of the good life (the Aristotelian and Thomist traditions). 

Nonhuman animals (or some of them) have some moral standing, which may 
even involve formal respect in the form of rîghts, utilitaian consideration, etc. There may be 
a reduced even informal, accordance of moral standing to some animais who display some 
kinds or degrees of Q. 

Nonhuman animals do not even rate indirect moral consideration, since not 
everybody is interested in animais' welfare, although those so interested ought to be fk to 



promote it. Still, this special interest in animal welfare ought not to be imposed on others. 
Such a view denies any need to treat animals kindly in order to create good moral character. 

(4) Nonhuman animals (or some of them) rnerit indirect moral consideration, since 
many humans sympathize with nonhumans (or value them culturally, aestheticaliy, 
ecologically, economicaliy, scientificaiiy, for amusement, as companions. servants, etc.) and 
these interests ought to be politically andor institutionaily entrenched out of respect for such 
people. Also, k ing  kind to nonhuman anirnals can help to form human character, so that 
one would be more inclined better to treat one's feilow humans. 

Frankly, I will not attempt to adjudicate between al1 of these varieties of Juggernaut, since 

my purpose is to refute Juggemaut itself, thus undercutting any and ai1 such humanistic 

views. 1 will, however, use version (2). optionally supplemented with (4), for ihstrative 

purposes, since it has the appeal of at least, perhaps, giving animals' welfare its due, while 

at the same tirne not proposing anything ndically digerent from the statu quo. hdeed, 

Juggemaut tolerates some debate among a spectmm of such views. but decisively rules out 

animal iibention, and that is consistent with the way animal iiberation philosophy is 

contemplated by humanists today. 

It is important. again, to stress ihat different varieties of Juggernaut are possible, 

and that the List of things that contribute to moral standing may not exactly be that of the Q 

which I have enumerated. Still, in order for the general argument to be appiied, it is 

possible to provide an sample of how Juggernaut can offer some crude comparative values 

for assessing degrees of moral standing. This might help to yield a suitable perspective on 

the sort of hierarchy that would follow fiom ~ug~emaut . '~  There are 20 components to Q. 

Each characteristic can be graded out of 10. That would d o w  an o v e d  score out of 200 

for any given king,  the utmost score of which would pertain to a perfect being. The 

following chart might reflect comparative values that a Juggernautian could apply to 

assessing panicular creatures of the following general descriptions: (1) an "average" 

human, (2) a highly developed human, and (3) an ordinary dog (many humanists would be 

less generous in their evaluations of the nonhuman, I specuiate). 

The following ordering was broadly suggested in conversation, by Wayne Sumner. 

Quality of Being 

Artistic or creative endeavour 

Average Dog 

3 
Awareness of self I 4 
Autonomy 1 2 

Average 
Person 

5 

Nietzsc hean 
Super-Person 

9 
7 
7 

9 
9 



Beauty 
Capacity for play 
Cultural and social relation- 
ships (kinship, civic, etc.) 
Exchange of goods and 

7 
8 
O 

Notice that the average human and the genius are much closer, on this scale, than either 

O 
services 1 
Freedom 3 

love) 
, Spirituality 
TOTALS 
, MEAN SCORES OUT OF 10 

human is to the dog. While the well-endowed human specimen might be favoured in some 

7 
8 
7 

6 
8 
7 
6 
I 

Health 
Humour 
Intelligence 

ways, the average person has a healthy share of aii of Q, whereas the dog only rnarginally 

9 , 

9 
7 

7 

8 
9 , 

8 , 
9 
9 

8 
4 
3 

O 
65 

3.25 

partakes of the goods of life. The dog does not even have Q in any full sense, as the many 

7 

nuil values serve to indicate. Although there is no question that arbitrariness is involved in 

I Liuiguage usage O 
6 
7 

6 
135 

6.75 

making such assignmenü, there might also be little question about which sorts of beings 

Legal engagement 
Moral agency 
Physicai prowess 

8 I 

9 

9 
170 
8.5 

luggemaut is apt to prefer. 

O 
O 
5 6 1 8 

5 7 
6 1 9 
9 10 I 

8 1 8 

In fact, we might rank the vaiue of different aspects of Q quite differently, 

assigning a peculiar importance to each, and thus not evaluate each one out of a 

Political participation 
RationaMy 

, Sentience 
Sociability (fnendship and 

denoininator of 10, but this simpler model is still usehl for illustrative purposes. In the 

O 
2 
9 
7 

ranked version, people might prefer to rank higher things that humans would prefer, thus 

giving humans an even higher score, and that might be deemed to nsk a speciesist bis.  If 

we can corne to the sarne humanîentred conclusion without such nsk of prejudice, so 

much the better for the theory. People might prefer overall intuitive judgments over this 

more complex model, but the discrete rat* in each category-which is "additively 



intuitive." in a sense-might lend more accuracy to, and better screen undue biases from, 

the judgment of any given king's degree of moral standing. 

A normal adult human being (as in our example) wu perhaps show ail of the 

capacities in Q, although not perfectly. People might oniy possess the potential to realize 

some of the capacities. but since riches are to be cultivated. people would be given the 

benefit of the doubt, and the freedom to realize whatever potenùal they have, or at least a 

good part of it (although again, those who are actually great would be respected stiii more). 

Juggemaut &es and respects any riches. but loves and reveres the "super-rich," aii by 

hierarehical degrees. God. supposing he exists. would be revered above aii. of course, 

since He is perfectly rich in goodness. He would score 2-r go off the scale. We 

might be respectable enough for what we have. although puny compared to Him. 

Juggemaut would encourage some respect towards those who are relatively poorer in Q, 

although this c m o t  equal the full reverence due to those who greatiy exemplify Life's 

riches . 
For Juggernaut to be a plausible version of humanism. a kind. rather than 

contemptuous, attitude towards those poor in Q makes sense, as this would be more 

promotive of the good that it so treasures. Only curmudgeons would have contempt for 

real or imagined "inferiors." thus betraying their distance from anyfull love of the good. 

Stili. dthough kindness is key, it does not mean that animals. for example, cannot be 

sacrificed. In numerous discussions of animai ethics issues which I have corne across 

(especially regarding the permissibility of vivisection), dilemmas are often posed. asking us 

to compare the worth of the lives of an animal such as a squirrel and a human baby. This 

comparison is used by vivisectionists likely because it seems obvious to hurnanists that 

nonhumafl animai lives are impovenshed in comparison to normal human iïves, with ali of 

their potentialities. Juggemaut seems to capture that intuition nicely. 

Even Singer makes a distinction between the value of nonhuman animal lives and 

the value of human lives, and this value. as indicated earlier, is based on a hierarchy judged 

by simila. criteria of richness such as the ability to act independently. be self-a~are,'~ be 

Singer. Animal Libemtion, p. 18. 



capable of abstract thought, of plmning for the future, and of complex comrnuni~ation~~ 

He also favours "any other capacity that could reasonably be said to give value to Me,"*' 

and States unequivocaiiy that "the life [of a king with such capacities] ... is more vaiuable 

than the life of a being without these capacities.'"' He also considers some interests to be 

more important than othea, although equal interests must be considered equaiiy. 

Juggemaut, however, argues, with at l e m  initial plausibiiity, that we are moraüy 

required to rank beings, and hence d l  that is comected to their Lives-including their 

interests-by how rich these beings and their interests are. If the interests themselves lack 

in dimensions of Q, then they are impoverished. according to Juggemaut. In ordinary bfe, 

we often mess  some interests as richer. more interesting, or more important than others. 

Also, if the interests are merely a part of a whole existence of a king which lacks any but 

the barest moral standing, why would those interests be of any great moral significance? 

They would not, according to Juggemaut. On Juggemaut, nonhuman animals themselves 

would only conditionally be worthy of attention. concem. and practicai priority, as a d e .  

so why would we take an eqiial accounting of their interests, even those which are simila. 

to ours? Interests are not realisticaliy evduated atomically, as fiee-floating things in 

isolation, but rather holisticdly, in the context of the beings to which they pertain-and we 

have seen that Juggemaut does not favour al1 beings equally. Would it make sense equdy 

to consider repainng very similar engines of two boats, whereas one has great promise for 

service and travel, but the other is barely seaworthy, and near the end of ber days anyway? 

Context also plays an obvious role in determining what is to be preferred, in the latter 

example. 

The above is an ontological point, seeing interests as rooted in "richer" or "prer" 

sentient beings, but there is also a teleological argument to be made. Let us Say that there is 

a confict of interest, in which a trivial interest of a king rich in Q is pitted against a vital 

interest of a being who is not so rich in Q, e.g., consider the desire to Wear fur, versus a 

furbearer's interest in staying alive. In deciding the question of which interest shouid be 

lbid., p. 20. " lbid.. p. 18. 
Ibid.. p. 20. 



served, it is not a question of the interests themselves deserving or meriting anything-they 

are mere things which, by themselves, are owed no duties. Rather, it is always a question 

of which being deserves or merits satisfaction of their interests-and we know that 

Juggemaut wouid corne down on the side of acting in favour of the king ncher in Q, 

especidiy if the k ing  only has a scattering of the dimensions of Q. A fur-bearing creature 

wiil, on this modei, get a failing grade on the Q-scale, and not very substantialiy have Q at 

ail, in any full sense of the term (which encompasses d l  of the aspects, just as an engine 

presupposes al1 of the parts of an engine). Teleologically, it is beings with interests who 

are "ends in themselves." Juggemaut thus resists any temptation to get caught up in 

abstractions, as when we Say, rather artificiaily, that we can act for one set of interests or 

another. It also justifies the status quo, in which vital interests of nonhumans are regularly 

ovemdden by our dispensable desires." 

Juggernaut, then. would prooounce animal liberation, with its upholding of 

comparatively "empty" beings as our moral equals (not as moral agents. of course. but as 

objects of moral considention), as an impoverished ethic, with nothing of greatness to it. 

Or else, any greatness there rnight be in animal liberation becomes hopelessly diluted by 

promoting an attention to interests that are not so worthy of our interest. In fact, this 

philosophy would have to judge animal liberationists to be morally immature, and as 

inferior moral agents, as cornpared to humanists. especidiy those who responsibly accord 

with Juggemaut. Or does Juggemaut pass judgment too soon? We should not conclude, 

at least until we see how well Juggemaut does in the face of the best objections that today's 

animal liberation ethics c m  muster. 

This is not meant to imply that the genius can use the average person for skin, since that wouid 
demonstrate a great lack of respect for sorneone who is fully participating in ail aspects of Q, aibeit more 
imperfectly, Again, far from contempt and an exploiative interest, a substantid respect is apt for one 
subsmtialIy possessed of Q, although a much less substantial moral respect might be due to a being which 
is only marginaily possessed of Q, or far from having Q in any full sense at ail. Incidentdly, 1 expect that 
most nonhumans will not fare as well as the average dog in my sample chart. 



1.5 1 Whither the Argument Against Speciesism? 1 
Singer is the most famous opponent of '6speciesism," as he c a s  it, foiiowing Richard D. 

Ryder's coinage of that tenn in 1970.~' Singer defmes it as  "a prejudice or attitude of bias 

in favor of the interests of members of one's own species and against those of memben of 

other specie~."~~ He compares it to arbitrarily favouring the interests of one's own race or 

sex? Singer writes that "pain is pain. and the importance of preventing unnecessary pain 

and suffering does not diminish because the being that suffers is not a member of our 

species.'"' 1s Juggemaut speciesist, according to this defmition? Not obviously. First of 

ail. Juggernaut's criteria of morai standing do not include king human, and al l  of Q are 

applied evenly across al1 species. in other words, it is species-impartial." It does assign 

moral standing, by degrees. according to various critena, but on the strength of the 

argument. this ciuuiot be characterized as a fonn of unjust discrimination, but rather, as a 

necessary fùnction of mord judgment. Iust because our species happens to be favoured 

does not make it wrong. For as Kant was recounted as holding above, if a nonhuman were 

rationai, then he or she would also be entitled to (increased) morai respect. 

Juggemaut purports to be thoroughiy rational. and therefore defies any description 

of it as "arbitra~y." Calling Juggemaut speciesist is impotent as an argurnentative move, 

for it never makes reference to such high-tlown phrases such as "human d i g ~ ~ i t y " ~ ~  as any 

sort of deciding factor. nor would it ever downgrade the moral significance of animais by 

pointing to the fact that "they are not even human." as is sometimes done by humanists. 

Furthemore, Juggemaut would cd1 Singer's "pain is pain regardiess of species" 

idea not only beside the point, because there is no species-favouitisrn in Juggemaut, but 

aiso wrong, because the pain of a being who has minimal morai standing is without any 

great moral significance, i.e., it would not be ovemding in pnonty (as argued above). 

Animal suffering is a phenomenon that we might happen to sympathize with, but it has no 

Richard D. Ryder, "Speciesisrn." in The Encyclopedia of A n h i  Rights &Animai Welfare, ed. Marc 
Bekoff (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1998). p. 320. 
* Singer, Animl Liberation. p. 6. " Ibid., p. 9. 

Ibid.. p. 220. " Technically. hating ail beings. including oneself, cm be species-impartial in this sense. which hirther 
reveals the insufficiency of anti-speciesisrn, triken strictly in isoIation. 

Singer. Animai Libemtion, pp. 238-39 discusses such question-begging hurnanist tactics. 



equal status compared with that of beings who alone can have full moral rights. As implied 

fiom the description of Juggemaut above, the pain of (at least most) animals is merely part 

of a life that is typically so impoverished that it is not necessarily our duty to pay it any 

practical attention, uniess, for exarnple, it is a question of preventing unnecessary 

suffering. Stiil. if animal suffering is needed for hurnan ends, then the Juggemautian 

would deern it to be necessary, since human ends would be overriding in this case. 

Of course, Singer is not the only animal liberationist to rely upon the renunciation 

of speciesism. The Srruggle for Animais Righrs describes speciesism as discrimination on 

the basis of an irrelevant biologicai fact?' Juggernaut, too, wouid never discriminate on 

that basis, and equally aligns itself against such discrimination, claiming that ciifferences in 

species, race. sex, and disability alone irnply nothing, in themselves, about the overall surn 

of nchness of being in one's life. Sapontzis, in his own way, echoes Singer: "Since 

animal liberation seeks merely to extend to animals the same son of protection of interests 

already enjoyed by humans. the fundamental issues of fairness involved in animal 

iiberation must be included arnong those involved in treating humans fairly.'"' Here 

Sapontzis refers to hurnan problems such as ncism and sexism, which are inherently 

unfair. Juggemaut will protest, using its ontological and teleological arguments given 

above, that it is perfectly fair to give each king its due, and it wouid be unfair equdly to 

consider the interests of beings who cannot even ntionaLiy be held to enjoy fùll moral 

standing. Again, racism and sexism would be unfair, according to Juggemaut, because 

they are morally irrelevant f o m  of discrimination. Sapontzis has said that the burden of 

proof is on those who would deny animal liberation;' but now he would have to answer 

Juggernaut's argument as to why di interests should be considered hierarchicdy. Evelyn 

Pluhar, in her recent book, Beyond Prej~dice?~ relies quite extensively on the argument 

fiom rejecting speciesism, and her criticism would succumb to the force of Juggemaut as 

surely as do the others. 

Regan, The Stnrgsle for Animal Rights. p. 71. 
Y I  Sapontzis, Morals, Reason, and Animals. p. 104. 

fbid.. p. xv. 
Pluhar, Beyond Prejudice, especially ch. 3. but also throughout. 



It is noteworthy, in fact, that the most prominent anti-animal-liberation writers 

characterize themselves as rejecting speciesism, dong with the animal iiberationists. Frey 

tells us: "As 1 have said, 1 take serîously the charge of speciesism; 1 think discrimination 

solely on the basis of species is ~rong."~'  Leahy, for his part, characterizes '"speciesism' 

in its purest forrn based as it is only upon the anatomical differen~e,"~' and does not seem 

to hold this in much esteem, since he tries to defend species-preference in the case of the 

"mentdy feebie" because they exist in the image of the human species, which done has 

surpassed the language barrier? So he is not essentiaüy attached to species at all, but 

rather, to the riches of language-wielding, and wouid only incidentdiy be fond of species 

which happen to be linguistically capable. Carnithers gants that species membership is an 

irrelevant characteristic for the purposes of mordity?' Finally, Fox, in his anti-animal- 

Iiberation phase, telis us that "Speciesism or species chauvinisrn in its full-blown form is 

unacceptable from an ethical ~tand~oint."~%one are the days. it seerns, when one could 

glibly Say that humanism means caring about humans, above dl-full stop. One cannot 

simply favour one species over another without appearing arbitrary, as even anti-animal- 

tiberationists here acknowledge. 

At this point, anti-speciesist philosophes may try to take cover under different 

cypes of speciesism. Note that the humanists thernselves speak of speciesism in its "pure" 

or 'W-blown" form. James Rachels distinguishes four different types of spe~iesisrn?~ 

Do they avail those who would resist Juggernaut? Radical speciesism is characterized by 

the assertion that even "relatively trivial interests of humans take priority over vitai interests 

of non-human~."'~~ Again, while Juggemaut regards different sorts of interests of different 

sorts of beings differently, it is on the bais  of Q, not species, and it would be a misnomer 

to caiI it speciesist. It wouid be begging the question to harbour the conspiracy theory that 

secretly, humanists might use Q oniy as a ruse, which is all part of an elaborate plot so that 

PJ Frey, "Animal Parts, Human Wholes," p. 105. 
Leahy, Against Liberation. p. 203. 

" lbid., pp. 203-204. 
* Carnithen, The Animals h i e ,  p. 52. 
98 Fox, The Case for Animal Erperimentarion, p. 89. 
* James Rachels, Creafed frum Animuk The Moral Implications of Danvinirnt (Oxford: Oxford University 
Ptess, 1990), p. 1 8 1-94. 
lm Ibid., p. 182. 



human beings-those of our own, cherished species-contùiue to corne out on top. As we 

have seen, Juggemaut applies Q to ail species. and is based in a seemingly philosophically 

respectable notion of promoting what is best or most go&. 1 recognize that many Q- 

promoters might sincerely be pursuing the good, in general, and have no speciai attachent 

to species whatsoever. The benefit of the doubt must charitably be given in this case. 

Moderate speciesism allows for the possibility that a more substantial nonhuman 

interest c m  outweigh a relatively trivial human interest,''' and Juggemaut might ais0 allow 

this in certain cases, especially in the cases of animais who are owned domesticdy, or who 

have estimable riches of their own which ment respect. But again, this cannot, on the face 

of it. be characterized as "*speciesist" for reasons just given in regard to radical speciesism. 

Rachels' next two distinctions between types of speciesism might seem more 

promising at frst. He defines "unqualified speciesism" as holding species membership 

alone to be m o d y  irnponant,lO' the kind of speciesism that we have seen humanists are 

keen to reject. That is al1 very well. and that is the way I use the term on al1 occasions. for 

clarity, since discrimination on the basis of, Say, rationality, need not relate to species 

discrimination at dl. 

But Rachels next gets into problerns with the next concept of "qualified 

speciesism." which does not hold species alone to be relevant. Rather, species- 

membership is correlated with other significant differences."' Again, this is confounding 

different types of discrimination. including favouritism on the basis of things Rachels 

mentions. such as rationality and aut~nomy,'~" l ang~age , '~~  king able to participate in 

moral agreements,lo6 and greater sensitivity to This is not favouring species per 

se at ail, and it is unclear why these characteristics are rolied up into a supposed prejudice 

related to species. Again. the outcorne of Juggemaut is that some species WU be favoured 

over others. In particular, humans will generally (although not necessarily in ail individual 

'Or Ibid. 
lm ibid.. pp. 182-83. 
l m  Ibid.. p. 184. 
'Vbid., pp. 184-87. 
los Ibid., pp. 187-90. 
'O6 ibid., pp. 190-93. 
l m  Ibid.. p. L93-94. 



cases) corne out on top of the hierarchy, but according to the argument given, this is a 

result of reasoning, and not arbitrary, unfair, or unjust prejudices. The chief battieground 

for moral standing, here, would seem to be the criteria in Q and their significance, not 

species per se. The most prominent anti-animal-liberationists themselves have long ago left 

behind any alliance with speciesism, so using the argument against speciesism. at l e s t  by 

itself, is redy launching an objection against a straw man argument, or else is an exercise 

in confusion, once it is associated with any of the aspects of Q. Thus fails the argument 

against speciesism in the face of Juggemaut. 

1.6 Humanistic Criteria as Morally 1 1 Inelevant and Arbitrary ? 
Animal liberationists rnight mort to another famihar tack. If the humanistic criteria cannot 

be bundled up into one easy package in the rejection of speciesism, perhaps the critena c m  

be addressed by themselves as being irrelevant and arbitrary to posit. Thus Singer writes: 

So the Iimit of sentience (using the term as a convenient if not strictly accurate shorthand 
for the capacity to suffer andor experience rnjoyment) is the only defensible boundary of 
concern for the interests of others. To mark this boundary by some other characteristic 
Iike intelligence or rationality would be to mark it in an arbitmy manner. Why not 
choose some othar characteristic. like skin co~or?"~~* 

Singer may well have uied such arguments at various philosophicai conferences and in 

many publications to his satisfaction, as he claims. but he has not reckoned with 

Juggernaut. The latter. again, defies the labeling of the Q-criteria as "arbitrary," since they 

are grounded in a clear argument. Moreover, characteristics such as intelligence or 

rationality are not comparable to skin colour, again, since such mental capacities do enrich 

life, whereas it is not at di clear that different skin colours, in and of themselves, r edy  

e ~ c h  or detract frorn their bearer's lives, including in respect of beauty. In short, 

Juggernaut fmds skin colour to be moraiiy irrelevant (neither necessary nor suficient for 

mord standing), and arbitrary, as a cnterion. because such a racist appeal does not at a l l  fit 

into this formidable humanistic argument, and is seemingiy plucked fiom the air. 

'" Singer, Animal Libcration, p. 9. 



Humanists are not, then, going to be convinced by animal liberationists who would simply 

dismiss Q as "arbitrary," and rightly so. 

Elsewhere, Singer writes that even if a group favoured by racism or sexism really is 

superior in ability or power, there is still a kind of equality which makes these capacities 

irrelevant: namely. everyone cm feel pain. and the same sorts of pains should be 

considered equally.log This is an apped to ideal equality rather than actual equality, 

according to Singer. He writes eloquently that: 

... the claim to equality does not depend on intelligence, moral capacity, physical strength. 
or simiIar matters of fact, Equality is a moral idea, not an assertion of fact. There is no 
logically cornpelling reason for assurning that a factual difference in ability between two 
people justifies any difference in the arnount of consideration we give to their needs and 
interests. The principle of eqriality ofhuman beings is not a description of an alleged 
actual e uality among hrtmans: it is a prescription of how we should treat human 
beings. %I 

Juggemaut remains unimpressed. Ideally. nonhuman anirnals, and even various humans, 

ought to be considered unequally, according to its logic, and actuai inequalities do become 

relevant, insofar as they fit into an idealized hierarchy, which goes from totally lacking Q, 

to enjoying aspects of it, in various degrees-perhaps up until the Supreme Intelligence 

which is God, or at least some idealized type of k i n g  (who rnight not exist, but can be, at 

least, a conceptuai ideal). So. according to Juggemaut, there is a morally and logically 

compeliing reason for assurning that a factual difference between two people at least cm, in 

p ~ c i p l e ,  justiS a difference in the amount of consideration we give to their needs and 

interests. Contrast, for example. a severely rnentaiiy chailenged person (who might, 1 dare 

Say, score the sane on my chart as the average dog) as against a genius who has promise 

greatly to benefit society. Juggemaut would have a certain respect for the retarded person, 

but would not regard the two pesons equally. If Singer's equality is a prescription, then it 

is not something which Juggemaut can rightly prescribe. 

Regan might object to Q as irrelevant because "the anaiysis of the idea of animal 

weifare will reveal that it is in essential respects like that of human welfare."' So if our 

welfares are essentiaiiy like those of nonhuman animals, then the ciifferences which Q 

la, Ibid.. p. 8. 
'Io Ibid.. pp. 4-5. Singer's itdics. 
"' Tom Regan, nie Case for Animal Righfs (Los Angeles: University of California Press. 1983). p. 84. 



identifies must be irrelevant? Juggemaut must reject this claim. Juggernaut has identified 

that humans generally have a much ncher weii-king than nonhuman animals, and that 

humans, in general, are essentially different in having (aspects of) Q which nonhumans, as 

a d e ,  very much lack. The argument for the significance of this important difference 

(whether "essential" or not, in whatever sense Regan is using here) has already been given. 

Juggemaut would consider Regan's conception of welfare to be mere and impoverished: 

"[Animals] live well relative to the degree to which (1) they pursue and obtah what they 

prefer, (2) they take satisfaction in pursuing and getting what they prefer, and (3) what they 

pursue and obtain is in their interests."' ' ' It will not suffice to persist with a concept of 

welfare that is denuded of al1 of the supenor riches that figure into the good Me, more fully 

conceived. Whde it seems true that anirnals can suffer, as Regan notes.'" a s  well as 

Singer, the mord significance of this fact is limited, as was said before, for beings with 

only tenuous moral standing have suffering that is minimal, incidental, and pemuictory as a 

moral consideration. for ontological and teleological reasons given above (unless one 

happens to have sympathy for animals either by nature a d o r  by conditioning, but that is 

not relevant to the duties of al1 mord agents, who would merely accord with Juggernaut). 

Bernard Rollin tells us that "morally relevant differences between humans and 

animals [serve] as the most poweriül tool in the investigation of the moral status of 

ani~nals.""~ He points out that: "Most of what we worry about in our moral thinking 

about other people has nothing to do with the fact that they are rational beings.""' This 

moral focus includes, for hm, "our daily pleasures and pains, hopes, fears, aspirations and 

desires" which do not necessarily affect our rational activity.'" F i t  of all. for an 

obsessive rationalist (and we have seen how rationality has a certain pride of place in Q), ail 

of one's Me can be govemed by rationality, to the point where even nonrational elements 

are deliberately "aiiowed" at tirnes-for various reasons.' " Second, even if moral standing 

"? Ibid., p. 93. 
Il3 Ibid-. D. 94-99. 
"' ~ o l l i c  Animol Righrs and Hunion Morality. p. 30. His itaiics. 

Ibid., p- 53- 
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is possible without rationality, as it seems it is on Juggemaut, it would be a reduced form 

of standing, and result in a discounthg of interests overd (as already argued). The 

suffering of animais would be considered, in ways already discussed, but that would be far 

from tantamount to animal liberation, 

Making mord standing a matter of degrees (instead of an equai absolute), again, is 

truest to the purpose of morality. insofar as  it respects very real degrees of richness and 

greatness. In truth, this hierarchicdist view most accords with the way society cades on 

today, at least informally, as 1 illustrated earlier. There is still equality on this view, insofar 

as those with equal standing, who have equal capacities, ought to be respected equaiiy in 

some sense. The hierarchy cannot be cakulated with exactitude, but broad sorts of 

recognition of inequalities c m  be made, dlowances or benefits of the doubt can be given as 

to who has which capacities. When all is said and done. beings with different capacities 

cm-and, on this reasoning, should-be treated differently. 

Basic rights to life, welfare. and freedom of those with moral standing could, under 

the nile of Juggernaut. be put in place. The richest would be favoured in instances of 

conflict. as a matter of course. and possibly the fïner grades of hierarchy could be mediated 

informally, in everyday iife, which is much as things are now. in mainstream society. or so 

it seerns to me. So when Rollin tells us1I8 that laquage and rationality are only exarnples 

of interests a beings rnight have, and are not relevant to determinhg who or what faiis 

within the scope of moral concem, he is overlwking the very logical way in which 

Juggernaut refes to these, and various other capacities. in order to determine who faiis 

within the scope of moral concem. 

Sapontlis, for his case, deplores "irrelevant" conditions such as king human 

(which we have seen Juggernaut does not consider relevant. either). Such a cnterion, 

Saponeis alleges, is not relevant to "making the world a morally better place.""9 

Juggernaut would agree. and go m e r .  This humanistic argument would find that it is 

precisely a morally be tter world in which people aspire to what is best overall, and that is 

indirectIy) have moral standing, and only beings who have mord standing deserve direct moral consideration 
of both their rationai and nomtional aspects. 
''' Ibid.. p. 7 1. 
t 19 SapontWs, Morais, Reason, and Animals, pp. 63-64. 



the world which Juggemaut prescribes. It is a morally worse place where the best cnteria 

for moral standing, as found in Q, are either ignored, or else actively opposed and 

subverted. 

On a different score, it will readily be conceded that rnany creatures may have no 

idea about Q capacities that they lack. and so it might be deemed irrelevant to measure them 

against Q capacities which they lack. This ignorance no doubt does exist in many cases. 

However, Juggernaut would maintain that even if a king's awareness is f d e d - o r  

hlfilied-with an inferior set of Q-values, that limitation of awareness does not make the 

real degree of Q any less inferior from an overail, comparative perspective. Why should 

we limit our view of reality according to the ignorance of others? 

1 1.7 1 Singer's Eaual Consideration of Interests 1 
Juggemaut has already dealt with Singer's equd consideration of interests in the foregoing. 

But a more detailed attention to Singer's defences. in this particular regard. is wanting. 

Singer's egalitarian doctrine is related to his rejection of speciesism. and of the supposedly 

irrelevant humanistic criteria. and also his criterion of moral standing (sentience). The fmt 

two vgurnents have just found Juggemaut unmoved, if not necessarily unmoveable. And 

before i t was argued that mere sen tience as a criterion for moral standing is not the best 

such cnterion, and that the s u f f e ~ g  of beings who do not count for much morally does not 

amount to much, compantively speaking. For such suffenng (assuming that we are not 

responsible for correcting ail of the suffering in the wild) typicaIly arises in admittedly 

preventable situations in which beings, rîch in Q, stand to benefit, and we already know the 

outcome of such conflicts of interests on Juggemaut. 

As for Singer's meditations on different sufferings k ing  counted differently, such 

as the pain that a baby would feel versus what a horse would feel if the same force of a slap 

were directed at theû rump~,"~ these are thoughdul, but irrelevant. The baby, with all of 

its potentiai for Q, would enjoy di of the pnvileges of moral standing,'*' whereas the 

Singer, Animal Liberation, p. 15. "' Juggemaut, in its love of the riches of existence, would have to advocate the promotion of riches to be 
&ed in the future, which wouId result, presumably, in speciai consideraiion of  beings who may develop 
capacities for tealizing Q characteristics. 



horse, which presumably lacks the same degree of Q, may have the equivalent or even 

greater suffering, but far from equaiiy considerable interests. Juggemaut escapes any 

charge of arbitrariness in consideration of seemingly like interests in virtue of the 

ontological and teleological arguments for considering interests hierarchicaily, according to 

the nature of the being involved. While Singer wiii protest that "we would be on shaky 

ground if we were to demand equality for blacks. women. and other groups of oppressed 

humans while denying equal consideration to nonhumans,""' Juggemaut does not fmd 

shaky at d l  its principted rejection of racism and sexism, focused as it is only on the 

goodness in life, which mandates an ethical, and equdy principled lesser regard for 

nonhuman animals. 

So when Singer pronounces "1 argue that there can be no reason-except the selfish 

desire to preserve the privileges of the exploiting group-for refusing to extend the basic 

principle of equality of consideration to members of other spe~ies,""~ it is he who is on 

shaky ground. For he has not accounted for the reasoning of Juggemaut. Also, the moral 

agent who accords with Juggemaut is only interested in using or exploiting parts of nature 

which have (little or) no moral standing. and that can hardly be objectionable. It is just an 

insult to accuse the proponent of Juggemaut of being selfish, when he or she unselfishiy 

serves, or at least respects. d l  of those beings who have mord standing, and fairly and 

evenly evduates who has morai standing in the fmt place. A Juggemautian, iike anyone 

else, may serve his or her own interests at times. but the real question is whether the penon 

is king unduly self-interested. So, too, when Singer speaks of those who "disregard the 

interests of animais," this, too, falls by the rhetorical wayside, since Juggemaut only 

disregards that which it has no morai reason to regard in the f i t  place. That is, it may 

pracfically disregard an interest, but only after theoretically regarding all possible interests, 

and how they relate to the degrees of Q. Juggemaut wiii claim to be an open-minded, 

rather than a dismissive, philosophy. Thus, Singer's equd consideration of interests might 

equdy be considered to prove of comparatively iittle interest to Juggemaut, from an 

argumentative point of view. 

'" Singer. Animal Liberution. p. 3. 
Ibid.. p. v. 



1 1.8 1 Sentience as a Criterion of Moral Standing: 1 
Again, although Juggernaut has already refuted this criterion in broad outline, more detailed 

comments of Singer deserve examination in this regard. Singer notes that the 

... capacity for suffenng and enjoyment is a prerequisitefor having interests at all, a 
condition that must be satisfied before we c m  speak of interests in a rneaningful way. It 
would be nonsense to Say that i t  was not in the interects of a stone tu be kicked along the 
road by a schoolboy. A stone does not have interests because it cannot suffer. Nothing 
that we c m  do to it could possibly make any difference to its welfare. The capacity for 
suffenng and enjoyment is, however, not only necessary, but also sufficient for us to Say 
that a being has interests-at an absolute minimum, an interest in not suffering. A mouse, 
for exam le, does have an interest in not being kicked dong the road, because it will suffer 
if it is. I ZP 

Juggemaut readily concedes that capacities for enjoyment and s u f f e ~ g  are prerequisites 

for havhg at lest  hedonic interests at dl. and that these are suficient for saying that a 

k ing has interests. But this does not at dl affect the hierarchy of interests articulated 

above. The fact that animals have hedonic interests makes them intelligible objects of mord 

regard, but only to a limited extent. There is no quarrel about Stones here, which are out of 

the question as candidates for rich life values. 

Singer again begs the question when he wntes that "[ilf a being suffers there can be 

no moral justification for refusing to take that suffering into considerati~n."'~~ Again, there 

are various kinds of humanism. Sentience. again. may weii be a form of richness in life. 

insofar as our Lives are more valuable if they are pleasurable, and less so if they are painful. 

But this is perhaps a small consideration ccmpared to the fuli richness of life in Q, so that a 

merely sentient k ing  would only merît a correspondingly reduced moral standing, hardly 

comparable to that of a normal human. Since anirnals have no purposes of their own much 

worth respecting, on this ethic, they are aîi impoverished by nature, and so the oniy 

concem for someone who gives such beings minimal moral standing would be, when 

using animals for hurnan purposes, to take some steps to reduce their suffering (although 

again. this interest would not be as important as preventing beings with full mord standing 

fiom suffering). So Singer rnight trivially be correct in stating that there can be no 

'" Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
Ibid., p. 8. 



justification for refusing to take s u f f e ~ g  into consideration, but in the case of nonhuman 

animais. there will still be a staunch refusai to consider animal$' suffering in as egalitariun a 

way as Singer would prefer. Juggernaut's concem for animal weifare would be consistent 

with the currently widespread ethic of kindness to animais, which is still very far from 

animal liberationist. in either intent or consequence. 

1.9 Inherent Value as a 1 1 Criterion of Moral Standing 
Here we corne to that which Regan cdls "the weapon" itself, recalling his proud description 

of The Case for Animal Rights. He maintains that any subject of a life has inherent value. 

and someone is such a subject if he or she has beliefs. desires, perceptions, memory, a 

sense of the future (including the subject's own future), an emotional life including 

pleasure and pain, preference and welfare interests, the ability to initiate action in pursuit of 

desires and goals, psychophysical identity over tirne, and an individual welfare in the sense 

that things go well or il1 for them. independently of utility to other~."~ If a proponent of 

Juggernaut were to deny that animals tnily have beliefs and desires, conscious mernories, a 

sense of the future, preferences, freely chosen actions, a sense of identity over t h e ,  which 

are seven of Regan's ten cnteria for being a subject of a life, it would be mcult, perhaps, 

for Regan to prove such a humanist wrong. Regan could cenainly argue the point, short of 

philosophically ngorous proof. Proof becomes problematic, in this context, for the simple 

reason that we have no direct access to animal mincis, and can offer sophisticated 

materialistic, ïnstinctual, andfor "primitive mentality" explanations for their behaviour. But 

even were we to grant many animals all ten of Regan's criteria, they would not necessarily 

manifest more han one or a few of the twenty components of Q. Regan's inference, that 

the possession of his muiimally nch subject of a life critenon entails full and equal inherent 

value of the king, and hence equai rights, is not oniy presumptuous, but mistaken, on the 

Juggernautian world view. 

lt6 Regan, ïhe Case for Animul Rights, p. 243. 



Equality of inherent vaiue can also useMy be brought into question. Indeed, 

Regan, pnor to his constmction of his full-fledged case for animal nghts, maintained that 

subjects of a Me do not possess inherent value equally, or so 1 interpret. In the passage 

that 1 have in rnind, he is pondering a Meboat dilemma, and he writes: 

There are humans who cannot so much Iead a life as have one. It is not implausibie to 
suppose that normal, adult humans. because they c m  lead a Iife that can have a range of 
values (e.g., mon1 virtues) not obtainable hy the ~everely mentally enfeebled, can be 
regarded as themselves having greater inherent value than the enfeebled.ln 

This earlier view of Regan sounds much the same as  Singer's current view regarding the 

value of lives, based on a kind of richness. 

It seems that Regan later changed his views. so that now, he endorses equal 

inherent vaiue for dl subjects of a life. He presents two key reasons for this view. First, 

people having less virtue (or richness, as Juggemaut might put it) would be treated with 

"injustice" and would not be able to cornplain about it since they would "deserve" it. 

Second, it would be hard to judge degrees of inherent value.'28 He simply declares 

dogmaticaily. with no other justification offered: "Such an interpretation of justice is 

unacceptable." This "reasoning" is useless before Juggernaut, since Regan has not s h o w  

why Juggernaut's theory of justice is mistaken, which, itself, favours differentialiy 

distributing goods according to different levels of moral standing. Regan has only 

indicated as much as his dislike for such a theory of justice, which is irrelevant. He cannot 

assume that Juggernaut is unjust, but must show this to be the case. He clairns that 

hamiing individuals treats them "'unjustly because disrespe~dully,"'~~ but again, 

Juggemaut wiil insist that it respects individuals exactly according to how they should be 

respected: their different degrees of Q. Yet Regan claims that any animal's basic right is to 

respectfid treat~nent,"~ which Juggemaut, of coune will deny is wrongly disregarded on 

its own vision. This aiso goes for Regan's prohibition: "individuais who have inherent 

value are not renewable resources and are not to be treated as if they were.""' Even if the 

ln Regan, "An Examination and Defense of One Argument Concerning Anima1 Rights," in Al1 Thar Dwell 
Therein: Animal Rights and Environntenral Ethics, ed. Tom Regan (Berkeley: University of Caiifornia 
Press, 1982), p. 137. '" Regan. 7'hè Case for Animuf Rights, pp. 236-37. '" Ibid., p. 263. 
'" Ibid.. p. 327. 
13' Ibid., p. 344. 



latter statement is true, Juggemaut wouid not gant any substantial mord standing to most 

nonhuman animais,"' and hence no (great) Uiherent value. And more likely, it would 

assign value that inheres in individuals just according to the nchness of their capacities. 

Such an assignment, incidentally , would make it highly prejudicial to dismiss Juggemaut 

as having a purely "instnimentaiist" view of mirnais, because a degree of value of the 

animal for himself or henelf is indeed recognized, apart from the creanire's utility to 

anyone as a resource. 

Moreover. while it has already been admitted that it is difficult to rank degrees of 

moral standing, this cm be done in a rough, yet artful way that is open to revision, and that 

ern on the side of caution, which is a better ideal to strive for, on Juggemaut, than crudely 

equating beings with very different conuibutions of goodness to the world. In that respect, 

it is better to be roughly correct as an inegalitarian than wildly incorrect as an egalitarian. 

indeed, our society does seem to strive for some such hierarchy, both formaily and 

uiformaliy, as part of our implicit. cultural way of life. At a formai level, the equaiity of aLi 

persons before the law is upheld. but so, too. are numerous formal hierarchies in our 

society (corporate. academic. religious. military. govermental, familial, among others). 

Even now, in the lifeboat and other dilemmas, Regan grades the value of iives on 

the bais of beings having different "oppominities for satisfaction," with nonhuman 

animais routinely k i n g  considered to have fewer such opport~nities.'~' He never makes it 

clear why this reasoning should not apply every day, beyond unconvincingly declaring 

dilemmas to be exceptional to the rule: 'What the rights view implies shouid be done in 

exceptional cases-and prevention cases, including iifeboat cases, are exceptional cases- 

cannot be generalized to unexceptional ca~es."'~' Why not? Italics to emphasize his stance 

do not help him here, and his appeai to a supposed nom of equd inherent value in this 

context13' merely begs the issue once again. Once unequal, why not always unequal? We 

couid try to help Regan's case by indicating that lives are not at stake in normal 

~ s p i r i n g s ,  so this method of evaluating Lives is also, nomaiiy, irrelevant. Still, we cm 

13' And, of course, 
Ibid.. p. 324. 

'Y Ibid.. p. 325. 
i3s Ibid. 

the second version would not moral standing to any animais. 



use the same method to determine the ordinary fortunes of individuals. After all, in 

everyday distributions of resources, some will have more opportunities for satisfaction than 

others using the same resources. Also, Regan's prevention cases ailow, in effect, the 

harming of innocent beings, so long as the h m  to the innocent is less than or equal to the 

hann which is pre~ented."~ However, as L. W. Sumner points out, this idea might permit 

some vivisection, which Regan's view states should be abolished."' After ail, some 

research may involve either mild or intense harms, to anesthetized animais. which are equd 

to or lesser than h m  suffered by diseased humans. who might stand to benefit fiom the 

given research. In any event. Regan anticipates no rebuttal to luggemaut's claim that a 

king's degree of Q affects everyday ethical (dis)entitlements and (im)possibilities. 

Since Regan assigns inherent value to nonhuman animais on the bais of certain 

designated capacities, it is open to question why he does not assign profoundly unequal 

inherent value. based on different realizations of such capacities. Using his ten criteria, 

contrast the following two creatures. and one cm see how luggemaut, at least. might tend 

to regard them. at a general level: 

I M  Ibid.. p. 308. 
ln L. W. Sumner. 'The Case for Animal Rights," Nous 20 (September 1986): 433-34. 



Component of king a "subject 
of a me'' 
beliefs 

desires 

perception 

memory 

sense of the future 

pleasure, pain, emotions 

preferences, welfare interests 
initiates action in pursuit of 
poals and desires 
psychophysical identity over 
time 
things going well or il1 for one 

Animai A: a n o d  human 
king 

-- -- 

beiieves many things about the 
world, differentiating mere 
opinion from reasoned 
inferences and certain 
knowledge 
intensely desires certain things, 
only mildly wishes for others, 
and cm freely choose to pursue 
desires or not 

a rich result of al1 of thcfivep 
senses, in combination with 
values. beliefs, understanding, 
etc, 

- ppppp  

can remember a remarkable 
m a y  of facts 

profound. extensive. 
speculative 
ric h 

very elaborate 

Animal B: a doth, whose 
mental He is interpreted 
accordinn to Jup~gemaut 
dimly is disposed to view 
things a ce& way, but 
remains ignorant of a gent 
many things 

is inclined to act certain ways, 
just being the way it is, but 
does not have the mental 
capacities to conceive of, let 
aione choose, alternative 
choices of action 

- -  - - 

things are sensed to sorne 
extent visually, although other 
senses such as srneLi and taste 
might comparatively be 
enhanced 

- - - -- -- -- 

does not consciously remember 
much of anything, although 
may be conditioned to h d  
certain types of things aversive 
or attractive 
minimal, if at ail 

nch enough, given shared 
mammalian aervous structures . -  * -  

considerable 
takes place, if only to a lirnited 
extent 
primitive or nil? 

yes, although not nearly to the 
extent of a much richer beinp; 

This is an example of Juggemaut ailowing some kind of mental life for sloths+ther 

Juggernautian conceptions, of course, are possible in this area. In any case, why would 

we not assign lesser inherent value to the sloth, even though, by the lights of some 

humanists with a relatively high estimation of nonhuman animal mincis (perhaps equal to 

Regan's own reckoning) it might rninimaily fuifill aii of the subject of a We criteria? Aside 

from gradhg in t e m  of being a subject of a life, we ought not to forget grading according 

to Q, as weil. His plural form of a "subject of a life," which is "subjects of a life," wouid 



more illurninatingly be rendered as "subjects of lives," since aLi beings lead very different 

iives, with different degrees and kinds of qualities. 

Regan applies inherent value so widely, it is diffcult to know what it signifies. 

While king a subject of a life is sufficient for idenuQing a king who has such value, it is 

not necessary, to Regan. So whereas Singer and Juggernaut are in clear agreement in 

niling out any moral standing for Stones, Regan, in providing for the possibility of an 

environmental ethic based on inherent value, leaves it open as a possibility that rocks, 

rivers and trees have inherent value. He writes: 'The implications of the successfd 

development of a rights-based envimnmental ethic, one that made the case that individual 

inanimate objects (e.g., this redwood) have inherent value and a basic moral right to 

treatment respectfui of that vdue. should be welcomed by en~onrnenialists."'~~ AU of 

Regan's views are based on "reflective intuitions." that is, considered beiiefs held der  a 

conscientious attempt to be cool, impartial. rational. consistent, conceptuaüy clear, precise, 

simple. adequate in scope. etc.lJ9 Yet Juggemaut intuitively reflects on the world quite 

differently han Regan. for reasons which seem univenai. encompassing, neatly in keeping 

with the facts. and which nile out Regan's own views. Juggemaut defies the animal 

rightist to show that it does not fulfill his basic cnteria f ~ r  developing an adequately 

reflective view. 

Indeed, the justification of Regan's own ascnptions of inherent value seerns far less 

credible than Juggemaut's argument for assigning different degrees of moral standing, 

since Regan's view is viciously circular in this regard. He claims that he does not postdate 

inherent value without reason. His reasoning is that the postulation avoids the ''wildly 

inegalitanan implications of perfectionist theones," and "the counterintuitive implications of 

a i l  forms of act ~tilitarianisrn.""'~ This is question- begging, since perfec tionists and 

utilitarians are unconvinced by such pronouncements: they do not mind any supposedly 

"inegalitarian" consequences which happen to go against Regan's own intuitions on 

equality. Indeed Regan wouid have to bring a view which upholds the inherent value of 

13' Regan. The Cuse for A n i d  Rights, pp. 362-63. 
Ibid.. D. 134. 



individuals to bear against perfectionisrn and utilitaianism in order to bear out his question- 

begging cornplaint that they are unjust in the fmt place. So he canaot use his "conclusionTT 

that they are unjust to "justify" that individuals have inherent value without arguing in an 

obviously vicious circle. The Case for Animal Rights includes many discussions that are 

worthy of note. But although "the" case for animal nghts, as constmcted by Regan, has 

been shown to be unconvincing. is there a possible case for animal rights that succeeds 

against Juggemautw? 

1 of Moral Standing 
1.10 

It has been prefigured how Juggemaut will respond here in the argument of 1.4 itself, 

namely, that merely king dive is an impovenshed. or far from the b a t ,  criterion of moral 

standing. But again, it behooves us to look at the actual justifications (and hence 

"resistance") offered by animal liberationists. with respect to their views, before moving 

on. It is relatively cornrnon knowledge that the Jains, whose religion emerged in East 

india, respect al1 life as a matter of religious faith. A Western, philosophical component of 

'titalism" (simply the view which iakes being dive as a critenon of moral standing) 1s 

found in the writings of Alben Schweitzer, perhaps the most famous of ali vitalists. 

Schweitzer describes ethical people as obeying the requirement to help aii Life which [they] 

are able to assist, and [as shrinking] from injuring anything that 1ives.l'" Juggemaut 

experiences no such compulsions or aversion. From its perspective, life is, indeed, a 

grand evolutionary spectacle, leading, in marvelous ways, to human beings as the pimacle 

of the instantiation of Q. 

Schweitzer teils us that the ethical person "does not ask how far this or that Me 

deserves sympathy as valuable in itself. nor, how far it is capable of feeling. To him M e  as 

such is sacred.""" Not only does Juggemaut not hold life per se as sacred, but it holds that 

caring for beings accorcüng to their value rnakes good moral sense, and that any departure 

fiom this is senseless. indeed, Schweitzer holds that the basis of reverence for aLI life lies 

Being Alive as a Criterion 

"'Albert Schweitzer, 'The Ehic of Reverence for Life." in Animl Righrs and H m n  Obliganom, p. 33. 
lbid. 



in mysticism, a feiIow-feeling that we are all supposed to have.'13 Again, Juggemaut 

expresses no such feeling, and is given no pause by any appeals to mysticism. Schweitzer 

States that "[tlrue philosophy must commence with the most immediate and comprehensive 

facts of consciousness," including the realization that '4 am life which wills to live, and 1 

exist in the rnidst of life which wills to li~e."'~' Juggemaut would protest that Schweitzer 

is not recognizing the immediate facts of consciousness such as the ethical imperative to 

promote the good, the fact that not al1 willing ments respect, and that even one's own will 

to live (if rationdly defensible) is based in one's quality or richness of one's life. hferior 

life fonns which wiil to live are not necessariiy worthy of practicaily decisive moral 

respect, given their lack of Q. ui any case. Schweitzer's own advocacy of some 

vivisection"" makes a suange bedfeLiow with his "reverence" for a.Li Life, betraying beliefs 

that are more akin to a Juggemautian hierarchy, in some noteworthy respects. 

Another viîaiist (as 1 would interpret him), Paul Taylor, gives Juggemautians cause 

for doubt fiom the start when he confesses that the basis of his ethical system, an attitude 

of respect for nature. has no ultimate justification, and he calls it an "ultimaîe moral 

attit~de."~"~ Juggemaut makes a presupposition. as weU, but holds that its upholding of 

the good is not just any supposition. but stems frorn the basic purpose of moraiity, and is 

shared by al1 moral theories. including Taylor's. In ethics. at least, it is more contentious 

and idiosyncratic to presuppose-and to try to impose-a respect for nature. as opposed to 

a respect for what is good. While Taylor holds that one cannot justify respect for nature by 

giving moral reasons for taking it,''7 Juggemaut boasts that precisely moral reasons shape 

its own view. Juggemaut will not be impressed with Taylor's claims that respect for nature 

is a belief system "acceptable" to di who are rational, informed of the facts, "and have a 

developed capacity for reality-awareness."lJ8 Juggemaut reflects such a capacity in its own 

Ia3 Ibid., p. 32. 
'&Ibid. 
'" Ibid.. p. 36. 
'" Paul W. Taylor. Respectfor Nature: A Theory of Environmentd Ethics (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1986). p. 59. 
IR Ibid.. p. 98. 
'" Ibid. 
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nght, and casu doubt on Taylor's granting equal inherent worth to living beings lacking 

any such capacity, arnong others-how can this embody a true esteem for the good? 

Taylor does taik about the fact that things cm be good or bad for plants, 

independently of their value to anyone else, what he calls a good of their ~wn. ' ' '~ While 

Juggemaut might concede this, it wili stiil contend that the good of plants could hardly be 

more impoverished in full cornparison to, for exarnple. the rich Lives of human beings. So 

the good of plants wouid not matter moraily, since plants, lacking all Q, would not possess 

any mord standing. And it does not help when Taylor apparently anthropomorphizes 

plants and other living beings by speaking of judging what is desirable from the 

"standp~int"'~~ or "per~pective"'~' of such creanires. These t e m  usuaiiy denote a 

conscious point of view, or a subjectivity. and it is not at al1 clear what he is refemng to, 

even meraphorically, in the case of plants. if it just means they have a good of their own, 

then this has already k e n  ruled out as helpful to Taylor's position. So when he writes: 

"Seeing [other organisms] as we see ourselves. we are ready to place the same value on 

their existence as we do Our own. If we regard ourselves as possessing inherent worth, so 

we will be disposed to regard them."'" This would be offensive to Juggemaut, to imply 

that we should place the same value upon the existence of a dandelion as ourselves, and 

indeed, that we should look at dandelions basically the way we look at ourselves, ignoring 

(without outright anthropomorphism) our many ncher dimensions of weli-being. We 

could perhaps conceive of the "standpoint" of a plant as merely the consideration of it, as a 

discrete living system with different things king beneficial or deletenous in relation to it. 

However, it is quite another thing to suggest, as Taylor does above, bat we c m  see a plant 

as we see ourselves. Evidently. we are no farther along in juswing Me as a cnterion of 

moral standing, and Juggemaut gives us apparently compelling reasons against such a 

consideration. Thus fails the attack from "Life itself" against the Juggernaut. 

Ibid., p- 56. 
Ibid., p. 67. 

lSi Ibid '" Ibid., p. 128. 



1.1 1 Ahimsa, or the Argument 1 1 From Non-Harming 
Like reverence for d l  life, ahimsa, or non-harming, or non-injury, is known to be 

associated with Jainism. Indirectly. Regan was inspired by this pnnciple, shce Gandhi, a 

Hindu, adopted it from the Jains. and used it in his campaigns to oust the British from 

India. Martin Luther King Jr.. in tum, appealed to a version of ahimsa in his civil nghts 

movement, of which Regan was a part. Hence Regan's " h m  principle" (which, of 

course, is more of a "nonhuming principle"): "Do not hami any relevantly similar 

individuals who can be hanned."'53 Unsurprisingly, based on the foregoing. Regan 

justifies his " h m  principle" with reference to respecting the inherent value of beings who 

are subjects of a life. But Juggemaut is not concemed about harming beings who have no 

moral standing, and is little concerned with harrning beings who have little moral standing, 

by degrees. The logically cohesive view of Juggernaut, it will claim, also trumps any Jaina 

religionist's claims to mere faith. And so Juggemaut presses on against the animal 

Liberation camp. 

1 1.12 1 Perfectionism and the Spectre of Totalitarianism 1 
AUow me hrther to address this argument, which was touched upon earlier. On the 

"perfectionist" view. according to Regan, those with certain virtues would have p a t e r  

inherent value""-presumably because they are more "perfect." He cites Anstotle's ethic 

as an instance: 

Aristotle. for example. thinks that some human beings are slaves by nature-are, as it were, 
bom to be slaves. so brreft are they of even the minimum capacity for artistic. intellectual. 
and other virtues. Their function is to secve the higher. more deserving interests of the 
virtuous-for example, by carrying out such tasks as growing food and collecting refuse. 
tasks for which they are naturally suited by their intellectual and aesthetic povecty, work 
that relieves the virtuous of the nerd to spend their time in such Iow-level pursuits and thus 
provides them with the leisure necessary to develop their artistic and intellecnial virtues 
optirnally. Nor can those consigned to serve their nanirai mastea cornplain of a lack of 
justice. They get exactly what is their due.''' 

'" Regan. The Case for Animai Rights, pp. 193-94. 
Ibid., p. 237. 

lSs Ibid,, p. 234. 



I have already Uidicated how Regan begs the question by simply calling this whole 

arrangement an "injustice." and how his ow n argurnentative edifice. extensive and circular 

as it is, f d s  to support his contention, as weil. However, 1 wodd like to make another 

point about views which resemble the perfectionist philosophy just described by Regan. 

It rnight be feared that Juggemnut wiU be ruthlessly perfectionistic, or perhaps even 

Nazi-like, in its treatment of humans. Could the fact that Nazi-ar otherwise totalitarian- 

superiorism is anathema to most people partiaiiy account for why something k e  

Juggemaut has never k e n  clearly articulated. up until now? In fact, such extremism is 

very far from required by Juggemaut, which is apt to respect nches where riches lie, no 

matter the human, and indeed, no maiter the species. Only by trying to produce a society- 

which overail rnaximizes nch beings and rninirnizes impoverished beings-could a 

variation of Juggernaut be significantly Nazi-Like. Broadly speaking, that is not like our 

own society. For in o u  society, at lem, it is not as if "the golden ones" will be served 

alone, and everyone else will be killed or enslaved. Juggemaut justifies a more ordinary 

kind of humanism, w hich is not obsessively md unrealistically perfectionist, but w hich 

supports the realization of modente levels of richness of life, although it favours richer 

lives at least to some extent (as does our own culture, with its high achievers, celebrities, 

"stars," etc.). 

Even being granted the freedom to develop potenfial nches, for a being who is less 

than W y  mature, would foliow from Juggemaut, which promotes the good, and its 

ripening, in such a way so as not to deny the best or richest expression of goodness. 

Again, Juggemaut might be used to justib Einstein king treated iike a bbdemi-god" in our 

culture, and less intelligent people would be ueated with less respect (even by thernselves 

and each other. as we find today), but there would be enough of an approximation of 

intellectml achievement or functioning in orduiary Me to allow the average citizen a 

moderate, or adequate fevel of moral standing, even by the standards of the elites. 

Adequacy means hillness or sufficiency, perhaps even hill moral standing, on some 

interpretations, whereas one wouid simply have extra esteem for those who are superior in 



certain respects. One could live quite a cornfortable Life under Juggernaut. not womed 

about being excessively judged or downgraded-it would be very much as it is now. 

For those with substantial degrees of Q would have to ment a substantid degree of 

moral standing. including the so-cded "average person." Substantial moral standing 

would mean substantial respect, and it is inconceivable that any substantid kind of respect 

would not include a strong protection of at least the needs of the individual. So beings of 

substantial Q might well be assigned rights, in order to afford the protection of individual 

needs, although those higher in Q would no doubt receive preferentiai treatment in a 

confiict. By contrast, those with relatively insubstantial Q, such as dogs, could have no 

such substantial moral consideration, and hence no rights. Rights, for those who have 

them, would apply no matter how nch or poor one is economically, no matter how 

beautifid or how physically unattractive. 

Even if superior extraterrestrials were to land on Earth, they would be ethically 

duty-bound to respect the substantial Q possessed by human beings. Regan's criticism of 

Nazi-style "perfectionism" has little or nothing to say about this more moderate and usuai 

form of "imperfectionism." Regan only offers a straw man argument in response to 

humanism, which would only. at most, be usehil in registenng a cornplaint against 

extreme, fanatical views that are thankfully uncommon-or so 1 like to believe. 

1.13 1 The Argument Against "Might Makes Right" 
Regan offers the argument that: 'The weak do not exist as things to be used by the strong. 

Might does not make right ...[Y et dl] forms of injustice ailow this."lS6 Moreover. Rollin 

has tried to rebut humanisrn which uses intelligence as a cnterion of moral standing by 

pointing out that its possession only yields more power for the possessors. and aiiowing 

the powerfil to "control, vanquish, dominate, and desnoy a l l  other creatures." But, he 

continues. thinking that the powemil alone deserve mord concem is just "might makes 

right," and in endorsing this we "have, in a real sense, done away with a.iI momiity 

'" Regan, The Struggle for Anintal Righrs, p. 83. 



alt~gether.""~ Predictably enough, he cites Nazism as a society embodying this horrific 

principle. 

To object to Juggemaut on this basis would be beside the point. The point of 

Juggernaut is not that might or power makes right. but that seeking the good life, or what is 

best, is morally required, and we must always use our power towards what is best in that 

sense. This does not necessarily lead to Nazism, once again. but, in our society at least, to 

a respect for al1 humans and other beings who share in the riches of weii-being, regardless 

of race or sex, which are, at least in principle, irrelevant to human enrichment. Now, 

various sorts of might or power could. in fact. help to make a Life ncher, but ncher beings 

could not. then, use this might in my way that pleases them. They would be required 

morally to respect al1 those beings who have moral standing, according to their actuai level 

of moral standing. The result wouid not be a blind imposition of power, but one that is 

mediated and measured through rational argumentation, independent of any kind of "might 

rnakes right" principle. Sapontzis writes that it is arbitrary routinely to sacrifice the 

interests of those who are weaker than us.I5' but again. he begs the question against the 

rationaiity of Juggemaut, which would not always disfavour those who are physically 

weaker (e.g., it would actudly promote a special reverence for Stephen Hawking). 

Since powers can be relevant toward enrichment. it might be objected that many 

animals are supenor to humans in physical strength, agility, running power, flying ability, 

biting, clawing, pushing, sensing, etc. However, Juggemaut wouid hold that these are 

poor feats compared to those of the rnind, and that most animais would not even have the 

ability to appreciate their own physical prowess. and are fit only to be exhibits for us in the 

use of their powers. Human technological enhancements can generally far outstrip animal 

powers, as an additional factor. Hence, the animals' lives are not more vaiuable in 

themselves, on this thinking, but only insû-umentaliy, as naniral '&art abjects," resources, or 

workea for us. The life of the rnind is the hub of any supenor Me, including any 

appreciation of the physical. Might may not make nght, but it could, in part, help us to 

detemine Q, which, in turn is helpful in determining what is morally right. Let it be noted, 

ln Rollin. A n i d  Righn and Humon Morafiry. p. 3 1 .  
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too. that Q includes many traits cornrnon to nonhumans, not excluding physical prowess. 

S U ,  human mental superiority ideally must extend to moral superiority, and so Juggemaut 

might become an irnpetus to pass laws more humane to animals than today's statutes, 

stringently dedicated to making animals' usage uuly "humane." 

Juggemaut Fully endoaes Sapontzis' point in the foliowing: "By far the most common 

defense of our exploiting animds-and the one that is best supponed by our moral 

tradition-is that we are rational beings, while they [nonhuman animals] are n ~ t . " ' ~ ~  

Juggernaut would d d ,  however, that its favouring of rationaiity. as weli as other 

components of Q. is not merely an arbitnry eruption from tradition. but is rwted in moral 

reasoning itself. as the argument itself implies. 

In any event. Sapontzis claims that ntionaiity is overrated in our culture, and even 

that many nonhuman animals are r a t i~na l . ' ~~  But even if ntionality is not necessary for 

moral agency, as Sapontzis interestingly  argue^,'^' this is irrelevant to the hurnanist's 

argument, because rationalirj is still obviously someihing that can e ~ c h  mord agency, and 

our lives on the whole. Furthemore. by insisting that some animals are capable of 

rationality. he is playing into the hands of those who would uphold the thesis that 

nonrational animals would count for nothing or for les.  Rationality might be overrated, as 

Sapontzis says. but it is treasured or venented since it still contnbutes to the richness of 

our lives as nothing else does, in practical and theoretical ways, which. on this hypothesis, 

rnost anirnals know nothing of. Once again. we have an hadequate response to 

Juggemaut, although the use of criteria such as rationaiity is perhaps the key inteiiecnial 

battleground for animal liberation. 

One rnight argue that rationality is not in fact, a source of e~chment ,  because it 

cm be misused. However, irntionality c m  also lead to disastrous consequences, whereas 

1.14 
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rationality cm, indeed, help to rnake great things possible, especially if people abide by the 

humanistic ethic, which assiduously guards agahst the misuse of rationality. We can redy  

misuse money, too, but we are still the richer for having it. Ethics aims for higher, and to 

have a power to aim higher is more valuable than its absence, unless it is inherently ke ly  

to lead to more harm than good, which is not clearly the case with rationality. In any case, 

as stated earlier, Juggemaut loves riches to such an extent that it is willing to gant freedom 

to realize the good through rationality and other capacities. and freedom hplies the 

possibility of going astray. Only poor manifestations of rationality are bad. after all, and 

are only bad to the degree to which they lack rationdity. For if everyone were perfectly 

rational, or at least capable of that. would not the world be a marvelous place? Such a 

scenario is not realistic. but Juggernaut would suggest that we can and should progress 

toward this ideal. 

The ethic of care seems to be increasingly popular among many people whose opinions 1 

have encountered on the subject of animal ethics. For exarnple, consider the foilowing 

statement by Alex Pacheco, CO-founder of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animais 

(PETA) : 

What got me and most everybody 1 know involved was just the pain and suffering of the 
animais. It wasn't anything academic or philosophical. It was in the gut and in the hem, 
something very Fundamental. Something a five-year-old has .... It's not elaborate. And 
that's what keeps us in this. The anger that we have over the injustice, the cnielty to 
helpless creatures that don? deserve it .... People don't have to adopt the whole 
philosophy ... they just have to care. Whatever they cal1 us, that's what guides 

How could Juggemaut reply, except to point out that of course it cares. It cares to cultivate 

Q in beings who hold the potential for realizing it. but need assistance towards that end. 

Juggemaut direcdy cares even for beings with lower degrees of Q, and advocates a "gentle 

usage*' of animais. considenng it regrettable when a king with a lesser level of Q must be 

sacrifïced in order to serve those with richer Lives. However, it might be countered that 

Juggernaut is too selective or unbalanced in its caring. John Fisher urges the importance of 

'" Lawrence Finsen and Susan Finsen, The Animul Rights Movemenr in America: From Compassion to 
Respect (New York: Twayne hblishers, 1994), pp, 80-8 1. 



sympathy in ethics, noting that if our sympathy for animals in inappropriate, then our moral 

concem for their welfare is in danger of losing much of its practical force.'63 However, as 

already noted, Juggemaut does not object to sympathy for animds per se. 

Moreover, nobody cares about everything in the sarne way, e.g., loves their 

toothpicks as they love their mothen. Few people would care much about plants. let alone 

bacteria. Rational humanisü, Juggemaut tells us, care about things precisely to the extent 

that they are wonh caring about. It is wrong to care too rnuch about the wrong things, 

including nonhuman animals, who, in many cases. possess a reduced moral standing in 

light of their respective riches. It is good to cace for them, perhaps even with passion, but 

to let that caring be equivalent to, or to take precedence over, caring for richer beings is 

sirnply a rnistake. Juggemautians' caring is no mere abstraction, aithough their moral 

theory helps to explain, philosophicaily, why they care in the first place, and also, the way 

in which they care. 

1 1.16 1 Some Miscellaneous Obiections to Humanism 1 
There is a motley crew of objections that are less well known, but worthy of note in this 

context. For a start, Singer observes that: 

... almost ail of the oppressing group are directly involved in, and see themselves as 
benefiting from, the oppression. There are few humans indeed who can view the 
oppression of animals with the detachment possessed, Say, by Northern whites debating the 
institution of slavery in the Southern States of the Union .... On this issue, anyone who eats 
meat is an interested party .... How many Southem slavehoIders were persuaded by the 
arguments used by the Northern abolitionists, and accepted by nearIy al1 of us today? 
Some. but not many.'b" 

Juggemaut retorts that this begs the question that the humanist argument is not objective, 

even though it is constructed of plain reasonings that Singer has not disturbed in the 

slightest, for a i l  of his rhetoric. One could equûlly assert that animal liberationists are not 

"detached," since they are intent on sropping our usage of animals out of feelings of 

sympathy. Singer sirnilady claims that opponents of anima1 Liberation are merely 

'a John k Fisher, Taking Sympathy Seriously: A Defense of Our Moral Psychology Toward Animais," 
Environmental Ethics 9 (Fdl 1987): 198-99. 
164 Singer, Animal Liberution, p. v. 



entrenched in habits,"' and Juggemaut of course. wiU make the same sort of denial as in 

the previous two sentences. Juggemaut wiil favour. with Aristotle, the promotion of 

rightjhl habits, which would di be in keeping with humanism. 

Next. we have Regan's objection in the following: 

... no one will seriously maintain that some human beings are entitled to kill other humans 
just because members of the former group stand to gain something as a result. Nazis rnay 
have thought this of Jews, and rnembers of the Ku Klux Klan may think this of blacks. 
But otherwise sane and sensible people will abhor such an ethic. 

And yet this is the same pattern of discrimination that aIlows us to tolerate (and, in the 
case of many, to support) the slaughter of more than a half-million animals every hour of 
every day-just in the United  tat tes.'^^ 

Regan, here, is implying that Juggemaut is subjugating animals for merely seifish benefits. 

However. Juggemautians are altruistic. and they rightly Limit their "acting for others" to 

those who have genuine moral standing. Since animais lack (Full) mord standing, they 

rnay be, or even frequently ought to be, used for human benefit. But the determination that 

they lack a high degree of mord standing is a result of reasoning which is not at ai l  self- 

regarding, and Juggemautians would be content not to use animals merely as a means if 

only moral reasoning could uuly warrant that conclusion. 

Regan objects against Kant that the formula requiring that humans be treated as 

ends-in-themselves makes no reference to nonhuman animais. and so this provides no 

guidance for our treatrnent of animals: "Since the beings 1 am concemed about are not 

human beings. the formula provides me with no possible Actudy, 

Kantians are guided well enough. since humans (actually. persons. as we have noted) 

count as ends in themselves. and anything else. including animals, is relegated to the realm 

of potential means. W. D. Ross, a neo-Kantian. is actually praised by Regan for saying 

that "if we think we ought to behave in certain ways to anirnds, it is out of consideration 

primarily for thek feelings that we ought to behave so; we do not think of them as a 

practicing-ground for ~ i r t u e . " ' ~ ~  While Juggemautians may (or may not) give animais a 

minimal degree of moral standing based on the fact that they cm feel, the comparative 

'a Ibid., p. vi. 
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paucity of most animals' moral standing leaves it quite open to using them a s  a means to 

developing human character. Why not, on a view which hardly gives animals any moral 

claims against us if there is any confiict? Even if Ross' dopatic pronouncement were 

correct, neither he (at l e s t  in the passage cited) nor Regan offes anything to show us that 

it is. 

There are more idiosyncratic views offered in favour of liberating animals. 

Sapontzis' views reflect his belieE "1 believe that compelling moral arguments must build 

upon currently accepted mord tr;iditi~n."'~~ In Light of our traditions, Sapontzis hopes tu 

show that "the exploiting of animals, not the liberating of them [is] ... moraliy deviant and in 

need of j~stification.""~ luggemaut, predictably, will demand justification of animal 

liberation. which the neo-humanist has not yet found. and he or she wiii insist that 

luggemaut is justified. and is also more in keeping with tradition, and current realities, than 

the far-fetched utopianisrn of animai libention-especidy anunal rights views such as 

Regan's. Sapontzis' own ethic seems to be based. in large part, on reducing suffering and 

increasing enjoyment, and fairly distributing what is good and bad, and developing moral 

character in virtuous ways embodying courage, respect. compassion, and so f~rth."~ 

Juggernaut has only to say that it fairly reduces suffenng, looks to increasing enjoyment, 

and behaves virtuously in relation only to those beings that one is moraily obiiged to 

respect, in the way that one must respect them-no more, and no less. It is begging the 

question against Juggernaut to suppose that Sapontzis' thee factors should extend more 

widely than that, and, in hct, Juggemaut counterindicates such an extension. 

As for Evelyn Pluhar, she boldly asserts that Regan, Singer, and Sapontzis do not 

succeed in defending animal liberation.17' Juggemaut has corroborated her claim. But wiU 

she do any better against Juggemaut? Her own view is an extension of Alan Gewirth's 

theory of rights. Very briefiy, she interprets that animals are agents to whom tbings matter, 

they have de~ires. '~'  According to Gewirth, any agent must value fieedom and weH-king 

169 SapontWs, Morals, Reason. and Aninrals, p. xii. 
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in order to pursue any ends at a11.174 Hence m agent must assert a right to freedom and 

weil-king in order to pursue his or her goals at a~1 . ' ~ '  Juggemaut will protest that it is not 

clear why anyone will necessarily insist on rights to well-king and freedom. dthough 

some might demand this. It is also not clear why we should c l a h  such rights for animals, 

who cannot daim such rights for themselves. But ignonng even these leaps of inference, 

Juggemaut will deny that animals and their ends, which are lacking in Q. are worthy of 

(significant) moral respect, and therefore we do not morally need to gant  them rights to 

fieedom and well-king in order for them to pursue such impoverished, brutal, and often 

instinctively dnven ends. Pluhar's supposedly new and improved case for animal rights is 

apparentiy not enough to defeat the Juggemaut. 

Pluhar. in a recent cornmentary, responded directly to Juggemaut itself, and there is 

one objection from her commentary which is independent of any previousiy considered, 

and therefore requires a resp~nse."~ She indicates that Juggernaut equivocates between 

"best" and "morally best." so that any finding that nonhumans fa11 short of "best" would 

not, in fact, entail that Q is the best criterion of mord standing. Rather, whichever qualities 

are "better" to have or not depends on the kind of k ing  one is. She artNly suggests that 

deprecating a tiger for not k ing  able to engage in lawsuits is like condemning an amputee 

for not having a good backhand. Yet this objection question-beggingly disregards the 

possibilities of comparative, nonspeciesist evaluations of beings of different species, which 

are by no means expected to have Q if, in fact. they lack it. It ais0 begs the question 

irnplicitly to assume that animals have the same moral standing anyway, and their capacities 

would only be relevant in considering how the given matures wodd h d  Nfiliment. A 

being's lack of awareness of good beyond his or her ken does not rnake those other goods 

nonexistent, nor cm the moral agent ignore such goods, and their greater manifestation in 

some beings more than othen. 

"' Ibid. 
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It M e r  begs the issue against Juggernaut simply, thus, to deny that ethics aims to 

pursue the good in its understood sense of "better to have than to lack." She contends that 

Juggemaut confiates mord and prudentid goods. However. ethics provides for ali sorts of 

goods, and in matters of prudence, leaves it up to individuals to select their own free 

choices. and how they will be executed. In general. we appeal to (pre-moral) goods to 

decide right courses of action, which c m  result in the tnily "moral good" of character. 

Certainly, utilitax-ianism counts socded  prudential goods in determining moral nght and 

wrong, contractarîanisrn is itself a doctrine of enlightened prudence, and even Kantianism 

allows for prudence in the free pursuit of "hypotheticai imperatives." So this objection 

merely begs the question against Juggernaut's vision of sincerely pursuing the good perse. 

which contains an adequate accommodation of both morality and prudence. S U ,  Pluhar 

and others would put much stock in one final-and widely used-gambit against 

Juggemaut. which is considered in the section immediately following. 

1.17 1 The Argument from Marginal Cases 1 
This present argument is one of the most frequently used strategies in the animal 

Liberationist litenture. and warrants, I think, a somewhat extensive treatment. The 

argument is that "marginal" cases of humans, such as the severely mentaily chaiienged, the 

comatose. the very insane. the brain-damaged, the senile. and so forth, have diminished or 

lower mentai capacities, as nonhurnan animals are commonly thought to have. But since 

we treat marginal humans with hl1 respect. so should we treat nonhuman animals. Those 

who would wish to gram full mord standing to human "marginals" cannot, without 

hypocrisy, deny the sarne standing to at least many nonhumans with equd or p a t e r  mental 

capacities. This would appear to be a centrai challenge for Juggernaut, which accords 

moral standing according to degrees of Q, many of which presuppose degrees of mental 

capacity. Is this. then, the best hope against humanism? 

Such an argument is appealed to by Singer,"' in a bid to show that we must equally 

consider ail interests (an appeal which we have already seen has no apparent argurnentative 

ln Singer, Animal Liberution, p. 18. 



force against Juggemaut). Regan used the argument from marginal cases at a key juncture 

of The Case for Animal Righrs, in order to show that his intuitively adopted principle 

against harming others has to apply not only to mord agents, but also to moral patients 

(i.e., those who cm be harmed but who are not moral  agent^)."^ Rollin seeks to refute 

contractarianism using the argument from marginal cases: 

On the contractuaiist view. it is also hard to see why animais differ in a morally reIevant 
way from al1 sorts of hurnans who can't rationally enter into contracts-future generations 
of humans. infants, chitdren (especially terminally il1 children. who will not [ive long 
enough to actualize ntionality), the retarded, the comatose, the senescent, the brain- 
damaged, the addicted, the compulsive, the sociopath. al1 of whom are also incapable of 
entering into or respecting con tract^."^ 

He again uses the argument in order to impugn rationality as a criterion of moral 

standing."* Yet Rollin possibly undermines his own case when considering Singer's 

appeal to the same argument: 

Peter Singer. in his excellent book Animal Liberation, suggests that we ask ourselves, in 
thinking about a given picce of animal research. whether we would be prepared to do that 
research on retarded humans. Unfortunately, 1 think the answer for too many researchers 
would be "certainly!" (Recall the hepatitis cxperiments done at Willowbrook on retarded 
children.) And if there were no animals. 1 think that many researchers would not be 
inclined to restnct themselves to the retarded if they were ailowed free reigd8' 

Since the point of the argument from marginal cases seems to be to try to get animal 

exploiters to admit that they ought to mat nonhuman animals as human marginals ought to 

be treated, this gets one nowhere if it is held that both ought to be treated without much 

moral protection. If Roilin believes that these scientists' attitudes would be mistaken on 

other, independent grounds, these are not made obvious, and would amount to abandoning 

reliance upon the argument from marginal cases which, as noted, he uses elsewhere. 

Pluhar relies extensively, not oniy on the argument against speciesism, but also, 

throughout Beyond Prejudice, invests a great deal in the argument from marginal cases. 

Saponais is one of the few animal libention philosophes who cleanly 

disassociates himseif from the argument. He laments: 

''' Regan, nie Case for Animal Righu, pp. 186-89. On p. 358 he compares the way wild mammalian 
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Unfortunately (for the animals), the argument from marginal cases is not that compelling; 
basically. al1 it does is show that most of us are sentimentally attached to members of Our 
own species to a degree greatly exceeding Our attachment to members of other species and 
that morality is more complex than one might have thought ... 182 

This seems to be a not-very-stnightfonvard way of saying that morality is complicated by 

sentimentality: for example, humm marginal cases are protected by human sentimentality 

towards them. It is not clear. from what Sapontzis says, at any rate, how mere 

sentimenrality could logiccill~ mandate moral protection. As indicated, Juggemaut would 

say-and indeed would have to say-that human marginals have a reduced moral standing 

at best, insofar as they lack various riches of being. This is what Juggemautian rnorality 

dictates. It does not dictate any sentimental attachment that goes beyond this, at least not 

directly. although it may allow for some respecting of existing sympathizers with 

Still. Sapontzis does indirectly suggest a point, and a very important one. Moraiity 

is not just about cold logic. and entailments from abstnct theones. such as we find in 

Juggemaut's formulations. Most of the Western public. 1 suppose. would balk at 

Juggemaut's implications in this area. and would remain fiercely attached and devoted to 

humans, even "marginal" ones. They would not be able to infer their stance fiom 

Juggemaut, by itself, but 1 am sure that they would happily declare our Ml and direct 

obligations to such beings to be as basic as Juggernaut itself. There is just no way around 

this fact of how hurnan nature (at l es t  here and now) is or tends to be disposed-whether 

because of sentiment. or else rock-bottom intuitions as to what is nght. Many will stand by 

even hurnan marginals in a fiercely protective way, no matter what anybody else may say. 

They feel it is their duty to protect marginals for the marginals' own sake. It is not just a 

fleeting interest in marginds' welfare. 1 mentioned that those who would give marginds 

full moral standing, as opposed to a modest degree of it, as on Juggemaut, might appeal to 

intuitions. 1 should acknowledge that earlier. 1 cast some doubt on intuitions in ethics. 

However, 1 made the important concession that I have not yet show them to be mistaken. 

and that moral theorking has to stan somewhere, which perhaps gives advocates of 

marguials some theoretical rwm to maneuver. 

'= Sapontzis, Morais, Reason. and Animais, pp. xii-xiii. 



Those of the majority, then, who wodd take this h e ,  that humans-regardless of 

their iack of w u g h t  to have fidl moral standing cm certahly do so. But this move, let 

us not forget, does have a philosophical consequence. For most people also prize and 

uphold the virtue of consistency as a requkment for any true or even coherent view. 

Ultirnately. that would mean granting full moral standing to nonhuman animals who lack 

full Q, even as the human animals in question do. Not to extend such consideration to the 

nonhumans would be speciesism in its baldest t e m .  which even Frey, the early FOX, 

Carnithers, and Leahy. as we have dready seen. are ûnxious to reject. For mentdy. such 

animals have experiences not less "advanced." we cm suppose. than many human 

marginais who would be accorded full mord standing. And physically, bodily differences 

across the species would not matter. for the same defenders of marginals would give fÙiI 

moral standing to a man whose face was scarred with acid, or a child who was bom 

without fingers. Thus* in both rnind and body. there is no morally relevant difference 

between the beings. since we have already mled out speciesism. What other relevant 

grounds for discrimination could there be. besides souls-and many religions respect 

animais as ensouled, even as othen do not. Souls are not a plausible ground for 

discrimination, even if animals Iack them. since animals still have bodies and mind 

afTording a degree of Q. Also. as Cardinal Bellarmine pointed out, souliess beings only 

have this life, and hanns to them cannot be redressed in an afterlife-if anything, he says, 

they should be treated bener than people.Ix3 There appears to be no conceivable relevant 

difference between nonhuman animals and human rnarginals for the purposes of moral 

standing here. So opting out of Juggemaut because of its implications for human 

marginds means that animal Liberation w ins, at Ieas t phiiosophically . 
It could be clairned that it is not speciesist to include human marginals and to 

exclude animais because general public feeling supports such a state of affairs. However, 

once our feehgs are opened up to a certain kind of beings, human marginds, there is no 

place for this opening to close unless we draw an arbitrq line at the species boundary, for 

otherwise the capacities are the same, or rather, comparable. We might not have 

'" Rollin. Animal Righu and Hiimun Moraliry. p. 29. 



compassion for animais, but that is not because their state of k ing  does not warrant it. 

And we cannot Say that we care about human marginals only because we might become 

impaired ourselves one day, for sorne marginals are congenitally so. but still receive fidl 

moral standing on the view under consideration. Also, the whole point of this alternative 

h e  of thinking is that it gives direct moral standing to marginals, caring about them just for 

hem-not for us-with the conviction that luggernaut's granting of only a meagre degree 

of direct moral standing to these beings is not good enough. 

We are also not excused in relying upon emotional reactions against Nazi 

extermination of rnarginûls. for we have to consider that these victims are still comparable 

to various nonhumans. No consideration c m  erase that fact, Indeed, it is most difficult or 

impossible to corne up with- even by stipulating anything that one pleases-a cnterion 

besides species which includes human marginals and excludes nonhumans. Then there is 

the argument that we care about human marginals. but not animals, because the former 

resemble us, being of the same kind. whereas the latter do not and are not. It is true that 

human marginals share a physical appearance with us. but, as 1 was implying above, is it 

not "lookism" merely to discriminate on the basis of "looks"? We would certainly fmd it 

unacceptable M y  to embncr some human marginais, but to downgrade the defomed 

ones. 

While human marginals are of the same abstract kind as us. that is, of a species 

which generally has more advanced capacities than nonhumans in some respect, marginds 

are precisely the exceptions to enjoying such capacities. To treat them honorificaUy, as 

rhough they have such capacities. and therefore deserve better treatment, is in defiance of 

reality, hypnotized, perhaps, by another possible world in which the marginals do have the 

relevant capacities. Such metaphysical fantasies are inadmissible in determining which 

beings have moral standing, using consistently appiied criteria. It is equally impossible for 

human marginals to enjoy higher powers, in this Me, as it is for nonhuman animals to do 

the same-they are equdiy differentiated from normal human beings in that key respect. 

For one could imagine, t oea long  with many authon writing for children, or science 

fiction readers-a possible world in which animals have human levels of intelligence. If 



there is, indeed, a paradigm case of normal humans, with a good amount of Q, this fact 

means precisely that departures from that paradigm do not nearly share the same Q. 

However. the other edge of the sword remains. Juggernaut offers an analytically 

beguiling philosophical argument, which apparently seems to present the best bulwark 

against animal liberation. if humanists are to avoid the dl-too-familiar exercise of merely 

stipulating critena of moral standing that animals (more or less) fail. This upstart of an 

argument could easily de@ the sentimentality of the public, at least to some extent, clallning 

that people have been wrong before. for example, in their general sentimental attachment to 

hurnan slavery. It could demand to know what is wrong with ifs premises or conclusions, 

apart fiom "mere feelings"? It might daim that just as logic wodd require the ernbracers of 

human marginals also to accommodate animals. even though animal liberation goes against 

the general will and popular sentiment. so the unpopular reasoning of Juggernaut might 

have to be embraced as reasoning which never relies upon variable and unreliable human 

sentiment in the first place+r so Juggemaut might claim. Sometimes harsher 

assessmenü are also more redistic. especially if life rnatten less to many human marginals, 

who. in any case. have less good in their lives, to begin with. as compared to normal 

humans. As for an appeal to intuitions. Juggemaut will c l a h  that the intuition that we 

must give full mord standing to human marginals is not part of what it means to be moral. 

whereas promoting the good is. The pro-marginais intuition is not a necessary one, and so 

it appears like a mere, dressed-up opinion. 

In other words, Juggemaut remains a senous challenge, despite the important fact 

of how human nature is both compelled (for the most part) to c m  greatly for marginals that 

are hurnan (and also, very well able to open its hem towards nonhumans of similar 

capacities). So the unpleasant dilemma for humanists seerns to be this: either embrace 

Juggemaut, and betray high hopes for human marginals, or else reject Juggernaut in favour 

of hurnan muginais. in which case, one is phiiosophicdy required to embrace nonhuman 

animais as weil. Either way, humanism either does not survive. or et se emerges leaner, 

and many wouid suggest rneaner, than most mainstream humanists today would honestly 

wish for. One who becomes an animai liberationist, as a result of the argument ftom 



marginal cases, in order to consoiidate his or her position philosophicaily, must still defeat 

Juggemaut (as well as views which merely stipulate critena of moral standing, and which 

equally threaten human marginals, as Pluhar and others aptly demonstrate). 

Let us now Say more about Juggemaut's view of marginals. A possible ally of 

Juggemaut, anti-animal-libentionist. Peter Carnithers, seems sensitive to the argument 

from marginal cases, granting that we would not rank kidney transplants on the bais of the 

potential recipients' intelligence, nor test cosmetics on "severely retarded ~hildren."'~' But 

Juggemaut could say that Carruthen might not go far enough in his humanism. respecting 

ail of the reaily different degrees of riches differently. and may prefer the bolder view of 

Frey, which exhibits a willingness to vivisect the extremely retarded, as noted above. 

Now those human marginals with sorne degree of intelligence and rationality, etc., 

do count for something in Our culture. and on Juggemaut. However. their life is 

considered to be less worthwhiie, the less Q they have or exhibit. and such marginals 

wouid automaticaily. 1 think. be tossed overboard in the proverbial lifeboat by many (1 do 

not know how many) living within our culture. Many marginal humans exist in 

institutions, their families having given up caring for them. and they end up with nobody 

attendhg to them in a personai, emotionaily nurtunng way. They may receive very low- 

grade treatment, king given a paucity of stimulation, perhaps even king left to sit in soiled 

diapen, etc. It is not always this way, but there is. in some cases. a tendency to think that 

it does not really matter, or that the marginals would scarcely know the difference, if at dl. 

Such marginals are often treated in a perfunctory way, but otherwise negiected. In extreme 

cases, when the severely retarded, for example. are not quietly killed off, even by family, 

they are possibly ailowed to exist, in certain cases, only because it is illegal to kill human 

beings. 

Aside from the lifeboat scenario just suggested, Juggemaut would not endorse such 

an ambivalent or hostile treatment of marginals. given that they still have Qbased, direct 

moral standing, and there are indirect considerations it might bring to bear, as well. 

Juggemaut possibly would not c d  for a generd law agaùist killing humans (using 

184 Carruthers, The Animais Issue, p. 53. 



straightforward, species-based definition of "human"), in order to utilize, as need be, even 

marghals who have some moral standing. Recaii yet again how Frey is willing to sacrifice 

some human marginds to vivisection, and these beings wouid "pay the price" for our 

benefit. A low degree of moral standing for marginals would mean that if there is any 

conflict of interest with a "higher" being, the marginals aiways lose. Those outcornes may 

result in some marginals king used for certain experîments, as Frey advocates, and also, 

their king at the bottom of the pnonty list for virniaily ali general resources allocation. 

Yet marginals enjoy some protections. direct and indirect. under Juggemaut. 

Regan tries to make much of the fact that cenain views which use humanistic critena of 

mord standing would not give human marginais any direct moral consideration at but 

those are less sophisticated theories. Juggemaut cari give direct mord consideration of a 

marginal human's sen tience, for example. and attach indirect morai considerations. as weii. 

So one wouid not be left with the morai oddity of someone acting to benefit marginals, but 

never for their own sake: only for the benefit of those who take an interest in the less 

fortunate being. Augmenting marginals' weak mord standing indirectly might help to 

deviate the consciences of those who would stiil adhere to Juggernaut in order to avoid the 

argument from marginal cases in favour of animai iiberation. Some marginals might have 

some degree of moral standing, as mentioned. and so they could enjoy rights. although less 

rich and stringent rights or consideration than diose who are blessed with something more 

ljke M Q. 

Furthemore, Juggemaut does uphold the interests of beings with Q, including 

sentimentai interests, which e ~ c h  the lives of those with full mord standing (or at ieast 

they do if they are satisfîed). But that is a very contingent matter. For those beings with Q 

who, in their own freedom and autonomy (which Juggernaut respects), express an 

ovemding sentimentai interest in vivisecting marginals would also have to be considered. 

This latter f o m  of sentiment, depending on the particular case. may, at times, might be 

more saictiy aligned with purely Juggernautian priorities, and so might be phiiosophically 

favoured. Hence, even if only a minority of society feels that human rnarginals can be 

'" Regan. The Case for Aniniol Rights. pp. 186-87, 254-55. 



vivisected, their view could be seen as an enlightened minority by true embracers of 

Juggemaut, and such a view might be forced through legislatures and courts by weU- 

educated people, no matter what the opinion poils might Say. The mileage that can be 

gotten out of popular sentiment is limited, then. and any metaphysical daims that it is 

"human nature'' to c m  for marginals do not obviously help at dl. for is it not equally 

hurnan nature to be flexible. and therefore. capable of vivisecthg our species' own 

marginal cases? Possibly that last potential of human nature is even, in certain instances, to 

be favoured by Juggemaut itself. My sense of human "nature" refers to what is actual and 

possible in the natural world as we know it. Any normative sense of what is "nahuai'* 

which rejects purely Juggernautian sentiment-or, in some sense, lack of it-wodd seem 

to be question-begging at worst. or else a way of masking certain intuitions. 

So hurnan marginals. or some of them, could also receive indirect moral 

consideration, through consideration of a segment of the hurnan population which is 

sentimentally attached to such beings, although this factor is severely mitigated. This 

consideration could possibly improve chances for marginals in some cases of conflicting 

interests, perhaps the more so, if a particular society is more attached to its mentaüy 

chailenged members. Marginals. at least in some cultures, could then gain increased legal 

standing by association, much like property that one is strongly sentimentally attached to, 

which laws can go a long way towards protecting (dthough 1 am not suggesting that 

marginds are human property). Many would consider it nght and proper to protect things 

that are of especially great interest to people. yet which are nobody's property, such as 

environmental beauty, as in wild areas that many people would Like to see preserved. 

However. as 1 have already made clear. no matter what be the nature of a society's 

disposition towards human marginals. if social and legai reforms are to flow towards 

realizing Juggemautian ideals, then both laws and society's interpretations of same must be 

either rnaintained or refomed so that they best accord with Juggemautian hierarchicalism. 

Furthemore, the sooner the arrivai of Juggemaut proper in society, the better, inasmuch as 

Juggernaut itself is philosophically preferable. Respect for Q-bearers' hedom and 

autonomy would aUow humm marginals only a temporary historical respite, at best, from 



the rigorous demands of Juggernaut, and there would be -o r  ought to be-a constant 

moral and social pressure in favour of whatever is the most defensible ethic. It is implicit 

that the way of social evolution would not rnerely be a matter of ungoverned free and 

autonomous choices, but would ultimately, if Juggernaut were to be seriously accepted, 

idenu0 with the reasoning of Juggemaut through-and-through. 

Couid part of the sentimentai attachment to human marginals lie in the fact that some 

people wodd be sentimentally attached to the human species. given its seemingly 

unparalleled realization of Q on the whole? Many would embrace the whole species, just as 

proud nationalists embrace al1 of their nation even though they weli know it has better and 

worse parts. This is logically paralle1 to the proposal that we not treat rnarginals as 

exceptions to the mle that humans normally enjoy Q (considered above). However, this 

last consideration mns precisely afoul of the argument from marginal cases. since the view 

under contemplation gives tuIl mord standing to humans on sentimental grounds, but these 

particular sentiments appear to be no less than speciesist, in the sense which has b e n  

rejected. 

So far. efforts to augment the moral standing of human marginals. on Juggemaut, 

have k e n  disappointing to di liberais. This is because there is no way around 

Juggernautian reasoning itself, and the fact that it is more "ideai." Juggemautians, in any 

case, c m  avail themselves of a possibility that is perhaps sturdier than mere sentiment. A 

harsher version of Juggemaut may obtain only if it is insisted that it is a very contingent 

matter that humans, given their current nature, care for marginals. This looser 

interpretation, entertained above, may not at di do justice to the way most people aciually 

are, or have developed. The fact is that most people do find it to be a part of their own 

fuifilment or good to care for their own offspring, if any. or even unrelated human 

offspnng (see the dimension of sociability, or friendship and love, in the list of what 

contributes to quality of being). even into adulthood. Indeed, people ordinarily love their 

children, and fmd it immensely fulfiig-and quite necessary-to care for them. 

Juggernaut advocates such fulfiiment, especiaiiy for beings with Q (so, on this andysis, a 

cow king separated from her calf is not as pressing a problem as a woman king robbed of 



her child). This would help to account for why rnarginals would not be eaten or be given 

toxicity tests for cosmetics, in any human society, although they might be preferable as  

subjects for medicai experiments than humans with greater Q. After all, most would be 

entirely homfied at the thought of allowing the irreversibly comatose, or psychopaths fiom 

birth, to be eaten. 

The pleaîure that we do denve from caring for maginais, and the pain that we 

suffer when any humans are ill-served, may be naturally selected (like pleasure from good 

food or sex), since cared-for offspring are more likely to survive. Indeed Juggernaut does 

not create fulfihents, but discovers them, whatever their origin. Some of these 

hilfillrnents may be species-specific: a dog-sitter rnay rightly crave h m  contact afier a 

long day's work. We simply do not get the sarne, unique hilfillment from caring for 

memben of other species. Animal nghtists must not lose sight of the fact that humans 

themselves are mimals. who are naturally and uniquely fulfilled from caring for their own 

species. This fulfillment may corne from being a guardian to a human margind, or from 

k i n g  an aide. Those who miss out on the normal, natural fblfillment of caring for human 

marginals must democntically defer to the majonty who are, since any other course would 

amount to a gratuitous disrespect for the fulfillment of the majority of society, by not 

allowing them to do or have done what cornes naturally. By contrast. the rninority which is 

partidy fulfüled in looking after dl manner of nonhuman orphans would be making a 

gross imposition if they tned forcibly to enlist everybody in this c a w .  

Hence, Juggernaut cm, after ail, find a way around the fact that metaphysical moral 

nahire does not intrinsicaily require caring for human marginals. Juggernaut rnight accept, 

as its missing piece here. Kant's ma'tirn of "ought implies can." Therefore, since our 

human nature (presently historically constituted) very generdy impels us to afford 

marginals substantiai moral and paternalistic respect, it would, perhaps, be senseless to 

urge that we "ought" to transcend such a view, if, indeed, we find that we cannot do so 

(like most people, 1 imagine). These psychologicai capacities are so widespread as to be 

n o m i i v e  for human beings, not only in a descriptive, neuhal sense of normativity, but in 

the sense of shaping Our actuai moral agency. The psychological capacity of moral agents 



dehes mord agency itself (or, at least, the moral agency of the particular agent) M y  as 

much as our best mord reasoning. It may then be inferred that, at least presently and for 

the foreseeable future, as part of any "oughts" that we formulate, human rnarginals are to 

be accorded substantial moral respect. or moral rights. Obviously, Juggemaut cannot be 

taken so far as to indicate that such rights are "intrinsic" to hurnan marginais, or in any way 

essentiai, except. perhaps, io certain shared and practicaily indissoluble ways of viewing 

the world which occur in human history. Still. this respect for marginals, firmly melded to 

our moral natures. is iüelf no amoral consideration, in light of Kant's maxim. It is no mere 

unreliable collection of habits. as the earlier, harsher account of Juggernaut implied. 

As for anirnals themselves, under Juggernaut, in addition to whatever degree of 

direct moral standing they would have. they would also benefit from indirect considerations 

related to those who have higher levels of Q (given human nature, there is less likely to be a 

strong attachrnent to nonhumans). Consider. for exarnple. if an animal is sorneone's 

property, or again. if there is a strong sentimental attachent to some individual animals or 

"charismatic" species of animais. This is very far from animal libention, even for favoured 

animals. In any case. the argument that we are now psychologicalIy constituted. as moral 

agents, so that we must fully respect human marginals is not an argument that is, in and of 

itseif, hostile to animai libention (unlike Juggemaut proper). If animal liberationisrn were 

correct, then our care for hurnan marginais might merely be overderermined by our nanual 

dispositions. but we would, perhaps, have equal duties-although, doubtless, a different 

psychology-towards nonhuman animals. Juggemaut, however, would dictate that such a 

hypothesis is of purely academic interest. 

The argument from marginal cases idealisticdy compares the way animai 

liberationists (and many liberal humanists) think that human marguials ought to be treated, 

to the way nonhuman animals are treated, aithough the sad tnith is that not everybody 

regards hurnan marginais as rinimal libentionists, and some others, do. The liberai 

argument, at fini, scerns to beg the question against those humanists who are happy 

enough with the way Juggemaut. in its most stringent social reaiization, would treat human 

marginal cases. So on this harsher version of Juggernaut, the devil's fork remains: will 



humanists embrace Juggemaut. with its patently reactionary treatment of human marginals. 

or would they rather give full moral standing to human rnarginals, which would result in 

giving the same statu to nonhuman animals? Indeed, the fork has more than two tines. 

We must recall that inniitively posited criteria of moral standing still lurk in the wings. For 

although they might not convince anyone who does not share the relevant intuitions. how 

can these same intuitionists be peeuaded to abandon their intuitions. if at ail? Still. it is far 

from ciear that we must face any such dilemma at d l .  Our moral relations to others are 

dictated not only by the invinsic nature of the other king, including their Q, but by how 

our actual relationships to those beings are. in some cases. inevitably constituted. If. as 

suggested, a less harsh version of Juggemaut c m  be molded from the limitations of human 

nature. given the rule that "ought implies cm," then that denvation would seem to make the 

argument from marginal cases very nearly impotent against Juggemaut. in particular, and 

less powemil as an ally to animal Iibention in general. If a powerfd majonty of people 

have such a nature that requires them to protect human marginals. then hurnans with lesser 

Q need not be thought to be threatened by Juggemaut itself. This need not be mie only of 

democratic societies, for such a dominant fom of human nature might be expected to 

pemeate other forxns of large-scale social organization, as well. 

1.18 1 Conclusion: Does Juggernaut Tmmp Animal Liberation? 
We cannot simply dismiss anthropocentrism as "arbitrary." as too many animal 

liberationists have done. Sweeping aside opponents' views may seem to succeed in one's 

own consciousness, and those of one's sympathizers, but not in the min& of those who 

disagree. We must always take opposing viewpoints senously, by trying to discem what 

is so appealing about them to people of good conscience. We need to afford humanists the 

dignity, as fuiIy as possible, of listening to them carefully, even to the point of discovering 

hidden assumptions which might lend funher credibility to what they are trying to argue. 

This may require restating the view in a stronger and clearer form than humanists 

themselves do. Although there is some risk of accidentally misrepresenting hem, they 

have not too much cause for cornplaint, if my offering of Juggemaut has so much more 



success with animai liberation philosophy than did the old collection of criteria of moral 

standing, which, to many thinkers, seem merely stipulated, and thus lacking in 

~redibility. '~~ 1 believe that Juggemaut is an improved, anti-animal-liberationist version of 

humanism which has an affinity with many exisûng texts. Furthemore, a type of view, 

such as humanism, c m  never be thought to be refuted unless the suongest possible variant 

is taken to task. 

By reconstnicting a view more clearly, it can also be more intensively bathed in the 

light of critical scrutiny. It might be possible to show that there is something-or perhaps 

even more than one thing-hemediably wrong with humanism, and this possibility is 

explored in the next chapter. As for animal liberation ethics, shown to be currently 

burdened with complacency. how did these views fare as a resuit of this ciriil, that is, the 

submitting of these would-be-liberatory views to the reasonings of Juggemaut? Perhaps 

they have failed to take humanism senously enough. (My point has also ken ,  of course, 

that perhaps humanism has not taken itself seriously enough.) While animal liberationist 

arguments might please animal liberationists, actual and nascent, so far they fail dtogether 

in the face of Juggemaut. Even the much-vaunted objections from speciesism, the 

supposed arbitrariness and irrelevancy of humanistic cntena of mord standing, and the 

argument frorn marginal cases did not defeat Juggemaut. interestingly, we cannot even 

fairly make a bid against Juggernaut that it is "mti-animal," perse, since it is only 

concemed with the promotion of the good, and favours any animal with the good- 

manifesting characteristics of Q, to the extent that the being can reasonably be supposed to 

have them. This version of humanism also freely acknowledges that humans are ody a 

different kind of animai. 

The argument for Juggernaut rnight seem seductive, and it is, perhaps, 

understandable how Michael Men Fox could once have held, and vigorously defendeci, a 

Juggernaut would also retlect unfavounbly upon various foms ofecoholism. in which individuais may 
receive moral considention insofar as they contribute to the flowishing of an ecosystem, a species, or even 
the biosphere as a whole (or some combination of such groupings). Juggemaut would find it impoverished 
to assess an individual's value solely in tenns of its genetic rnaïrix, resources consumption, waste 
production, its place on the food chain, its habitat, and so on, thus neglecting the quality of k i n g  thaï al1 
of these things physically support. Even relatively impoverished beings, in terms of tiie good, could be 
equally or even more preferred over a king who is richer in what is good, and this might be denounced by 
Juggernaut as morally perverse. 



humanist view (he was the only philosopher ever to write a book in defence of vivisection). 

But pertiaps the next two chapters will illuminate just why he switched sides and becarne an 

animal liberationist, and why Juggemaut will not lure him back into the other camp again. 

S U ,  this Frankenstein-like creation, made from many presurned-dead parts of anti-animal- 

Liberation views, and other parts drawn from seemingly innocent assumptions about ethics 

and the good, is sornething that 1 would be somewhat concerned to leave by itself in the 

wrong hands, in the wrong way, without the proper rebuttai, so potentially dangerous is its 

persuasive power against its cornpetition. 

While Juggemaut is p a d d y  a novel articulation, I believe that its spirit is, in a 

way, bom of our history. Perhaps Juggernaut is even a monster, if only because of its 

sheer size, as a hidden part of oui- culture and othea. indeed. 1 think that it lwms large 

over ail of the present world, and is, it therefore seems likely, a killer of billions. This 

leaves open the question, in spite of the monster's force of conviction, whether or not the 

indisputable killing and enormous suffering that it engenders are justified. The sheer 

destructive power of luggernaut makes Godzilla and other city-wrecking monsters together 

seem, by cornparison. like animal rightists who accidentally step on ants. Has Juggernaut 

dnven animal rights, together with the many animal liberationist insights just pitted against 

it, into the ground? That remains to be seen. 



Oppression Overcome: 
The Art of Deep Empathy 

2.1 1 Introduction: Post Animal Liberation Ethics? 
We have aiready received Singer's daim that the staying power of humanisrn is due to habit 

alone. The implication here is that humanisrn, in spite of its pride in "rationality," is baldly 

kationai-and therefore. perhaps, intrinsically foolish-with no proper philosophicai 

appeal at dl .  It merely stumbles blindly on through history. W e  it is mie that many 

people have habits which satisw various desires. which themselves are far from king 

animal liberationist in nature. we have aiso seen, in Our histones, that people are often 

willing to change their habits if they believe, with justification, that patterns of behaviour 

are oppressive. People in contemporary times are not unlikely to hear and to entertain the 

suggestion that animds are oppressed, in one manner of speaking or another. Stiii, many 

or most such people are likely to continue on with their ways, subordinating the lives and 

weifares of nonhurnan animds to human purposes. This probable fact suggests-if we 

assume the good intentions and open-mindedness of a great many of these people who are 

unmoved by animal liberationist appeals-that there is a kind of reasoning at work perhaps 

even a seductive chah of it. 1 propose that such reasoning fin& its root in a love of 

goodness, of the kind that I have tried to embody in Juggemaut. Robert Nozick has 

observed that the only reason that speciesism Iacks any justification is because the issue has 

not seemed important enough to bother providing one.' Perhaps Juggernaut is it. Or is it? 

1 will argue that Juggemaut is, in fact, oppressive, but that this oppression will not 

readily be apparent to people who are caught in its peculiar soa of spd. It rnight be 

objected that, broadly speaking, we ali oppose oppression, and so it may be thought that 

Cf. Robert Nozick, review of The Case for Animal Rights, by Tom Regan. New York Times Book 
Review (November 27, 1983): 1 1,29-30. 



appeaiing to anti-oppression is "old hat." However, we have seen how far old ways of 

thinking have taken us-at least in an animal liberationist direction-last chapter. 1 believe 

that a sornewhat new understanding of oppression is called for.' To achieve an anti- 

oppression ethic that has liberatory implications for animals wiii be no easy task, since. you 

wili recall, Juggemaut finds that animds either have no moral standing at all, or else some 

of them can only have an unimpressive dispensation of moral standing-and how can sucb 

beings be oppressed signiîicantly or at dl? 

Many people might suppose that they know what oppression is, perhaps even if 

they are fortunate enough to be able to claim never to have k e n  oppressed themselves. But 

the assumption of knowing here is questionable in philosophy, even for people who have 

been oppressed, or who spend much of their lives fighting the evil in question. So 

invoking anti-oppression is not necessarily trite. although many people's understanding of 

it-and depth of practical cornmitment against it-might be. To offer an analogy, it is aite 

for the United States of America to c d  itself *"democratic," and indeed. it is reputed to be 

the world's greatest defender of democracy. Yet given that there are only two federal 

parties that hold substantial power in the United States. and the fact that rich, private 

interests are exuemely influentid in the brokenng of both candidates and party policies, we 

can meanhgfully ask just how much "rule by the people for the people" prevails. My point 

is that it is common for us to label things using important words, with not only lack of 

clarity, but perhaps even questionable credibility. While aspects of ethics which do not 

pertain to anti-oppression per se may not seem trite either, it remains that many such moral 

theoretical O fferings might, themselves, be oppressive. 

Focusing and refocusing are very important in addressing philosophical problems, 

and rny focus on anti-oppression will not be incidental, in a sense, ignoring the ways in 

which oppression pemeates even systerns of moral phiiosophy, as I have just alleged. 1 

am not claiming that anti-oppression is meta-ethically basic, a question for another 

occasion, although it can indeed be used to evaluate ethical theones, and to help to 

formulate concepts in ethics. Rather, the basic orientation of anti-oppression for practicai 

If 1 am right., something of rny interpretation of oppression is found in what is very old. See my 
reinterpretation of the old Golden Rule in this chapter. 



ethics can be understood to encompass at least the following. which will receive 

philosophical defence in this chapter, and in the remainder of this work: 

Freedom from oppression, and indeed the freedom that lies beyond oppression, is a 
general god of ethics. This goal encompasses both individual and collective 
oppressions, and both discriminatory and (at l em seemingly) indiscriminate f o m  of 
it. 

Many feanires of some ethical theories, such as rights to autonomy and welfare, as weli 
s vvious v-hues. follov: fmm consistently opposing oppression. 

Ali f o m  of oppression share the underlying feature of harming, or a willingness to 
harm, in an unjustifiiable way, those who fa11 outside the scope of an arbitrarily 
favoured group, chancterized (supposedly) by a given descriptive difference. 
Usuaily-although. as we shall see, not always-any such difference is taken to be a 
mark of superiority on the part of the oppressor. Still. different forms of oppression 
wiU differ in many particulars. or else they would not be different oppressions. 

If we require people to choose in a ngid fashion once an oppression is supposedly 
removed. that itself might constitute more oppression. or an infringement of autonomy. 

Despite the deceptive simplicity of the definition of oppression given in the fust 
sentence of 3., neither oppression, nor the implications of opposing it. are generally 
well understood at this time. and even theories dedicated to opposing oppression may 
have significantiy oppressive elements. 

We cm add to this list whatever we will corne to find distinctive about oppression that 

Juggernaut overiooks. but adding those elements now would be premature. By calling 

various other ethical theories "oppressive," it should be made clear that 1 am not accusing 

any moral theorists of willfully oppressing others. in fact, 1 believe that they are, at least 

typicaüy, anti-oppressive in intent. Indeed, we ai l  oppose oppression, we c m  Say, perhaps 

too hopefidly. How much rnileage can be gotten out of this cornmitment? 1s it a different 

road than the anti-oppressive argument against speciesism, already considered and found 

wanting in the last chapter? Why go down that road at al? Let these and related questions 

(and also, possibly. an ernancipatory interest) motivate a curiosity conceming what is to 

follow . 

The two leading animal liberationist phiiosophers did not succeed in their anti-oppression 

(Le., anti-speciesist) argument in the last chapter. Singer, for his part, a b  that 

2.2 Singer and Regan on Oppression 



opposing oppression (and also, incidentaüy, ending hierarchy and domination) is not a 

fundamentai concern of moral thought,' and consigns anti-oppression to the realrn of 

purely popuiar appeais: 

I'm cenainly happy to talk in trrms of rights or freedom or oppression as part of an 
effective politicai rhetonc for reaching people when you don? have time to explain in 
detail what your ethic is basrd upon. But when you do have time. I think the only 
coherent way of doing so is in terms of interests. For instance, what is it to oppress a 
being? I rhink it ir rc? ignore the interests of that king in favor of your own; and if we 
have something which, for instance, cannoi suffer, then you can't really oppress it? 

Let alone that we have aiready seen the insufficiency of simply advocating a concern for 

suffenng or interests in the last chapter. Here we see that appeals against oppression are 

just quick, disposable arguments to Singer, which he uses for popular rhetonc, but 

othenvise does not take very seriously. Hence he notes, of his book. Animal Liberution. 

that "the conclusions that are argued for in this book flow from the principle of minirnizing 

suffering al~ne."~ Yet many-perhaps even most-people who comment favourably on 

the aforementioned book. are moved by his rloquent appeals against speciesism. and not 

always by its subtle utilitarian subtext. Perhaps this probable fact helps to explain why he 

resorts to this "popular" argument in the first place. 

Remarkably, Regan. for his part, never seerns to use the term "oppression" at ai i  in 

The Case for Animal Rights. Instead. he focuses on rights king respected as a matter of 

justice. He does, however. mention "the forces of oppression and exploitation" in one of 

his less formal writings: 1 would submit chat his Case offers, at rnost, a "cure" to the 

oppression of animals without an adequate "workup" and "diagnosis." The result is an 

ineffective warding off of "disease" (if Juggemaut, just for the moment, can be considered 

to be "pathologicai"). and perhaps even a limited idea of what it is like to be "healthy." 

Key to Regan's characterization of how animais are treated unjustly (or oppressed, 

as 1 would also state): 

Dave Macauley. "An Interview with Peter Singer." Animais' A g e n h  7 (September 1987): 8-9. 
41b~. 

Peter Singer. Animal Liberaiion. 2nd Edition (New York: Avon Books. 1990), p. 21. 
Tom Regan. The Stmggfe for Animai Rights (Clark. Summit. PA: International Society for Animal 

Rights, Inc., 1987). p. S. 



is the impoverished view of the value of rhese individuals. not only the pain or suffering 
they are made to endure. rhut exposes the practice as fwidamenralfy mjust. Even were the 
individuals who were treated as renewable resources ...' treated well* (e.g., not caused 
unnecessary suffering), that would not alter the basic injustice of the practice ..A would not 
remove the fundamental injustice endemic to the practice."7 

It is unclear to me why inflicting needless suffenng is not as fundarnentaiiy unjust as using 

a conscious being as a mere means. Both are harms caused by oppression, the one an 

infringement of welfare, and the other a violation of autonomy. Both are equally reai, 

egregious, and suffering may even be more immediate to the animals than the more abstract 

conception of king used as a mere means. Some people, certainly, would choose some 

indignity from king manipulated to enduring extreme suffering-if they had the choice. 

When Regan does focus on oppression more directly, in the aileged fonn of 

speciesism. his analysis often seems wanting. For example: 

Racists are people who think that members of their race are superior to the members of 
other races simply because the former belong to their (the "superior") race. Sexists 
believe that the mrmbers of their sex are superior to the rnernbea of the opposite sex 
simply becausr the former belong to (the "superior") sex. Both racism and sexism are 
paradigms of unsupponable bigotry. There is no "superior" or "inferior" race or sex. 
Racial and sexual differences are biologicaI. not moral. differences. 

The same is tme of speciesism-the view that members of the species Homo sapiens 
are superior to members of every other species simply because human beings belong to 
one's own (the "superior") species. For there is no superior species. To think otherwise 
is to be no less prejudiced chan ncists or sexists? 

Fit of dl, this is a superficiai rendering, since self-respecting racists or sexists do not c d  

others "infenor" merely because they belong to a different race or sex, but because they 

beiieve that their own race or sex has superior qualities (perhaps some combination of what 

can be found in Q). The same goes for those who are often labeled "speciesists," as we 

hove seen, so this is a classic straw man argument. Finaily, it is never acknowledged that 

superiority dues not entai1 coun ting for more in ethics, whereas the whole point of a y  mti- 

oppression view that wiii help to iiberate animais is that even if humans are superior in Q- 

or otherwise-animals are stiU to be liberated and respected. With his analysis, Regan both 

misunderstands how prejudiced thinking works, and dso how it fails to work. But 

perhaps 1 write too soon. If Juggemaut is not refuted. then, indeed, a being's 

' Regan. The Case for Animal Righü, p. 344. 
Regan. The Phiiosophy of Animnl Righss (Raleigh. NC: The Culture and Animais Foundation, [1985?]). 
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psychophysical supenority (which Regan does not address, here) would give it superior 

moral standing. Indeed, later in the work in question, Regan concedes that "[wle are not 

saying that hurnans and other mimals are equal in every ~ a y , " ~  implying he is giving 

ground to the supenority view, which he earlier rejected only because he denied that 

humans are, in fact, superior to nonhuman animals. If we are to emancipate animals at all, 

it is urgent that we take anti-oppression more seriously than this." We shail begin, then, 

with a more senous consideration of what it is to be oppressed. 

1 2.3 1 Thinking About Oppression in Al1 Due Seriousness 1 
The very mention of "oppression" often conjures up images of subjugation, misery, mass 

s u f f e ~ g ,  and deiith-and rightiy so. Ethical nihilists rnight try to see oppression as 

something neutral, with no real value or disvalue. in and of itself, yet they would perhaps 

universally find it psychologically impossible to do so if they were suffering it themselvesl l 

(or deeply empathetic in relation to those who are subject to it). Would it merely be a 

coincidence if a nihilist happens subjeciively to disvdue oppression, dong with most every 

other oppressed being? Most of us want to fight oppression, but we cannot do so without 

a clear conception of this "enemy." In the introduction to this chapter, 1 suggested, in 

effect, that oppression can be defined as: h m  or an openness to hanning of beings on the 

essentially arbitmy basis" that they fdl outside a favoured group. Often. although not 

Ibid., p. 15. 
'O There are many other animal libentionists who hold views ihat are at l e s t  as implausible. For example. 
Richard Ryder superficidly States that both speciesism and racism are "farms of prejudice thar are bmed 
upon qpearances-if rhe other individrtal looks diferent theri he is rated as being beyond the moral pale." 
Cf. Ryder. "Speciesism," in Aninral Erpcrintentation: The Moral issues, ed. Robert M .  Baird and Stuart E. 
Rosenbaum (Buffalo, NY: Prometheus Books, 199 1). p. 30. Italics his. Ryder's analysis overlooks the 
many explicit, proto-luggernautirin modes of prejudice. In fact, his analysis is usudly mistaken, in that 
people usually cite some difference such ris rationality. If it is claimed that people are secretly trying to 
rationalize oppressing those who look different, then more argument is needed to subsmtiate such a thesis. 
1 do not recall any humanist seriousiy condemning nonhuman animais to a lower or nonexistent moral 
standing based on the way they look. 
" The nihilist might be psychoticaIly alienated from the self, but that would be an unheaithy exception to 
the rule. not an ideal for contemplators of morality, 
l2 The arbitrariness inherent in oppression is crucial. Mary Midgley seerns actudly to miss this component 
in her own writings, which vaguely advocate animal welfare, such as in Animals und Why They Mattec A 
Journty Around the Species Barrier (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1983), without indicating, specificdy, 
how animals are to be treated in practice. She objects to the cornparison between racism and speciesism 
because cettain characteristics of species are relevant to their welfare, whereas racial colour is irrelevant to 



always, the favoured group is considered "superioi' in some respect to the group that is 

targeted for h m .  

It is certainly possible to enter into extended. terminological discussions regarding 

particular theories of oppression, but since space does not permit. 1 will instead rnake some 

apt pre-emptive remarks. There is no need to canvass ail particular theones of oppression 

if we can see common ground to al1 conceptions. To begin, my definition of "oppression," 

above, pertains to discriminatory oppression (as opposed to indiscriminate oppression, 

which is just seemingly random harming), and captures the aspect of discrimination as 

essentially arbitrary. 1 suppose that arbitrariness cm stiU be systematically applied, 

whereas "nndom" acts are presumably not of this nature.'.' 

It might be objected that people who act according to perverse moral dogmas are not 

"arbitrary," because they are acting in an orderly, intelligible fashion. or "on principle." 

Therefore, it might be suggested that not al1 arbiuary and harmhil behaviour is oppressive, 

if the harm is sanctioned by some such system. However. I am speaking of arbitminess in 

an extended sense. which penetrates to the level of making assumptions. It is theoreticaiiy 

arbitrary simply to adopt an assumption, which supposedly Licences one to h m  othen, 

when one could just as easiiy adopt other, more benign axiorns. If it is suggested that 

"rnorally unjustified" or "modly unjustifiable" is a better substitute for "'arbitrary," it may 

one's treaunent. She claims it is "insoIentW to ignore paniculrir, often species-specific qualities. Cf. Mary 
MidgIey, 'The Signiticance of Spccies." in The Animal RightdEnvironmental Ethics Debate: The 
Environmental Perspective, eds. Eugene C. Hargrove (New York: State University of New York Press, 
1992), p. 122. 'To be undiscrirninating is not a vinue." she urges on p. 124. However, speciesism is 
about arbitra- discrimination, and responding intelligently to individual differences cari hardly be 
characterized as arbitrary. A different but reiated point raides in Midgley's objection, p. 123, that we 
cannot rightly compare speciesism with mcism. in that "ncism" is a confused concept: if it held, then 
"reverse discrimination would also be ncist." However, this begs the question as to whether or not reverse 
discrimination is arbitrant: if it is not. then it cannot be ncist. although it may tnvolve discriminations 
based on racial differen tiauons. 

Let us consider an additional point. Someone rnight aIlege that racism and speciesisrn cannot exist 
because "race" and "species" do not tmly exist. In spite of scientific quibbles about such classifications, 
they certainly exist for practical purposes. and that is what ethics is concemed with. In particular, those 
who are oppressive will not hesitate to use such categories to discriminate arbitrariiy. 
l3 1 admit that I have some reservations about this conceptual m y .  none of which can find purchase within 
the confines of thïs discussion. For example. a homicicial maniac who kills by systematicafIy selecting his 
targets might not just Iash out at nndom, but the selective criteria themseives might seem to be virtually 
randomly aiighted upon. We could sti 11 consider suc h selec tive killers to be discriminatory , although the 
basis of their behaviour is. indeed. arbiuary. If it is then contended that the behaviour is ultimately 
a t b i t . ,  that is not contested. it is merely noted that the presence of a system of discrimination 
distinguishes some forms of arbitrary h m i n g  apart from other forms. 



be pointed out that perverse mord ideologies, too, c m  ''jusufY' conclusionsT even moral 

ones. It would beg the question merely to assume-arbitr;iiily-that a moral system is bad 

or wrong. We must be able to show, and not only state, that oppressive views are 

theoreticaliy arbitrary in a way that is mistaken, illogical, or essentiaily unjustified. It will 

be noticed, additionally, that oppression is characterized as essentially arbitrary, at its very 

basis. By contrat, some free choices rnay be innocently arbitrary if they do not offend 

against reason, or, indeed beings who are wlnerable to oppression. Take. for example, 

choosing either a chocolate or a vanilla dessert. If all assumptions in ethics are essentidy 

arbitrary to hold, however, then it is difficult to see how any d e f ~ t i o n  or condemnation of 

oppression could gain any purchase. However. such a nihilistic conclusion WU be resisted 

in the reasonings which follow. 

1 want to leave it open to question as to whether or not certain forms of "reverse 

discrimination"-or rven the vindictive ueatrnent of oppressors-are oppressive. 

Moreover, note that 1 did not presume, as Regan did. that al1 oppressive discrimination 

must be against real or alleged "infenon." 1 want also to account for very comrnon forms 

of discriminatory oppression against so-called "superiors." Such apparentiy unlikely 

victims are often resented or regarded in anger out of jealousy, or they or their powers are 

feamiily reacted to as a threat, or a criminal might oppress one who is a moral better, or an 

othenvise "supenor" being may have one or more traits that are actively disfavoured. In 

fact, it is quite possible For those who are weaker to subjugate, more or less seriouslyT 

those who are stronger in an exploitative manner, e.g., by soliciting undue attention 

through an exaggerated "neediness." Moreover, indiscriminate oppressors. for their part, 

care nothing-except. perhaps. out of a sense of added irony-for any chance oppressing 

of "superiors." So the superiority aspect is altogether rnoot, and it is more precise to refer 

to arbitrary disfavourings of merely different groups. Again, though, I take it that 

supenonsm, Juggernautian or other. often or even most often figures into discriminatory 

oppression. not least of ai l  because the serving of "superiors" involves, seemingly, the 

seductive logic of favouring what is "better" over what is "worse." 



Oppressed groups rnay consist of many beings, or may-logically speaking-admit 

of only one member Üust as, in set theory, one c m  even conceive of an empty set). The 

group may be a kind of sex, class. (ascribed) race, or may reflect a particular kind of sexual 

orientation, level of ability or disability, age, or even "look." Groups, it is logicaliy 

conceivable, could also be among those designated by a given criterion of moral standing 

such as rationality. or any found arnong Q or elsewhere. S U ,  1 am quick to admit that 1 

have yet to show that it is nrbitrary to discriminate on the bais of any Q-based type of 

charactenstic. Juggemaut would seem to dic tate otherwise. 

In any event, part of the preemptive considerations here is the fact that, 

necessarily, discriminatory oppression involves arbitrary discrimination. Notice, also, that 

rny defhtion of oppression leaves it open as to who or perhaps even what is oppnssed. It 

is also comprehensive about what differences c m  be fixated on by oppresson-any 

difference that strikes their dislike. 1 have a limited interest in consulting the humanist 

Litenhm on defining oppression. at les t  insofar as they typicaiiy define it as certain 

treatments of "people." or "humanity," or "human beings." and this logicaliy excludes 

animal libention frorn the start. As much as 1 have disallowed animal liberationists to beg 

the question against humanism-at least in my treatise-the same goes for humanis&. I do 

not consider it a serious move in this debate to define oppression in such a way as to define 

animal Libention ethics quietly out of the picnire. To try to settle a controversy by mere 

stipulation is, it seerns to me. an act of intellectual cowardice. The humanist Literahue on 

oppression is no doubt othenvise interesting, but a number of considerations (not l e s t  of 

ail space) may suffice to justify lirniting my considention of such works on this particular 

occasion. 

A major pre-emptory considention is that my definition simply specifies harm, 

without necessdy excluding my type of h m .  This ali-inclusive approach to hami is 

important, since an oppressor rnay harm in any way possible-and it is all signifcant. It 

would be oppressive to leave any h m  out of account, as this would render some forms 

of oppression invisible. It would be less than full-dimensionai to speak oniy of incursions 

against welfare, or fiee choice, or pleasure, or satisfaction, for example. Of coune, it is 



necessary to posit that oppression would have to involve arbimrily inflicted harm, and 

Juggemaut maintains that while animals may be harmed, they cannot be oppressed. So this 

definition is, in fact, suitable for Juggemaut, and also for animal liberation, if it cm be 

vindicated. That is di that I require for rny purposes here. There is nothing pro-animal that 

turns on this de finition, since the finest anti-animal-liberation argument that 1 b o w  is 

compatible with the definition. It is M y  consonant with humanistic understandings of 

oppression, for it absolutely applies to oppressions that are the targets of hurnanists, such 

as  racism and sexism. 

It is difficult to know what else cm chancterize oppression itself, rather than the 

causes of it, or the resulü of it. and other factors. without being either extraneous (e.g., 

adding, perhaps implicitly, that only one species-say, Homo sapiens-could conceivably 

be oppressed) or else less than comprehensive (e.g.. falling short of reflecting al1 types of 

h m ) .  In any case. the definition I have offered amply characterizes racists or sexists as 

arbitrarily discriminating against others on the bais of sex or (ascribed) races and k ing  

wi lhg  to h m  these others just because they are members of the arbitrarily disfavoured 

groups. Such bald forms of discrimination can be, and often are, held together with 

disfavouring those who are supposed to be less rational, etc. Given these comprehensive 

features of rny definition of discriminatory oppression. the onus is on my cntics to show 

that it is any less than complete. 

1s it oppressive to advocate one defïnition of discriminatory oppression (or at Ieast 

one of an equivalent meaning)? Would this not squelch others' freedom to defuie and 

experience things in their own ways? 1 contend that oppression is something very real and 

concrete. which people have already identified. and that, on the contrary, it would be 

oppressive not to have an abiding concem with finding a comprehensive d e f ~ t i o n  such as 

I have sought. To settle for an arbitrarily limited d e f ~ t i o n  that is mereiy idiosyncratic 

would risk leaving actually oppressed beings out of account. That move would be 

oppressive indeed, to render some oppression-and some of the oppressed with it- 

invisible. 



We must not be dismissive of other accounts of oppression, or altogether leave 

them to a fate of "invisibility." To that end, 1 wili focus on three accounts of oppression by 

leading feminists. Feminist scholarship, after ail. may be said to be most senous about 

investigating what it is to be oppressed. Marilyn Frye indicates that we need a concept of 

oppression, "and we need it to be sharp and sure."'" She points out the root of the word 

"oppression" is to press down. and thus irnmobilize, reduce.I5 The resulting d e f ~ t i o n  of 

oppression, to the extent that it is informally defined. relies very much on this etymological 

analysis: "If an individual is oppressed, it is in vinue of king a member of a group or 

category of people that is systematicaily reduced, molded, immobilized."" This definition 

of oppression uades on insults to the autonomy of people. It does not acknowledge other 

harms related to weli-being, and so does not satisfy me as being comprehensive. While 

Frye uses the analogy of a bird in a cage in her attempt to describe the oppression of 

women,17 she does not even appear to consider the possibility that nonhumans c m  also be 

oppressed. 

Alison Jaggar also cites the Latin root of to "press down" or "press against" which 

lies at the origin of the word She rightiy notes that oppression m u t  not 

merely be restrictive. but also be unjust." Liberation. she tells us, is the correlate of 

oppression, and is the "release from oppressive con~traints."~~ Jaggar's account, too, 

seems to stress autonomy. of d l  harms that are. in fact. associated with oppression. One 

of the most interesting aspects of Jaggar's treatment of the problem is that she reflects upon 

many different consuuals of "oppression" that are possible. even among feminists: 

Liberal feminists ... believe that women are oppressed insofar as they sufier unjust 
discrimination; traditional Marxists believe that women are oppressed in their exclusion 
from public production: radical feminists sre women's oppression as consisting primarily 
in the universal male control of women's xxual and procreative capacities; while socialist 

" Marilyn Frye. The Politics of Renlityr Essqs in Ferninist Theory (New York: The Crossing Press. 
1953), p. 2. 
IS Ibid. 
l6 Ibid., p. 8. 
'' Ibid., pp. 4-5. 
l8 Aiîson M .  laggar. Feminist Poiitics and Human Nature (Sussex: Rowman & Allanheld Publishers, 
1983), p. 5. 
l9 Ibid., p. 6. 
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feminists characterize women's oppression in terms of a revised version of the Marxist 
theory of dienation." 

Jaggar fmds that while there is some crossover. these understandings are ultimately 

incompatible. She favours the last stance. To me. these accounts are ail needlessly 

hctured in that they just focus on different hamis, while they neglect to highlight others. 

However, the kind of oppression which I am criticizing in my own work is discrimination 

which results in any number of harms, including, but not only. those mentioned by the 

theories which Jaggar cites: unjust favounng, king excluded from public production. male 

control of female sexuality. or any kind of dienation. 

Iris Young resists the idea of a unitary notion of oppression. such as the one that 1 

have suggested. She Ends that "there exists no sustained theoretical analysis of the concept 

of oppression as understood [by emancipatory social movements] .... Acmally a family of 

concepts. oppression has five aspects."" 1 will. of course. defend the idea that this is 

another treatment of oppression which does not do justice to the unitary aspect of the 

phenornenon. Young presents a "five faces" conception of oppression: 

1 have amved at the fivr faces of oppression-exploitation. marginalization. powerlessness. 
cultural imperialisrn. and violence-as the best way to avoid such exclusions and 
reductions. Thay function as cnteria for determinhg whether individuals and groups are 
oppressed. nther than as a full throry of oppression. 1 believe that these critena are 
objective .... these criteria can...serve as means of rvaiuating daims that a group is 
oppressed. or adjudicoting disputes about whether or how a group is oppressed? 

My reply to this should be fairly predictable by now. Young is listing some more, very 

important, harrns associated with oppression. interestingly. she holds that one need not 

expenence al1 of these in order to count as oppressed. For example, a gay person need not 

be exploited to be oppressed. Still. we could also expand this collection of h a m .  Whiie 

the harms that Jaggar mentions, associated with four kinds of feminism, could probably be 

subsumed under Young's categories. 1 question whether aLl oppressive harms can be 

comprehended in this way. Destruction of habitat: is it just marginalizing animds, or king 

21 Ibid., p. 353. 
" Iris Marion Young. Justice and the Pofirics ofDifference (Princeton: Rinceton University Press. 1990). 
p. 9. 
') Ibid.. p. 63. 



violent towards them? 1 think that it is more than that, and we need to be specific in 

articulating actuai h a n ,  in any case. Humiliation may leave one feeling powerless, and it 

also exploits, but the h m  of this goes beyond these categones to include insults io one's 

emotional weii-being and dignity as an autonomous being. Ridicule, degrading images, 

and negative stereotypes are also h m ,  but only partially fit into Young's compartments 

of oppression. These are really just different sorts of h m .  among others that can be 

suffered as a function of oppressive discrimination. 

It makes sense, to me. just to refer to h m  per se, as a result of group 

discrimination. This is no oversimplistic reductîon of what oppression is, for a i i  five 

dimensions in Young's account do have the theme of hamifulness in comrnon. On the 

contracy, not focusing on h m  per se seems to lose sight of the forest because of staring 

fixedly at various tree uunks. Young writes: 

Social theories that construct oppression as a unified phenomenon usually either leave out 
groups that even the theorists think are oppressed, or leave out important ways in which 
groups are oppressed.,..By pluralizing the category of oppression ..., social theory c m  
avoid the exclusive and oversimplifying effects of such reductionism? 

My admittedly simpler account of oppression, however, is not "reductionistic," since I 

argue that it encompasses ail possible harms associated with oppression. Ironically, 

Young's own view reduces oppression to five categories which do not capture ail of those 

harrns, and nonhumans animals are excluded even to the point of not being explicitly 

excluded: they are not even rnentioned. 

Still, Young highlights an interesting dimension of oppression. Social institutions 

cany on oppressive practices in ways that go beyond individual agents. "In its traditional 

usage, oppression means the exercise of tyranny by a niling group," and here she cites the 

(former) plight of Black South Afncans Living under apartheid." While there stül are such 

oppressors, Young means to alert us to the reaiity of oppression as a distinctiy impersonal 

phenomenon: 

" Ibid. 
[bide* p. 40. 



In its new usage, oppression designates the disadvantage and injustice some people suffer 
not because a tyrannical power coerces them. but because of the everyday practices of a 
well-intentioned l ibed society. In this new left usage, the tyranny of a ruling group over 
another, as in South Africa. must cenainly be called oppressive. But oppression also refers 
to systemic constraints on groups chat are not necessarily the result of the intentions of a 
tyrant. Oppression in this sense is stmctural, nther than the result of a few people's 
choices or policies. Its causes are embedded in unquestioned noms. habits, and symbols. 
in the assumptions underlying institutional rules and the collective consequences of 
following those rules." 

presented as a "well-intentioned" view. 1 agree that various structures of society are 

oppressive, and carry on various h m s  above and beyond the individuds who create such 

structures, and who operate them. However. Young would take this idea much M e r  

than 1 c m  go. She writes: 

The systematic charmer of oppression implies that an oppressed group need not have a 
correlate oppressing group. While structural oppression involves relations among groups, 
these relations do not always fit the paradigm of conscious and intentional oppression of .- 
one group by another.-' 

I cannot gan t  that rhere cm be oppression without oppressors. Even if the oppression is 

unwitting, that just means that people are being unintentionally tyrannical. Even if they are 

not aware of their way of acting, that is how they are acting, and they need to examine and 

take responsibility for that fact. 

Some Germans consciously let Jews die. but some would argue that even rabid 

Nazis were "well-intentioned." A son of Holocaust survivors, Peter Haas, defends the 

idea that the Nazis were not so rnuch evil and bmtal people. but rather, illustrative of "the 

human ability to redefine e~il."'~ He even goes so far as to cal1 the Nazis "ethicdy 

sensitive" human beings who were, in fact, puritannically good accorcüng to the "Nazi 

et hi^."^^ So was there no oppressing group in Nazi Germany, if the Nazis were merely, 

with good intentions, seeking to eliminate evil and to carry out their duties as ordered? 

Young writes that agents of structurai oppression "are usudiy simply doing their jobs or 

- 

Ibid.. p. 4 1. 
'T Ibid. 
" Peter 3. Haas. M o r o i i ~  Afier Aitschwitz: The Radical Challenge ofthe Nazi Ethic (Philadelphia: Fortras 
Press, 1988), p. 2. 
f9 Ibid., pp. 2-3. 



Living their lives, and do not undentand themselves as agents of oppres~ion."~~ But we 

must not ailow people's limited understanding of their own roles to limit our own 

understanding of their actual roles. Most Nazis probably would not have seen themselves 

as oppresson in any serious sense. They would see no real injustice in their subjugation of 

othen, even rhough others might cornplain to that effect. 

Young's anaiysis of oppression without oppressors, in some cases, is a fom of 

reductionism. UnLess individuals take responsibility for their own roles as oppresson, 

they will not effectively be set to do their part in demoiishing oppressive institutions. If we 

are reduced to rnere spectatoe of an impersonal process of oppression, there is a p a t e r  

danger of simplj going on witnessing the phenornenon. People can be oppressive and 

otherwise vicious without knowing it, or even vinuous without realizing this fact (if, Say, a 

cruel father has brow-beaten sorneone into believing that he or she is a bad person). It is 

oppressive to deny that oppressors exist. in a way that allows them to hide behind the veil 

of their own ignorance. and of ignorantly perpetuated institutions. Ali of this conduces to 

oppression. We must not allow oppression to become overly disembodied or abstract. 

People are invariably behind the workings of social institutions. 

Young's strategy. if anything, seems calculated to avoid having to blame people as 

oppressive, or more exactly, as overt oppressors (even unintentional ones). It is rnuch 

more cornfortable not to have to blarne anybody. Still, if we accept that many people are 

unwitting oppresson, we need not always blame them, so much as demand that they 

recognize their actual role as oppressive agents, and so change. Young herself useMy 

distinguishes between blarning and holding responsible." and that distinction holds in my 

own view, as well. 

Still, the "unwittingness" of oppressiveness is not dl-or-nothing. People often 

have an inkling of exactly what they are doing, and may be cuipable for not seriously 

examining their doubts, or for evading reai problems which have corne to their attention. 

Blame, anger, and disappointment may not always be out of place in confionthg those 

Young, Justice and the Polirics ofD@kence, pp. 4 1-42. 
'' Ibid., p. 15 1. 



who carry out oppressive social practices, even if the oppressors do not sincerely question 

their own nghtness in king  oppressive. People are not just forces of nature, to be 

regarded impersonally as determined by other factors. and as essentially unaware of what 

they are doing, even when their actions are widely considered to be socially acceptable. 

Even if the world were lost to the Nazis in the 1940s. and the present day was dominated 

by that ideology, it would be foolish to say that present-day Nazis would not be 

oppressors, simply because there would be no real ba is  of cornparison. in a Nazifed 

society. and so modern-day citizens of the Third Reich would be unaware of their own 

oppressive roles. 

Even those humanists, including Juggernautians. who deny that animais are or can 

be oppressed cm see that they are set apart as a group. and are systematicaily subjected to 

inflictions of suffering and death. and curtailings of freedom, as part of everyday practices. 

Still, the crucial element in determining discriminatory oppression is whether or not these 

things are visited upon nonhuman animals arbitrariiv. Are they harmed just because they 

are different? According to Juggemaut. this is not the case. 

1 have avoided conceming myself with the causes of oppression, at least at this 

juncture. More will rmerge on this later. but for undentandhg what oppression is itself, it 

is a separate issue as to whether or not oppression is caused by patriarchy, as many 

feminists contend, or economic forces. as Marxists would have it, or religion, as s t i l l  

others would state the matter. Undoubtedly, a simple mixture of emotional frailties might 

also be involved: vain contempt for those deemed "inferior," and a seifîsh desire to exploit 

them; fear of king demoted on a hiemchy unless one downgrades others; fear of the 

unknown. and hence an exclusive love for familias; anger in response to those who pose a 

perceived threat to one's security, or perhaps to one's sense of dominance or control. It is 

not clear how different origins of oppression would alter its mord status as an evil. Nor is 

it readiiy apparent how the genesis of oppression itself would show us what kinds of 

beings can be oppressed at ail. To explain the cause(s) of oppression perse implies that 

one kmws what it is. including those whom it affects. Similarly, pain is generally 

abhorred, no matter its cause, be it intentional or otherwise. 



Oppression is a misuse of moral agency, however. and that forms part of its 

conceptual backdrop. It would be accunte to say that many people are not directly 

oppressive, in that they know not what they do. To qualiw as oppressive in any sense, 

these unintended blunders must be performed by agents who have a capacity to learn to do 

better, and to use their moral qency in a way that is not abusive. 1 think that most people 

are not consciously oppressive. While nature c m  h m  us. and that grievously, it cannot 

discriminate against us as an oppressor would. Even indiscriminate oppression is 

distinctive in that it is canied on by agents who are capable of judgment, which is why it is 

so remarkable. Nature. in the ways in which it is hannful, is more "nondiscriminating" 

rather than "indiscriminate." for the latter implies an abdication or misuse of judgment 

which nature. per se. never had to begin with. The implication here is that institutions and 

stereotypes or stigmas cannot really oppress us. dthough they certainly can be instrumental 

in our oppression. These things are dl. in and of themselves, nondiscriminating. Even 

stereotypes. which might seern inherently discriminatory , can be used to the opposite effect 

when they are expressed satincally. Al1 of these oppressive artifices are started by agents 

who abuse their own freedom. whether knowingly or not. and these abstractions are 

merely an extension of that misuse. even if their power is felt well beyond the death of the 

original perpetrator. One c m  be oppressed throiîgh such things more than by them, and 

certainly not "by" them in the sense of a mord agent committing an action. 

Animal Liberationists often compare what they cal1 b'speciesism" to recognized forms 

of oppression such as racism or sexism. If one has the concept of oppression, one need 

not compare oppressions in order to understand what any oppression is, or to see whether 

or not the concept applies to the case of nonhuman animals. A definition can apply to 

anythmg which confonns to it, without necessarîly comparing exarnples of the concept in 

question. One can imagine a world in which only racism exists as a form of oppression, 

and none of the other forms, while being a place that is fidl of identifiable oppression, all 

the sarne. 

But a comp~son,  in the case of speciesism (if it can be established that speciesism 

exists), would serve the function of deepening our understanding of how different or 



sunilar that oppression of nonhumans is to that of humans. This is important in an area of 

ethics where the ciifferences between beings are never more greatly stressed. Moreover, it 

is not the bona fide existence of classism. racism, sexism. homophobia, ageism, ableism, 

and lookism or whatever that is in doubt. traditionally, but rather speciesism. So even if 

this chapter shows that, given a proper understanding of oppression, animals are 

oppressed, it will still be necessary to deal with frequently voiced concems that the aileged 

oppression of animals is so different from any oppression of humans that we would not 

strictly be correct in describing nonhuman animais as uuly "'oppressed." The comparative 

exercise may dso be a usehl way of unseating deeply enuenched prejudices, by 

demonstnting that-in spite of inevitable parîicular ciifferences-the oppressions are ail 

essential- the s m e .  

The spint of this argument coheres with a noble thought once put forward by Richard 

2.4 

Ryder, coiner of the term. "speciesism." He asks us d l :  

Oppression as Inherently Irrational? 
The Classist Fallacy 

Some wilI take rehge in the old cliché that humans are different from other animals. But 
when did a Werencr justifi a moral prrjudice? When did those with black hair have a 
mord rïght to mistreat ihose with red hair-or evrn those with blue or purple hair? 

Of course, Hitler thought this. Those with blond hair had a moral right-not to Say a 
moral dq-to  mistreat those with alleged Semitic features ...32 

The argument which 1 offer in this section wiil elaborate on a comparable idea. The core of 

what Ryder seems to be suggesting is: just the fact that one is different provides no iicense 

for others to harm one. By itself. the insight is no threat to Juggemaut, but it will prove 

both interesting and useful in the course of argument. which wiU conduce to luggemaut's 

refutation. Ryder seems to be onto something. Who has ever given a reason why being 

different constitutes a licence to h m ?  We could perhaps never juscify such a licensing, 

because there is no logicd relationship between king different and having a licence to h m  

one who is different. If we restate oppressive logic in the f o m  of a standard argumenc 

" Richard Ryder quo ted in Jon Wynne-Tyso n, The Errcnded Circie: A Commonp&ce Book of Animal 
Rights (New York: Pangon House, 1989), p. 290. 



1. Being A is Merent in that it lacks characteristic X. 

2. So Being A is a member of the group which c m  be characterized as "not-X," or as 
outside of the group which c m  be identified as "X." 

3. Therefore, members of the group, "X," have a license to h m  A, or other members of 
the group "not-X." 

The conclusion does not foliow from the prernises here. If we speak in terms of classes of 

beings, instead of groupings, and the arbitrary hvouring of one class over another as 

classism. we c m  refer to what we have just identified as "the classist fallacy." There seems 

to be a nonsequitur involved, at least irnplicitly, in every analysis of a given oppression, 

which itself seerns to involve an inherently illogical conjunction of thoughts or judgments. 

Any such oppressive statement, it seems, can be refomulated as, or at least presuppose the 

reformulation, "If a being lacks chuacteristic X. then one has license to harm that being." 

Any such if-then statement can be reformulated as a standard argument. which commits the 

classist faiiacy. The form of the gap seems closely to shadow the so-cded "fact-value 

gap" in ethics, that any mere fact by itself cannot dictate that. Say, harming another is good. 

Or we can also consider the "is-ought gap" here. that no difference in another can tell us, 

by itself. that we ought to h m  another. This would seem to be a beautiful place to begin 

an ethic, rejecting a way of judging that is inherendy illogicai and hence irrational. This can 

be an axiom for us." which involves no vicious regress of justification, since it is merely 

the rejection of a way of thinking that is. itself, logically vicious. An invalid way of 

thinking will, in tum. invalidate cenain choices. 

The dilernrna facing those who commit this error. if they persist in it, is that if a 

descriptive difference is cited-not entailing any licence to harm-then it becomes an 

irrational instance of discriminatory oppression, or bigotry. Yet if the oppressor refuses to 

cite any relevant difference at dl, but is apt to h m  anyway, that position is reduced to 

irrational, indiscriminate oppression. The group identified might be on the bais  of a 

pragmaticdy conceived, social category such as "race." or a classincation that is more 

33 It is not clear whether this would lend itself to foundacionalisr mord epistemology more han cohenntist 
views, since this argument does require an extensive set of background beliefs or presuppositions. This 
wilI become even more apparent in what follows, 



scientincaliy determined such as king possessed of a key genetic marker for bipolar 

affective disorder. 

I d e n m g  the classist fallacy is certainly effective against mere stipulations of 

various humanistic cnteria of moral standing, which (try to) identiQ nonhuman animais as 

dBerent in some way. and ihen merely declare that this entails a iicense to h m  animals in 

various ways. Such an illogicd leap c m  hardly be accepted as "intuitive" or "insighdul." 

Yet this stntegy of stipulation is the closest that humanists, or the ones that 1 have seen, 

have ever corne to justibing their criteria of moral standing. Let there be no further doubts 

about the inadequacy and irnuonality of such stipulative maneuvers-as if their lack of 

justification. in the fint place, were not enough. 

How could one respond to king charged with the classist fallacy? One might try to 

repair the inferential gap by inserting a premise. "If a king lacks charactenstic X. then one 

has license to h m  that king." R e d .  however. that this statement itself can be re- 

expressed as an argument that commits the classist failacy. so one would only be 

compounding error with error. If one instead States, "One has license to h m  al1 beings 

lacking chmctenstic X." this is logicdly equivalent to the if-then statement (which more 

accurately reflects the idea of a ntionale for harrning; making the universal statement seem 

less anaiyticaily basic. or more like an inferred statement itself, by cornparison). Word 

garnes like this are poor evasive ploys indeed. Some fonns of invalidity cm be repaired 

with suppiementation. but what logical relationship is there between the premise and the 

conclusion, we may demand. as a healthily open question'? 

Aside from the stubbom gap in Iogic here. h m  is something that is very serious, 

so much so that any practical ethic must give an adequate reason for it that is plausible, and 

especiaily if sorneone insists on harming another. The onus is on the one who wodd h m  

(directly or indirectly) to show that it c m  be justified without commining the classist 

failacy. A psychopath would not feel the need to jusufy harmful actions, but he or she is 

not a moral agent. Those of us who are do find it necessary to account for our ha- 

actions, at l e s t  in practical life. Even in punuit of things that we commonly consider to be 

intRnsicaily valuable, or good in themselves, for what they are, not derîving their good 



from any further end (such as knowledge and friendship). we always m u t  give a sunicient 

reason for harming in the name of promoting such ihings. Moreover, we ought not to 

harm others for our own or anyone else's benefit without giving a proper reason for doing 

so. if any c m  even be given. Indiscriminate harming or oppression. of course, does not 

even pretend to give a reason for harming, but discriminatory oppression, by merely citing 

a difference in the being who is targeted, does not do any b e r .  and appears to be just as 

arbitrary. Perhaps this is why people seem to resent oppression with such feeling, because 

they sense that it really is mistaken. at some important level. Anti-oppression theory must 

align itself with the full rejection of this failacy, and one may find. thereby, that such 

disdain is on the side of reasondven if we are comrnitted to remaining philosophicaüy 

vigilant. 

But it would be premature to make any bold claims for animal liberation on the 

basis of aniculating the classist fallacy. at this time, even though differences in animals 

oflen are cited. and human treatment of nonhumans is often h a m i N .  For Juggernaut 

wouid c l a h  that it c m  strictly justify harming nonhuman animals in many cases. 

(Moreover, the possibly allied perspective of reductionism can hold that it is beside the 

point to debate about licenses to h m  anirnals, since the latter lack the mental wherewithal 

to be capable of king harmed, at lest  in a way that is rnorally significant.) So 1 reject al1 

commissions of the classist fallacy. but for it to be a decisive force on the side of animal 

liberation. one would first have to show that the Juggemautian and reductionist ploys to 

evade this charge of irrationality are unsuccessful. 

Actually, this new strategy of identifying and eschewing the classist fdacy has 

already k e n  helpful. For I believe that it has refuted Juggernaut's "rear Bank,'' those 

traditionalists whom we can cd1 "stipulative h~manists.'~ who indeed have presented the 

virtual sum total of humanist philosophy hitheno. Juggernaut, I submit. is stiii their best 

alternative. While Juggemaut's argument concernîng moral standing was sufficient to 

undermine the complacenc y of animai liberationis ts last chapter. yet a new Juggernautian 

argument (or perhaps, a pair of arguments) is available as a ~ p l y  to the challenge of the 

classist fallacy . 



2.5 Juggernaut' s Formidable Reply to the Classist 1 1 Fallacv: Justifications for Harrning 
Juggemaut would find that accusations of the soîalled bbclassist fdacy" oversimplZy the 

matter, and, indeed. would be superficial and incomplete if it tried to account for the new 

humanism's own argument in favour of harming in certain types of cases. Juggemaut 

would never advocate hamiing a being just because it happens to be different in some way, 

but rather, because it has a different moral significance from one who more closely 

resembles those who are best. and who may do what is best, in the best possible way. 

This difference. as the Juggernaut argument claims to establish, is morally si@cant, 

insofar as it relates to the morally necessary pursuit of what is good. That is, there is no 

mere stipulation chat lack of richness entails a license to ham. which would indeed 

succumb to the classist fallacy . 

It rnight be objected. in the fine tradition of moral individuaiism, that individuals are 

to count equdy in some key sense. However. i t  must be remembered that when 

Juggemaut justifies h m  in some cases, it does not value individuals equally apartfrom 

their traits. since metaphysically, one's traits (Q and otherwise) are inseparable from 

oneself, at least while one has them. So one cannot equaily value individuais unless one 

blinds oneself to their different atuibutes. Funher to this line of objecting to Juggemaut, 

would not an ethicd view have to be equally concerned with promoting good in any case, 

no matter where it is found, or to which beings it pertains? On the contrary, Juggemaut 

will not heedlessly promote any good anywhere. including the good of being spared from 

harm, but wiil actively favour that good which peaains to those individuals who are best 

It rnight be pleaded that individuais are not responsible for many of their attributes, 

Q and otherwise. and so it would be wrong to give someone less consideration due to 

factors beyond his or her control. Juggemaut, for its part, has no regard for whether or not 

individu& are responsible for their traits, which is beside the point. Rather, Juggernaut 

responds to the good, whatever its origin, for its own sake, but especiaily if it is associated 

with those who are "superior." This humanism Ends that it is il-conceived to think in 



terms of praise or blame in the having or lacking of Q-traits, as it is not even clear that these 

appraisals could be applicable in the fmt place for evaiuating Q-traits. A mountah is not 

responsible for its resplendent strearns. but its rivers are still of value-and are preferable, 

in many ways. to a bog. 

luggemautians are apt to concede a reduced mord standing to animals-at least to 

those who are sentient." But. for reasons which will imrnediately become ever more 

apparent. inferior moral standing is a considention that does not have much force against 

the interests of "superior beings." This consideration rnay or rnay not be supplemented by 

indirect considentions (please see lut footnote), although these may not amount to much. 

For while animais rnay benefit from even directly motivated kindness here, on this more 

Y Recall the lcss mainstrem version of Juggemaut outlined last chapter. which reflects that any being 
lacking any categories of Q also Iacks any kind of mord standing. Most people. though not dl, would find 
such a smdpoint to be morrilly repellent. not only for its sçant respect for animals, but also because of its 
harsh implications for the ucritmcnt of marginal humans. Such "perfectionists," we have seen. dlow 
nonhuman animals no direct moral standing, but n~ight recognize that they have indirect moral 
considerability. Still, perfectionists rire not obliged to givc animals any mord consideration at ail, on some 
reasonings. To use a quote from W. D. Ross completely out of context. in reference to nonhuman animals, 
"we do not think of [hem ris a practicing-ground for vinue." Cf. Tom Regan, The Case for Aninta1 Rights 
(Los Angeles: University of California Press. 1983). p. 1 Y 6. After ail. it would not be virtuous to make a 
priority out of inferior beings. and waste wcn a moment on them-unless, as a superior being, one 
otherwise wishrs to do so. Any view musc concede that. in general. a lot of people rnight sympathize with 
animals. However. to a perti.çtionist, it would be ty nnnicril for one group of people who happen to emote 
in one particular way to impose their ways on individuals who share little or nothing of those feelings 
about animals or other "inkriors." Anirnds may be cared for as instruments for promoting human good. it 
is tnte, but this c m  need tw nothing more thrin perfunctory. and does not protect animals from damage to 
their good unless it is relevant to human ends. For on such a view, animal welfare would not be an end in 
itself, and animal bodies might still be in a servicerible condition for humans to use for food, 
experimentation. entenainment. and so on ... while the tinirnals themselves might not be happy at dl, for al1 
we know (if it is allowed. on such an extreme view. chat nonhuman anirnals are even capable of k ing  
happy). So the most that the pertèçtionist will grant is ri very contingently based son of kindness to 
anirnals-or else no mon1 consideration at all. Allow me to spell out the justification For h m i n g  beings 
with no moral standing on the view now under consideration. 

The perfectionist. of course, absolutely favours those individuals who iue deemed "best": 

1. Only beings who ripproximrite what is best, by having Q, and k ing  apt to produce good with those 
capacities, have direct mon1 standing. 

2. So animals have no direct moral daim against us as to how they should be ueated. 
3. Still. h m  against lower kings cannot be justified if it needlessly damages instruments valuable for 
hwm 

pursuits. 
4. But h m  against Iower beings cm be justified rven to satisfy the whim of a superior being, since on 
this view 

inferiors count for nothing. 
Of 

5. If lower beings are riccorded indirect moral consideration. they will be used "humanely," but there will be 
no 

restrictions on their use if it furthers or might funher the quality of life of superiors. 

So here we have an argument, which wiIl be piausible to some, but not to many others, which is v h a i i y  
the antithesis of animal liberation. Animals are in a position of utter subjection, although we may-or 
may not-have to use them "kindly." 



conventional version of Juggemaut, they may aiso, with supposed justification, incur grave 

harms whïle pressed into the service of their superiors. 

A standard Juggemautian view would justify wide-scale harmhg of nonhumans, 

although (unlike the harsher view which I outlined in the last footnote) there would be no 

option about whether or not to do the harming "nicely." since animals would have direct- 

albeit reduced-mord standing. owing, at leiut, to their sentience. We would have to be 

kind to them. But Juggernaut would still have us uy to perfect the lot of the "best" beings 

as much as this irnperfect world allows. This is a familiar theme From Nietzsche's 

writhgs, that it is not best to aid those who are poor or mediocre over those who are 

nanirally great and talented. As the German thinker himself wrote of his own favoured 

class system. based on naturd talents and abilities: 

The essential characteristic of a good and heaIthy aristocracy ... is that it ... accepts with a 
good conscience the sacrifice of untold human beings who, for its sake, rnust be reduced 
and lowcred to incompkte hurnan brings, ro slaves, to instr~ments.~~ 

It goes without saying that animals ought to be sacrificed on this more perfectionistic view 

(which is also mthlessly prepared to subordinate various humans). It is certain that merely 

having a modest Corn of Q. perhaps even in every category. wouid not be enough to get 

one to the top of Nietzsche's aristocracy. As for the irnperfectionist Juggernautian, who 

measures moral standing by degrees, those who most fantasticaily exempli@ Q would 

indeed be given pre-eminent status. Nietzsche's view is echoed in the contemporary age by 

the late William A. Henry III, a Pulitzer- Pnze-winner, and former critic for Time 

Magazine, who favours the more perfect with a higher priority in the following: 

The vital thing is not to maximize everyone's performance, but to ensure maximal 
performance from the most talented, the ones who can make a difference. Society 
typically makes the opposi te and erroneous call; it underemphasizes winners and 
overassists rnedio~rïties.'~ 

Here Henry is concemed with his love of the good, just as any Juggemautian is. Whatever 

conduces to redizing the good of such beings ought to be realized, no matter the cost to 

Iower beings. 

'' Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil: Prelude ru n Phifosophy of the Future, trans. Walter 
Kaufmann (New York: Vintrige Books, 1966). p. 202, " William A. Henry I I I ,  In Defence of Efitisnt (New York: Doubleday. 1994). p. 20. 



The imperfectionkt line of reasoning, which-if correct-would seal the fate of 

animal liberationist hopes, might proceed as follows: 

It is best to favour those individuals who are best (which is not to Say perfect-let us be 
realistic). or who have Q, and who are also apt to produce what is best, because they 
have those same capacities. Ln general, it is also better to favour superiors over 
inferiors. 

If one depans from favouring those who are best, or those who are better, this indicates 
a corruption of ;uiy bue co~iu~iilment Lo die ' k t  111iît cm be characterizrd as self- 
consistent and thorouphgoing. 

So the lives and qudity of being of individuals who are best, or better. must assume 
absolute priority over the interests of inferiors. and this is true for the following 
reasons: 

Perfection, as an ideal. is ultimately the perfection of the whole. M e r  d, anythmg 
less than a perfect whole must be imperfect. 
Those beings who are best are to be favoured as those wholes who are closest to 
perfec [ion. 
It is good to be perfect. and bad to lack perfection. 
Beings who lack perfection, to the degree that they lack it, do not deserve respect, 
rnoral consideration. or the according of dignity, since these beings are thus far lacking 
in worth. 
To favour any pan of an inferior being, even an interest in remaining alive, over any 
whim of a superior being. is to crase to hvour the whole life and quality of being of 
the superior being as a first priority, bar nothing, and thus to cease to favour what is 
good and best. 
So to suppose that the vital interests of inferiors can outweigh the ''trivial" interests of 
superiors presupposes an egalitarianism which is not objective, for no interest of a 
great being is of trivial importance, especially when compared to even the life of a 
lower being, which. after dl, only perpetuates an infenor existence of lesser direct or 
intrinsic moral worth. A supenor being has aspects of Q that overshadow any mere 
sentience that a being may have, and we must favour the more perfect being over the 
less perfect being if we are to spare ourselves from hypocnsy in our love of the good. 

Hence beings with very impoverished ends may have those ends overniled by those of 
richer beings. who may use the inferiors as those who are better endowed with Q see 

fit* 

5. H a m  against lower beings cannot be justified if it needlessly damages instruments that 
are 

valuable for human pursuits, or if it causes gratuitous suffenng, since animals who are 
sentient 

have a direct, although reduced, mord standing. 

6. But hann against lower beings can be justified, even to satisQ the whun of a superior 
being, since. on this view, a superior's interests always takes f i t  priority, so the 

satisfaction 
of such a desire would constitute a case of necessary h m ,  other considerations king 

e s d  



(e.g., considering the interests of other superior beings, availability of resources. etc.). 
To 

abstain from such harm would be inconsistent with the privileging of those beings 
wtuch are 

best. 

Either way, it cornes to this: Jugemaut would seem to be able to justw the sorts of hanns 

that nonhuman animals presently undergo, and animal libention is once again left desolate. 

It must be conceded that fur is "good for keeping people warm. so it would not be deemed 

to be a gratuitous use of mimals by Juggemaut, that is. if those who are well endowed 

with Q desire to keep w m  by making use of animal pelts. Sadistic cruelty against animals 

would presumably be mled out. however, since there is no good ethical reason for this, 

and no real benefi~ '~ On the contrary, the reinforcing of such behaviour might cürectly 

impact, in a hümiful way, beings with higher degrees of moral standing. It is unclear just 

how much h m  could be justified in particular circurnstances, but this is consistent with 

Juggemaut's acceptance that hierarchical relations are to be worked out infonnaily, in 

power dynamics between individuals and/or collectives. and generally are not neatly laid 

out by formal rules (given that we cannot scientifically grade who has what degree of Q, 

for example, although we c m  form some idea of how beings compare). in cases of 

conflict, however. it is often clear in what direction Juggernaut would go. After dl, we 

must "keep Our priorities straight." In mattrrs of harrning, we must not have any 

squearnishness. weakness of will. or overgeneralizing notions of inviolable respect being 

extended to "inferiors." 

The interests of those who are best are not to be compromised. but rather, 

perfected, since they are already closest to perfect. and are not to be impeded by those who 

are less perfect, by cornparison. and therefore less fitting to maintain and promote. Any 

Or perhaps there would be no overridiing benefit. if a sadistic whim is satisfied against anirnals. The 
animals, on Juggemaut, do have ri degree of mon1 standing to consider in light of their capacity tu suffer, 
and perhaps their lirnited ability to choose. So the hct that sadism involves suffering without the animal's 
consent rnight ovemile rnere human whimsy-othewise respect for animals as suffering and quasi- 
autonomous beings couId noc be promoted ris an ideat. This point is moot, however, in that eating meat is 
ais0 somewhat whimsical, given that it is not strictly necessary. Sadism, however, may be resuicted on 
indirect grounds that it encourages sirnitar ueatment of human beings. dthough some might argue that 
allowing sadists to "vent" on nonhuman anirnals will serve to help protect human beings (given that mass 
murderers, such as Edward Kemper and Paul Bernardo. began their hideous careers of sadism on nonhuman 
animals and devetoped an appetite for more, however, the "venting" theory is higidy debatable-well 
beyond the confines of this study). 



respect for inferiors c m  be Limited with full integrity, however. on this view, given a 

sufficient conflict of interests. Some people, out of pity. rnight spare animals harm that 

would otherwise serve a useful purpose, but such sympathies cannot be universaiiy 

mandated in an emotionaily diverse society, even if it is held that it fosters a desirable 

character trait (which itself is doubtfui, given the strict nature of Juggemaut). 

Promoting good does not give one an automatic license to ha*, it is hue, as was 

conceded in the earlier discussion of the classist fallacy. However, promoting the good of 

superior beings cm help to Iicense the harrning of inferior beings. It is tme that many 

believe that h m  is more moraiiy significant than benefit, so that not al1 benefits to 

superiors can justify egregious hann to inferiors. But this misses the point that the 

favouring of the interests of the perfect. or perfecting them in ail respects. must take blanket 

priority. without fail, or else one ceases to value more that which is of greater value. We 

must not favour misguided notions of egalitarianisrn. which are at the bottom of such 

objections. Rather. one must perfect whenever and wherever one can, without needlessly 

squandenng any precious good on "infenors." These arguments rnay not constitute a 

knock-down proof, but they do not have to. No mord theoretical argumentation to date is 

known to conform to that standard. Al1 that is needed, here. is a plausible justification for 

harming, at least from the point of view of humanists, and we have the danger (from an 

animal liberationist perspective) that they c m  legitimately regard themselves as justified. 

History confirms that views which are far less cogently argued for have caused untold 

mischief. 

To Juggemaut, there is no "ciassist fallacy" here, but only a legitimate class system, 

which is of the kind that Nietzsche wrote of with his notion, widely expounded (for 

example. in nie Geneczlugy of Mords) of a naturd aristocracy. Rather than arbitrary 

classism, which is, by definition. a noxious prejudice, a Juggernautian class system could 

be defended. as I have indicated, as the only ntional sort of view to take. although it might 

be debated, in good faith, how far the perfectionist standard should be raiseci, and whether 

moral standing should be ail-or-nothing for those who have Q, or else a matter of degrees. 

What is best is just w hat Juggemaut advocates. Whiie the argument may not use the exact 



same sense of "best" which presupposes that egalitaianism favoured by certain aspects of 

our culture, perhaps Juggemaut is egalitarian in the sense that mattea, in that dl beings 

with Q (those who have it in the Full sense of spanning ail dimensions of it, and who cm. 

without controversy, be called "penons") would have substantial mord standing in any 

case. Juggernaut would, in fact, be strict- egalitarian in the sense that equal presence or 

absence of Q would count equally. 

It is possible that the Juggemautian arguments in favour of harming are inherently 

more unsettiing than the luggernautian argument for mord standing offered in the last 

chapter, although the logic is very similar for each. I suppose that it is always more 

disturbing to consider actuai h m  nther chan something so honorific and cheery as "moral 

standing." Whether or not Juggemaut c m  entirely close the gap in the c1;issist faiiacy is 

stiU debatable. but wharever be the case. it is too close for cornfort, for the purposes of 

animal liberationist rthics. and one c m  see where humanists might enwnch their preferred 

brand of Juggemaut. feeling reasonably confident with their views. It might be assumed. 

at this juncture. that the classist fallacy is a failed objection to those who would justify the 

routine harming of nonhuman animals for humm purposes. 

However, giving up on the insight afforded by identifying the classist failacy codd 

be premature. While such a criticism cannot stand on its own. at l e s t  against Juggemaut, 

we cannot mle out the possibility that animai libentionist insights may yet be vindicated. It 

is mie that, so fat. in the face of Juggernaut. animal libentionist ideas seem to lack the 

power to convince humanists, and perhaps even to be without foundation, in the face of 

ethical considentions such as a committed pursuit of the good. To get beyond this 

impasse, we wiii need to reveal the philosophical "smoke and rnirron" at play in 

Juggemaut, which is no easy task. We need nothing short of a more adequate way of 

acknowledging the full reality of others. for the purposes of rnorality. It has been found to 

be hard enough to uy to resist Juggemaut on its own turf, which I might c d  bbobjectively 

oriented grounds," and so it may be time to shift ground-if only we can give good 

reasons for this. This shift might sound strange, or even perhaps philosophicaily 

suicidai-perhaps it cornes across as a willingness to descend into mere, subjective 



whimsy, or the pathos of pure sentimentalism. If that were ali that the move to corne 

amounts to, then a cry of disaster would, indeed, be wmanted. However, 1 contend that it 

is only on the basis of widely shared-and broadly questionable-presuppositions which 

make Juggemaut seem seductively reasonable. The classist faiiacy will still hold against 

even this newer humanism, if Juggemaut does not successfuily bndge the gap between 

beings king different. and having a license to h m  them. Indeed, Juggemaut's 

succumbing to this fallacy-because of a fundamental error in its own presupposed world 

view-wili prove to be its undoing. 

2.6 1 A Metaphysical Backdrop 
Hitherto, we have entertained mti-animal-libentionism seriously, perhaps even more so 

than a majority of its mual  proponents. However. in order to answer this more serious 

type of humanism-the Juggemaut family of arguments-we shall, perhaps, have to begin 

to take animal libention philosophy more senously. as weil. As with the humanists, we 

need to show why animai liberationists have found their insights to be compeliing in the 

f i t  place. We begin. hrre. with what has classically ken  called "the fmt philosophy": 

metaphysics. 1 mean only to indicate my metaphysical point of departue here, or to show 

that interesting things follow from assurnptions about reality that are. after a& close to 

common sense (and hrnce. I hope that this will be recognized as a metaphysics that the vast 

majority of us might tend to find plausible). It would take another senes of treatises to sort 

out ail of the metaphysicd puzzles that are implicated here. but 1 think that it is best to be 

up-front about metaphysical presuppositions-or lack of hem-in attempting to frame 

one's philosophy of ethics. 

The foilowing argument for animal Libention need take no sides between materialkt 

and immaterialist visions of reality," but only requires that any arcount of reality aiiow for 

a viable concepl of what we experience such as "introspection," "being aware," or "having 

a point of view." It is not too much to ask that we accept as reai, at least forpractical 

Broadly. materialism refen to me idea that mentai phenomena can Iargely be reduced to or at least 
explained by materiai things and processes. Immateridism denies that hesis. granting the mental some 
kind of existence and rictivity in its own right. which is perhaps in accord with our common sense 
experience of our own mentai iife, the way we carry on reasoning, deciding, and so on. 



purposes, that of which we are irnmediately a ~ a r e . ' ~  In any case, dismissals of such 

expenence would require more reconstruc ted would-be justification than the scope of this 

study can address. It would be difficult to show that our expenence, in itself, is somehow 

unreal, though far be it from me to daim to be an expert rnetaphysician. Even Paul W. 

Churchland speaks of the "elimination" of "folk psychology." such as having beliefs, 

desires, and so forth. and yet he too repeatedly refes to a concept of a perspective or a 

point-of-view, simply to be refomulated in more physically implicated terms.1° It is tnie 

that behaviourism. in the works of B. F. Skinner and his many followers. characteristicdy 

denies the reality or else relevance of introspection. but this seems wholiy methodologicdy 

motivated. since one can empincall y observe physical behaviours, but not mental States. 

However, as a point of drparture. this treatise will not adopt a methodology that 1 consider 

to be ' 'utrue to rxperience." 

This said. the philosophy of müterialism will later be argued against, in the next 

chapter. insofar as it is reductionistic-reducing of the data of our experience-which. in 

fact. gws towards forming an oppressive conception of ounelves. Materialism conduces, 

in a sense. towards reguding oueelves and others as mere objects-material objects, or 

collections of matter and energy . or psyc hophysical objects (w here the psyche is 

undeatood in materialistic terms). While objectification of beings with minds is not strictly 

entailed by metaphysical materialism. the latter view perhaps does go against the "flavour" 

of what I am about to argue. for reasons which will readily become apparent. 

At the end of the Iast section. 1 emphasized how Juggernaut rnight somehow be 

implicated in "objective" conceptions in ethics which are questionable. It is necessary, 

then, to draw a rather difficult distinction between a metaphysical or ontological sense of 

" Still, some extreme matrrïalists do deny this idea. Even if the mind is somehow not red. or an illusion, 
which is one exueme metriphysical theory. that would not alter the nature of my remarks here. For theories 
of metaphysics do not, canot. and are not rneruit to alter the fundamentai nacure of our expenence. Our 
subjectirity is a matter of fact in practical terms. rven if. i n  some metaphysical way, it is illusory. Such 
practical realities are kry to ethics. Another such pnctical reality is the solidity of tables, which, in 
subatomic tems. mostly consist of empty space. A side of comrnon sense that is allied with objectivist 
science can go dong with exuerne reductionism, for we are taught that our minds are functions of our 
brains, that al1 matter is encra. etc. The view I am arguing for is perhaps best joined with a metaphysics 
rhat asserts the reality of mind. so that it will be wken with dl due seriousness. However, the practical 
reaiity of mind which we ail experience c m  be taken seriousty enough in any case. 
a Cf. Paul M. Churc hland. A Neuroconiputationnl Perspective: The Nature of Minci and the Structure of 
Science (Cambridge, LMA: The MIT Press, 1989). 



"objective," as opposed to "subjective," and dso an epistemological sense of these same 

t e m .  Something is "objective," in a metaphysical sense, if its reality is best understood as 

king a kind of object. Objects, for my purposes. are things that are separable nom 

subjects (bnefly, minds, points of consciousness, or equivalent), and so objects include 

thùigs existing in material space, and also, perhaps, even concepts and abstractions, which 

c m  assume a kind of existence of their own within a culture (although that is possibly more 

contentious). Since objects exist outside of us, it follows that they can be known, if at all, 

from an "outside perspective." 

What is metaphysically subjective pertiiins to subjects. or rninds, points of 

consciousness. which includes the contents of such consciousness. 1 do not wish to enter 

into a debate here as to whether an object of awareness is somehow "objective," since 

nothing in my argument hinges on that, but 1 will indicate. to cl&@ the way 1 refer to these 

things, that 1 think of them as "subjective." My reasoning here is based on the fact that 

mental states and rninds covary substantiaily. That is. mental states are not ontologicaily 

independent objects. but rather. they appear and disappear, and are modified. dong with 

the subjects of consciousness which have those states. The direction of one's focus can 

also change the contents of one's awareness. So. in that sense, the contents of one's mind 

are b'subjective." although my philosophy does not stand or fall with this choice of 

tenninology . 

The epistemological senses of "objective" and "subjective" merely refer to ways of 

knowing or king aware. A judgment or cognitive approach is "objective," we wili Say, if 

it is directed towards knowledge or awareness of a metaphysical "object," in the sense 

given above. And an epistemic belief is "subjective" if it concems what is subjective: the 

subject himself or herself, or eise the contents of his or her awareness. When 1 speak of 

subjective judgments. here, it should also be clarified that they can be tnie or false: either I 

have a blissful feeling now, or not. So we must not confuse other rneanings of 

"subjectivism," which are associated with nihilism. or people inventing their own reality, 

or reality being however subjects happen to interpret i t  1 am presupposing, for the 

purposes of conceiving reality, an absolutist conception in which there are both objective 



and subjective realities in the universe, and one c m  be nght or wrong in one's judgments 

about them. One c m  even be mistaken about subjective realities on this view, e.g., that 

one is really feeling sad at some level, although one is not consciously aware of this. I am 

merely sketching the metaphysicai parameters of my argument here, so that the mader can 

understand me. 1 am not asking anyone to agree with me, and since my view allows for 

materialism or immateriaiism, and a variety of terminologies, such agreement is, perhaps, 

not even crucial. The present section has simply provided a metaphysical frame of 

reference for the ensuing. 

1 2.7 1 Value Theory: Presupposition 1 
1 and Lack of Presupposition 

A 

My view of the good-which is such a central point of focus in Juggemaut-involves both 

objective and subjective rlements. Anyone who claims to have an "intuition'"' of values as 

objects existing independrntly of ourselves und of the particular things that exist, which we 

perceive, is to be disbelizved. on my account of values. There is no rationalistic nor 

empirical evidence for such values. or so I will assume. If the daim in favour of such 

"entities" is solely intuitive. then necessariiy. independent evidence cannot be forthcoming, 

as. indeed, it has not rmerged in my own experience with moral reflection. 

So we do not know values at al1 as free-tloating objects, or even have any reason to 

believe that they exist as such (intuitions are not a good reason to believe something, 

especialiy if only a tiny minority of the population. no doubt often to be found in and 

around philosophy departments, hold such intuitions senously). Yet having a gwd reason 

seems to be the barest of tests iis to whether we should credit the existence of such things, 

or anythmg at dl. This particular sort of "Objective Good" fails our test. Perhaps we can 

crudely conceive of such objective values in the absuact, just as we can draw pictures in 

- -  - 

" 1 Follow Bernard William's sense of intuitions as "initial ethical beliefs." or unproveabk axia at the 
foundations of theorizing. Cf. Williams, Ethics mzd the Limits of Philosuphy (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1985). p. 93. Although Tom Regan uses the locution of "reflective intuitions" in The 
Casefor Animal Rights. the retlection is noc upon evidence that rnight jusrifi the intuition, but only on 
matters of fact, and other considerations, with which intuitions might and perhaps ought to cohere. 



absurdist art of impossible staircases. but this conception is deemed to be illusory, on the 

strength of being baseless. as argued above. 

Yet 1 do value things, and this is part of my experience. How can 1 understand that 

situation? I cm name my values based on the way my rnind operates. I value honesty, 

love, and so fonh. These values are not "‘abjects" that are real, independent of me and my 

situation. Nor does the value of love. for exarnple. depend on me. Values are inherently 

complex, I hold, since I think there is a subjective component as weil as an objective 

component. and still more besides. Subjective values are part of my experience, or reflect 

that expenence. Such experiences are apt for recognizing value in the world. This brings 

us to objective vaiue. That is. on my view. objective values pertain to particular things. not 

to the sorts of Platonic rntities which I have just excluded from my presupposed 

framework. For example. a medicine rnay have objective value for its heaithconducive 

quality. That value is m e ,  red, and exists independent of any judge at aii. I subscribe to 

the notion that values supervene on things. Some might worry about universes without 

any valuea: do values. in such a place. supervenr'? If things that are "out of sight and out 

of mind," in this universr. with its many valuen. can have good associated with hem, then 

why not in the other. more barren universe? The realities of the objectively good things 

would be the samr. Knoivitzg such value would be impossible. but that is an epistemic 

issue; whether value is associated with such things is rather a matter of rnetaphysicai "fact." 

Knowing value does not make things valuable, on this framework. Objective value, which 

is good in itself. in a sensc. also may be extrinsically bbgood" for giving vaiuers something 

to subjectively value. Otherwise. objective value only has the potential to be of value to 

valuen. Conversely, subjective values are only of recd value if and insofar as they aptly 

pertain to something real. either something else that is subjective, or part of the objective 

world. This might srem complicated. but obviously. 1 believe that the reality of values is 

complicated. 

The reality of such values seems difficult to account for. In a way, however, it is 

not so far-fetched. I assume that we seem to know that we value cenain things, which 

establishes the reality of subjective values. I also assume that some objective things really 



are good, and we have a subjective sense of this. 1 have said that these objective go& 

are, in tum, extrinsically good for creating an impression of value in us, as the kinds of 

beings we are, just as we know that our subjective valuing is. in hini, extnnsicaliy good 

for k ing  able (at least sometimes) to reflect the realicy of value. None of this seems far- 

fetched. to me. What rnakes it seem complicated is that perhaps four kinds of goods are 

involved: ( 1) objective good. (3) subjective good. (3) the extrinsic value that objective 

goods have for valuers. or in relation to them (which is different from the value of the 

objective good itself, which depends upon no such panicular relation), and (4) the extrinsic 

value which subjective good has for reflecting real goods (this value is not the same as the 

subjective good itself. which may have or lack such utiiity, as a purely contingent matter, 

depending on the situation). These extrinsic value relations help us to characterize the 

interrelationship between objective and subjective goods. There are still great mystenes 

surrounding the reality of good. or the kinds of good, and my analysis makes no pretence 

at k ing exhaustive. 

To know rlrm something is real is one thing. but to exphin how it is real is quite 

another (Le.. its origins. and relation to other things). Take. for example. our entire 

universe: we know tlzat it is real. let us say (although some metaphysicians rnight consider 

this to be a point of contention). but we do not know how it is red. i.e., the origin of the 

universe. nor iü relation to other things. if thrre are any. and just as little do we know of 

the hindamental nature of our reality itself. Current physics understands subatomic reaiity 

pragmaticdly, in terms of what it does. because our very observational instruments alter the 

n a m  of reality at the subatomic level. rendering it al1 the more mysterious to us. So, 

Iooking back at my metaphysicai frarne of reference. we now have min& and their 

contents, objects that exist independentiy of mincis, and four sorts of values or good that 

operate between the two realrns: neither subjective projections, nor simple objects, nor 

always even a meeting of mind and object (contlating al1 forms of value results in 

confusing, dl-or-nothing characterizations, which inevitably lead to difficulties). 

Subjective valuing is good for recognizing and appreciating objective good, and objective 

good is good for providing things that are of value to valuen. Subjective valuing and 



objective good c m  exist independently. but the kind of value that is of most vivid interest to 

eihics occurs on occasions when the twain shall meet.'" Such is my presupposition for 

value theory. It explains my own understanding. for greater intelligibility, but it is not 

necessarily required for d l  that follows. indeed. the core of whai 1 have to Say, related to 

deep empathy for others. is compatible with numerous. very different metaphysicai and 

epistemic frmeworks. as I illustrate. if only suggestively, below. 

1 2.8 1 The Good of Nonconscious Beines 1 
This consideration of objective and subjective realities irnrnediately raises the very 

important question about whether nonconscious things-which lack any kind of 

subjectivity-can have a good of their own. My short answer. based on my presupposed 

framework, is "yes-in a sense." I have dready said that particular things can have 

objective value, say. being good of their kind. without ever corning into relation with a 

valuer. It may sound suange [O contemplate mere things having a kind of value on their 

own, apan from uny relation to valuers. but the same might be said of the wemess of 

undiscovered watrr. Things might have objective vdue (e-g., a beautiful gem, inaccessibly 

deep in the eanh), yet happen to lack-perhaps because the thing is hopelessiy isolated- 

any extrinsic value for irnpressing subjrcts with that objective good. Consider, too, 

aspects of conscious beings which are not themselves aware. We Say that patients under 

general anesthesia, who are undegoing sugery. rnay be benefited, while unaware of this, 

and wouldfind it good were they awue of it. A mentally challenged person may be 

benefited in routine ways which he or she never appreciates. Objective things that we are 

apt tu appreciutr trs good orfind of value on orrr world views do not corne Ntto existence. 

or assume thrir ncrtrirrs us what rve are npr ro find yood. only once we star? tu apprecinte 

them as such. Our world views alone (or per se. depending on one's metaphysics of 

value) do not make things objectively good. nor does the aptness of regarding a thing as 

good begin with our f ist  paying attention to the given object of value. Valuable entities 

There are still provisions that one might make for unknown objective values. such as in our wish to 
preserve the rainforests of the worfd because of the unknown natural fressures which they harbour. 
Moreover, one might well take account of rinocher's purely subjective values. even if they do not correspond 
with real values, sirnply out of  respectful considention for that other being. 



give us a good experience not becaw Our experience makes the thing good, but because 

the thing itself pemiits-by its very nature in interaction with our own-an appreciation of 

value. 

It is fully intelligible to say that a plant has things that are good and bad for it, and 

we al1 know, in general. what those things are. Plants. in that sense, have a welfare or 

weH-king that one cm consider. Thar is a kind of particular objective value. which may or 

rnay not ever be appreciated by any ptuticular valuer. Do plants also have autonomy or 

self-govemance'? Ir is hard to ser how this could be evident. since they do not appear 

consciously to direct their own activities. While plants rnay reach towards the Sun, their 

agency is not obviously intentional. if it c m  properly be called "agency" in any presently 

interesting sense. So plants, for rxample. have their own good, independent of what any 

conscious being müy judge. With only plants. in an othenvise Iifeless universe. their 

Bourishing would still. of course. be the same pattern which we would identify as 

flourishing, but. perhüps. "good" in an rrrir. and nearly unimaginable, sense of being 

etemally unappreciated. and so of significance to nobody at d l .  Good. as a real quality. 

supervenes upon those parts of objective reality which are inhabited by plants. Since plants 

themselves presumabl y Iück a conscious point of view. however, "their" good means 

nothing to them. and is a matter of total indifference to them. The only ones who can 

recognize whether plants have good and bad supervening on their existence are conscious 

beings. 

Still. it might sven be possible to understand someone's felt sense of duty towards 

plants, as some rnvironmentalists daim to have. although, perhaps, that orientation might 

be of a much more optional character than many would like to entertain. While we may 

have no direct duties to a plant in the same way as we think of ourselves as owing direct 

duties to persons. w r  rnay stili recognize a plant's good as good from our own practicai 

perspective. and hence not violate the creature nerdlessly-although if we do need to h m  

it, the way is clear. The recognition and identification with a plant's good need have 

nothing particular to do with oneself or one's own good. 



Perhaps. however, one would have to opt for a principle to respect good, even in 

in order to feel duty-bound to respect plant welfare. After aU, if we need to plants, 

consume plants in order to help us survive. then the resultant h m  would not be arbitra* 

ùiflicted, and presumably would not matter to the plant itself. So it seems impossible to 

conceive of hamiing a plant for food as intrinsically oppressive. Such harming would even 

be considente of the kind of being it is: there would appear to be no point of view which it 

has that one cm identiQ with. in any interesting sense. So it would be hard to Say that it is 

an absolute duty to promote plants' good if there is no reason to do otherwise. Yet it does 

seem to be a positive, constructive, open-minded way of life (which many 

environmentalists ç hoose to adopt) that S ~ ~ O U S ~ Y  identifies w ith the good wherever one 

fmds it. Hopefully. this punuit will not be ciirrird on fanatically, as 1 think might be the 

case witli someone who srnously sets out to champion "plants' rights," forevermore 

refbsing to step on any living plants. or sorns such cornmitment. Again, presumably 

nothing mûtters ro plants in themselves. although we cm conceive of, and subjectively 

identify with. their own good w henever we contemplate such beings. 

As for mificial nonconscious thing. these do not have an inherent telos like a 

plant, or tendencies and functionings which naturally indicate what is good for the 

organism's maintenance. presrrvation. functioning. and so forth. The good of artifacts 

seems to depend on what their makers intend. If a sculptor dislikes the disposition of a 

blob of clay. it would not be "bad" for the clay to be remolded into something else. Some 

things may be biid for the îùnctioning of a machine. though. which rnay or may not present 

similarly in some ways to plants (the latter grow with their own telos. and perhaps a 

machine is created with or given its own telos. although it rnay be possible to assign it 

another, unlike most naturd objrcts)-wr will not delve further here, but to note that there 

are no direct duties to machines either, 

So here we make sçnse of the good that some nonconscious beings have 

thernselves, in a sense. but we affm no direct duties towards any of hem, contrary to the 

clairns of deep ecoiogists. We avoid, then, both the extremes of an absurd hyper- 

sentientist metaphysical view that plants do not benefit, in and of thernselves, h m  the nght 



amounts of soil, light. and water, as well as the odd ethical view that we have duties to rare 

cactuses, in and of themselves. I am apt. on this view. to have wonder, respect, or even 

awe and admiration for the good, even if it is associated with a nonconscious entity. The 

quiet contemplation of the good of nonconscious beings. in themselves, is a background 

consideration to serving brings to whom things matter. although deep ecologists seem to 

make the rnistake of turning it into a foreground considention. Still. going dong with the 

good of the nonconscious world is generally a good pnictice for leaving it vital and whole 

for those conscious beings who either inhabit it or pas  through it. 

We c m  rmpathize. in an exrendd sense. with the Hourishing of another organism, 

for we have our own thriving as a direct point of cornparison. Again. we can respect the 

good of a plant by choosing to favour its good as a good on our own point of view. We 

can call ths "extended empathy" since it involves empathizing with a "point of view" that 

does not necrssarily exisr as such (Le.. literally. as a subjectivity). A plant's "point of 

view" is most crudely rindogical to our own. and its good c m  be known through reasoning 

by analogy. Still. the analo_~y is precririously imprrfrct: I do not very seriously moum the 

blades of gras trodden under my fèet in rny tirne. At the sarne tirne, I cannot even prove 

that plants lack al1 subjectivity. dthough I an willing to at lest  provisionally assume as 

much, for ail that I know to be in evidrnce. We cannot meaningfuily empathize. even in an 

extended sense. with an expansion of gas. regrdless of what one has to Say about plants. 

And in both cases. nothing is found which cm. in and of itself. ovemde the well-king of 

any being which we c m  fully or at least substantially empathize with, such as, at the very 

least. a fellow prrson. Evrn if. in some spintual sense. plants do have a form of 

subjectivity, thîs would bs eminently difficult for people to identiQ with, and we would 

still choose to eat plants rather than to starve. 1 dare add. 

If we ceasr to timpüthize with u plut  (supposing we ever did). and refuse, if only 

fictively, to accord it ii "point of view.'. then we merely perceive a dynamic and organic 

system which changes in various ways. whereas everything is absolutely indifferent to it. 

It is probably a richer world in which we respect the p o d  that we naturally fmd around us, 

however, so perhaps it is wisest not to suip ourselves of our spontaneous, extended 



empathy, even for plants. After di. this will promote a respect for iife and health as such, 

which is a good thing for conscious beings-it is perhaps harder to see our own vital 

functions as good, if we lem to look at even a plant's vital functions with cold neutraiity, 

and an essential disregard for its telos. Also. of course. our own well-king is tied, to a 

great extent. to the existence of a thnving plant world. In any event, the status of beings at 

the periphery of our mord imaginations may remain somewhat moot. Ail that is needed, 

here, is some sense of my presupposition of subjective and objective values. Such a 

presupposition has a subtle coherence which may help to render our value judgrnents 

Intelligible. without obligiiting us CO uphold a right to life for ail plants. We do not, then, 

need to idrntify with the good of nonconscious beings in order to acknowledge their 

reality. but the same. as wr shdl now s r r .  canot br said of conscious beings. 

1 2.9 1 The Argument from Identifying with Conscious 1 
1 Beings with a View to their Good 

It might seem hard to put one's finger on rxactly what is wrong-if anything-with the 

luggemautian perspective. and perhaps. in a sense. that is because one cm ody put one's 

fmger on an object. Juggrrnaut is overly weddrd to an objective view of things, which is a 

somewhat difficult point ro niaintain. insohr üs Juggrmaut is in no way committed to the 

denial of subjrctivity itself. Lt might grant that animals have mincis, that they are subjects of 

experience. and might cvrn deny the existence of "objective vdues." Juggernaut, 

nevertheless, is only able to advocate harming animds by wholly or partialiy failing to 

identil5, with others who have. or are deemed to have. less good, as viewed objectively, 

i.e., "fiom the outside." The countering of Juggerniiut consists in the dissolution and 

transcending of a falsc and Msifying "objectivist" perspective on other beings, and hence 

the good itself. Consistent with the foregoing, we need a perspective of ourseIves and 

othea which does not reducr: beings. iit leÿst in the view of agents, to king conceived 

merely as objecü. (11 c»iy i>tornmt of considenition. Even if it is abstractly conceded that 

others are subjects. that is not sornething thrit cm be acknowledged, and then later ignored. 



To be adequate to the reality that we are not merely objects-because of our subjectivity- 

requires a certain. and perhaps even extensive. use of the imagination? 

We find that we. ourselves. are aware of things, and our seif-or rather, our point 

of consciousness that is aware-is not. itself. an object of awareness for oneself, nor for 

anyone elsr. Some have drnird the existence of "one who is aware," sirnply because such 

a king is not. itsclf. an object of awarenrss. dthough we continue to be aware of other 

things. We have received the presupposition of this work that we exist as subjects who are 

aware of things (and thosr who do not makr this presupposition must. nonetheless, face 

the "practical reality" of subjecrhood). and the (possible) lack of "objective" reality of saine 

does not discount its subjective redity. Wr can s r r  the brain. but it is unclear that this is 

the one who chooses: here. of course. we lerive room for the debate between dualism and 

monism, with al1 of its mmy perplexities. What is cleÿr is that an "objectivist," in my 

special use of the term. disturbs the bdancr betwttrn the objective and the subjective by 

conceiving of subjects ünd the subjective-ttithttr partidly or wholly-as objects, or in 

objective rems. 1 Iim nor advocating m y  abandonment of objectivity here, but only 

applying objective modes of awueness to objects and the objectively r d .  and not to 

subjects and the subjective. There is no iurificially forced choice here between a "subjective 

view" and an "objective view"-onr c m  have both. Unfortunately. one can also have both 

in a poor. unbalrinceci combination. 

Let me csplain how subjects luid the subjective cannot really be known, or even 

reasonably üpproxirnated in awareness. objrctively. In taking empathy senously, we 

acknowledge the full redity of subjects. and not just a universe of objects. Others' points 

of view are ii rttülity whiçh we must acknowledge. as surely as our own points of view are 

real (as any casual introspection will reved). When we empathize with another, we 

acknowledge the absolute reality of another point of view in another, and try to imagine 

what it is iike to bs that other. Merely srrking to surround ourselves with the 

superficialities of mother's view is not enouph. We must aim to be considerate of the 

other's values. rmotional dispositions. attitudes. experiences, and so forth, insofar as this 

I use "imaginatiun." h m .  io refer not only to visud imaging. but getting a sense of thaughts and 
feelings chat ottiers rnight have. as well. 



is possible. This considerateness makes it possible for one to be and to act with othen, in 

an important sense, and not apart from them, merely observing them impartially, from an 

objective point of view. 

We are often unsuccessful in such would-be-empathetic imaginings, but we are 

îikely to be more successfbl in trying to empathize in this way, with attention to the 

evidence of others' mental States and dso their situations, than we are if we make no 

imaginative effort at ail. Making no such effort results in a kind of default perspective 

which, of course, acknowledges the other's body, and may even register a list of certain 

mental attributes observed "from the outside," as it were (e.g., imtation, faith in God, 

etc.), but does not try to know what it is to be that other, from his or her own perspective 

(even if that, itself, is abstractly-hence objectively-accepted as existing). There will not 

even be an approximation of this reality in one's mind, but instead, a nuiiity where at least a 

much more adequate idea of the central reality of another-his or her conscious point of 

view+ould be, and ought to be, if one seeks to know crucial aspects of reaiity. The 

objectivist view of subjects treats subjects tike objects, then, conceiving hem as bodies, 

with a "grocery list" of mental things, including "a subjectivity," somehow attached. These 

mental amibutes are linguistically described from a neutrai perspective, but are not in any 

way identified with, not empatheticdy approximated from one's own imaginative point of 

view, so that one can better understand the other's point of view. 

At best, the "grocery List" mode1 of the hurnan mlnd, objectivist as it is. involves 

only a very k t e d  use of the imagination. It adheres to the more or less public objects, 

words, which are ostensibly open to the inspection of dl4" rather than actuaily idenwing 

with others as best one cm. Continuing with this theme, it is one thing vaguely to conceive 

of another as having an amorphously labeled "point of view" associated with them, and 

quite another actuaüy to imagine king that other, which is only adequately trying to mird 

the other. in an important sense, if the other, as subject, is an important reality at ail? 

Points of view must be important if ail that we redy  know directiy is our own point of 

" 1 Say this in spite of important issues conceming the privacy of understandings of the sense of words, 
although common frames of reference rnight still be available. " The essentiaily ethicd question, "Do you mind?", rnay get much of its purport in this context 



view, and we corne to know or have beliefs about the objective world given what evidence, 

perceptions, feelings, and so forth arise on that point of view. whether in controlled or 

uncon trolled ways. 

One certainly has a better idea of another subject as an experiencing king if one 

imagines what it is to be that other, which is not an objective exercise, but an assuming of 

an imagined subjectivity (itself not even an object of awareness, let alone does it necessariiy 

exist in the objective world). The "alternative," of conceiving the other as an object, more 

or less, yields only a falsifjhg idea of the other subject, who, as such, is not an object. 

The objectivist view is aiso superficial, since one's expenence cannot adequately be 

understood by another who merely iists a number of t e m  that pertain to some of one's 

mental states, without identiSing with those mental states. 

A computer could aiso objectively spit out such a list, and perhaps even be outfitted 

and programmed so as to recognize certain behavioural or verbal cues, and to generate such 

a listing, but the computer. which has no imaginative empathy. cannot know what it is like 

to be the other. Subjective and necessarily imaginative empathy we may c d  deep empathy, 

whereas objectivist views diow only shalloiv empathy at best? An objectivist 

unnecessarily and unrealistically diferenliates himself or herself from othen by failing 

imaginatively to identiQ with them. There is at work, here, an objective "distance" in 

viewing others as objects or collections of objects, a neutrai stance in relation to others. 

This objective differentiation, as already argued, does not allow one to know-or at least to 

try to understand-w hat it is like to be the other. Through empathy , however, one can 

fmd or discover the value that others have in themselves, which is distinct fkom their value 

to others (which cm be assessed partiaiiy through an objective regard). The Nlherent value 

of the other can be known by identiSing with that other and his or her good, and thus 

affirming what is good for him or her. Nomaiiy, an empathetic perspective can yield a 

firm sense of values, since idenming with another's experience inevitably means 

Some thinkers might even think that a purely or predominantly objective way of looking at others is just 
a IJiIure of empathy. or not empathetic at dl.  ironically, however, if objectivity is seeing things as they 
are, then it Iacks objectivity to view persons or a great many animds as objects. For one does not hilly 
know the objective world if one canot contrast it with the subjective. 



experiencing things to be of value. Values are only in question if we step back from 

identQing with our naturai perspective, adopting a more theoreticai stance, which is 

alienated from any conscious point of view, per se, and is therefore, it would seem, 

unempathe tic. 

Now in identiQing with another with a view to everyone's good, a pnnciple which 

1 wiil defend, one may have to dif'ferentiate oneself, even actively, fiom those who do not 

have a view to their own or othen' good. Only idenming with others from an ethicai 

perspective is advocated here, not merely assuming whatever subjectivity othen happen to 

have. Ethical differentiation is very diRerent fiom the kind of distancing which merely 

loses sight of the other's viewpoint aitogether. hdeed, ethical differentiation requires 

taking as Ml account as possible of that other's viewpoint. It is just a rejection of uncritical 

"intenubjectivity," which would have the ultirnate effect of mord paralysis: accepting 

everyone just the way they are, oppressive aspects and dl. Pure intersubjectivity, in this 

sense, c m  itself be oppressive. One ought to accept everyone as they are as a matter of 

fact, but not accept those who are oppressive as morally acceptable (on the basis of the 

classist failacy, at least, oppressors are irrational). One cannot empathize with someone's 

causing undue destruction, except perhaps at a bue level of inteliectual undentandhg of 

motives, etc., but one cm be ''with'' him or her in a way that lends itself to advocacy, Say, 

of his or her basic well-being. Identifiing with othen, then, does not mean agreeing with 

them entirely-on the contrary. It is or ought to be a cntical son of awareness. 

So the "objectivist" perspective, as such, is not realistic, and does not permit one to 

identify with individuals at ail. Yet this is just how Juggemaut views things, if not 

entirely, then certainly to a dangerous degree. Juggemaut enjoins one to aim for the best in 

terms of the traditional conception of "the good." A Juggemautian differentiates hunseif or 

herself from others nght fÎom the start. rather than constantly idenming with others, in at 

least a minimal way, in order to be adequate to the ever-constant fact of other points of 

view. These other points of view are not immediately "given," so a leap of imagination is 

required in order to have any hope of iden-ing with them at ail, and this, Juggemaut does 

not do, or surely, does not maintain. Rather, conscious beings, at tragically crucial points, 



are regarded neutrally, as objects, from the outside, and the self is oniy too differentiated 

h m  others in failing to acknowledge othen as they are. 

uidividuals are graded according to their  ai or imagined having or lacking of 

qualities, such as whether or not they manifest rationality, or engage in cultural activities, 

and so forth. These qualities are viewed not from the other's viewpoint, but objectively, 

that is, from 'Vie outside perspective." The Juggemautian does not i d e n a  with the other 

at every possible moment when considenng the other, and so the evaluator is not "with the 

other in this important sense. So far from being "with" the other, a Juggemautian forces 

his or her will on foreign bbobjectsll-who are not objects-which lack sufficient "quality." 

Juggernaut is genedy objectivist in its view of conscious beings, then, and might also be 

construed as excessively (though not necessaily exclusively) objectivist in its view of 

values thernselves, as a consequence. For if one does not deeply empathize, one does not 

recognize what is good and bad for a king from his or her point of view, but rather 

imposes one's own values, like objects, on everyone. An objectivist need not think of 

values like objects, since there hardly seerns to be any coherent way of conceiving values 

as objects, but such a person is committed to judging worth fiom ihis outside, overly 

differentiated perspective that is "distant" from the reaiïty of the other-at least as fax- as any 

suitably informed. imaginative leap can take an empathizer." 

Yet if one identifies with others imaginatively, sharing, in bare terms, Juggemaut's 

idea of promoting the good," then one identifies with others with a view to their good, 

1 wouid add. as an aside, that 1 think that deep ecology is objectivist, for it takes objective concems 
pertaining to the biosphere, or ecosystem, or species, etc., which are based in the science of ecology, to 
override the significance of subjects. Thus it fails to be deeply empathetic to those subjects. 

1 do not have much to say about this orientation toward the good, except that practical ethics seems 
intrinsically concerned with the good. Any agent who is aware of good fmm the most a w m  possible 
perspective wiIl presumably regard the good as good, not just as sornething one c m  take or leave, but as 
sornething to be favoured. This is particdarly m e  if one identifies with the good of others, and thus finds 
it good, rather than differentiating oneself from that good, and thus regacding it more objectivety or 
neudly.  So any proper, nonobjective view of values that identifies with others and hence their good will 
openiy favour the good, and tfiis realistic orientation will cohere with a good-promoting ethics. 1 think it is 
fairest to say, overall, that normal and healthy valuers, who self-identib and identify with others, in a 
realistic manner, will naturally favour good over bad as a matter of fact, 

Let me also add that ethical empathism seems aven to a welfarist, as opposed to a perfectionist, 
theory of value. Without making a foray into that large debate, it will be noted that identifying with 
another viewpoint is subjectively oriented, pectaining to how things are going for the individual who is 
identified with AI1 moral viewpoints will also be factually informed, and will be in harmony with an 
empathetic regard, at least in pnnciple, wirh others. Objective facts are relevant insofar as they pertain to 
our capacities, and so on. However, perfecting ourselves in various ways, regardles of any subjective 



receptive to their good and bad as they themselves are (that is, if the others properly self- 

i denw in their own awareness, a matter that bears M e r  examination), as weli as the 

good of any others who are to be identified with in the given context-including oneself. 

If one truly identifies with another, with a view to his or her own good, then one is "on- 

side" with that other, and will not allow impositions, such as harm to that being's good, 

without just cause. Certainly, ihis identification, as a fundamental requirement to gaining a 

realistic awareness, precludes acting against another on the basis that the individuai lacks 

various qualities. For it wiii not be disputed that a king may have or lack vanous 

qualities, such as those iisted in Q or elsewhere. That is a matter of objective fact. But in 

identiQing with mother with a view to his or her good, this cornmitment is not deterred by 

the having or lacking of such traits. No amount of superioristic contempt, on the part of 

Juggernautians or others, can justify one in fading to pay attention to reality, be it 

subjective or objective. 

If it is said that one shouid empathize, or refnin from doing sol according to how 

nch or poor a being is in terms of goodness, the reply m u t  be thiit ethics is not only 

concemed with a promotion of the good, but dso with realities, or tmths, as such they are. 

Good and tmth are both fundamentai to ethics. Identification with others is always 

required in attempting to have an adequate view of reality. Truth or reality does not alter, 

depending on how good or convenient or pleasing or rich or useful or rewarding it is for 

anyone or anything. It aiready exists, quite independently of its value for others, and this 

we, as conscious beings, must acknowledge. Such real or perceived payoffs do not matter 

at aii, in this case. Some things are wrong simply because they are not faithful to the truth. 

Moreover, the promotion of gwd does not entail either the promotion of objectivist 

good, or else excessively regarding others and their traits fkom an objective point of view. 

Identification with others does not permit us to ignore goods on subjective points of view, 

which are nonetheless reai. In ideneing with others, with a view favourable to their 

good, one favours what is good for them, and resists paternalistic (or even less fnendly) 

impositions that would go against such favouring. This includes rejecting the notion that 

valuations, seems unempathetic with what the individual values. The problem is considerabiy more 
complex than 1 have rendered it, however, it is a topic for another writing. 



lack of objective good should entail any lack of respect. If one identifies with another's 

agency with a view to his or her good, then there is a friction agabst differentiating oneself 

from those of their ends which cohere with an ethical (Le., deeply empathetic) perspective, 

and if one identifies with their welfare. there certainly is a resistaoce to ill-treating these 

individuals. 

Iust as someone who identifies Mly with himself or herself and his or her own 

good would not tolerate k ing  used as a mere means, so one who tmly identifies with 

othen in this way would not tolerate similar treatment of others. To subordinate another as 

a mere means is to objectiQ him or her by ceasing to (hiiiy) i denw with him or her as a 

subject (supposing what might be unlikely, namely, that such a subordinator identified with 

him or her in the fmt place). One who identifies with another accepts that k i n g  as he or 

she is at that moment. Oniy by differentiating oneself from the other, and grading him or 

her as an object from the outside, codd one not accept that other as he or she is, and 

instead require hirn or her either to become something else, or to take lower pnonty in 

relation to others-or perhaps even to cease to exist aitogether. It is only too easy to turn 

away from an object, or to be neutral towards it. 

Moreover, comparing others against a values scale, such as the Mi List of Q-traits, 

differentiates the other fiom oneself-at least in the crucial moment of assessment-the 

judge as subject and the judged as object. Downgrading on the basis of this 440utside" 

perspective of judging Q is without rational foundation. This overly objective way of 

viewing things is, itself. an irrationai focusing on differences, and so is an exaggeration- 

and, indeed. a misconstmal-of their moral significance. Idenwing with another is a 

categorical act, ideally, in aiming for a NI sense of another's experience of reality. It is 

only done by degrees, inasmuch as we cannot perfectly identify with others. If one 

categorically identifîes with another. then adjusting one's empathy according to degrees of 

Q is simply out of the question. That wouid amount to ignoring a fundamentai reality, to a 

certain degree. 

There is a kind of equality in categorically seeking to identifj with, not only others, 

but also oneself. This equality resists alI ranking, as whatever a king is, is accepted. That 



is, a conscious king is certainly not subject to rejection at the level of fact, and only 

deemed as not ideal, in sorne sense, if it is incompatible with identifjhg with everyone 

with a view to everyone's g~od . "~  Objectivist hierarchicalism is only to be rejected from 

this perspective. To an objectivist, who does not identify, at least with certain others, so- 

cailed "idenors" can easily have their concerns deferred till last. or even indefulltely, so 

downgraded are they in importance. If one does not identiQ with a set of concems, they 

will never assume urgency, and only can be addressed, at bes t, through a peminctory and 

abstract fonn of decision-making. The ethical perspective that is hlly aware identifes with 

ail individuals. insofar as that is possible, "rich" and "poor" aiike, and so rejects all 

classism. 

To cease to so identify is a mistake, a Ioss of proper perspective, so that whatever 

pretext is used for this cessation is spurious, arbitrary invention, or an excuse to impose 

one's own will. An impoverished awareness can never be defended as king closer to the 

truth. ethical or otherwise. While it is possible. speculatively. to compare subjective 

values. one would identifj with them insofar as they are ethical (i.e., consistent with 

identifying with everyone with a view to their good), hence one would not seek to 

subordinate and hence to objectify any individual on the basis of such a benign, relatively 

nonaiienating ~orn~arison.'~ One cannot rightly cynically "dip intoT' another's subjectivity 

by trying to identify with it mornentarily, oniy, then, to objectiQ the mind that is there, 

alienating oneself fiom it, and rankùig it against others. Identification with others in no 

way mles out knowledge of their objective aspects, but regarding them only or overridingly 

as objects d e s  out true cognizance of othen' subjectivity. One's identification with others 

must be as constant or as inconstant as one's recognition of the other's reality altogether. It 

is not a mere aside, but is essential to acknowledging others' full reality , such as it is. 

Faithfdiy engaging in such identification, 1 fmd, means that one momlly can or c m o t  do 

But whatever can be identified with. is. It is unacceptable that there should be any regression back to 
objectivism's assessing others for mord agency, and then regarding those who lack it, to any degree, with 
contempt ' Although 1 cannot Say that such cornparisons would be entirely imlevant to moral dilemmas, in which 
equitable distributions will not decide the day. StiII. h i s  does not necessarily mean favouring those who 
are richest in k i n g  at di times, without a kind of arbitrary favouring of the nch, or classim (more on this 
Iater). 



various things, and that not al l  is indifferent or neutral, as a distorted, objectivist view 

might lead one to believe, in which one chwses one way or another solely with a view to 

mere objects viewed fiom a distance? ' 
It was mentioned, earlier, that there is a question of avoiding skepticism in ethics, 

in which case what is valuable is, at most, whatever one happens to value, and so on. Yet 

it is not responsible, at least from a practical point of view, to maintain that aU ethical views 

are equally nght, wrong, or neither. If one identifies with subjects with a view to thei. 

good. not only is one's identification comgible by facts. but it is also informed by the 

tnith-seeking need to identifj in the fvst place. One wili corne to different values on a 

Juggemautian-type perspective than on a view that identifies with O thers. Moreover, 

deeply empathetic values are more adequate in that they at least seek to be more reflective of 

the reality of subjective points of view. 

It is also worth noticing thüt one's imaginative ability to attempt to identiw with 

others (and one can be more or less adept at this, and can have one's success tested by, 

e.g., simple communication to another of one's sense of what that other is experiencing) 

implies something important. If other(s)-identification cm preoccupy one's awareness- 

and if, indeed, one can fad to be aware per se-then one can also fail to identify with 

oneself. This may sound extraordinary, since, of course, everyone occupies bis or her 

own point of view, perhaps even as a tautological truth. But in real, substantive t e m .  one 

cm neglect one's own feelings, desires, tendencies to believe, and so on, and instead try 

alhuistically (or even just cornpulsively, or out of fear) to serve others, at the utter expense 

of oneself, accepting the judgments of others rather than trying cnticaüy to assess matters 

for oneself, desiring what others desire, and suppressing one's feelings in confonnity to an 

other(s)-defmed situation. 

One can thus "self-abdicate," in a sense, perhaps out of low self-esteem, measuring 

oneself against another person, or an abstract objectivist ideal. In identifying with oneseif, 

one wodd accept oneself as one is, as each moment unfolds. On the other hand, it is 

" Recail how an objectivism such as Mackie's cm easily lead to skepticism in ethics. since, afier dl. where 
are ethicd consideraiions in the real world of objects? Let it be conceded, however, that Juggemautian 
objectivism is hardly a neutrai moral outlook. 



perhaps too easy to identiQ only with one's own vivid concems and ody M y ,  if at all, 

with those of others. One must guard against this, and also, the other extrerne of 

identifying with certain egotisticd others in all of their grandiose claims to ''specid 

consideration." in any event, another aspect of knowing reality is had through idenufying 

with oneself, for which one is far better qualifed, epistemically, than to seek to identiw 

with others. One even has a special responsibility to self-identify. It is not only because 

one is self-identical. and one must respect that reality. More than that, oneself is the only 

one who cm identib with oneself with the most knowledge and helphiiness, at least in 

many respects. One cannot fail to be oneself, but one cm fail to be awore from one's own 

perspective as such. hdeed, some identiw with others in the latter's failure Mly to 

acknowledge and respect oneself, thus intemalizing othen' mistaken outlooks, and 

ailowing an excessive decay of selfconcem. 

1 contend that if one identifies with both oneself and others, with a view to 

everyone's respective good. with as full information as c m  be obtained, then a definite 

pattern emerges which rnay suggest mord realisrn: some things are bad for our heaith, or 

good for our awareness of redity, or e ~ c h i n g  of our relationships, or apt to please, or 

physicaily empowering, and so on, and othen are not. Values on our world view seem to 

supervene, somewhat messily (but perhaps inteliigibly, on the view that 1 advocate), upon 

objective reality. It may be said that value is not an object, but, at least in part, a 

modifcation of a subject in his or her expenence in a way that pertains to objects. Hence, 

there may be a substantiaiiy objective basis for vaiuing things that assist our objective 

functioning, or which conduce to the existence of the sorts of things which we value, and 

so forth. It is, in fact, the objective aspects of king, the ones which present themselves to 

othen, which can be exploited by others: beauty, strength, problem-solving, 

communication, etc. Only insofar as we are regarded in an objectivist marner can we be 

t d y  exploited. However, the importance of objective reality, which is mpervened upon, 

easily suggests the importance of both objective and subjective modes of awareness in our 

moral agency. 



There could even be oppressive speciesism at work in some suggestions of moral 

relativity, if the objector to animal liberation wouid not say that just "anything goes" for our 

treatment of humans. In any event, there are reasons for taking the anti-oppression 

perspective, which also appiies to nonhuman mimals. On such a view, any arbitrary 

willingness to h m  animals is unacceptable. Anyone who daims they can morally h m  

anbals, because that is their choice of ethic, and it is simply relative to their own view, or 

that of their culture, is merely masking their own oppressiveness with a convenient, and 

unsupportable, ideology of ethical relativism. Even if there is no moral tnith, oppression is 

almost univenally rejected, and a consistent rejection of its underlying classism must be 

extended to nonhurnan animals as well, lest one's impassioned rejection of oppression 

itself be oppressively Iunited to one class of beings. To imply that al1 of mordit. is 

arbitrary, and iherefore, that arbitracy discrimination is acceptable. does not work, because 

we wodd not find it acceptable to treat humans in a purely capncious way, and in al1 

consistency, as rational beings (regardless of whether there is a transcendent "mord 

tnith"), we must extend the same regard, in the same way, to nonhuman animals. in any 

case, moral agents are not "arbitrary" to reject oppression, for just the contrary is tme. 

Anti-oppression is just a rejection of the wont sort of moral arbitrariness: that which is 

arbitrarily h=mful. 

However, moral realism is not even necessary here, as a basis for our practicai 

ethic. We can say, with  urne,^' that our natures are constituted so that we invariably tend 

to perceive values on our individual world views in a certain way, but that these values are 

not absolutely real. 1 am a moral realist, and cail these values on our world views m l ,  but 

again, that is possibly immaterial to the questions of practical ethics. Even if values are 

somehow "'unreai" on our world views, most of us are constituted so as to vdue in 

comparable ways, or at least in such a way as to respect others' idiosyncratic values, if 

ody we identm with those others. On this anti-reaiist pichue, it would be pragmatic to 

control the minority of people who are psychopathie, in order to protect the vast majority 

This thesis about human nature is defended at Iength in David Hume. An Enquiry Concerning the 
Principles of Morafs (Indianapolis, Indiana: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 1983). 



who, in standing by their own values, wiii see the minority in question as somehow 

contrary, deficient, or pathological. 

Now it is true that one cannot be aware of a viewpoint or point of awareness itself, 

Le., the subject. One cornes closest to realizing its reality (as one ~ a l u e s  the reality of 

oneself as subject) by trying to m u n e  the viewpoint of another which, again, is not an 

objective exercise, although it may involve much reference to objective facts. Otherwise, if 

one does not even attempt to identiQ with othen, one surely fails to acquire the best 

possible awareness of what it might be to be another both as an agent, and as an 

experiencer of reality. Thus. one's empathetic sense of others, however crucial, is not apt 

to be considered objective "information" about others, since an active use of the 

imagination is involved. although one's imaginings may weil rely upon relevant factual 

information. This conception of ethics, then, goes beyond mere rationdism. and openly 

ernbraces the importance of the mord imagination as an indispensable tool, as weii as the 

feelings. attitudes. and acceptances that result from imaginative or empathetic identification 

with others with a view to their good. 

Let us say a few words about the importance of feelings in ethics, on this 

empathetic conception. We feel in reaction to our empathetic vision. It is unclear that our 

feelings are less cognitively basic than our reasonings, in ethics. If it is urged that our 

feelings are denvative, because they are reactions, it can aiso be said that reason itself 

derives in its inferences, and is itself reacting to our objects of awareness, and their 

perceived interrelationships. Feelings, rnoreover, do indeed play a role in our cognition 

since, after dl, we are avare of hem, and that, in relation to a great number of other 

things. of which we are also cognizant. We cannot even experience weil-king without 

feelings, though one be surrounded with good things beyond imagining. Feelings are also 

a source of the ethicd hpetus, in reaction to an empathetic vision of the world. We cannot 

act or care about anything without feelings. Acting out of "rational inciifference" must be a 

mere pretence, if it is held up as acting without feeling (being "indifferent" between two 

emotion-charged alternatives is an entirely different case). AU of our attitudes and 

preferences are complexes, with necessariiy affective ingredients. Moral reasoning, itself, 



is very much a function of feeling weil and rightly, with al i  due empathy. Psychopaths, 

after di, are notorious for reasoning very weil indeed, without king capable of moral 

reasoning in any desirable sense (apart from shailow, manipulaiive inferences pertaining to 

ethics), for they lack all feliow feeling, bereft of empathy as they largely are. 

Perhaps it is out of fear of the perils of irrationality and pride in rationality (a 

notable tradition in humanistic thought. it has been noted) which make us value rationality 

over feeling so inordinately. Perhaps it is the fact that feelings are evidently held in 

common with nonhuman anirnals that rnakes people so despise them, by degrees. Yet we 

cannot take for granted that a miserable life, in t e m  of one's passions, that is yet fded 

with great and exacting series of inferences, is superior to a life in which one feels 

wondefil. but can scarcely reason, at least in comparison to how one feels. Nor can we 

even take normal affect for granted (partially because it is not an ail-or-nothing thing). Its 

key role has aiready been hinted at, and to the extent that we enjoy it, it is a gift, if only of 

nature, for which we may be duly gnteful. Feelings are not absolutely to be tmsted, it is 

tme, but we must not disown or degrade them, either, thereby unempathetically 

diminishing a key aspect of ourselves. 

Let it be noted, too. that one is not confusing oneself and others in the practice of 

deep empathy: one is seeking to be aivare of others as they are, not to be any of those 

others. Othes' good becomes our own insofar as we "adopt" them in our agency, but we 

do not assume whatever welfare needs another might happen to have (e.g., we do not 

suddeniy become in need of grazing lands, as in the case of a cow). So far are we, in fact, 

fkom being othea. that our culture encourages us to acquire a radicaiiy deficient awareness 

of others. Although othea are not objects, our culture seems obsessed with analyzing ali 

beings as objectively real, or, some might say, not real at ail. While people often deride as 

"primitive" the animist cultures, in that they imagine even nonconscious objects and 

processes as subjects (agents, beings who experience), our own culture seems equaiiy 

primitive in its fiequent adherence to the polar opposite doctrine, conceiving of aU subjects 

as objects-if subjects are dlowed as real at all by objectivist philosophers. We might even 

go so far as to call this "inanimism." 



AIso following Hume, 1 gather that "is" does not, of itself, imply "ought.'"' So the 

prospect of identifjing with others, of itself, does not suggest what one ought to do. But 

one identifies with others with a view to their good, and good does have normative 

implications, in my understanding, by highlighting the worth of different choices. 

Moreover, since this view undoes the Juggemaut family of views, which fails îülly to 

i d e n e  with individuals with a view to their good, it follows that Juggemaut succumbs to 

the classist fallacy, and that, therefore, we ought to avoid this rnistake in reasoning which 

inheres in ail oppressive thinking: willingness to harm a k ing  because he or she is different 

in some way. Non-negotiable identifying with othen with a view to their good, and 

accepting them as they are, results in a kind of respect for individuals which does have 

normative implications. How far the claims of individuals go will be further assessed in 

Chapter Five, which exmines the estimable question of whether individual rights a d o r  

utilitarianism is ethically preferable. In that chapter, we will wish to know whether 

beneficence, or even maximal beneficence, might only be heroic or saintly, or else morally 

necessary. In any case, the classist fallacy, while mling out arbitrary harming, does not 

make it incoherent or irrational simply to choose one's own paths in pursuit of goodness. 

This is the case because, while there is a demand for justification that applies to harming, 

good things are ofien ends in themselves, and need no further justification (so long as their 

realization is relatively h d e s s )  . 
Not having an utterly serious regard for an animal's good, nor assuming that 

being's good as a good for oneself in one's own choices. even after trying to identify with 

that animal, only indicates a failtue to identib, whether or not one's attempt was made 

sincerely. For that result is simply not consistent with identiQing with the other's good. A 

contaminating, objecaing differentiation has crept in, or has failed to creep out, 

somewhere dong the line. You c m  be sure that the other values his or her well-king, or 

ought to, if he or she healthiiy identifies with himself or herself. With daim that one is 

idenuQing with others, then, mere rhetoric does not stand up very well. The proof is in 

the pudding. 

Cf. Hume's fmous passage in his A Treutise of H m  Nuturc, ed. L. A. Seby-Bigge, 2nd ed. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1 W8), pp. 469-70. 



One cm aiways Say that one is "with" another or whatever eise, but going against 

the other as agent by needlessly infrùiging upon his or her autonomy, or against him or her 

by capnciously abrogating his or her welfare, indicates whether one r edy  identifies with 

the other with a view to his or her good. Proceeding contrary to another's good, especiaily 

gratuitously.'J is an absolute indication that there is a lack of proper identification that is 

present. Sometimes mere pretenses at identification rnay be well-intended, at other tirnes 

manipulative and exploitative, just to win a victim's trust. but either way, the fundamental 

inadequacy remains. It is easy enough to fail at idenuQing, since, by default. we naturaiiy 

perceive the world as king full of objects, and one could say that it takes a "leap of 

imagination" to grasp, or to attempt to grasp, another point of view. The illusion. 

evidently. cm be perfectly enveloping: that the seeming absence of other points of view, in 

a muid whose imagination is inactive, reflects reaiity as it is. Othen may easily appear as 

psychophysical objects, or collections of objects-which they are not, at least not purely. 

Yet it is ultimately irresponsible to fail fully to recognize the reality of other points of view, 

with an ethical concern for the good. as well as hypocriticai, since one enjoys one's own 

hilly evident point of view. Whether one cdls a point of view and its contents "objective" 

or bbsubjective" (and I have simply Iabeled these in the way that I find the most intelligible), 

utter ignorance of these things is rnorally suspect and perhaps even culpable? 

Nobody can make for another the gestalt shift from an objectivist world view to one 

that identifies with others with a view to their good. No text can transform one into a 

person who morally identifies with others. for it depends on a use of one's owa mind. It 

may be dificult for some, but still. it is a moxaliy necessary paradigm shift, and 

unfortunately, not everyone will accornplish it even to a substantial degree. Failures of 

By coincidence. a swing justification might be availabte. so the action rnight not be "gratuitow" fiom 
that perspective. But the justification might never have occurred to the agent, or might prove to be of no 
interest even if it were to arise in his or her mind. " On the other hand, retuming to the question of plants. many ethical vitdisu perceive a need to uphold 
their needs equally, and we have atready seen Paul Taylor speak of identifjhg with their standpoint, 
perspective. or point of view. 1 contend. however. that in seeking to identiQ with a plant, or to get a sense 
of what it is to be a plant. to emulate the creature, there is no sense of what it is to be a plant. since plants 
themeIves have no such sense, to the best of our knowledge. Our best awareness of plants is of an 
objective nature. then, but that does not motivate us to act on a plant's behaif unless we identify with its 
good as good in Our own view. To speak of identifying with a plant empathetically is anüimpomorphicaily 
projechg a subjectivity onto a creature that has none. OnIy an extended concern for their good might 
motivate us, then. 



moral imagination are as inevitable as weakness of wili or irrationality in human societies? 

Indeed, a moral imagination is borind to fail to give us a N l y  adequate grasp of any other 

being's world view-in some cases more than o t h e d 7  This fact of inadequacy is 

extremely important, in itself, for the purposes of ethics. if one believes oneself to be 

b'automaticaUy" sufficient in this regard, there cornes a danger of beiieving that one's own 

limited view can or does rediy encornpass al1 other views under contemplation. That 

would be an example of sheer narcissi~m,~~ and rnay lend itself to imposing self-centred 

concems without even realizing it, and not being really "open" to others with sufficient 

care. A good deal of cognitive humility is called for, here, combined with an interest in 

1e-g more about others, as one c m ,  and trying to make ailowances for what one does 

not know (e.g., not saying something that might offend someone needlessly, even though 

one might have no idea whether uttering that something would actually offend hirn or her). 

Sa, it is better to appr~~r im~te  an adequate awareness of others than to guurantee 

failure of such cognition. such as by rnaintaining an objectivist view. One c m  only suive 

to take the part of another-not the whole. One makes a best attempt at grasping reaiity in 

many other spheres too, including science, without any pretensions to absolute 

satisfactoriness, so this aspect of the theory should not surprise anyone. Adequacy of 

Lacking relevant experiences can deprive a mon1 imagination of what it needs justly to empathize. Just 
as specific experiences help one to ernpathizc with particular problems, so it rnay be said of suffering in 
generai that one needs to have suffered greatly in order-greatly-to empathize with another who is 
undergoing very challenging hardships. If one has not suffered significantly in life, it is possible that one 
will be much more challenged to be empathetic in a mature way, and rnay, in some ways. be left wondering 
what al1 the "fuss" is about over others' hard circumstances. 
n Legal theorist ruid animal rights activist Gary Francione finds that foms of oppression, including 
speciesism, are prejudices or biases "in frivor of those who are tike the self." Cf. Francione, Animuls, 
Propeny. a d  the Law (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1995). p. 17. The self-reference in 
Francione's analysis is curious, and it is notably distinct from Singer's and Ryder's wrongful emphasis on 
selfishness. However, the pointing out of a prejudice against those who are dissimitar to oneself is not 
necessarily correct either. People can sometimes identie with beings who are quite different from 
themselves, such as apes. rnountain villngers. or other people with very different lifestyles than, Say, those 
of North Arnerican urbanites. It rnay be that people more readily identify with those like themselves, since, 
in that case, it is easier realistically to take the other's point of view, informed by one's own comparable 
experiences. However, if one Iikes a different being, one rnay identifj with him or her as much as anyone 
could ask, while arbitnrily refusing to identify with others (even fellow humans who are, in many ways, 
very similar). The point is that one rnay be prejudiced against those with whom the self does not identifi, 
not necessarily those who are very much different from oneself. 

A narcissist, someone who is excessively self-involved (not necessaily self-loving, in this case. in fact 
possibly self-hating), rnay have difficulty ernpathizing, by degrees. Narcissism c m  be situationai, and rnay 
increase in times of extreme stress. 



awareness in reflecting perfect mith or reality serves as a somewhat distant ideal, while not, 

unfortunately, as a factuai description of our very best awareness. As with theory and 

knowledge in generai, one must remain vigilant about one's own empathy, never taking it 

for granted, especially since we are so imperfect in our realization of it. We cannot 

assume, if we adopt empathy as our ideai: "Of course I'm empathetic." Empathy is a 

particular achievernent on particular occasions, and perhaps this point cannot be stressed 

enough. Narcissism, to whatever degree that it obtains, marks such a fdure to achieve, 

which perhaps cannot rightly be rationaiized (if only to the extent that it is avoidable). In 

any case, it would be one thing if we could have no idea whatsoever what it is iike to be 

another-that would be a very good reason not even to try. But that is not at ail the case?9 

2.1 O 1 A Criterion of Moral Standing: 
1 1 the Ca~acitv for ~onsciousness 1 

1 propose that having a capacity for consciousness is both necessary and sufficient for 

moral standing. On my way of thinking, it manifesdy makes no sense to speak of what 

might have moral standing. 1 have already argued that to cease to have empathy for any 

conscious being is both morally repugant. and out of touch with reality, whereas f a n g  to 

idenw with a nonconscious being, including its good, does not fail to acknowledge any 

objective reality associated with that being. Conscious entities' good m u t  be considered, 

if at d possible, and the good of nonconscious beings c m  be considered if one fieely 

Y> As a penphenl note. it might be objcctcd that different meephysics or epistcmologies might distance 
themselves from deep empathy. I can oniy reply suggestively here. Even a skeptic, who, Say. doubts the 
obligation to be reasonobIe, or io be aware. or to punue good and to avoid h m ,  or the reality of value, can 
still find a normative orientation in empathizing deeply with others, and might do so out of human nature, 
accepting the role of moral agent, or simply grappling with practical realities of relating to others, and the 
perceptions of value for everyone concerned (hence a pragmatist epistemology, as well as a foundationalist 
or coherentist justificatory scheme, might be used to help to ntionalize deep empathy). 1 have already 
indicated how an extreme reductionist, or cven eliminativisr view of mincis, still has to cope with their 
practical reality. One c m  also deny objective good's redity, while granting that objective things have a 
role in causing us to have ri sense of vrilue-one is then left with the onus of emparhizing with those 
subjective values, which also generates normative obligations. 1 also presupposed a rejection of Platonism. 
Yet, even if one accepts a version of the latter, one cannot xt for or against universai G d  in itself-since 
we cannot affect an etemril, unchanging cnuty-ûlthough we can still act for or against conscious beings, 
for whom alone reai good (which is so becriuse it instantiates the Good, on such a view) is significant, and 
who are therefore CO be identified with. I am not a pluraïist, in the sense of f l i n g  that al1 of these views 
are right. but, at the sarne time. 1 cannot attrmpt to sort out these differences here. Empathy is universaily 
acknowledged as important in moral development (nobody cdIs psychopaths moral agents in any full 
sense), and 1 am suggesting that it is jusr as key in mord practices fiom &y-to-day, no matter what may be 
one's extra-moral-phi1osophicd perspective, 



chooses to identiS with that good. In a sense, it might be unempathetic to posit any 

cntenon of mord standing that would discriminate against any number of conscious 

beings, or which would omit consideration of important aspects of their consciousness. It 

is more empathetic to view beings as wholes (Le., holistically), to the extent that they 

ethically can be empathized with. It is better, as weil as more redistic, to regard individuals 

as a wondrous unity of plural aspects. 

We can also follow Goodpaster's distinction between moral considerability, and 

moral ~i~nificance!~ Mord standing involves, as I have said, deserving basic practical 

respect, however, someone who is more morally considerabble might merit extra 

consideration, at lest in certain cases. I have already indicated that fully idenming with 

another king means giving it full consideration, however, there are some situations in 

which not al1 of the interests of conscious beings cm be accommodated. In such cases. an 

appeal to different degrees of moral considerability may be in order. However, that is an 

issue of normative ethics, which is not the present topic of discussion. 

Who else has adopted consciousness as a critenon of moral standing? None of the 

major authors cited in this study have done so. Humanists would reject it because of its 

anti-anthropocentric implications. (1 say "anti-anthropocen~c," here, as opposed to rnerely 

"nonanthropocentric." because those who embrace deep empathy would advocate agaimt 

anthropocentrisrn. and not merely indicate that they just happen to subscribe to a dflerent 

theoretical classification.) "Consciousness," as such, does not even appear in Juggemaut's 

List of components for Q, since it would not obviously or necessarily contribute to the good 

Me, except indirectly. Deep empathy a f f i s  conscious points of view as such (ascribing 

inherent value to conscious beings, as earlier remarked). but an objectivist way of thinkiog 

would examine the contents of consciousness from an "outside" perspective (not identifïed 

with the consciousness itself), and somehow mess  those objects of consciousness for 

their worth. We must acknowledge the fui1 reality of conscious beings, including their 

" See Kenneth Goodpaster, "On Being MoralIy Considerable," in Environmental Philosop@ Front 
Animal Rights to Radical Ecology.. cd. hdichael E. Zimmerman (NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1998), pp. 56-70. 



good, and that means identibing with them and their good, and so, by implication, with 

much that morality rnight be taken to entail. 

Sentientist and vitalist theories of mord standing do, in some ways, reject 

consciousness as a cnterion of mord standing, but for no good reason with which 1 am 

acquainted. "Sentience" is derived from sentere, or "to sense," and this was Aristotle's 

sense of the tem. In the modem parlance, however, sentience has corne to refer to a 

capacity for feeling pleasure or pain. andor the ability to suffer. Yet sensory experience, 

pleasure, pain, and suffenng are d l  sirnply different aspects of consciousness. Identifying 

with an individual and his or her good means identifying with the individual as a whole, 

and al1 that rnight be good to him or her. 1 do not find it self-evident that pleasure, or 

feeling good, alone is good for us. What about the goodness of being aware itself? That, 

it appears to me, is an independent factor or component of what is good for conscious 

beings. Commonly. we value "good expenences" or "good films" even if they are not 

particularly pleasant, but still, such foms of consciousness enhance and affirm who we are 

as conscious beings. They provide us with ri satisfying sense of meaning and significance, 

which is satisfying precisely because we find it to be meaninghil and significant. We are 

interested in lives as narratives, both pleasant and unpleasant aspects-up to a point. 

Hence the endless fascination with many kinds of mernories, novels. movies, perceptions, 

reportings, etc.. not al1 of whch are so plesant. In my experience, consciousness craves 

more than just pleasure, but also meaning and significance, as intrinsically valuable. It is 

easier, from this perspective, than from a hedonic one, to understand people not wishing to 

be lied to. 1 do not mean to imply, however, that it is good, on the whole, for us to seek to 

become well aware entirely apart from how p o d  we feel. Just the opposite, in fact, is the 

implication. But neither is it good for conscious beings, on the whole, obsessively to seek 

certain kinds of feelings, while neglecting what is good for their awareness of reality. 

As for vitalists, they do not even seem to be able effectively to divorce themselves 

f'rorn the direct consideration of consciousness, in revealing ways. Albert Schweitzer 

offers the foiiowing de finition of "life," which he pens in Reverence for Life: "Life is 



feeling, expenence, sufferingW6' Notice that ail three characteristics cited here are 

standardly conscious functions. I also recall, here, the biocentric view of Paul Taylor 

which, as discussed in the last chapter, finds the need to make theoreticai references to the 

"standpoint" or "perspective" or "point of view" of nonconscious beings. Such beings are 

not ordinarily descnbed as having any such things, which are nonnaliy associated with 

consciousness. Such beings simply are, and although they can be said to have their own 

good, as 1 have argued. the language of Taylor simply serves to mislead. This unexplained 

contradiction in terms indicates. to me. the intuitive irnport of consciousness in framing 

one's thinking about moral standing. 

1 acknowledge straight awüy that, in certain cases in which euthanasia becomes a 

practical question, there rnay exist only a "vegetative" consciousness that is of questionable 

value. Also. in cases of terminal. intense. and unrelenting suffering, consciousness might 

be deemed to be unwonhwhile. as well. However, let there be no misunderstanding, here. 

We ought not blindly to uphold the mrre existence of consciousness, but rather, to consider 

any conscious being. including rhose considering euthanasia, worthy of basic practical 

respect. Therefore, we would considcr their good, and it is by no means given that this 

would mean prolonging conscious existence as long as that might be possible. Given the 

quality of consciousness. or of Iife for the conscious being, it may be better for that king 

to cease to exist as such. Consciousness entitles one to respectful treatment, but does not 

dictate what that treatment ought to be. By contrast, if life itself were our criterion of moral 

standing, even euthanasia would not necessuily seem to be good for anyone as a living 

being, although it may be of service to someone as a conscious being, at certain times. 

Euthanasia debates themselves often revolve around different defrnitions of time of death, 

and one obvious contender is the permanent loss of consciousness. This is signifcant, not 

least of ail, because after the time of death. at least on the framework of deep empathy, a 

body is no longer possessed of mord standing. 

6îAlbcn Schweitzer. Reverence for Lifr. iraris. Reginald H. Fuller (New York: Harper & Row. Publisher, 
1969). p. 1 15. 



Even momentary consciousness involves some relation to the world, an awareness 

of it, and there c m  be good and bad experiences fiom such a standpoint. Even if a 

conscious k ing  redy  is temporaiiy discontinuous in king aware of his or her own 

consciousness (Le., unable to recall pnor experiences, or to anticipate funire ones), there 

would still be a continuum of conscious States in that being. From the point of view of the 

k ing  so Limited, there may be no such continuation, but it would sti l l  exist in objective 

reaiity (i.e., independently of what anyone might judge to be the case). We must, in this 

and ail other cases, avoid confusing myone's world view with the actud state of the world, 

and therefore not judge that state of things by the illusions of some. It is quite enough that 

Ive, as empathetic agents. are a v a r e  of others' capacities for consciousness, and ability to 

experience good. and accordingly. we take responsibility for this knowledge, and must, 

accordingly, treat othrrs with respect. In the case of a patient with severe senile dementia, 

we would respect the being's good in the given moment, or set of moments. not merely out 

of respect for anyonr else who happens to care about that being. 

It fol1ows. from the above account. that a lack of self-consciousness, or awareness 

of oneself as an q o ,  and possibly an ability to use "I" Ianguage, is not required for moral 

consideration. Al1 that is necessary is for otlzers to be able to identify a given being as an 

individual. We do experirnce many things without thinking about our existence as 

individuals, and it is possible that some creatures may be like that on a permanent basis. 

Again. we must not confuse the world which exists with anyone's world view, or in this 

case, the individual. which exists regardless and suffers, finds things good, regardless of 

having a world view w hich includes a concept of "self." It is not enough, moreover, to be 

aware of aspects of one's actual self, to have self-awareness, any more than waking up 

facing the ground on a mountain. not knowing how one got there, is being aware of the 

mountain as a whole. which goes unperceived at that moment. 

In the absence of drep empathy, consciousness would not seem to be enough to 

command respect. We would need sornething M e r  to care about, such as suffering. 

Consciousness is so basic. bue, and unassurning, like physical space or tirne, that it might 

weii be taken for ganted. in addition, people who seek to erect a severe sort of hierarchy 



in ethics will not be pleased at the profoundly leveiing tendencies of identifying with ail 

conscious beings. Again, since there are good and bad f o m s  of consciousness, this 

fundamental phenornenon does not obviously single out sornething of value to the 

unempathe tic. 

The animal liberation rnovrment has laboured long under the term, "sentience." 

Indeed. the term is. for many. a chore to know-it is puvling to many in the movement, 

and often only a vaguely and confusedly cntertained notion. It is littie wonder, in a way. 

since "sentience" is a highly specidized psy c hological term. Moreover, animal advocates 

would, its is possible. seize upon such a consideration because the ability to suffer is one 

of the few things shared by humans and nonhumans which most people wiil admit is 

somehow moraily important. One thinks. in this last instance. especially of the 

utilitaxianisms of Bentham and Singer. 

Yet, in a fundamentai affirmation of conscious beings. we can possibly gain further 

insight into the truth-seeking aspect of r thicd empathism. We have fuller king and 

hctioning as ourselves. ris conscious beings, the more i d e d y  conscious we become of 

reality, including what is sood and bad. It might be protested, however, that ignorance is 

also part of our natures. Indeed. wr ;ue more ignorant than we are conscious, so why 

choose greater consciousness. when both are equally, in a sense, possibilities of our being? 

Yet we are conscious beings. whoss nature it is to be conscious or not. In debating the 

best response to redity. wr  cannot rven know or determine what this is without a suflicient 

knowledge of reaiity itself. Wr cannot even know an adequate or inadequate response, as 

such, let alone an excellent one. without sufficient knowledge of reaiity. Only a great deal 

of philosophical rekction. so much as we cm reasonably manage, is sufficient for 

deciding how to respond to reality effectively. and that must d so  be on an ongoing basis. 

Mer di, people may devote their rntire lives to the pursuit of wisdom. Philosophy tends 

to push people to the limits of human cognition, in many important ways, and there is 

much critical dialogue and disagreement on both sides. Even deciding that there is no bais 

for deciding anything (relativism) requires ri careful and ongoing consideration of potential 

challenges to that position. 



So much engagement is required before ever-ifever4eciding whether ignorance 

or consciousness is the best response to reality. One can affirm ignorance as a kind of 

irratioaal gesture. but that does not address the question of "why?" which was origindy 

asked. If we are unconcerned even with the question of the best response, then we are 

Literally degnded and degrüding bctings who care nothing, or not enough, for things of 

value, or who perversely refuse to rrflect what is of worth in the world. That worth, and 

the worth. hence. of becoming awÿre. is real whether one is aware of this or not, either 

willfuiiy or othenvise. Such people. w ho fail to retlect the reality of value as weli they 

might. are, in a srnse, of lrsscr value. as conscious beings, than they might otherwise be. 

Still, they, too. are necessarily to be cmpathized with, dong with other conscious beings. 

It is m e  that consciousness c m  contain false ideas, but it is only consciousness of 

something that cnn be faIse. and not rhr Fxt or reality of consciousness itself. There is still 

a conscious being with its own good to consider, even if that k ing  is irrationai, ignorant, 

demented, sensory-drprivrd, immature. cornatose. etc. It is also possible that 

consciousness is not the same iis the w ill. and full empathy would aiso consider the wiii as 

important. The will is important. but only insofar as it does or might play a role in 

conscious iife. Othenvisr. I find it di fficult to assume that it could be of any moral 

significance (except indirectly. insofa- as unconscious willing might impact conscious Me). 

An empathetic being will br conccmrd with others' actual and potentiai conscious agency, 

for this will profoundly affect conscious quality of life. For the above reasons, then, 1 

conscious capacity itself cu: a criterion of moral standing. 1 Say capacity, of course, 

since we may lose consciousness. or othenvise corne to have consciousness in the hture 

which we do not have in the present. An empathetic outlook will affm all of these actual 

and possible realities. and thus tiffirm the reality of cooscious beings aitogether. 

2.11 1 Rights to Autonomy and Welfare 
1 have already mentioned. if only brietly. that one who identifies with another with a view 

to his or her good would be concernrd with that king's autonomy and weifare. Why 

would that be? Aftrr di. utilituians have often, it seems, stressed the importance of 



w e k e  aione, to the point of recornmending its maximization as the sum total of the ethical 

ideal (which itself rnight include somr allowance for autonorny, or even an inclusion of it in 

the concept of welhe-ii move which. 1 argue, faiis to recognke the fundamental 

signincance of autonomy"'). Kantianism, that other great, traditional camp in moral 

theorizing, stresses autonomy dmos t exclusively , and wou1d only involve promoting 

othea' happiness as an "imprrfect duty" (although there, the duty not to h m  others is an 

absolute, or "perfect" duty ). Of course, one needs some modicum of persona1 welfare in 

order to pursue one's Kantian dutirs. but that is almost beside the point, as is the fact that 

uulitarianism will allow autonomy to whatever extent that it does not make incursions 

against it-which is. prrhaps. an equcilly trivial fact. it seems to me. 

However. individud conscious beings have a few Fundamentai aspects to consider 

in this regard: in gtnrral. üt lest. rhey are doers, or are active, and they are also more or 

less passive recipirtrrs or expciriencrrs of various perceptions, feelings, etc. Crudely stated: 

as doers, we provide output. and as recipients, we receive input. Let us also add the 

needless-to-add. nürnely . that t hesr rwo aspects intemingle. One's actively reasoned 

beliefs can influence the wüy one feels about things, the sensations that one receives 

provide one with some bais for acting, etc. Fully to identifj with a conscious being, then. 

is to identify with his or her agency. including his or her ends, wishes, hopes, and so on. 

One would also, pcrforce. identify with his or her weli-being, and value the security, 

happiness, enrichment. etc. of the individud. 

We must avoid one-sidçd vicws. Utilitariiuiism is capable of indirectly justifying 

some considention of autonomy in this sense. even if it is cornmitted ultimately to 

m;ullmizing welfarr, so the pressnt considerations are not meant to d e  out that the0ry.6~ 
- - 

" See L. W. Sumner. Wclfcrre. Ircrppiness. trnd cthics (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996). He 
writes, for exampie. p. 172: "Wèlfare ... wnsists in authentic happiness, the happiness of an informed and 
autonomous subject." 
" There is a related discussion in Amxtyli Sen. **WelI-being, Agency and Freedom: The Dewey Lectures 
1984," The Journal ufPltilosophy 83 (.April 1985): 169-221. On p. 169, Sen declares a distinction, 
paraiIeI to my own. mived rit independcntl!. btxween the "wetl-being" and "agency" aspects of persons. 
For example, actions c m  be evdurited difkrently i f  one was involved as an agent. As he points out, p. 
183, Brutus shouId regard his rict of assassination as in a worse state, since he is guiity, than an innocent 
bystander would, I confess that 1 do not foitow this: Bmtus, assuming he developed a suitable conscience, 
might feel worse than others. but sotneont. cise can equally state that it is a bad thing that Caesar was 
kilied, and dso  that Brutus' guiIt is li b d  thing, rven if the assassin himself feels worse about it. Sen's 



Still, it is easy to think that a being's good is just his or her welfan. which probably is 

common eoough. Perhaps the one-sidedness of the traditions stems fkom a one-sidedness 

in their conceiving of penons, for the purposes of morality, as fundamentally doen or 

agents, or as fundamentally enjoyers of the good life. But every time that one t d y  

identifies with ano ther, w ith a view to his or her good agency, and good recipiency 

(whatever they receive from rcality : I have yet to find a more suitable term), one fmds that 

one must uphold rhsir autonomy iuid welfüre. respectively, as a result-at least in 

unexceptional circumstances. This mems that one always fmds that others are, at least on 

the face of it, entitled to have rheir wrllfare and autonomy upheld, and Uideed, we can 

protect these aspects of being ünd agrncy through the ascnption of individual nghts. 

It feels good to have our autonomy respected, because it is good for us as free, 

independent doers whose tcndcncy is CO act. and to resist arbitrary restriction of our 

activities. although moral restrictions are to be accepted in stnde. However, 1 think that the 

matter goes even deeper. i t  seems to me that well-king is somethhg that we have or 

enjoy, as the kind of beings we :ire. but that autonomy is different. in that it helps to define 

who we are, through the c hoicrs thiit w r  make.'" Autonomy d o w s  us to be ourselves, 

authenticdly, and not to b r  subjugatd to others. One is not fully oneself, as a personality, 

if one is conformiry to anothrr's template of living. Autonomy, however, is not only 

about freedom. but dso about understanding lirnits, including one's own mortality. 

Without a grasp of Our lirnits. effective self-determination is impossible. One never 

surpasses one's actuai lirnits. but thinking that one can-or  else falling far short-rnay lead 

to dangerous errors. The --being" of people. then. is perhaps not an aü-or-nothing matter, 

. but it a matter of progressin; towards the reaiization of one's potential, in part defmed by 

oneself. 

article, in general. is not entircl' unrtilrited ro the present discussion, but the details of his lectures are not 
sufficiently reIevan t to detain us. 
" 1 recognize. of course. that wdl-bcing enables s n  entity to express aspects of its king. ie flourishing, 
thiit it might not othenvise express. but regardlzss of having or iacking such quaiity of life, the king is 
still not expressing 1 c . h  chat bcrng is in thc sense that 1 mean. Some theories of welfare, such as 
preferentialisrn. are hnctions O C  individual choices, or autonomy of a sort. Acting in order to fulfdi 
preferences, in a facturilly informed mannet. can be seen as a form of doing well. My own sense of welL 
k ing  is not very sympathetic CO prefe~nt id ism.  insofar as it fin& that even if one is relevantiy facniaüy 
informed, one can Fiil to prefer thrit w hich conduces to one's own, or another's, well-king, if one also fails 
to idenw with oneself. or oihors. with a view to the good of the k i n g  in question. 



It is useful to distinguish autonomy from weil-being, even if one can Say that one is 

less weli off for lack of self-determination (which cm be considered a good that one c m  

have). For with respect to oppression. it is possible for one to be enslaved to another, and 

yet be "weli looked dtei '  in rvrry othcr respect. 1 think we say this because there is a 

difference between wrll-bring. and "well-doing." One does things weil with v h e .  of 

course, but ais0 with frerly choosing what is best by one's own lights. The idea of having 

weil-king, even il it means mrrely being given, or procuring for oneself, what oneself 

happens to prefer (which might be thought to capture "autonomy," for some), is different 

from actively doUig things freirrly (including the choosing or construction of one's 

preferences. rathrr than bsing subjrct to manipulation by others, such as the media. one's 

peers. etc.). Having "wcll-doing" in the aspect of autonomy (which is enhanced by the 

possession of certain vinurs. I might xid) leads to greater weii-being, or feelings of well- 

being, although perhaps not rilways. as in acts of free self-sacrifice that nonetheless might 

be morally rightfiil. Hrnçc. it is inderd useful to distinguish welfare from autonorny. 

If one identifies with others. then moral restrictions do not corne so much as an 

imposition, but as a welcome siikty mrçhanism for dl. Ifone's empathetic endeavours 

ever depart from respecting these two basic rights, you can be sure that it is not a proper 

empathy, for respecting thesr rights atibodies the equivalent of a minimal empathy for 

others (since empathy dways enjoins such respect anyway). Eüghts are convenient, for 

general purposes. since they mrün thlit one does not have to empathize, profoundly, with 

absolutely everyone in one's range of rxperience, in order to treat them properly. 

Kindness, for its part. has the potential to be condescending, arbitrarily choosing to be 

"nice" to a given bcing. wherea in idenrilcvng with the being, with a l l  due sense of reality, 

there may be Little or no fooling onrsel f as to one's obligations to that being. 

1 use "rights" rou~hl y in ioel Feinberg's sense: 'To have a right is to have a c l a h  

to somethiog and qciinst somcone. the recognition of which is cded  for by legal d e s  or, 

in the case of moral rights. by the principles of an enlightened conscien~e.'"~ However, 

the adversariai "against" is not tilways necessary in the way of deep empathy. Hence we 

J ~ e l  Feinberg, 'The Rights of Sinimals and Unbom Generations," in Philosophy and Environmental 
Crisis, ed. William T. Blrickstoné i Athens: University oCGeorgia Press, 1974), p. 43-4. 



may substitute "against" with "from." leaving it open as to whether or not a clairn needs to 

be made "against" someone. who fails to identiQ with another. One can respect rights to 

autonomy and welfare as a minimum. More is often c d e d  for. certainly in personal 

relationships, but thesç rights üre a useful baseline for moral empathy with conscious 

beings in generai. Hüving a forma1 level of nghts is useful for relationships that are rather 

impersonal in nature. whsreas üctuül. empathetic relationships, at an informal level, are 

what ferninist ethics of care sr& to have enshnned in ethics? It is not necessary 

constantly to verify these ris~hts throiigh crnpathy, since we can corne to know. in p ~ c i p l e ,  

that they are common to iill acc5 of ethicd empathy. While not everyone is equally adept at 

actually identifjing and indeed we :ire Su from always even able to afford a deep 

rneditation of empüthy h r  sortiront-. w r  c m  virtuaiiy always accord with somebody's 

rights. 

1 2.12 1 Some Nuances of D e e ~  Em~athv 1 
Rights are relativrly simple tokrns for our understanding, but a nch ethical view will 

support subtler considenitions as well. Wr have already noted how one cm nini one's 

empathy "onT' and "oft" in ü sense. rithrtr by making the imaginative leap, or else by simpiy 

not doing so. I have notd that me  c:in rxhibit a generaiized ernpathy for ail conscious 

beings by respecring. for exaniple. basic rights to welfare and autonomy. One might 

empathize for manipulativr purposrs. as already stated, or even very partiaily, Say. within 

the constraints of m oppressive systern. For example, one can empathize with a slave 

enough to give him or her wtirer when thirsty, but stop short of fully identiQing with that 

slave with a comprehensive view to his or her good, which includes not only welfare, but 

also autonomy-and what kind of slave is self-governing in any full sense, or t d y  

thriving as an agent'! 

1 should like to point out. here. that deep empathy is importantiy self-limiting in at 

least three ways. One cm cmptithize too little or too much. ûverempathizing with others 

46 Since the ehics of case ma'. lilthou_rh it necd not, deny the whole discourse of rights, my own view is 
distinct from it. The usès of an ribstmct shorthand such as rights are not to be underestimated, in my view, 
and however one might happrn to c m  is certriinly not sufficient against Juggernaut, and need not even be 
deeply empathetic. 



(or oneseif) involves neglecting to empathize with oneseif (or others). Moreover, if 

someone is a wrongdoer, then one may be able to empathize with that person, in a 

momentary or utilitarian fashion. but not deeply empatliize, with that agent's wrong@ 

perspective, insofar as it is mistaken. One can thereby understand, to some extent, what 

the other is about. But an ethic of deep empathy forbids one from deeply adopting, for any 

long tem, another's cailous view of othen (at least insofar as it is hardened). Empathizing 

too much with such persons cm lead one to regard vile outlooks altogether too Iightly, or to 

be too ail-accepting or lax. or even to joke about what is truiy evil as though it were merely 

'*hinny" or quirky. One cannot nghtly assume the point of view of an oppressor without 

abandoning morality itself, or contradicting one's ideal. Such views are not merely 

different. but. it would seem, wrong to foliow. 1 believe that one c m  be too soft, 

credence-giving, "understanding." or conciliatory, as Chamberlain was with Hitler during 

the latter's nse to power. Paradoxically, on ethicai empathism, not empathizing in certain 

ways can be as important as empathizing itself, and. in fact, aiso stems fiom a steadfast 

cornmitment to deep empathy. 

There is a third aspect to the self-limiting character of deep empathy. One can try to 

achieve empathy more or less empathetically. It is not empathetic carelessly to f o m  

baseless notions of what others are going through. It is more empathetic to carefully, yet 

discretely, investigate in order to discover what, at least approximately, is presenting itself 

on the other's point of view. in genenl, 1 think that if "emotiond intelligence" can be 

measured, then so can "empathetic intelligence," or one's power to engage in deep 

e m ~ a t h y . ~ ~  

" Some measures for this. which of course must be approximûted, might include: (1) ability to imagine 
other points of view; (2) ability to feel and to understand ranges of feeling; (3) ability to convey to others 
what oneself and others undergo; (4) wide-ranging experiences which help one relate to others' situations; 
(5) perceptiveness in noticing others' situations; (6) reasonableness in inferring other points of view from 
available indications; (7) balance in identifying with oneself and others in the given context; (8) not beùig 
compulsiveIy or uncriticaily empathetic with oppressors; (9) not imposing one's own ideas, stereotypes, 
etc., on other points of view; ( 10) not thinking that one is "automatically empathetic;" (1 1) k i n g  aware of 
oneself in relation to others, and how this inlluences one's perceptions, thus trying to avoid distortions in 
understanding the other as apart from oneself; (12) not Iimiting or compartmentaIiu'ng one's empathy by 
excluding it from the realms of poIitics, law, economics, art, science, culture, etc.; (13) not viewing 
moraiity as entirely abstract; ( 1  4) avoiding "turning away," or refusing to have empathetic regard, including 
when another is different in a way that one might consider "inferior;" and (15) not only holding to empathy 
intellectually, but also in practice. 



It should also be considered that conscious beings do have an objective aspect, in 

the form of their bodies, which seems to amount to objects existing, in a crudely conceived 

sense, apart frorn any subjectivity. It is sometimes usefd to focus more on a conscious 

king in his or her objective dimensions, such as in combat, surgery, or perhaps even in 

the admiration of physical beauty (although these intemKine profoundiy with ernpathetic 

appreciation as well-1 have no wish to oveaimpliQ matters). Bodies, in some sense, are 

extensions of our subjectively govemed agency (i.e., they are govemed by our consciously 

made decisions, to some extent, and anything of a conscious nature is subjective, according 

to my eariier definition). But the connection cm fail, as in, recall, Hume's famous example 

of a person w i h g  an arm to move and nothing happens? His exmple might even be 

redistic, if a surgeon somehow severs nerves that are required for movernent, or an 

accident results in sufficient damage for this effect to occur, etc. The subjective also relates 

to the objective in rhat our values supervene upon the objective world. and identifying with 

another with a view to his or her p o d  also involves seeing various objective things in the 

world as good or bad in relation to that being, to the best of one's knowledge. There is no 

substitute for an empathetic understanding of values, but let it be conceded that values can 

be perceived irom an "outside" or objective perspective by conceptual models, such as üsts 

of goods pertaining to kinds of subjects. However, the moment the reality of individual 

points of view are disrespected. in that moment, any pretence to mord adequacy is left 

behind. A mere and, indeed, superficidiy directed change of perspective can never 

eliminate the challenge of, and need for, deep empathy. 

But while one may weii wish to empathize for ethicai pulposes, respect for the 

autonomy of others means granting them the privacy they ofien seek, and may initidy, at 

least, be presumed to want. So one would not be keen to know absolutely everythmg there 

is to how about another's world view, in a prying sort of way, Like a "coiiector" of other 

world views. One is not trying to colonize others' consciousness, self-abnegate, slavishly 

imitate, nor vicariously to Live others' tives, amongst other possible aberrations. 

David Hume, "An Inquiry Conceming Human Understanding," in On David H m  on Htunan Nature Md 
the Understanding, ed. Antony FIew (New York: Macmillan Pubiishing Company, I962), pp. 79-83. 



We cm see that Kant's idea, that the ody unconditionally good thing is a good 

is a iimited conception, in a sense, since Juggemaut is an embodiment of a certain 

kind of good wik which is accompanied by an overly objective viewpoint. Maximinng 

good can result in perfectionistic. oppressive outcornes. Pursuing unconditional good will, 

or w i h g  maximal good, is very distinct nom deep empathy. It may be an imposition on 

someone's autonomy to require that they always maximize goodness, since so far, a.N 1 

have k e n  able to jus- as being morally imtionai-thanks to a rejection of the classist 

fdacy-is king oppres~ive.'~ It is a far cry from requinng fieedorn fiom oppression to 

demand that good ought to be maximized. Thus, the view from deep empathy seeks to 

leave much room for individual choices, but also for supererogation. 

Indeed, a cntic cm go even M e r  than Hume's "is" does not entail "ought" 

principle. This principle recognizes a separation between the ~ a l m  of fact, and that of 

value (or broadly conceived, the mord redm, which inciudes n o m ,  oughts, etc.). One 

could even doubt. within this "moral realrn," whether just because something is good 

entails that one ought to promote it, although we have already seen that oppression ought to 

be avoided (if we accept diat one ought to do what is rationai, and reject arbitmy 

impositions of h m  as oppressive). 

It foiiows ihat the meaning of rights to welfare and autonomy, on an anti- 

oppression ethic, amounts to protecting conscious beings against h m  to their weli-king 

or autonorny, and 1 interpret this to mean harming by depriving of good, as well, on the 

reasoning that it is Iess than empathetic to be unconcerned with harms that are depnvations. 

What constitutes a "deprivation" may allow some flexibility and attention to context, so that 

one wodd not feel "deprived" of whatever thing, in the given context, constitutes a 

fiivolity, although, of course, senous hanns cannot be omitted from consideration. One is 

* Immanuel Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphyric of Morals, trans. H. J. Paton (New York Harper Br 
Row, PubIishers, 1956). p. 6 1. Itulics rernoved/rom the original tes.  

Moreover, if good wiIl is to be maintruned dways, then unconditional good wiIl implies a rejection of 
conditional good will, such as might be found in reciprocd relationships. in  doing one's duty, perhaps 
unconditional good will is cailed for-one must do it, and that is ail, However, in elective associations 
such as friendships, king  compulsively unconditionaily benevolent, even if it is not retumed, c m  be a 
recipe for exploitation. in practice, empathisrn requins seIf-identifTcarion, and hence seIf-respect, and would 
therefore value a &end's reciprocaùng with respect as weiL Of course, it wodd not be reasonable to expect 
such respect from those who rire not moral agents, but that is another matter. 



fiee to promote extra good, beyond anti-oppression (with its concem for basic welfare and 

moral autonomy), of course, but on this view. one is no more obliged to pursue 

superfiuous. unnecessary goods for others than one is for oneself. For example, while it 

may help to maxirnize goodness to run out and buy candy for ail of the children on one's 

block and hand-deliver them with a new Song and dance every week (1 wodd not know 

how to assess the maximum of goodness, so 1 am guessing here), it is not one's moral 

duty to do so, on this anti-oppression account, on which the reaüy morally necessary thing 

is to avoid and to prevent arbitrary harming, whether because of arbitrary discrimination, or 

as a part of indiscriminate behaviours. One might choose to treat children this way for fun. 

however. Not being given goods does not always mean that one is oppressed. for their 

absence does not always entail the hum of deprivation, at least for moral purposes. Such 

promotions of good are truly beyond the caü of duty, indulgent. or generous, generathg 

additional good beyond that which anti-oppression rationally requires. 

Still. we do not empathize only with the needs of beings, and not with their wishes. 

It is hue that what one freely chooscs is not a duty to choose. Therefore, it is a kind of 

category mistake to ask what panicular usage of irreducible freedom of choice is a "duty" to 

pursue in any given life. Freedom cannot be elirninated by morality. It is unempathetic, 

however, to regard someone as a mere mems to satisS, needs, even if a given king's 

needs have aiready been met. In identifiing with another. we also identifj with their free 

choices. This is contingent on what choices they actuaily make, but is irreducibly part of 

empathizing with other points of view. Hence, deep empathy promotes a strong regard for 

both needs and freedom, with the practical recognition that needs support freedom, and 

freedom lends meaning to the satisfaction of needs. hbalanced extremes on either side are 

to be rejected: fnvolity on the one hand, and brutal survivalisrn on the other. A 

"necessitarian" view. stressing only needs, might even form a very spare interpretation of 

"needs," in order to push for what is most needed on such a bleak view (which is the 

opposite of another excessive view: Libeninism). This matches the moral expenence of 

most people, who do not obsess about satisQing needs alone. We do not constantiy 

contemplate duties, but also pursue our own &e ways, and help to cultivate those of 



others. Nor do we feel inadequate in this, and rightly so. People are generdy comfortable 

with their own and others' freedom, quite apart from needs, and that is a good thing. 

There is a "need," after all, to empathize with fiee agency on the ethics of deep ernpathy, 

although this need is not the same as any generaiiy stateable need of any particular being. 

At the same tirne, it is not acceptable simply to neglect general needs, and a pursuit of 

freedom must be harmonized with fuily taking seriously the unmet needs of this world. 

In genenl. a "good will" also implies a predisposition to act, whereas it is 

sometimes respectful to other-identiQ when one cannot, or at least should not, do much of 

anything, at least objectively. For example, one may not be able to help the incurably ill, 

but deep empathy with them can be deeply respectfd, so that they might not feel that they 

are alone, or that they are going through their travails d l  by themselves. An objectivist 

with "good will," above d l ,  might move on if he or she can do nothing objectively to assist 

such a person's self-govemance or welfare-an unintended kind of "fair-weather 

fnendship." Perhaps it is a part of one's well-being to be identified with, however, this is 

not a conventiona! view with which 1 am acquainted. It seems as if deep empathy, with a 

person whom one cannot assist objectively, is more iike a form of well-wishing than good 

WU, except insofar as one wills the imaginative leap to empathize with the other-which 

can be very good indeed. The empathy itself goes well beyond mere well-wishing, 

anyway, and that is why it is so very much valued. This empathizing, then, involves a 

kind of caring about the other, as the ethic of cue would have it, but there are good and bad 

kinds of caring, and the latter ethic does not adequately account for these. Nazis care to 

wipe out Iews fiom the face of the Earth. The deep empathy view gives caring a positive 

form, since caring, by itself, is inchoate, and possibly even amoral or Unmoral. 

What about those seerning nemeses of good wiil: indifference and malevolence, or 

ili will? Inciifference is perfectly acceptable in the realm of genuine fieedom, beyond 

oppression, where one may well be indifferent to (which does not mean "tuIcaring,*' here) 

various, legitimate options that one c m  choose-or not-without k ing  required te do 

anything in the matter. Complete indifference to good once oppression is obviated in the 

given context, is more like an instance of the pathology of anhedonia, such as that which is 



caused by some extreme depressions. Inciifference to oppression is another matter, and is 

irrational, in a negative sense, on the anti-oppression argument Malevolence, of course. is 

out of the question, morally, as it is never apt to be disposed to arbitrary Uiflictions of 

h m .  At most, malevolence which naturdy arises is to be empatheticaily accepted purely 

in a matter-of-fact son of way, only to be redirected, transformed, or opposed. 

Now for the frequent cornparison between ethical respect, on the one hand, and 

"love," "fnendship," or "fellowship," on the other hand. In ethics, one often hem of 

agape. or Christian love, or love for one's fellow man or humans, which is often meant to 

mean moral respect that is only analogized with love. Deep empathy with others need 

neither be nor involve any of these forrns of personal relations, and such relationships 

constitute only very imperfect me taphors for ethical identification with others. In deep 

empathy, there need be no affection. w a m  feelings, and so forth (although there rnight 

well be, especially in the case of intimates), but only a sense of another's worid view with 

a view to his or her good. It is true that, in loving relationships, ideally one ought to 

identiS, with the other with a view to their good, but love often extends to what is best for 

the beloved, which may well-on this analysis-go beyond moral duty, since it is a freely 

chosen lavishing of affections, or kind gestures. Deep empathy need not be as persona1 as 

love by any means, and usuaily is not at dl ,  insofar as respecting the nghts of conscious 

beings is a reflection of empathizing with ail such beings in generai, or as a nile. 

Sirnilarly, a slogan in the animal rights movement is, "Animais are my fnends, and 

I don't eat my Fnends." One sees this sentiment on the occasional tee-shirt." People 

sometimes (sometimes annoyingly, perhaps) say "my friend" to absolute strangers, a 

gesture which is meant to convey a sort of well-meaning attitude towards the other. Again, 

there are some discemible commonalities, but the same persona1 dimension is not always 

common, and if one seeks it in moral relations, one will ofien be disappointed. Indeed, 

identifyiog with another often involves realizing that the other does not identlfy with 

oneself, and may even actively, or malignantiy, differentiate himself or henelf h m  one's 

own self, and this is hardly the stuff of fnendly relations. 

"This aphocism is atmbuted to George Bernard Shaw, who rnight cenainly have agreed with the sentiment, 
however, 1 have yet to find the litenry source for the slogan. 



Even acquaintanceship is not always iike deep identification. since genenc rights 

often make ailowance for those completely unknown to oneself. One who deeply identifies 

is richer in love, friendship, and acquaintanceship than others, perhaps. But such personal 

or quasi-personal relationships do not exhaust the possibilities of deep identification. This 

is so, even though the possibilities of acquainting oneself with others are vast, especidy if 

one considers reading a biography, or the like, to be an admittedly very fallible form of 

acquainting oneself with another (although obviously not vice versa). Perhaps we are most 

effective to concentrate on helping those whom we know best how to help, but that is not 

the lirnit of what monlity requires of us. Some beings hardly, if at d l ,  have the benefit of a 

caring circle around them, and need assistance from mord agents "out there," beyond even 

their circle of acquaintance. Still, in resisting oppressive incursions against weli-king 

generally, hopefully some of the same warmth of spirit that is found in fnendship, for 

example, will dso make itself felt more generally. 

2.13 1 Objectivism: Some Destructive Aspects 1 
Conceiving of othen as objects, or else as constellations of objects, has its perils. People 

only too often conceive of others in abstractly objectifying t e m  such as stereotypes, 

insulting labels, caricatures, mere images, or objects of ridicule, thus diminishing the N1 

reality of the other. Objectivism, since it is not "dive" to other points of view, tends to 

cultivate an ego-bias by default, since one naturaily tends to consider one's own point of 

view, and this tendency would inevitably Iead an objectivist unfairly to discount the 

viewpoints of others. Why would one take other points of view seriously if one does not 

make any senous attempt to undentand or even to recognize them? Still, let it be said that 

objectivists often have very sophisticated understandings of others as psychophysicai 

objects, with occasional glimmerings of others' points of view. and are capable of t d y  

unselfish acts and moral feats, both great and smail. 

On an objectivist view, there naturaiiy arises a kind of competitiveness. In failing 

to i d e n w  with othen, and having a corresponding sense of contrastive differentiation 

fiom those others, it is natural enough, in pmuing the good, to ask which is the superior 



object, or which possesses the most value. Hierarchicaiism is a natural concomitant. For 

example, in professional athletics, or beauty contests. objective supremacy is, itself, a 

supreme consideration. So it is, too. with inteilectud contests, which involve objective 

manifestations of intellect (i.e., they cm be examined from an "outside" perspective, and 

become realities independent of any subject). A d o m h e e ~ g  attitude presupposes 

objectivisrn, because it seeks control over another as object (perhaps even self-control over 

one's own self, objectified, or a part of one's self that one isolates as "separate," and views 

from the "outside perspective"). However, if one fully identifies with a conscious being, 

domination is not possible (except, maybe, when acting in self-defence), as there is no 

sense of an utteriy differentiated other to dominate, although there are others. For if one 

identifies equaiiy with others. at least in principle, then one is, in theory, equally "With" 

them. not over against them. as a dominator would be. One is less likely, in this same 

sense, to see another as an "opponent" if one identifies with him or her. 

2.14 What Might Cause a Failure to Identify with Others? 1 
1s deep empathy a natunl capacity? Perhaps for many or most of us, it is. Regardless, one 

might be unwilling or unable to identify with others for a varîety of reasons. 1 have argued 

that a complete unwillingness for deep empathy is rnoraiiy wrong, at least on the part of a 

moral agent. whereas a complete inability might indicate a psychopathie personaüty. 

Understanding what might impede moral agency is crucial to ethics, and to opposing 

oppression generally, and so the following speculation is offered, with a view to M e r  

research. Some of the imponant factors which interfere with deep empathy, and which 

follow from the preceding analysis. include: 

The naturai, default perspective is objective, since most people do not automaticaily use 

their imaginations in order to seek to deeply empathize with othea. People can remain 

in this "'default mode" for a very long tirne, even iifelong, unless there is some 

intervening factor. So a natural tendency towards illusion conceming other points of 

view is often in play. It is easy io Live as if these viewpoints do not exist, if they are 



absent from one's awareness, which, instead, might be fded with more superficial 

perceptions and impressions. 

One cm control objects with a view to one's own benefit, whereas one cannot directly 

control another subjectivity (although one rnay be able to exert some influence), and 

people often enjoy controlling things, perhaps out of fear for their own (or othen') 

security, among other reasons. Hence the objective aspects of others might be focused 

upon, at the expense of subjective dimensions. 

Having the experience of being objectively graded can also hinder, or even destroy, 

identification with others. since one thereby lems  to do the same to them. 

One also might be oppressive in various gross, or else scarcely detectable, ways, and 

the resultant lack of respect might well hinder identification with the oppressed party. 

One's "respect" might be based on measuring others against certain value standards. 

(One rnay aiso overly objectiw values, themselves, in a culture that rnay objectiQ 

vimiaily anything. and only grants reaiity to what has objective reality.) One thus ends 

up, perhaps, vaiuing traits. not individuals as such. a form of "respect" that is not 

adequately based in reality. 

Another k ing  might be oppressive, so one might fmd it hard to have any pro-attitude 

towards that other. But one should not oppress oppressors either, if one is to avoid the 

classist fallacy, since being an oppressor is just a difference, albeit an offensive one. 

Although it is not a moraily neutral difference, that does not give moral agents carte 

blanche to treat oppressors in any manner whatsoever. The only justification for 

hamiing, on an anti-oppression ethic, 1 submit, is anti-oppression itselE i.e., that harm 

which, as a last recourse, is absolutely necessary to counteract oppressive h m .  

Vanity rnay lead to contempt for others, and hence objectification, as can envy, feeling 

betrayed, angry, fearful, distnisting, or other f o m  of negative affect which rnay impel 

one radicaily to differentiate oneself from another. 

"Objective," as 1 have rilready implied, has k e n  sorely confused with "legitimate" in 

our culture, and "merely subjective" is a key phrase which often prefaces a dismissai. 

So bbsubjectively" identifjhg with another rnay seem to lack aU legitimacy, even though 



it is uniquely crucial for having a sense of the reality of other points of view. 

Moreover, paying attention to objective cues is also crucial for successful deep 

empathy, so the latter is not altogether lacking in objectivity, while, also, not restricted 

to the objective domain. Distrust of the "merely subjective" seerns to pertain to ethics 

that is invented, i.e., essentially arbitrary, but the view advocated here stands in 

contrast to any such conception. 

Science often makes the tacit or explicit assurnption that aii of reality is matenal, Le., 

objective, and this supposedly helps to explain things "parsimoniously," since material 

things and energies would then be the medium or media (depending on how you 

conceive of the supposed equivalence of matter and energy) of aiI causality. But if 

subjects are not objects, then perhaps the former do not exist, as elimhativists 

sometimes state. and so what would there ever be to identiQ with? This irnpoverished 

sort of matenalisrn occurs in detimce of our own subjectivity. and our practical 

requirement to concede the "practical redity" of our subjectivity. but this view stili 

influences many judgments which occur in our contemporary times. 

Subjects themselves are. in principle, unknowable to us, since one cannot even know 

oneseifas a subjrct (rxcept perhaps indirectly, e.g., this subject likes citnis fmits, 

etc.). We cannot view the mental viewer. The rnysteries of the brain only compound 

the problem. Although the brain is key. one cm still oniy problematically know a 

subject, in the capacity of being one, and one cm only try to know another subject in 

the capacity of inquinng what it is to be like that other. This Iack of knowledge may 

lead to unwarranted, outright dismissal, as if mystery = unreaiity, a most dubious 

principle which. if correct, should bnng a11 genuine inquiries to a full stop. 

Guessing another's subjectivity cm be wildly wrong, so people may not even try. But 

again, it is better to try. and at l em ernpatheticaily to extend consideration for basic 

welfare and autonorny, rather than to fail to be empathetic at di, and thus be guaranteed 

a tembly wrong view of others. 

s Some might fear the spectre of metaphysical dualism here. But my view does not entail 

any radical distinction between mind and body. Since the Link between our min& as 



we experience them and our bodies is unknown to us, we have no credible basis for 

either asserting or denying such a distinction, especially given our poor understanding 

of mind, matter, energy, and their possible interactions. As indicated, deep empathy is 

compatible with even materialistic views. 

Faihg to identifj can be caused by hardships, including abuse, discouragement, 

disease, or mental conditions which might lead one to become selfenclosed, or self- 

absorbed, at times. 

1s it too inconvenient-or perhaps even impossible-to identify with everyone. or 

perhaps even anyone at d l .  since it takes so much work to do an adequate job? This 

defeatism or indolence ought to give way to a more redistic attempt to doing one's 

humble best to grasp reaiity. such as it is. 

People have corne to objectify anirnals in many traditions. since humans often eat them, 

or otherwise utilize their bodies (or mincis, as in entenainment). Historical traditions 

carry on with their own heavy inertia. 

With the growth of large-scale societies, p a t e r  objectification of people becomes 

naniral, in a sense. since with so many people, and huge, only weakly cohesive 

communities. the investment in identifying with another does not correlate with as 

many selfish retums. since one might not meet the next person ever again. This helps 

to explain why larger societies arc: a hierarchical, objectivist far cry from band societies, 

which anthropologists have widely noted to be more egalitarian. 

Then, of course. there are psycho paths. Anthropologist Bonnie ~ e t t e l ' ~  categorically 

indicates that the phenornenon of psychopathy is unknown in very small-scale 

societies, even at the tribal Ievel. If this is tme, or even largely indicative, then it wodd 

seem to folIow that psychopathy is a cultural formation, and objectivism might be part 

of the cultural explanation. Given ail of these factors militating against deep empathy 

for others in our objectivist culture, is it any wonder that there are individuals who, 

perhaps through conditioning, are pronounced by doctors to be "incapable of 

empathy," and hence psychopathic? Psychopathy may be genetic, in part-perhaps 

" This citation draws from a lecture in social and cultural mthropology that Professor Kettel delivered at the 
University of Toronto in 1988. 



those genes normaliy allowing for a part of the brain which facilitates conscience are 

either absent or a b e m t .  In my case. it is practicaliy a commonplace now that 

psychopaths, and abusers generally, have a tendency to abuse anirnals early on, and 

also to objecQ their victirns. The objectivist tendencies towards (1) egotism, (2) 

contempt for inferiors. if one grades others as mere objects (perhaps fueled by 

misogynist or other oppressive notions. which c m  easily arise from arbitrarily king 

wiliing to hann those who are "objectively" different in ways that one dislikes), (3) 

social dienation, which occurs easily enough, given the abusive egotism engendered by 

a thoroughgoing objectivist perspective, and above d l ,  (4) a failure to identify with 

other points of view. c m  understandably lend themselves to the malignancy of 

psychopathy. Juggernüut is fantastically more altniistic than psychopathy, although it 

still tends to objecti. mental livrs: psychopathy merely takes this tendency to an 

extreme. Dr. Robert Hare. a psychologist at the University of British Columbia, 

developed the Psychopathy Checklist, which is becoming standardly used, both 

clinically and in resrarch. He notes that psychopaths have an "apparent indifference to, 

or inability to understand. the feelings, expectations, or pain of othen," and dso ad& 

that such people often display "a pattern of hurting or killing animals ..."73 Thus, the 

failure of empathy nced know nothing of species boundaries. Psychopaths wili also 

not be swayed by rmpathetically based arguments, but it should not be supposed, 

therefore, that they hold a superior viewpoint, are "above" morality, or that we need to 

"convince" thern. Rather. the psychopath is developmentally chaiienged, and deficient 

in a capacity which enables moral agency and understanding at ali. 

However, we can be grateful that there are also factors that cm lead one in the opposite 

direction. 

'1 Dr. Robert D. Hare. Witltoitr Conscience: the Disrurbing Worfd of Psychopaths Among Us (New York: 
Pocket Books, 1993). p. 158. 



2.15 1 What Might Provide an Impetus to Identify with Others? 
People often readily identiS, with babies, perhaps panially because, on the basis of the 

andysis in 2.13, one does not need to objectify an infant in order effectively to control him 

or her. Infants hardly constitute a threat (and are, in many ways, appealing). There are 

many other factors that would not merely disinhibit, but also actively spark, a kind of deep 

empathy with others: 

One might identiQ with othrrs out of love, friendship, camaraderie, or common cause, 

and thus establish s bond. 

Having a cornpanion animal and gaining a sense of the other's imer Me. 

Philosophical re flection. 

Religious cultivation. 

Spiritual ecstasy of the s o n  that Schweitzer reponed can lead to deep empathy. 

Certain kinds of meditation c m  irüd one to contemplate what it is iike to be another. 

Reciprocity: if anorhrr identifies with oneself, one rnight see fit to r e m  the favour. 

Others may "obviously" manifest as subjects, by reporting what they feel. think, etc., 

which identifies them as bring more than just waiking objects. Dramatically, othels 

might present with extreme pain, or even irnpending death, which makes al1 too clear 

the imminent loss of subjcctivity before any bodily demise. 

One might undergo significant suffenng, and this might make one more sensitive to the 

suffering of others, and prompt one to be more considerate in order to avoid it. One 

cm l e m  to be gentler from having suffered under oppression, but only if one learns to 

ident@ with others. Unfortunately, one can also leam to be more hmh from being 

subject to oppressive forces. if one becornes angry, defiant, self-defensive, and so 

oppressively objectiQing as a possible resuit. Still, it often takes suffering to impel one 

to activate againsr suffering 

2.16 1 Empathy in Ethical Theory 
Iuggemaut itself, we have seen. is not beyond caring, as 

the so-cded "ethic of care" view, or nther set of views. 

one can glean frorn its response to 

1 thiok that a Juggernautian view 



would even agree that the development of empathy is key for moral development. 

However, Juggemaut would hxdly  stress a constant or unconditional need for empathy, 

even in principle, by the upholding of welfare and autonomy rights, that are consistent with 

a deeply empathetic view. 

Pluhar, in her excellent book. considers empathy to be a part of normal moral 

development, and aberrations such as psychopaths are depicted as abnormal?' This, in 

itself, is a relatively common view. However, in her Gewirthian account of morality, 

inferring rights from an ribstnict mode1 of agency, empathy does not obviously play a part 

in the actual justifcation of her cthic. She writes that "although one can make a purely 

logical case for the respect of othsrs' rights claims, logic alone is ofien not psychologicaily 

~orn~e l l ing ."~~ Empathy. then. becornes almost an afterthought, or at least a background 

consideration, something which may be useful for moral motivation. It is not seen as 

something that is essential to mord dzeorizing, or at least it is not stressed as such (let it be 

assurned here that one must bt. normally morally developed in order to theorize in ethics in 

an altogether credible hshion 1. Shr dcvotes part of a page to the problem of empathy, 

presenting the cornmonsense insight alreüdy cited. But she daims to develop a case for 

morality on the b a i s  of rrason done, w hich seems to preclude an important role for 

imaginative empathizing . 

Part of Singer's justification for his sentientism is a quick consideration of the fact 

that one cannot empathize with (i stone. or assume its point of view: 

... the inclusion of certain briings [in the compass of moral standing] turns out to be 
meaningtess .... For brsvity. 1 shall use the term 'sentient being' to refer to a king that has 
feelings, such as the ability to k e l  pain. Rocks are not sentient beings. Hence they cannot 
prefer one action to anothsr. We cannot h m  them and we cannot benefit them. However 
much time we spcnd during our rthical deliberation in imagining what it would be like 
from the rock's point of view. wr  will grt nowhere. Rocks do not have a point of view. 
Therefore they cannot br included in the ethical sphere in a way that makes the slightest 
difference to our ethical decisions." 

74 Eveiyn B. Pluhar, Beyonci Prejuïlic~: The Moral Significcutce of Human and Nonhuman Aninr.uk 
(Durham: Duke University Press- 1995). pp. 264-65, 
'' fbid., p. 17 1. 

Peter Singer, 'The Concept of Mord Standing," in Ethics in Hard TNnes, eds. Caplan, Acihur L.. and 
Callahan, Danie1 (New York: Plenum Press, I981), p. 33. 



So therefore, he asserts. one ought to consider sentience to be a sensible boundary of moral 

standing. Empathy, then, motivates his concem for suffering, and adrnirably so. But 

empathy is no more suessed aftrr that. The logic of his view succurnbs to Juggemaut, as a 

result. Indeed, he aiso daims thüt his view can be justified by reason alone, whereas the 

act of empathy is stressrd as nothing short of indispensable in this present work. 

Regan's notion of a srhject of a life. a king with a biography, suggests empathy 

with subjects. But in P x t .  he dismisses al1 attempts to allow ethical theory to make 

reference to mental States. He tells us: "How one feels about the suffering one causes an 

animal is logicaiiy distinct from wheiher it is wrong to make the animal suffer. 9 9 7 7  ms 

point, 1 think, is correcr. only it is crucial to be able to feel, and value, and believe as a 

result of imaginatively ident ifying with others in order to understand w hat is nght or 

wrong, independently of howrvcr one happens to feel personally. Whereas he does give 

an argument. based in imagination. for knowing another point of view." it is unfortunate 

that this plays no rolr in his theon> of animal rights for the reason already cited. 

Thomas Nagrl weks to '+juxtapose the intemal and extemal or subjective and 

objective views at full strength.""' which, at fxst, mimight sound promising from an 

empathist point of vira,. Thus. Iiis virw (which was not previously discussed) ments a 

more detailed account. He indicatrs that "there are things about the world and life and 

ourseives that cannot br ridrq~iiitely understood from a maximaiiy objective standpoint, 

[because a] .... great drül is rissenrially connected to a particular point of view, or type of 

point of ~iew. ' ' '~ We soon lem that he tries to place ethics within the r eah  of objectivity: 

T h e  standpoint of morality is more objective than that of private life, but less objective 

than the standpoint of physics."" The greater objectivity, as compared to physics, stem 

from the values and othrr psychologicd phenomena that are associated with ethics?' 

Ethical empathism aiscl refrrs to objective good, and also to objective facts. 

TI Regan. The Case for A~rirrrul Rigltrs. p. 198. " Ibid., p. 64. 
74 Thomas Nagel, The Vim-/Ton1 Nu\r-kre (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). p. 4. 

Ibid., D. 7. 
" LM., i>. S. 

Ibid., p. 7. 



However, let there be no mistake about the ovemding role of objectivity h Nagel's 

ethics: "Objectivity is the drîving force of ethics as it is of science: it enables us to develop 

new motives when we occupy ri standpoint detached from that of our p w l y  personal 

desires and interes K.... blordity gives systematic forrn to the objective ~il l ." '~ So an 

objectivist view of othsrs is upheld. and acting for others need not stem fkom motives 

associated with identifjing with others rmpathetically. Social pressure, or a desire to 

conform to an abstract cthic chat one holds, might fil any motivational vacuum here. Deep 

empathy, on Nagel's acçount. must be Far from essential, since his theory inshucts us to 

abstract from points of view. rrithrr thlin, in any sense, to identiw with them. He calis 

"transcendence of one 's own point of view in action ... the rnost important creative force in 

ethi~s."~" Empüthism. by contrist. advocates self-identification, and also. using one's 

point of view as a vehicle in order to understand those of others. 

Nagel believes that we arc not solipsists, and this, in effect, enables us to view 

ourselves and our çircumsirinces imprrs~nally.~~ Yet king able to be impersonal is no 

reason for ignoring ernpathist $rounds for attention to other points of view by seeking to 

identiw with them. in order to acquire a more adequate sense of their reality. Let us note, 

too, that Juggernaut is alw nonsolipsistic. and generdly impersonal, in outlook. 

Evidently, Nagel maintains lui s..rçrssive adherence to objectivity out of a confusion 

between objectivism anci retdisni: "Objectivity is the central problem of ethics. Not just in 

theory, but in life. The probleni is to decide in what way, if at ail. the idea of objectivity 

can be applied to practical questions. questions of what to do or want. To what extent can 

they be dealt with from ü detachcd point of view toward ourselves and the ~ o r l d ? " ~  

It seerns that this version of the fundamentai question of ethics is, therefore, 

hindamentaliy prejudicrd tigainst the theory of ethicai empathism, which 1 have just 

defended: 

Anyone may of course make tlie ends of another peaon his own, but that is a different 
matter [from detmnining objective values]: a matter o f  personal sympathy rather than of 

" Ibid., p. 8 .  
RJ Ibid. " Ibid., p. 20. 
"616id., p. 138. 



objective acknowledgment. So long as 1 inily occupy the objective standpoint, 1 can 
recognize the value of one of rhese optional ends only vicariously, through the perspective 
of the peaon who has chosen it, and not in its own ~ i ~ h t . ~ '  

Of course, an empathist will not automaticdy adopt others* ends either: it depends on the 

autonomous choice of the empathizer. whether or not the other would be h m e d  if hisher 

ends are (not) respected, and whether or not some other(s) might be haxmed by (not) 

M i g  those ends, as well. Nthough his notion that aitruism "itself depends on a 

recognition of the rriility oi othrr persons. anci on the equivaienr capaciry to regard oneseif 

as merely one individual among rnany,"'8 and empathism agrees with this maxim, bis 

conception of objective regard for others is significantiy dinerent. 

He speaks of the "objective badness" of pain, that is, "the fact that there is reason 

for anyone capable of viewing the world objectively to want it to stopwg9 Ethical 

ernpathism, of course, extends a mord consideration of pain to nonhuman animais as weU. 

Nagel, for lùs part. would not obviously apply h is  theory to nonhuman animals, in a way 

that correspondingly risks running afoul of the classist faiiacy. and so, may quai@ his 

ethics as speciesist: "...the shapc of a moral theory depends on the interplay of forces in the 

psychic economy of complcx rational beings."90 This bald statement, which requires a 

justification (if any is to be had), receives none in Nagel's texts, which also 

unquestioningly refer solely to "basic human goods, such as hedth and ~urvival."~' We 

might equally identiQ life and welfare as goods that are relevant to nonhuman animals. 

Martin Buber, in his I and Thou. appears to explore the idea of not treating others 

as mere objects of experience, or as "Its." Rather, we should treat others as 'Thous" with 

some sense of rnutuality." To be candid, while 1 think that he rnay vaguely d u d e  to some 

of the insights that 1 develop here, his style is so noto~ously obscure that it is hard to h o w  

exactiy what he is saying, even after multiple re-readings. Moreover, since he writes in the 

" Ibid.. p. 168. 
* Nagel, The Possibiliiy of Altniisnr (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970). p. 3. 
@ Nagel. nie V i e w f i m  Nowhere, p. 14-1. 
" Ibid.. p. 164. Would the objective aspect of his ethical theory s e t  animal pain to be bad in itseif? 
Perhaps, however, the passage cited in this note does not readily [end itself to this interpretation. If the 
shape of a moral theory is delineated by the psyches of complex ntiond beings, then presumably, objective 
considentlions (e-g., penaininp to nonhumm animal pain) which fa11 outside of that scope are rnorally 
imlevant. '' Ibid.. p. 165. 
92 Cf. Martin Buber, 1 and Thou. 2nd ed.. tram. Ronald Gregor Smith (New York: Macmillan Publishing 
Company, 1958). 



tradition of humanism, there would appear to be insufficient clarity on his own part to see 

the implications of deeply identQing with nonhuman animds. Such lack of clarity extends 

to much of the whole eùiics literature, however, insofar as there is a certain schizoid 

tendency. On the one hand, empathy is viewed as essential to mord psychology, but on 

the other hand, when it cornes to moral thinking (inciuding the generation of moral 

theones), which is presumably an important function of mord psychology, empathy is 

somehow left out of account. Agreement occurs at different levels, however. 1 can wholly 

identifj with ethicists insofat as they would abolish oppression. Going down deeper, to 

the level of justification for such a position, however, disagreements begin to appear. In a 

way, however, this can positively be seen as differing as to why we agree with anti- 

oppression, while actually agrering on such a position in our minds, hearts, and practice. 

Here we have the beginnings of a coherent ethical view. based in deep empathy, which we 

may cal1 ''ethical empathism." The idea of taking the point of view of another, or rather 

trying to do so, is not "radical." Nor is it Far-fetched to suppose that others' points of view 

are to be treated as real (at Ieast for practicai purposes), and are not objects that can be 

viewed from the outside, existing independently of subjectivity (again, at least as a 

"pncticai reality"). Nor is it an outlandish pnnciple that we ought to try to be aware of 

realities, especiaily important ones. Nor is it any more controversial to assert that, at least 

in ethics, we ought to operate with a view to what is good. Some might fmd the 

implications of this non-radical ethic to be radical, but perhaps that is just a reflection of the 

radically wrong way in which our civilization has developed, in some respects-together 

with its set ways of social conditioning dong objectivist h e s .  Although it is not absolutely 

necessary to mention this. 1 think it is worth noting that many of these ideas cohere with 

common sense, whereas the idea that objective values as "free-floahg" abstractions (as 

opposed to values being supervenient upon, and in that sense immanent in, particdar 



thiogs that we may recognize as valuable) does notP3 nor does the extreme reductionist idea 

that we are purely material. so that points of view do not really exist (accordhg to the 

ehinitivist). Still. the objectivist view closely mimors our current scientific methoci, 

which strongly tends to embrace materialistic reductionism, and is often regarded with 

prestige, although for ethical theory, perhaps it is only worthy of disavowal, if the 

arguments contained in this chapter are sound. 

Ethical philosophy. although it is supposed to be inherently "practicai," is often 

detached from everyday life and its concerns, even in normative inquiries, not least of ail  

because the objectivism which ethics so ofien uncnticdiy presupposes is both detached and 

distorthg . Yet mord theory O ften encompasses everyday concems. and comrnonly 

contributes to determining policies in hospitals, municipalities, churches, temples, 

legislatures, police stations, schools. private iives, and so forth. The promise of a 

paradigm shift away from objrctivism gives hope for positively changing individuais, even 

as their views would change. I t  is the argument of this study that if one fails adequately to 

deeply identify with not only human but also nonhuman animais, then one fails to develop 

an adequate sense of reality. moral and othenvise. One c m  only deny that oppression is 

bad from a neutral, objectivist. philosophicdy disengaged standpoint, and this, itself, is 

oppressive, since it conduces to oppression itself, partly through not even M y  

acknowledging it. There is no license to h m  others in a state of avoidable ignorance, but 

only a need to leam. 

If one truly does value identifying with animals, based on my experience of striving 

for this, then it is not morally possible to act against the welfare or autonomy of these 

beings unless, perhaps, there is an ovenvhelming reason to do so (which would have to be 

extremely rare, based upon my own experience). 1 do speak from experience here. For in 

answering Juggemaut, pressed to the wail by its relentless logic, or appearaace of same, I 

faced some moments of deep and gnuine bewilderment. 1 had to plumb the depths of my 

own Me and ask myself why 1 really hold that it is wrong to mat  animais in ways that are 

* This wouid seem to be a nod in the direction of a more Aristotelian notion of values, rooted in 
parriculars, and a recognition that Plritonic, otherworldly vatues are something that most people would fmd 
to be diffxcult to accept. However, 1 have aiready suggested how my theory can be reconciled with a 
Platonic metaphysics- 



inconsistent with animal liberation. The articulation of that rationale, in general t e m ,  

rnakes me an "ethical empathist." But whatever I am to be labeled, 1 identify with animals 

as a function of my being, or who 1 am. This is tme of many animal liberationists, 

whatever their philosophicai rationales-if, indeed, any are professed at d. Whether or 

not 1 can find a philosophical rationale for this way of Life and mode of awareness is purely 

a contingent matter, extemal to my own chancter and sympathies. even, perhaps, to my 

own philosophy. 1 at least offer a case for ethical empathism, although the importance of 

remaining vigilant. and being open to dialogue, is crucial. Along with Regan, I feel 

obliged to say that if 1 have not bund an adequate thcory of animal liberation, then 1 will 

have to look elsewhere." in the meantirne, perhaps for a lifetirne, 1 find myself cornpelled 

by reasoning, imagination. feelings, and other subjective states which are part of an 

empathetic response to rrality. 

2.18 Beyond the Golden Rule 1 1 the Platinum Princi~le 
It is said that gold never tmishes. This may be me. but one of the moral cornentones of 

our own-and numerous orher-civilizations is a pnnciple known as "the Golden Rule." 

This "rule" actually has different formulations, none of which have satisfied rnany moral 

theorists, at least not without extensive supplementation. Yet 1 wouid refomulate this 

time-honoured notion in a way that might rnake it a fitting fmt principle of practice for 

ethical empathism. Such a principle rnight even be seen to underwrite the rights to basic 

welfare and moral autonomy, which I have already sketched. 

The Golden Rule can be formulated as: (1) Treat othen as you would have them 

treat you, (2) Do not treat others in a way that you would prefer not to be treated, or (3) 

Treat others a s  they wish to be treated. The problems with these formulations are several. 

A masochist, on the f i t  formulation, rnight be obiiged. or at least inclined, to mat  othen 

sadisticaily, which is, of course, mordiy absurd. The second version, too, wouid have the 
--- -- - 

1 Say this in the spirit of Regm. His actual statement in this regard is: 'The rights view, 1 beiieve, is 
mtionaily the most satisfactory mon1 theory .... Of course, if it were possible to show that only human 
beings were included within its scope, then a penon like myself, who beiieves in animal rïghts, would be 
obliged to look elsewhere." Regan. The Struggle for Animal Rights, p. 58. 



same effect, and a masochist would not treat othen weii, since he or she would prefer not 

to be well treated himself or herself. By similar parity of reasoning, consider, now, the 

thkd maxim: if one is to treat others as they wish to be treated-what if they are 

masochists? This might sound frivolous, in that this surely does not capture the sages' 

meaning when they suggest this principle over and over again in different parts of the 

world. in bat case, however, the sages would not be saying what they mean. 

Yet it is not even clear what they mean, since the Golden Rule is compatible with, 

and sometirnes appropnatrd by. a great diversity of apparently conflicting moral theories. 

For example, utilitarianism will daim that it fulfüls the Golden Rule in that it impartiaiiy 

considers how evevone would like to be treated (in ternis of welfare, pleasure, preference 

satisfaction. or whatever analysis of good that is used), and yields the best result in light of 

that consideration. Kant's principle of treating al1 persons as ends in themselves, and never 

rnerely as means, is often associiited with the respect that seerns inherent in the Golden 

Rule. Treating others as ' i i  would like to be treated also lends itself to admittedly 

egoistic. contractarian theories: one treats others as oneself wodd like to be treated, as part 

of having general moral rules in place. so thar others will also treat oneseifas one wishes to 

be treated. Even if others. who are marginal cases, cannot benefit oneself thernselves, 

helping them might yet be to one's advantage, as it will reinforce d e s  that might protect 

oneself, should one ever end up in such a vuinerable position as weii. (Such a view might 

leave congenital marginal cases quietly out of account, but let that not now detain us.) 

The teachings of vrry different religious mordities, from various parts of the globe, 

also reflect the Golden Rule. I take it that this fact indicates that the Golden Rule is 

fundamental to human moral psy~hology?~ The Bible tells us, "Thou shalt love thy 

neighbour as thyself." (Lev 19: 18) This is called the "great pnnciple of JudaismT' by 

second century Rabbi ~ k i b a . ' ~  indeed, a Paiestinian sage and saint named Hiliel, Living 

'' Consider. too. the neu-deah experience. widely reported in the media and in various literams. A poll 
by George Gallup, Ir., Ends that 5% of Amencan adults. about 8 million of them, have experienced such a 
near-death episode. CF. Ebymond A. Moody, Ir., M.D. The Lighr Beyond (New York: Bantam Books, 
1988). p. 6. Part of the "NDE," as it  is cdled, often includes having a vision of empatheticaily having a 
sense of how one's actions have aected others in one's Iife. This c m  be variously interpreted as a 
metaphysicalIy fundamental mord iziw, or as something basic to our mord psychology, which widely 
expresses itself in the dreams of those who are near death, or who have been resuscitated fiom clinical death. 
% MiIton Steinberg, Basic Jirdaisnc (New York: Harcourt, Brace & WorId, Inc., 194'7). p. 12. 



just before the Christian era, was once chailenged by a "pagan" to tell al1 about Judaism in a 

few moments while standing on one foot. Hillel dutihilly took to one foot and responded: 

' m a t  which is hurtful to thee do not to thy neighbour. That is the whole doctrine. The rest 

is commentary. Now go forth and lea~n.'"~ In the New Testament, we are instnicted: 

"Love thy neighbour as thyself." (Mark 123  1 ; Romans 13:9) Again, not harming is 

discernible in this "love" (even as in my own ethic) when we are told that "[l]ove worketh 

no ili to his neighbour: therefore love is the fulfilling of the law." (Rom 13: 10) 

In Islam, we are given a combination of the Firsst and second formulations: 'Treat 

others as thou wouldst be treated. What thou likest not for thyself, dispense not to 

~thers.'"~ Conhicius, in his Andecrs. exhorts: "1s there any one maxim which ought to be 

acted upon throughout one's whole life'? Surely the maxim of loving kindness is such: Do 

not unto others what you would not they should do unto y ~ u . " ~ ~  Here Confucius States the 

second formulation. in Hinduism. we are enjoined again with the second version: ''This is 

the sum of duty: do naught to others which if done to thee. would cause thee pain?"' 

Buddhism gives the substantively identical: "Hurt not others with that which pains 

y~urself."'~' The Persian religion. Zorastrianisrn. which apparently dates from centuries 

before the birth of Christ. offen still another, parallel example: ' m a t  nature aione is good 

which shall not do unto anothrr whatever is not good unto its own self."'02 Findy, from 

Jainism, an ancient religion of India. emeqes the following: "In happiness and suffering, 

in joy and grief, we should regard d l  creatures as we regard Our own self, and should 

therefore refrain from inflicting upon others such injury as would appear undesirable to us 

if inflicted upon ~urselves."'~~ 

While the Jaina version. again. matches the second version of the Golden Rule, it 

has more to it, which, 1 think, rnakes it superior to the other formulations. The idea of 

regarding aii creatures as we regard ourselves may imply regarding others as having their 

* Ibid 
* From the tradition of Sufisrn, as quoted in Wynne-Tyson. The Eisended Circle. p. 139. 
99 Wynne-Tyson, The Ertended Circk, p. 55. 
lm From Mahabharata. quoted in W y  nne-Tyson. The &endcd Circfe, p. 121. 
'O1 From U h a r g a ,  Ibid., p. 36. 
lm Cited in Wi11 Durant, Our Orimrai Herirage. vol. 2 of The Story of Western Civilizotion (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1954), p. 369. 
Im From Yogashartra. in Wynne-Tyson. The Enrnded Circle. pp. 139-40. 



own point of view , and the avoiding of infiicting w hat is undesirable on ourselves and 

others roughly panllels anti-oppression as a basis for morality (although what is 

undesirable to us rnight not be undesirable to others-a weakness in this formulation). The 

point of citing this material is that not only are the insights for ethicd empathism aligned 

with common sense, but also. they appear to resonate with the great moral traditions 

which, it is possible, some of our finest minds and hearts have wrought throughout 

history. 1 think that this fact contributes to the coherence of regarding some such principle 

as correct. 

Allow me to provide one version of such a principle, which may overcome sorne of 

the defects of the Golden Rule. in its various versions. 1 cdi it the "Platinum Principle": 

IdentiQ with the standpoints of vduers, and thrreby identify, in thought, feeling, and 
action, with their welhre and autonomy. 

I know of no p a t e r  form of moral consideration that I can give to others than to identify 

with them and their good. This c m  be stated in various ways. For example, we cm state 

that one ought to identify with the good of others. But since, as 1 said. anti-oppression 

does not entai1 the maximizing of every conceivable good. out of respect for autonomy not 

least of all, the present formulation is perhaps more precise. We do not need to concem 

ourselves that the phenornenon of rnrisochism overtums the plausibility of this principle. 

Masochists fail to identify with thernselves. as conscious beings, in a comprehensive way 

that, by implication, does not identify with their own welfare and autonorny (i.e., regards 

these as goods without reservation). The Platinum Principle, also, is not so ambiguous as 

to the variety of mord theories that i t  permits: we shall see, in Chapter Five, that such a 

principle may serve to rule out Kmtian ethics. contractarianism, utiüt&anism, and, of 

course, Juggemaut itself. 

There are other difficulties with the Golden Rule which are avoided by the Plathum 

Principle. Since one may treat othen as oneseif would like to be treated on the older 

formulations, this can involve imposing one's own ideas of how oneself should be treated 

on another, who rnight have very different needs, desires, capabilities, and so forth. This 



is at the root of the objection related to rnasochi~m.'~' On the Platinum Principle, we 

would seek to identify with the good of othen, not impose our own wishes for ourselves 

on them, or at least ûy to avoid this. Also, in treating others as they would like to be 

treated in Golden Rule formulation (3). this carries the danger of requiring that we pander 

to everyone's whims, or rather scrk to do so. But we do not pander to individual A if we 

act in a way that upholds A's welfàre and autonomy, and also that of oneself and others, 

even if A has no interest in such upholding the well-king of anyone but A. 

Perhaps the Golden Rule redly meant that wr should avoid treating others as 

oneself would not like to be treüted y'onr imagined oneseifin the position of the other, 

with an ethical corzcemjbr the good I like to imagine so, but it is not explicit. only 

impiicit, perhaps, in the Jain version. 2nd so 1 make it apparent in my own formulation. 

While the two principles-or four-may not be the same in letter, perhaps they are 

offered-or, a: least. taken-in a related spirit. The Platinum Principle seems to offer 

insight that is fundamental to prxticai ethics for a vÿriety of reasons, including: (1) it 

accords with common sensr, (3 it undenvrites most animai liberationist insights Erom the 

1st chapter (as 1 will show. in some detail, in Chapter Three), (3) it harmonizes with the 

main mord traditions. and. perhaps, the chef moral theories of today (at least insofa as 

they endorse the spirit of the Golden Rule), and (4) it shows what is wrong with 

Juggemaut, when so many other common (and obscure) considerations fail to do so. It 

embodies a sense of mord necessity. whose intelligibility relates to identiQing with othen' 

rnie needs and freedom. Least controversiaily, in this, beings to whom things matter have 

a need not to be harmed arbitrxily (which includes the harm of depnvation of needed 

goods). We have posited that the mere existence of a good does not mean we ought to 

'" Masochists, it appears to me. wish [o rrrnt themselves in an objectivist manner, as bad objects, or as 
manifesting bad objective behaviours ( perhaps mixed with a non-identified, objectivist conception of 
subjectivity). They see themselves as tirting to conuol and even punish. Perhaps it is only with a sort of 
low seIf-esteem that one could gain riny pleasure in treating oneself in such a way. The masochist fails to 
identiQ with his or her good even ris the sadist fails to do the same for others. It seems IikeIy that state 
intervention in absoIutely every form of self-abuse goes against any meaningfùi right to autonomy, 
however, and rnight even sabotage any free developments of seif-love on the part of the masochist, who 
would need to self-identify through empathetic therapy, not just through king forced to desist h m  certain 
objective behaviours. That would not imply aIIowing just any sort of masochistic actions, however. 



promote it, so except insofar as the good relates to one's need not to be harmed, it belongs 

in the realm of k e  choice, rather thm ntionally deterrnined duty. 

1 2.19 1 Reflections on the Fa11 of Juggemaut 
We have seen how a perspective of identifying with others philosophicatly topples moral 

hierarchicalism. Therefore. let us now resist fundamental categorizations of anyone as 

"infenor" or "supenor," " r i c h  or "impoverished." Ethical empathism has shown itself to 

have a plausible rnetaphysicd buis. and would seem to have stopped Juggemaut in its 

irrational tracks. This newer virw has givèn us a principle which promises applications to 

various ethicai problems. Juggernaut. likr other oppressive viewpoinü, involves falling 

short of deeply empathizing with others. This seems to be partly because, d e r  ail, it is 

harder to empathize with thosr who are ~liflererzt tiom ourselves. Ironically, however, one 

may need imagination in ordrr to understand others' lack of imagination, and how they act 

as a result. 

Therefore, it would do well to retlrct funhrr on the faIl of Juggemaut. As 1 hinted, 

its world picture relies, mrtaphoricdly spraking, on "trick photography," by adhering to an 

objectivist moral outlook. rathrr thm dreply empathizing with others. In order to right 

things, we must firmly grasp what is wrong. The objectivist presupposition in Juggemaut, 

which is both an indefensiblr hiddsn prrrnise and a mere culnual assumption, reveals that 

Juggemaut cannot justify harmins others. lis it claims to do, leaving the classist fallacy's 

open question unanswered. It is never justified how being different, even in ternis of Q, 

Licences us avoidably to h m  thox with lesser Q. It is therefore unrnasked as oppressive, 

perhaps one of the rnost succrssful sorts of systematic objectifien. We know that it 

objectifies, in the final analysis. because if it truly identifed with others with a view to their 

good, then it could not promote prxtices inconsistent with such a world view. And any 

oppressive thinking could no t br more mistaken, and could not be irnpugned in more ways, 

than by uncovering a faulty premisc-a key one, related to objectivism-aad therefore aiso 

invalid and unsound reasoning-in the form of the classist fallacy. Juggemaut is an utterly 

unsound argument or rather set of arguments. The "richei' criteria of Q only seem 



"necessary" from a fixation on riches, but this focus, in fact, is moraUy repugnant because 

classist-so far is it fiom being morally or othemise "necessary." Juggernaut rnay reflect 

the purpose of ethics as promoting the good, but overlooks its concomitant ideal of 

upholding tmth, andor a correct awareness of reality.I0' 

My account does not drny that the components of Q are important dimensions of 

human development. One cm nghtly cherish the riches of Q. However, it is simply 

classist to give license to h m  any who do not have (not to Say "lack," fiom the 

perspective of identifjhg with these beings) such riches. It is also classist to favour Q to 

the point of canying on ethical discome exclusively in terms of valuing persons (more or 

less, those who have Q, or some combination of its traits), and this leads to oppression of 

both human and nonhuman cases* who might easily be dubbed "nonpersons," or not 'W 

persons." The by-now virtually tnditional cntenon of personhood has an insdar focus. 

Compared to some other cntenon of moral standing, personhood might seem to be the 

ncher one. But one ought not. then. to choose unconditionaiiy to favour "persons"+nd 

of story-with insuficient contemplation of the legitimacy of harming nonpersons. Nor 

do we have to respond to the personhood view by implausibly redefining the class of 

"penons" to include birds or clams. Being a person or not, in the usual sense that involves 

Q-characteristics, is irrelevant to moral standing, at least for one who identifies with other 

conscious beings just as they are, with whatever characteristics they may have or not have. 

It may, in fact, be said that Juggemaut. iike prejudice in favour of "persons" generdy, 

amounts to a kind of ableism, since it discriminates on the bais of abiiities to act or to be in 

certain ways. 

Many animal libentionists cannot understand how humanists couid think the way 

they do, because these Liberationists do identiQ with the animals, and cannot see how 

others couid view them differently-and ironically, less richly. Humanists, for their part, 

cannot understand how animal liberationists view animals the way they do, because they 

see animais as beings which. objectively (from the outside perspective, of course) are 

iderior in value, at least relative to nomial humans. 1 do not expect animal liberationists, 

lm These last two considerations rnay or may not overlap, depending upon one's theory of mith. 



who will continue to iden@ with animals no matter what happens, to be swayed by 

Juggernaut, although I hope that many humanists will abandon their falsirying and 

superficial view. The real point of "Juggemaut" is to expose humanistic thinking, or the 

best of it, for what it is, so that its error c m  be made apparent. The real inherent worth of 

an animal, on the reasoning of this chapter, is to the animal himself or herself, for the 

values of his or her existence are centrally located on his or her own world view. Any 

value that a conscious being has to others is purely contingent and secondary, which will 

be apparent to anyone who rightly identifies with that conscious entity in the fmt place. 

T h e  Great Chain of Being" sort of hierarchy has k e n  overthrown dong with the 

prùicipled rejection of classism. A cornparatively simple farmer c m  have a wholly 

worthwhile life without being an Einstein, which is apparent io anyone who would equdy  

identiw with both. As for harming for one's own benefit (although part of this hinges on 

the status of utilitarianism. which c m  rationalize harm, perhaps, if there is sufficient 

benefit), in general, it may be admitted that this would never be accepted in terms of the 

harrning of one's equais, with whom one identifies. at least in a sense. This goes to 

suggest that hierarchy is at work in our accepting of harming others for our own benefit. 

However, it is not an acceptable reason for failuig to idenufy with another, and thus 

allowing oneself to exploit another. This son of oppressive thinking is more revealingly 

characterized as the rich making the poor even poorer, so that the rich c m  further enrich 

themselves. Many humanists were seen to have rejected speciesism, not realizing that, 

ultimately, all of the chmctenstics in the quality of king criteria are just as indefensibly 

morally arbitrary a basis for harming, fiom a deeply empathetic point of view, as the 

favowing of a aven species as such. 

We have seen that a variety of Juggemautian ethics are possible. Many are the 

ways of error, and since none of these arguments is justified, none of them has the power 

ultimately to vindicate itself, as against its other Juggernautian cornpetitors. Indeed, Nazi 

Juggernautians and "bleeding-hem liberai" Juggernautians would be locked in a war of 

assumptions and interpretations. How senously do they pursue what is best? 1s moral 

standing on the basis of Q a matter of degrees, or black-and-white? In our cultivation of 



gwd, do we "purify" the world so that it sparkles for us, or do we love good so much that 

we cultivate it wherever it is, as long as we keep our hierarchicalist prionties straight? 

There are no absolute answers to this question for a Juggemautian. One can only assess 

one version as better or worse than another, with strong reservations, from an outside 

perspective that is independently justified. So we distance ourselves nom Nazis more, for 

they are more widely and intensiveiy oppressive. From within the impovenshed world 

view of a Juggernautian, however, one can conceivably slip fiom a liberal to a Nazi 

perspective, through the forces of propaganda and indoctrination, since both are equally 

baseless. The slippery dope downwards from Liberalism to Nazism is not necessarily such 

a threat, except on slippery cultural grounds like the Weimar Republic during the Great 

Depression. However. we do well fully to expose Nazi and other oppressive views-to 

defeat-and to offset, if we can, through philosophical cultural transformation, any 

possibility of a slide like the horrific downgrading of one of that most supposedly civilized 

nations in the world4ermany-into Kitlerian tyranny. Vigilance becomes us here. 

Many people would resist Juggernautian inegalituianism, as they see it, by citing 

something like the human sanctity of life view. which I only briefly dealt with last chapter. 

Frey, of course, overcomes this notion, but with the development of an ethicdy empathetic 

perspective, we can see the roots of the sanctity of life view, and the concomitant view that 

having human iights is having equal human nghts. We have been conditioned to identify 

with our fellow human beings. and doing so equally, it becomes unthinkableexcept to 

perfectionists, nihilists, and others-to assign anythmg less than equal rights. Of course, it 

nearly goes without saying that we find it easier to identiQ with those who are like 

ourselves. 

A key problem with the sanctity of life view is that its boundaries are arbitrary, and 

its egalitarianisrn is unequal to a hlly empathetic sense of reaiity, which this chapter 

defends. Indeed, humanism lends itself to nihilism, ironically, since it has no mort to 

such things as the ciassist fdlac y-which it cannot consistently apply without destroying 

itself. It was assumed, last chapter, that having Q is ~ ~ c i e n t  for mord standing. But 

suppose we look at beings with Q more neutraiiy, less empathetically-then what? Where 



is any felt obligation to assist hem, or even any sense of absolute value pertaining to who 

and what they are? What "object" in the universe cailed "mord standing" exists at ail? You 

can see how this goes. Iuggemaut is not so rnighty. 

AU of this reflects a crisis of moral justification in our culture. Humanism, at some 

level, is committed to opposing oppression, and so it must implode. coliapsing upon itself. 

Classism just is oppression. on this analysis. Yet no humanist has succeeded to date-at 

least in what has been published-in giving the missing ingredient that my objection to the 

classist failacy challenges [hem to provide. There is not even an attempt in this area that is 

not tied. in a viciously circular way, to oppressive assurnptions, but 1 think humanists 

would offer such a justification if only they could. Reflecting on the classist fdacy, and 

the lack of logical relationship between king different and having "open season" 

(sometimes literally) declared on the different, 1 think that no justification is given because 

it is impossible to give it. not because. as Nozick alleges, it is just that nobody has bothered 

to sit down, for want of anything better to do, and provide it.Io6 In any case. the onus is 

clearly on the humanist io provide such a justification, ifsuch can be had. hdeed, even if 

someone invents a more effective form of hurnanism than Juggernaut. it aiso must lack 

deep empathy. Without such a deficiency, anthropocentric willingness to harm animals is 

not even conceivable. Here we have, then, a fatai flaw for ai i  humanisrns. 

1 2.20 1 Conclusion: 0nwardI 
Juggemaut is like a nightmare that goes away, until someone starts to dream of the good in 

this way again-or else fails ever to awaken from the iiiusion. 1 dream of a world of 

kinship, rather than differences emphasized so as to fuel the hanning of conscious beings. 

Freedom for conscious beings to explore their own good each in his or her own way. is 

relevant to ail, and so, therefore, is freedom from oppression. A general antidote to 

oppression is the overcoming of arbitrary differentiation from others through empathetic 

identification: to have a sense of another's subjective reality. Ethics ought not to be casting 

about for arbitrary pretexts to harm others, but enjoining us to avoid harm of any 

loti Cf., again, Nozick review of The Case for Animal Rights. 



signincance, and that is precisely the way of ethical empathism. Empathism has an 

advantage over humanistic theones in that it can point out how these other views advocate a 

htrning away fiom these fundamental realities, which are viewpoints, and also how 

irrationality is unifody committed by humanists in the form of the classist faliacy. Both 

ignoring basic truths, and cornmitting key nonsequiturs are damning for any theory. 

Steering clear of these perils. by the same token, commends itself as a mord theoretical 

starting point. Upon reflection, it is revealed how indispensable deep empathy is to ethics, 

for otherwise, Juggemaut cmnot be revealed to be deficient-as it is. 



Moral World Views: 
Reductionis t and 
Expansive 

3.1 1 Introduction: Ethics After Juggernaut 
Juggemaut is. allegedly, the best supporter of humaaism, and would-be irnpugner of 

animal iiberation. I believe that it fails. However, CO be sure, the hurnanist is not without 

other resources. In this chapter, one of the most commonly used arguments, namely, that 

animals have littlr or nothing in the way of rninds (different versions of reductionism) wiil 

be taken seriously, and will also be hund to be wanting. We have already examined how 

ethical discourse itself commonly cames on in a reduced capacity, without dl due use of 

deep empathy, and, in tum, the imagination, feelings of compassion, and other affective 

capacities. It remains to be investigated how more standard forms of reductionism-and 

some nonstandard venions-affect the cause of liberating conscious beings from 

oppression. Afterwards. some implications of animal liberation ethics will be addressed. 

as weii as some anticipated objections that are pertinent to my own theory. Then, the time 

will come to reflect on the practical implications of ethical empathism. 

3.2 1 The Reduction of Animal Minds Taken Seriously 
1 fmd thai the scientific evidence unequivocaüy supports the existence of consciousness in 

those beings which 1 would maintain have it, ranging fiom reptiles to gorilias, and, 1 think, 

even bees. In Our mamrnaiian cousins, it is especidy clear that they have nervous 

systems, that are very similar to Our own, and which are active in the feeling of pain. 

These animais also have similar behaviour for expressing and avoiding pain, and, indeed, 

they would aiso be evolutiondy advantaged by the avoidance of pain. Many animals also 

show much perceptual awareness, and so forth. These sorts of considerations are 

commonsensical, as when we readiiy describe a dog wanting, thinking, choosing, feeling, 



among other possibilities of mind. That is why 1 did not build reductionism into 

Juggernaut. In order to make the strongest possible argument, 1 did not want to wed 

Juggemaut to a view that most wodd-rightly-fid to be implausible. Many would view 

those who view animals as mindless as "crackpots," operathg in defiance of the evidence, 

and their saongest defence-which is the weakest defence possible-is that one cannot 

"disprove" their claims. 1 also cannot disprove the existence of a Gremlin of Philosophy 

that is responsible for most or al1 cranS, philosophical views. Strictly speaking, however, 

1 shall concede. at least for the purposes of dialectic, that reductionists are correct on the 

question of strict proof, but let us see if that should sway us in favour of a reductionist 

view of animal mentation. 

In the face of the rvidence, certain philosophers, such as Peter Harrison and Peter 

Carnithen, still maintain that animals have no minds (an extreme rninority view), and yet 

others would say that animals have Iittle or nothing mentally. Many hurnanists, not least 

of ail the Cartesians. are farnous for rnaintaining that animals lack the mental capacity that 

would make it possible for them to be oppressed at dl. Such a view, of course, is 

consistent with the hurnanist tradition of treating nonhumans as mere resources. For 

exarnple. Camthers, a neo-Cartesian, disputes that "animals do genuinely have interests to 

be considered."' One of the main reasons for his view is that supposedly, "mental 

immatenalism." as he calls it, would introduce a whole new species of causality,' and since 

that is too much variety for the simple or parsimonious view that he wishes to construct, he 

rejects the idea that animals have minds. He claims that enough is known now so that each 

brain event must be said to have a sufficient physical cause. Let us leave aside, for now, 

the question of adjusting one's view of reality so as to keep science neat and orderly, in 

ways that may not be altogether consistent with our own experiences (which are dificult, 

themselves, to charactenze as ''material" things). There is also the saiient fact, of course, 

that the same parity of reasoning could indicate that humans, too, are mindiess, and have 

no genuine interests to be considered, otherwise we land in the aiieged trap of 

Peter Camthers, The Animuls Issue: Moral Theory in Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Ress, 
1992), p. 53. 
Ibid., p. 59. 



immaterialism. Yet it is difficuit to see how we could accept the view that hiimans are 

mindless. 

The use of language, and the possession of seif-awareness form a prominent part of 

this debate. The early Fox. like traditional Cartesians, also stresses the importance of 

language, quoting Stephen Wdker: "in so fa- as we are only conscious when we think in 

words, [nonhuman animals] lack conscious a~areness."~ Yet another cornmon idea, 

which we saw in the "Prelude to Juggemaut," that goes against the idea that anirnals have 

riches of mind. is the notion that they lack self-awareness. This belief is ably expounded 

upon by Jan Narveson in the following passage: 

... there is a difference which it seems to me might Ljustify substantial lowering of standards 
when considenng infliction of suffenng or death on animals]. It has to do with ... the 
capacity to have a conception of oneself, to formulate long-range plans, to appreciate 
general facts about one's environment and intelligrntly employ them in one's plans, and 
ntionally to carry out or attempt to carry out such plans. Now, a being which has those 
capabilities has. 1 suggrst, afiitirre, something(s) "to live for", as we Say, in a sense in 
which beings lacking these capacitias do not. The latter. by contrast, presumably 
rxperience only more or less isolated sensations and uninterpreted feelings. If such 
beings are killed. d l  that happens is that a certain senes of such feelings which would 
otherwise have occurred. do not occur. We might speculate that such beings Iack, literally, 
"individuality". the sensa of a distinctive significance to one's particular life. which 
typical humans have. And it seems to me plausible to argue that beings lacking these 
qualities do not have the right to life. as distinct from the right not to suffer. When beings 
having a future are killed, they lose that finire; when beings lacking it are killed, they 
don't. So no interest in continued life is lost in their case. And the jack of individuality, 
in tum. suggests that it is not out of order to sacrifice one of such beings merely for the 
welfare of others: for sincr no appreciation of its unique life exists, what difference is there 
between securing a hture benefit for it nther than for any other sentient being? 

Narveson is admitting, here, that he is only spendathg about animais' lack of 

individuaiity, which reveals that the burden of strict proof is, perhaps, a problem for dl 

sides of this debate. 

Once more, the sticking point for the reductionists, it seerns, is that, in the animal 

rninds debate which pertains to ethics, it is hard or impossible to prove anything about 

animals either way. which seems to leave it open for Narveson to speculate as he does. No 

matter what evidence the animai liberationist, or whoever else, cites from ail of the known 

facts of animal behaviour, neurology, brin development, evolution, and so on, one SU 

Michael Allen Fox. The Case for Animnl Experimentation: An Evolutionary and Ethical Perspective 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), p. 42. 
Jan Narveson, "Animai Rights," Canadiun Journal of Philosophy 7 (March 1977): 165-66. 



cannot prove that animals are not very sophisticated biological machines that either lack 

minds altogether, or else in substantial measure. Or else, by extension, how can one 

disprove the thesis that because nonhuman animds have such primitive f o m  of 

consciousness~ they cannot even truiy be oppressed? Our closer evolutionary relatives, 

who have greater cerebral cortexes, are more likely to be favoured than the rest, but the lack 

of proof in such cases of mental cqabilities also allows skepticisrn even in this more 

cerebrally advanced cross-section of species. 

1 speak of providing a "proof" here in the strictest philosophicai sense, which 

would leave no conceivable possibility of error, and hence no room for doubt. 

Reductionists have much less of a case if one posits, instead. a sense of "scientific proof" 

which means something like, "favoured by ovenvhelmingly probable inductive evidence." 

in  that sense, i suppose, it can be "proven" that many animals have minds, and so forth. 

Such a sense of "proof' is more practicaily conducive for science to adopt, as well. for 

otherwise. it is quite possible that "scientific proof* codd be vitiated of ail force and 

meaning, a concept that c m o t  be appiied in this world. That would be an absurd resdt, it 

may be, insofar as concepts are things that are typicaily devised in order to be used. 

Reductionists will easily concede that the arguments that animals have more 

advanced minds are certainly entertaining, but ultimately fancihi, in the absence of what 

they wouid consider "definitive" proof. For aven the fact of human uniqueness, it might 

be contended that attempts to grant that nonhuman animals have higher faculties, or mental 

abilities that are similar to Our own, are simply anthropomorphic. This cannot be proven, 

perhaps, just as no empirical scientific clairn can absolutely be proven-rather, scientists 

see themselves as adding plausibiiity to hypotheses-but the charge of anthropomorphisrn, 

leveled against those who defend the idea of substantial nonhuman minds, may be 

convincing to some thinkers, given the dramatic fact of apparent human uniqueness. 

Moreover, animais' lack of language wouid make it seem less iikely, to Cartesians, that 

animals have sophisticated minds, since otherwise, it may seem impossible to tell what is 

the case, and it remains doubüüi until we have a clear indication, such as animais settüng 

the matter by t e h g  us directly. Otherwise, in the absence of such a counterindication, it 



might seem simplest for a reductionist to explain animal behaviour as conservatively as 

possible, by viewing it in terms of physicaüy based instincts, and so forth. The simplest 

explanation is valued, in science, as according with its prized principle of parsirnony. 

In many cases, scientifc arguments for animal mincis may sometimes seem rather 

plausible by themselves: which is why it may be considered all very well for animal 

Liberationists to believe that animais have richer min&, the reductionist might concede (so 

long as the animal liberationists do not impose their unproveable views on anyone else). 

One views the glass as somewhat full, the other as rather empty, each according to what he 

or she fin& plausible. In the absence of proof, the reductionist regards the animal 

liberationist view of animal minds as not quite convùicing against the recognition of h u m  

uniqueness in terms of brain development, especially in our cerebrai cortex, and in our 

evolutionary adaptations, which allegedly exceed those of any other species. There may be 

an objective, absolute answer, but since it cannot k known, tolerance of differing 

academic opinions should be the order of the day, the reductionist might grant, and that is 

hardly enough upon which to base a universai, animal liberationist ethic. which would 

require a general consensus in society regarding the substantiveness of animal minds. 

Sre, for example, discussion that anirnals can suffer in Peter Singer, Animal Liberation, 2nd Edition (New 
York: Avon Books. 1990). thrit many of them have a complexity of awareness in Tom Regan, The Care for 
Animal Rights (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1983), and also Evelyn B. Pluhar, Beyond 
Prejudice: The Moral SignifTcance ofHuman and Nonhumon Animals (Durham: Duke University Press, 
I995), md its treaunent of animai conscious;iess. See aiso Bernard Rollin, The Unheeded Cry: Animal 
Consciousness, Animal Pain, and Science (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989). Donald Griffin, a 
cognitive ethologist, addresses the cognitive side of animal minds by examining what he considers to be 
their awareness, self-riwareness, their use of toois and artifacts, communication, symbolization, problem- 
solving, and natural psychologizing (that is, acquiring a sense of what other animds are thinking or 
feeling), among other things. Griffin's books on this are The Question of Animatl Awareness (New York: 
The Rockefeller University Press, 198 l), Animal Thinking (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984), 
and Animl  Minds (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992). For scientific observers' 
contentions that animais have various emotions, including fear, love, friendiiness, grief, sadness, joy, 
anger, domineeringness, compassion, sharne, being moved by beauty, and more, see ieffrey Masson and 
Susan McCarthy , When Elephmts Weep: The Emotional Lives of Animais (New York: Delacorte Press, 
1995). A detailed considention of these studies is beyond the scope of this study, which does not aim to 
add to the scientific arguments concerning animai minds. As indicated in this section, what is important or 
of specific interest to this work is the observation that, although such scientific arguments are inconclusive, 
they are overwhelmingly implausibIe in iïght of the evidence on animai mencation, However, because of 
the problem of proving the existence and nature of anirnals' mental states, we still find contemporary neo- 
Cartesian interpretations of animals as biornechanisms in authors such as Peter Carnithers, The Animais 
Issue, and Peter Harrison, 'Theodicy and Animal Pain," Phifusoplry 64 (lanuary 1989): 79-92, and aiso 
Harrison's 'The Neo-Cartesian Revival: A Response," Berween the Species 9 (Spring 1993): 7 1-76. In the 
course of argument, 1 wili seek an even more decided advantage over the supposed problem of "lack of 
proof' in the next section, 



As long as one is intelligible and consistent with the evidence, the particular facts 

cited by Regan, Singer, and others concerning animal minds can be interpreted in a number 

of different ways. Thus, the humanist can always assume, as Narveson does, that animals 

lack self-awareness, so it does not matter much or at al1 what one does to them. Perhaps 

animal Liberationists ought to respect humanist views of mincis, in a sense, just as 

humanists ought to respect would-be animal liberationist views of animal mincis. After ail, 

animal iiberationists' interpretations of animai rninds would be thought to be irnplausible by 

many reductionists. who think that nonhuman animals are biological machines run by 

DNA, instinct, and what we label in hurnans as "the lower brain," with al1 of this 

"machinery" causing animais to behave in the manner of stimulus-response mechanism. 

AU of ihis supposedly explains animal behaviour in rnindless. matendistic terms. Animal 

iiberationists will have a tough time convincing humanists who hold this opinion, and who 

require scientific proof as an ideal (and hence may weil require proof to convince them 

utlienvise in their interpretation of the evidence). Many humanists rnay be divided only as 

to whether animals are mindless, or else possessed of extremely Lirnited minds. 

The advocacy of animais, thrn. may not allow one to get very far with a doubting 

humanist. on purely scientific grounds, since science is often used to explain fantasticaily 

complex phenomena, including human mental fumions, in purely matenalistic terms. The 

animal tiberationist view of animai minds, then. is, in some sense, deniable in the absence 

of proof. It is me that we cannot prove that other humans have minds either, but we c m  

directly analogize from Our own case, and invite doubts about the nonhuman case based on 

the fact that their brains seem so différent, etc. We c m  also urge a more sensible standard 

of scientific proof, but it might not seem more sensible to one with a k e e ~ e s s  to deny that 

any animal has a rnind, or else much of one. Even in the absence of absolute proof, which 

alone satisfies Descartes' own "method of doubt" (or eliminating ail doubt), are there 

ethicai reasons for ruling in favour of animal mincis, which c m  add to the purely sciencific 

debate? 



The inquiry into what are reaiiy millions-or perhaps even billions-of kinds of animal 

minds can easily becorne most cornplicateà, involving a swirling disarray of disputed 

s ~ i e n ~ c  facts on all sides. However, 1 maintain that, in light of the anti-oppression 

argument, we cm, for the purposes of ethics, make sense of animal mincis in a relatively 

stnightforward way. 1 wish to maintain, here, that reductionism with regard to minds is an 

oppressive idea For in the absence of absolute proof, assurnptions are made that anirnals 

3.3 

(substantively) lack mental capacities, and this sort of assumption presupposes an arbitrary 

Eliminating the Reduction of Animal Minds 

willingness to risk harrning that group of animals. There is arbitrariness in the reductionist 

assurnption because it is not based on strict evidence. and it is wiiiing to allow h m  

because such a view certainly involves a willingness to risk injury. merely supposing (in 

defiance of much evidence) that anirnals cannot be harmed. The nsk here, it follows, is 

different from pragmatic assessments of what treatments might cause injury to those who 

are considered conscious, aven a pragmatic consideration of the available evidence. We 

are speaking of the risks of denying that consciousness itself penains to many beings that 

can very well be descnbed as possessed of a mind. While it must be conceded that even 

slight differences in the physical compositions of brains could be crucial to the existence of 

mincis or types of mentation, it is dso true that if the differences are slight, the similarity 

makes it even riskier to take a reductive account of the other, for ail we know. 

Reductionism restricts any possible full empathy in principle, and therefore cannot be 

accepted. upon ethical ernpathism. It is ernpathetic to accommodate other points of view, 

not to exclude them, or parts of them. In our finitude, tme accommodation requires 

openness and expansiveness, not being closed to possible mental lives-that is as 

unempathetic as anything else. 

The association of reductionism with oppression is as old as racists and sexists, 

w ho have derided biacks and women, respec tively , as beings w ithout rationality . Animals, 

too, are commonly declared to be nonrational, despite Unpressive demonstrations to the 

contrary by some of the more cerebnlly articulated species. In fact, reductionist views of 

certain humans and aoimals ofien corne together: 



... the suffering [in plants] is small. It is more in the animal, but not highly developed, for 
the animal has a very narrow range of affection. It is cIearer and fuller in man-the 
higher in the scale of cuIture and character one goes the more sensitiveness he manifests, 
the wider his range of affection, and hence the p a t e r  capacity for sufferingS6 

Jones, a twentieth-cenniry traditionalist, is implicitly racist, stating that those of "lower" 

cultwes cannot suf5er as much, more like nonhuman animals (and, oddly enough, plants). 

As late as 1970, Jacques Sarano gives us the following additionai sample of racism and 

speciesism confused together: ''If it is tme that man and animal are not equal in the face of 

pain, is this not because pain is not separable from the whole-one's race, character, or 

environment?"' The implication, again, is that Sarano is less willing to grant that others of 

certain "races" or species are capable of suffering as much as he is, and the further 

implication is that these othea' suffenng is not as important, nor as morally considerable, 

as his own. 

Like women. children, members of oppressed sonalled "races." and others, 

animals need the protection of an anti-reductionism principle, for indeed, we cannot 

absolutely prove that anyone. human or otherwise, even hûs a rnind, in spite of a great 

wealth of evidence, and we must guard the oppressed against those who would dismiss 

this mentation, or even the real possibility of it, using absence of proof as a pretext. Let the 

anti-reductionism principle state: 

At least for practical purposes, we must construe nonhuman animal mincis according to the 
evidence that supports the most possible mentation that is consistent with the avaiIable 
evidence. We must avoid positing lesser, or nonexistent, nonhuman animal mentation, 
even if that reduction is not absolutely contradicted by the evidence. This rejection of 
reductionism is based in the latter's presupposed oppressive willingness arbitrarily to h m  
others. 

The best science c m  offer here is not proof, but rather, competing hypotheses, favouring 

the ones best supported by the evidence. For the purposes of ethics, we must prefer not 

only hypotheses that are absolutely consistent with the evidence, but that resist reductionist 

interpretations. In the face of this principle, many gratuitous reductions in the literature do 

not stand up to scrutiny. For exampie, Ruth Cigman reductionistically opines that 

6 E. Stanley Jones, Christ and Human Suffeniig (London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited, 1933), pp. 174- 
75. 
7 jacques Sarano. 7ïze Hidden Face of Pain. trans. Dennis Pardee (Valley Forge, Pennsylvania: Judsoa 
Press, 1970). p. 32, 



nonhuman animals have no capacity for misfortune. since they have no desire not to die? 

Continuhg with this fatuous reduction, she tries to account for animals' resistiuice to 

deadly circumstances: "blindly clinging on to life [in fear, she concedes] is not the same as 

wanting to live because one values life."g There is a real presumption here, and a very 

signincant one, since a i l  of the animal ethics literature seems to agree that humans literaily 

put billions of mimals to death for food alone. Animals valuing life-and even granting 

that they have some sense of the future-is certainly more consistent with an anti- 

reductionistic view of them. Even if nonhuman creatures' predictive powers are very 

timited, if we cm predict a future that threatens their valued lives, then it behooves us, as 

moral agents (who identify with theù interests), to act so as to preserve their lives, and not 

to destroy them. 

Meredith Williams declares that "[hJumans can take an interest in their welfare; 

animals cannot .... Human interests have an extended emotiond aspect whereas animal 

interests have only an imrnediately experiential aspect."1° Of course, Wiiliams cannot 

prove what she merely alleges, since she cannot directly access animal minds. Moreover, 

an anti-oppressive concern will go by the least reductive interpretation of animal minds, 

which wili include animais taking an active interest in their own well-king, and having an 

extended emotional aspect. 1 might add that the non-reductive view accords with my own 

actud impression of animals, although, again, 1 cannot prove that my perceptions, in this 

respect, are correct. However, that is simply irrelevant to the ethics of interpreting animal 

minds, where "proof' (in the strictest sense) is lacking ail around. In light of Williams' 

reductionist opinions, which deny that nonrational animais can extend (or even imagine) 

their way beyond the here-and-now," she fin& that "attitudes toward animals as tools for 

research or as food are not pemicious racism or sexism. 

Some scientifîc hypotheses are not only weak in evidence, but are not compatible 

with anti-oppression. 1 think that it is ai l  the more inesponsible to defend reductionism, 

' Ruth Cigman, "Deah. Misfortune. and Species inequality." Philosophy and P u b k  Anain 10 (Winter 
198 11: 49-50, 
ibid.. p. 57. 
Meredith Williams. "Rights. Interes&. and Moral Equality," Environmental Ethics 2 (1980): 153. 

" Ibid., p. 154. 



given the wealth of contrary evidence in the literature and in the world, but it is also 

ethically offensive or oppressive. Reductionism stands in the way of trying to identify with 

others, posing a risk for dirninishing or eliminating points of view in the world which we 

cannot "prove," but which we must take care not to dismiss. We cannot disprove that other 

humans lack minds too, but it would be oppressive to maintain this. Indeed, it would be 

speciesist to maintain that other humans have rninds, even though we cannot prove it, 

whereas nonhuman animals lack mincis, on the bais that we cannot prove that they do. 

Scientific studies, and even common-sense observations, d e  out siliy 

anthropomorphisrns, such as those which conceive animals like cartoon images. However, 

such studies do not nile out. but rather support, the notion that at least a great many animais 

cm think, feel. desire, perceive. understand. imagine, and so on. 1 am grateful to the many 

ihinkers who have provided arguments which show the scientific credibility of interpreting 

sophisticated animal minds. The reductionists. on the other hand, have erected a tangle of 

problematic definitions, aspersions of anthropomorphisrn, and so on. which deserve some 

further comment. 

Anti-reductionist interpretations do not presuppose any one, narrow set of 

definitions of "benefit," "autonorny," "interests." etc., although reductionist definitions 

have already been implicitly niled out. One reductionist strategy is to defiie these terms in 

an ail-or nothing fashion. or with standards so high that no (or few) nonhuman animais can 

possibly rneet them. This reduces our conception of animals, so that they hardly, if at d, 

seem capable of being benefited or harmed, as they would be said to lack any potentiai for 

having autonorny or interests in the fist place. [nstead, we might more generously 

conceive of nonhuman animais after their own kind (recalling a moral duty to idenrifi with 

them in one's understanding of them). 

ARimals have their own agency, willing, desires, wishes. it seems, and govern 

their own lives by how they consciousiy act, on the approprîately generous view of other 

matures that I am urging. To deny that this self-governance is "real" autonomy, just 

because it does not match the h r m n  model, is purely anthropomorphic, and perhaps 

ultimately speciesist, since it leads to a discounhg of nonhuman interests. Similarly, 



anyone who claims that one must use language to be autonomous or free, or that one must 

use a snictly human kind of language to use language, or must have a certain nchness 

(such as humans have) of interests to have interests at ail, is using a reductionist strategy 

that ethics must bar. Many also suppose that our emotions or passions are held in common 

with the beasts, but we cannot necessarily use human emotions to assess the possible 

feelings of a mongoose. 

Let us touch further on the problem of anthropomorphism, which, allegedly, is a 

thom in the side of animal libentionists. 1 would maintain just the opposite, that the 

reductionjsts fali prey to this fonn of error. For one thing, as just mentioned, to conceive 

of interests, autonomy and on and on as they pertain to humans, and then to evaluate 

whether or not animds have these things based exclusively on the human model, is sheer 

anthropomorphism. Moreover. it is assumed that if a bird has a mental life at ail, then this 

is or must be like a human mental iife (at least to some extent, especially if higher capacities 

are claimed). But if something Like a human mental life is ascribed to an animal, this is 

denounced as bbanthropomorphic." This denunciation merely begs the question. Animais, 

perhaps, have minds a lot more like those of their own kind, than iike human minds. 

Rather, ascnbing a mental life to a bird, on the basis of the evidence (and in accordance 

with anti-reduction) can better be described as "ornithomorphic," and doing the same with 

an insect is '4entomorphic.'* Iust because humans have mincis does not entai1 that no other 

animal does, without a presumption of absolute humm uniqueness, which is absolutely up 

for debate here. It is, ironically, anthropomorphic to see everything in human t e m ,  

including the existence of mental life: if it is not human, or strictly human-like, then it is not 

red. It is aiso anthropomorphic to use tests for animal minds that only apply to humans. 

for example, introspection, or introspection that is reported by language. This test may 

have a lot of plausibility or revealingness for humans, who can use language, but it is 

sirnply irrelevant for identifying beings, with rninds, who cannot use (human) language. 

Thinking of birds or other animais as mere machines, as Descartes wouid have it, is 

rather "mechanomorphic," with very Little to do with birds, their brains, evidence for their 

feehg, and so on. The interpretation is only anthropomorphic, in fact, if one attributes 



fully human kinds of imagination, feeling, etc. to the nonhuman animal. Childishly to 

conceive of a bird in the manner of a cartoon is "cartoooornorphic." And so forth. These 

labels do not settle the debate, but using anthropomorphism, as it has been used, only 

confuses issues and also begs them. We need to identiQ with birds, to the best of our 

abilities, and to reclairn for them, as we may, what it is Wre to be a bird, at least in our 

conception of them, but hopefully aiso in our treatment of them, and ailowance of their 

natural freedom. Perhaps logic done does not presuppose that we have or lack 

commonalities with nonhuman animais, but observation supports a good deai of what we 

seem to have in common. 

The mystery of animal mincis should inspire us to approach ihis issue with caution 

and respect, not dismissal or arrogant presurnptuousness. Anti-oppressive care must mean 

erring on the side of caution. including in the avoidance of oppressive h m ,  or even the 

risk of it, as much as possible. We must not risk conceiving of animal minds in such a 

way that we tell oursefves that they cannot be oppressed (or perhaps only in cenain. 

restncted aspects). whereas the evidence dlows-and supports-more plausible views." 

This also extends to working against any tendency to hate animals, which rnight distort our 

perception of the relevant capacities (misanthropy falls into this category, as well). Seeing 

others as monsters, or really selfish and vicious, by tums of interpretation, cm dso cause 

one to lose empathy for those others. 

The anti-reduction argument does not, strictly speaking, have to do the work of 

show hg that animals have advanced cognitive capacities in order to e m  them a favoured 

place in a Juggernautian, or in one of the more stipulative humanist views, since these 

theories have been re futed-these are, there fore, moraily irrelevant ciifferences. The only 

exception is the respecthg of animals' interests peaaining to advanced cognitive capacities, 

but then, the anti-reductionist principle prevents one from n i h g  these out. To reduce 

'' We must also ûvoid conceiving of mimals, as oppressed beings, thmugh narrow filten. One of the 
central preoccupations of ecofeminism is to compare the oppression of women with that of nature 
(inctuding animals). As we have seen in the last chapter, however, animals are oppressed in different-and 
more hotrendou-ways than women. It is hndamentally unempathetic to conceive of the oppression of 
others through one's own experience aione, and narcissistic to regard nature merefy as a memphor for one's 
own suffenng, for the purposes of self-understanding. It is. perhaps, even reductionist to view the 
oppression of "nature" fundarnentally through a cornparison with the oppression of women. 



always implies the option to keep intact, which just reinforces the fact that reductionism is 

not "necessary," but rather an arbitrary and indeed oppressive imposition against animals. 

Contra Narveson, we must not speculatively hold that animals lack self-consciousness, but 

rather, open our own consciousness, without reductive, inherentiy negating tendencies, to 

the possibilities of advanced animal capacities-we may even be surprised at what we find. 

Common sense attributions of animal minds, or perhaps even more extensive attributions, 

are not only intelligible, on the view just defended, nor even merely justified, but are 

morally necessary if we are to be serious in our opposition to ail oppression. 

3.4 1 Minds, Free Will, Holism, Hope, and Beauty 
Let it be noted that the mi-reduction principle favours humans, too, and not just obviously 

oppressed groups like blacks and women, whose rationaiity has wrongly been denied in 

the past. In the last chapter, 1 indicated that my view would have something to say against 

reductionist, rnateriaiist conceptions of the human mind. At least for mord purposes, 1 

believe that we should avoid reductionist views of Our own minds, as they imply less 

richness of life and freedom. and the possibility of restricting these arbitnnly. These 

aspects of our lives are. or at least c m  be, vivid in our experience. and to declare, as a 

materialist reductionist might, that they are illusory is not oniy without proof, but 

oppressive. How can one have a right to autonomy if it is an illusion, or a right to well- 

king if feeling and desire. as such, are hindarnentally unreal? How can such things be 

taken seriously on such a dismissive view? This only indicates a philosophy of rnind for 

ethics, however: people c m  otherwise spectdate about the material implications of human 

minds. 

The same goes, implicitly, for the free will venus determinism debate. It, too, 

cannot be resolved with "proofs," from the present standpoint. It c m  no more be proven 

than that there is a God who knows aiI hiturity (implying, I assume here, that the known 

future c m  oniy turn out one possible way, as with determinism). Many people who, in 

fact, conceive of penons in materialistic ternis, beiieve that we are entirely governed by the 

same inexorable Iaws of physics and chemistry as any other matenal thing in this universe, 



and that every brain event, and each muscle surge, is govemed by such physical laws. Tt is 

thought by deterrninists that, because of all environmental, genetic. social, and other causal 

factors and infiuences, one's actions can only manifest in one possible way at any given 

moment. Although one could be determined to think that one has free choice, on 

determinism, that would be a naturally occurring illusion. and only one path lies ahead: 

nothing could be otherwise than it actually is, at any given time. As indicated earlier, this 

determinism runs contrary to our own experience of actuai choice between alternatives, at 

certain key junctures of decision. It also can result in less empathy, since we can then see 

dl who suffer as "bom victims," in a sense. Any unsavoury impulses we have rnay be 

acceded to, and then our resultant behaviour may be ntionalized as "absolutely necessary." 

Feelings of compassion rnay be thought pointless. if nothing could be otherwise than it 

actually is. 

Determinism is, essentially, a reductionist view. stemming mostly from materialistic 

reductionism. and, in effect, reduces the possibiiities of human freedom (perhaps, again, 

methodologicdly motivated. iike behaviourism, to adopt a frarnework on which human 

actions are predictable and hence subject to scientificdy informed control). For ethical 

purposes, deteminkm c m  be rejected on the bais  of anti-reduction. While seemingly 

insoluble metaphysicd debates rage on, we must give ourselves the benefit of the doubt 

that we are free beings." We are free, then, as moral agents. This conclusion is important 

for the full redization of an anti-oppression ethic, in dl of its possibilities. and the 

assumption of individual responsibility. pertaining to free agents (1 am assuming, without 

argument, here, that if one cannot ever do otherwise than one actuaily does, then one is 

never responsible for never doing differently than one does). 

Reductive views, which reduce what we normally think of as individual conscious 

beings to mere parts of a Iarger whole, or else to mere parts of their own selves, rnay aiso 

conduce to unempathetic ueatment, and so are to be avoided in our ethical Me, which is 

13 Consider, dso, physical indetenninism. whkh is sometirnes interpreted, from the new physics, a s  having 
implications for human freedom. Herein lies not fieedom, but nther, k ing  subject to randorn and 
unpredictabte changes. The indetemllnist view of this sort is also oppressively reductionist, equally seeing 
u s  as k i n g  at the mercy of physical causatioo, and without real freedom of choice, only on this view we are 
simply puUed in different, random directions. 



much of our Me as a whole. We are not mere cogs in a societal machine, nor economic 

units, nor tokens in an ecosystem, nor indistinguishable from the rest of the universe, for 

moral purposes. These larger wholes are, of course, very important, but their 

consideration cannot rightly obliterate empathetic regard for individuds, as such. 

Reductionism. however, can extend quite recklessly. even into our reckoning of 

different possibilities. Some people think that only the status quo is "possible" to 

contemplate as offering "real" options. That heartily nsks oppression, to the extent that the 

way things are is or may be given to oppression. Sometirnes "the way things are" is only 

so, or continues to be so. if we choose diings to be in that particular way. Moreover, 

surrendering hope for bettement is reducing the horizon of possibilities in a negative way, 

which will likely discourage people from opposing oppression. and retard its hopeful 

disintegntion. Being blinded by despair has its own negative effect on outcomes. People 

can proceed, full of hope for whatever good may corne, even through comparatively grim 

conditions. We cm aim for "liberation." even though. for so many. it wiii be too late. A 

practical optimism c m  become the order of the day. regardless of how the evidence rnay 

tempt us to pessimistically ovegeneralize, at times. The truth is that we cannot just sit back 

and passively judge whether or not the future will be good or bad, on the whole. For much 

of the future is up to us, what we do, and what we omit to do. It is hard to place limits on 

what may be accomplished, in the long tenn, through unwavenng and carefully nurtured 

hope. Hoping does not have to be a passive activity, but can be as actively cultivated, 

identified, and not surrendered, just as surely as the actions which are very largely 

premised upon hope. 

Even the perception, and associated judgment, of what is beautifid in the world can 

be affected by reductionistic tendencies. People tend to f o m  a Limited focus concerning 

what they consider to be beautiful, and are very much influenced by cultural life, art, 

fashion, language, media images, and so forth. Women, in particular, are induced to feel 

inadequate if they do not fit a particuiar sort of bodiiy image that tends to dominate modem 

advertising, and this can lead to great unhappiness, eating disorders, and so forth. It rnight 

be thought that it does not matter what one considers to be beautifid or unattractive, for if 



one disavows "lookism," then one's respect is unaffected, anyway. The point is that 

reductive conceptions of beauty are themselves a resuit of oppressive lookism. 

Unforhmately, c o n s i d e ~ g  others less beautifid may increase their chances of their king 

socidy disliked, discriminated against, etc. It is true that physicaily unattractive people 

ought to be respected, but we can also learn to see beauty even in less obviously striking 

entities, or in different aspects of them. This does not mean that we c m o t  freely fmd 

something to be unattractive to us, oniy that we should not artificidy iimit our appreciation 

of beauty, by an oppressively iirnited focus on beautiful qualities that become elite, by 

culturai decree, and by a ruthless perfectionism, which makes beauty an impossible, ail-or- 

nothing thing. 

Anti-reduction, then. is an anti-oppressive principle to counter various forms of 

oppressive reduction. There is good enough evidence, in my view, to credit the existence 

of very sophisticated nonhuman animal mincis on purely scientific grounds, but oppressive 

prejudices rnay bias interpretation of the facts. Sirnilarly, people rnay a f f i  what reduction 

seeks to deny by attending to their expenences of their own rninds, their sense of freedom 

when choosing, their sense of their own individuality, their fmding that hopefuiness does 

make a difference to actions and outcomes, and to their sense that open appreciation c m  

lead to a greater sense of beauty. The anti-reduction principle is mostly to counter 

reductionists themselves, and rnay be redundant for those who iive by their own relevant 

experiences. in general, the reductionisms considered here affect world views, so having a 

narrow conception of mincis, freedom, hopeful possibilities, and beauty does not affect the 

fact that the realities denied (cm) exist. Unfortunately, however, such world views can 

and do have a very grave effect upon the world, and the very things that are inteiiectuaily 

reduced. 

1 3.5 1 Clearing the Ground: Five Immediate Obiections 1 
-- 

One might object that, in trying to identiS, with others, one might lose one's objectivity. 

However, this is question-begging. There is nothing about i d e n m g  with others that 

compels one to lose a l l  sense of objective reality. If anything, it is a gain in awareness of a 



key reality, one that even helps to determine what objective behaviours conscious beings 

will manifest, which is a valuable asset for any science which occupies itself with such 

concerns. In terms of conceiving of the subjective, for that matter, "loss" of the purely 

objective perspective on that problem is an asset insofar as a point of view cannot be 

assumed "objectively." It must be conceded that there may be a danger of fixating upon 

some individuals, at the expense of others, but that is a concem that has to be mediated by 

individuals, and is not intrinsicaLly related to an impairment of objectivity, so much as a 

misguided use of one's subjectivity-which is a different error. Only faulty deep ernpathy, 

which goes contns, to the Platinum Principle, could present such a problem. 

One would not be invading othen' privacy in seeking ethically to ernpathize with 

them. It is not as if one is reading another's rnind. Largely, people reveai what they wish 

to. In addition, respect for othen' autonomy mandates granting them the pnvacy that they 

wish (unless protection of personal space must be ovemdden, in special circumstances, 

such as in a police invasion of a criminal headquarters). One would identify with another's 

ethically consistent wish for pnvacy and gentle treatment. as much as anything else. By 

contrast, an objectivist view is capable of imposing on pnvate iives in any number of ways, 

by enslaving animals. or possibly by requiring individuals to carry out what certain 

mandarins might declare to be for "the greatest go& (but more on utilitarianism, some 

forms of which might provide for such incursions, in the final chapter). Contractarianism 

envisions egoists geiting away with whatever they cm, or might selfishly wish for-hardly 

a picture that encourages respect for privacy, if the reward is tempting enough for a given 

selfish agent, and if the counterindications are negligible or nil. 

One might object that, just because we are not aware of any sound criteria for 

discriminating against nonhuman animals, it wouid be arguing ad ignorantiam, or on the 

basis of ignorance, that none could exist. On the contrary, since ethicd reasoning, all five 

senses, and intuition have k e n  tried in seeking these criteria, they have k e n  subjected to a 

fair epistemic test. They do not pass the test. So any resdtant "ignorance" of these 

legitimate cfiteria for discriminating against anirnals is not epistemically culpable by any 

standard of howledge that is used. One needs a justification for harming, if harm is to be 



carried out at dl, and if relevant reasons are absent, then, 

presumption must be that the harrn is wrongful to infiict. 

in light of the classist fallacy, the 

hcidentaily, the same misguided 

ad ignorantiam objection can be used-quaiiy to impotent effect-by racists, who might 

hope for an "adequate" criterion of moral standing with which to son aside those of races, 

so-called, which happen to be disfavoured. 

One rnight claim that it is not arbitrary to discriminate on the basis of riches 

because, after dl, fmancial security is better than bone-g~ding poverty, a novei that is nch 

in meaning and style is better than a "supermarket tabloid," and so on. These particular 

observations seem to me to be correct. but they do not justiS> classism. One's being nch 

does not empower one to h m  another who is poorer, as the argument against the classist 

fallacy reveals. The empathist favouring of choosing what is better for al1 individuals 

involved is different from a classist hierarchy that arbitrarily favours the rich over the poor. 

That is oppressive, it is wrong, and must be opposed at every tum. 

A cornmunitarian rnight object that rights to autonomy reek of atornistic 

individudism. or even egoism. It is not only the case that the Platinum Principle is the 

antithesis of egoism. 1 aiso agree that social organization is needed, in order to secure basic 

welfare and autonomy rights. Indeed, if the cornmunitarian were to demand more. in terms 

of imposing a vision of "the good Life" for ail, in a rigid fashon, 1 would reply that this 

would be an oppressive muffling of autonomy itself. Such a iife, with freely choosing 

peers, however, would be morally fine, so long as oppressive impositions are not at work. 

Laws that resuict against oppression. however, are not, themselves, necessarily 

oppressive. 

1 3.6 1 A Revival of Animal Liberationists' Insights 1 
We have aiready seen that it would be premature to have thought that animal liberation leads 

to a philosophicd dead-end. The same hoids for particular animal Liberationists' insights, 

which Juggernaut supposedly disposed of in the first chapter. They are alive and well, on 

a ditferent perspective, which is achieved after making a gestalt shift from objectivisrn, tu a 

more balanced objective-subjective view. 1 did not buni any bridges to intuitions that are 



supportive of animal liberation, as the illusion of Juggernaut's power may have eafier 

made it seem. On the contrary, 1 merely showed that such intuitions have no place on an 

objectivist world view, and are insufficient to upset such a view. But 1 have also shown 

that we have no place for such an objectivist world view itself, on a realistic perspective, 

and that the latter cm, and does, admit of the insights that were earlier under siege. I have 

been busy making room for such insights, rather than undemilliing them, although 

admittedly, by building up a case for Juggernaut (which is also crucial to exposing 

hurnanism's central weakness), it might have seemed othenvise. In no special order, then, 

let us see how nurnerous animai liberationist views make sense on an empaihist outlook. 

Regan holds that ail subjects of a life have inherent value. While his circdar 

reasoning (examined above) cannot be preserved, we see how ail of the individuals, whom 

he thinks deserve respect, and are not to be treated as mere resources, are to be treated just 

as Regan would have it, on the Platinum Pnnciple (notwithstanding possible objections 

from utilitarians: but that huge question must await our final chapter). Regan also asserted, 

rather bafflingly. for a Juggemautian, that there is no essentid difference between human 

and nonhuman animal welfares. From this new perspective, it is true that we cm equaily 

ident@ with either: the essential comrnonaiity is a conscious point of view, for which 

things cm go weli or ill, either as a doer or a recipient. 

Singer's view that sentience is a boundary of moral concem is aiso largely borne 

out, since we can identiQ with any sentient with a view to his or her good-indeed, any 

conscious being. In fact, this aiiows a more generous inclusion than Regan's more 

discn'minating "subject of a life" cnteria, ten in dl. Nonoppressive interests are also to be 

considered equaiiy, if one identifies equally with othen. Singer's and othen' utilitarian 

views will be addressed in the final chapter. 

We have already seen the inadequacy of the ethic of care, aithough one who 

identifies with another with a view to his or her good does, 1 think, care for that other in the 

best possible, ethicai sense. As Sapontzis said dong with the importance of compassion 

(which arises naturally, for as one tries to identify with another with a view to his or her 

good, one's emotional life WU tend to refiect this cornmitment), there is also fairness. 



What could be more fair than saiving equaüy to identify with others and their concems, 

with a view to the good of di individuals? Certainly it would not be fair to discriminate on 

the basis of arbitrary and irrelevant differences, which rehiting the classist fallacy helps to 

sifi aside. 

Speciesism, too, is resuscitated as a reai and substantial charge against humanists, 

since identiQing with the interests of the human species, disproportionately, over those of 

all other species, is arbitrarily favouring humans, as a species, after dl. By Singer's 

defition, any arbitrary favowing of the interests of one's species over another qualifies as 

speciesism. Since there is no rightN discrimination on the bais of rationality. Q, or 

whatever, the resultant favouring of the human species is just as arbitrary as discrirninating 

on the basis of species membership, by itself. This can be stated, now, without begging 

the question. Speciesism is s charge that cm only be properly leveled after the dust of the 

debate has substantially settled. Anti-speciesism resumes its status as a useful conceptuai 

tool for further argument. After dl ,  since 1 am asserting that animals are oppressed, 

speciesism is a good name for this oppression, and we can and should compare it to other 

oppressions (as we will in the next chapter), in order to dlay any doubts as to whether 

speciesism can legitimately be considered to be a fom of oppression. 

Regan was correct in rejecting extreme perfectionism, or certainly, deep empathy 

with others does not d o w  this. As for the "imperfect" humans, the s o c d e d  "marginal 

cases," a Iess oppressive term for such beings would be "marginalized cases," since they 

have been so alienated only by oppressors. They are not inherently at the margins of mord 

concern, nor even at the margins of any nonoppressive ontology, which accepts ail 

differences with equanimity. AU beings exist within their own rnargins, and we appreciate 

this the more we identie with them as they are, accepting them as they are, rather than 

measuing hem against some objectivist ideal of what humans "should" be. Cenainly, no 

one lacks reality for not confonning to such a standard, and cefiaMy, if we reject classism, 

they do not lack "ideal reality," as they are, either-although they may weii be treated in 

ways that are less than ideal. If we could improve their weii-king or autonomous 

capacities, we would, with a view to their good. However, as long as they are the way 



they are, they have thek own good w hich cannot be held against any nonexistent "objective 

value" of any kind of king. They are individuais, with pahcuIar charac teristics, who are 

only grouped together out of an oppressive pursuit of the good, or an anti-oppressive 

countenng of such "benevolence." 

Marginalized beings are to be identified with, dong with nonhuman animais, and 

everyone else who is cooscious. There is Little purpose in ethicaiiy singling out 

marginalized beings, unless (1) one is intent on comparing them with so-cailed "norrnai" 

people, to see if they should be considered more fitting to h m ,  or at least not to benefit, or 

(2) one is identifiing the special needs of partr'cular marginalized beings. Overall, though, it 

is normal for humans to expenence certain proportions of genetic problerns, and so on. In 

a post-oppressive society, marginalized humans would be regarded just as the beings they 

are, individuals with names, each with unique capacities üke the rest of us. There would 

be no moral segregation. although some distinctions might be relevant. They might be less 

intelligent, but equdly are part of the full ontological spectrum, and equaiiy are accepted 

moraiiy. Margins are always relative, and, in this case, they often relate directiy to beings 

with Q, with whom, according to humanism, we are implicitly to identify, fmt and 

forernost. We are, on Iuggernautian logic, to identi@ with marginalized humans only 

secondarily, and less certainly, in a descending hierarchy that is based on various 

capacities. such as those in Q. It is disempowering, oppressive, and alienating to even 

think of oneself as "marginalized," however, except and insofar as one is in direct 

confrontation with oppresson, who wouid marginalize one, with a view to overcoming the 

harms of marginalization. 

While at least much of the nonharming spirit of ahimsa is borne out by anti- 

oppression's rejection of arbitrary haming, it is questionable whether, in idenwing with 

othen with a view to their good, one would never defend them against h m .  Anti- 

oppression means opposing harrning, and that rnight mean physicdy. Also, avoiding 

naturai harrns is part of upholding the welfare of conscious beings, even, perhaps, if one 

must h m  nature in order to stave off that h m .  That would not necessarily be "arbitrary" 

if the point is avoiding needless harm (such as humans' arbitrary inflictions of ham. or 



na- harms that are avoidable). Nonviolence on one's own part usualIy works, although 

it might betray a lack of deep empathy to refuse to use physical resistance in some 

situations. Still, although ethical vitaüsm might hold that that we should hami no living 

being, it was determined, Iast chapter, that plants, for example, can have no rights, 

although one very weil c m  choose to identify with their good (so long as this does not 

interfere with one's duties). 

We do generaily wish to avoid h m ,  even if it is not from an oppressor, but just 

from natural forces. Yet even when we are fending off naturai harms, anti-oppression is 

not necessarily out of the picture. To refbse to defend ourselves against naturally occumhg 

harm is a form of self-oppression, in that it arbiuaRly denies, to oneself, that which one 

needs. Anti-oppression gives us some sense as to why we prevent hami, and why not 

doing so is bad, irrational, or in disregard of reality itself. Ahirnsa may be too 

indiscriminate, by itself, since one can also h m  plants, although that is not significant, to 

an empathist, in nearly the same way. Oppression has the crucial dimension of being 

unempathetic, which harm to a plant need not be. Anti-hm, by itself, is comparatively 

simplistic and unrevealing, as well as deniable by Juggemaut, as we have seen. Finaily, 

anti-oppression uniquely provides for identifying the classist fdacy, and a n t i - h m  does 

not necessarily require us imaginatively to identifj ourselves with others. S U ,  ahirnsa 

may yet play a certain role in an empathist fnmework. 

There is an aspect to Pluhar's views, conceming the value of animal Lives, which is 

a complete nonsequitu, on an objectivist view, but which seerns inevitable from a 

perspective of deep empathy. She compares two lives, in which A may have a life that is 

more varied and replete in satisfactions than B's life, and asserts if either were to lose his or 

her life, "it would not be true to Say that B vdued his way of Me Iess than A valued his. 

They are equally bereft, because each has lost di that made life satis@ing."l4 This thought 

assumes a lot in thlliking that beings automaticdy value their lives equdy: it is untrue of 

many a depressed person, for example. Moreover, she conhises what makes life s a t i s m g  

with subjective valuation: one's life might be fidi of what makes Me satisQing (ordinarily 



at least), and yet one might s a e r  from anhedonia. From an objectivist point of view, too, 

one's life may involve fewer chances at satisfaction, and the intensity of valuation might 

aiso be different. There is equaliy the existence of a whole set of satisfactions for A and B. 

it is tme, but the loss is not equal from an objectivist perspective, which would look at 

kinds and degrees of satisfaction, which, she herself admits, are not equai at dl. 

Yet from a deeply empathetic point of view, we are to identify equally with A and 

B, and equally to resist their loss of Life, no matter how nch or poor their existence, and no 

matter if they equaily value their Lives or not. When Pluhar describes the loss of a dog's 

life compared to that of a human's, it is clear that she is, in fact, identifjing with the 

animal, mentioning how "[h]e would never again know the joys of running across a 

meadow, feeling the w a m  sunshine on his back, being nuvled by his mother, being 

bombarded by tantalizing smells in a forest, eating his favorite food, wrestiing with 

buddies, and having his ears scratched."" She claims that the joie de vivre of the dog 

would be no less than ihat of a human. Maybe it would be, but that is not relevant from an 

ethical empathist perspective. It would not have been relevant on a Juggernautian 

perspective, in a different way. insofar as the dog's iife wouid be deemed comparatively 

"impovenshed" overall, anyway, "lacking" as it is in Q. 

From our new gestalt shift, we can relate to Rollin's and Sapontzis' otherwise 

somewhat anomalous daim that animai liberation derives from tradition. We know of 

many traditions that are hostile to such liberationism. But if we look at the traditions of 

ethics with a perspective of idenaing with others with a view to their good, certain things 

stand out, such as fairness, promotion of happiness, and so on. which extend equally, in a 

sense, to al1 animais. Certainly, the Golden Ruie can be extended to nonhumans in the 

forrn of the Platinum Principle. Sapontzis claimed that the onus is on animal exploiters to 

justw their rejection of animal liberation. Perhaps that is the case, although it may not 

have ken,  prior to unraveling the illusions of Juggemaut. The latter view would have 

k e n  found outraging, dreadful, or perhaps merely annoying to an animal liberationist, 

since it is completely foreign to identifying with aU conscious beings fiom an ethical 

l5 Ibid. 



perspective. The negative reaction might not be due so much to a crisis of confidence in 

animal liberation as to a fear of the consequences of a view such as Juggemaut. It is 

understandable how the animal iiberationist insights from Chapter One faii to convince 

humanists, by thernselves, rnainly by begging the question, and, in a sense, "preaching to 

the converted" (or else the readily convertible). However, these insights remain fniitful. 

from a perspective of affi i ty with others, that can indeed philosophically be defended. 

They are not, however, starting points in philosophy, since not o d y  can they be deduced 

from an empathist perspective, but they cannot, by themselves, defeat Juggemaut. 

1 3.7 1 Expansive Insights: Aphorisms 1 
Ethicd empathism conduces greatly to human liberation. as well as promoting the cause of 

animal liberation. Singer and Regan, the principal animal liberation philosophes, state the 

same maxim: "Animal liberation is human ~iberation."'~ This can be interpreted in any 

number of ways. However, both liberations stem from the same anti-oppression ethic. in 

my view. I consider this to be a significant theme, since, as Schweitzer once penned, 

"Until he extends the circle of his compassion to al1 living things, man will not hirnself fmd 

peace."17 We cannot iiberate ourselves, as humans, without a thoroughgoing fieedom 

from oppressiveness. Indeed, if we objectiQ animals, we wiU easily do the sarne with 

human animals, and it is not just psychopathy which might stem from this, as discussed 

above. We have aiso seen that the siippery slope, which leads to ever harsher venions of 

Juggemaut, c m  be slick indeed, without a justified anti-oppression ethic to prevent the 

slide. Recali how Hitler vilified the Jews as slime and maggots, and we c m  see where 

such objectification may lead (more on Nazism in the cornparison to the Holocaust next 

chapter). Conversely, one c m o t  expect nonhuman animals to be treated weli when 

humans themselves are objectified and abused. 

Ib Singer, Animal Liberation, p. vii. See dso Tom Regan, The Struggle for Animal Rights (Clarks 
Summit, PA: International Society for Animal Rights, inc., 1987). p. 5. " Albert Schweitzer quoted in Jon Wyme-Tysoa. The Enended Circie: A Cornmonplace Book of A n i d  
Righrs (New York: Paragon House, 1989), p. 316, 



My philosophicai emphasis bas been on awareness, and not purely reasoning per se 

(although that is also key). We know that awareness can arise in a nonlinear fashion. 

Such an emphasis may occasionally-although not inevitably-conduce to the use of 

aphorisms. 1 offer the following mÛxims, in accordance with the theme of how human 

liberatioa, too, is fuahered by this Liberationist perspective: 

Circunistanczs miiy change quickiy, but world views change more slowiy . An empathetic 

perspective will help others to shifi their views aCter a sudden tragedy, rather than cal~ously 

assume an instant adjusment, as oneself might achieve from a more detached perspective. 

* 
Anyone with grand ambitions of furthering a way of life, such as deep empathy, cannot 

insensitively sacrifice others to do so without blatant self-contradiction. 

%- 

Perfect empathy would sustain the continuity and duration of love or loydty, as ongoing as 

the other conscious being with whom one empathizes. In giving the other love, we would 

also receive it, somewhat. through empathizing with his or her receipt of it. 

*- 
People often prefer ~tories. or the setting of an exarnple, over simple instructions in moral 

matters, perhaps, in part, because this gives people a chance to ideniify with real 

characters, and afïords people an oppominity to work out the significance of various roles 

and behaviours in richer, more relevant, and reaiity-imphcated terms. 

* 
One is invariably less hstrated in not securing what one wishes from others if one 

empathizes with the othes' desires, as well. 

* 
An objectdjhg view cm easily conduce to seeing others as consumables, assets, "drags," 

as rewarding or not, as being "of quality" or not. People can corne to assess others, ail too 

easily, on the basis of how much cornfort, amusement, figuring things out, information, 

moving power, etc., they have to offer, viewed objectively. People, as objects, can thus 



be rated and ranked, and as soon as someone becomes interested in something, there is a 

possibility of subordinating others, as objects, to that end. Some such objects are bbcostly" 

or else "low maintenance," are mcult or easy to deal with, important for one's welfare or 

irrelevant to it, adorning, or perhaps even a ticket to access other "objects" for one's career 

or social Life. In any case, it rnay be more convenient to examine others as they appear, 

subsumed under stereotypes, than it is to bother attending to objectively "irrelevant" 

personal details. 
* 
' 8 .  

Humiliating another, enjoying it, and empathizing with another with a view to his or her 

good is a psychological as weli as a mord impossibility. 

* 
Deep empathy is a bais for deep trust. One cannot depend on another person fully to 

respect oneself unless that other deeply identifies with oneself. Othenvise, the other might 

ignore one's wishes, feelings, values, unique perspective, or rnanipulatively override such 

considerations. Of course, opportunistic empathy can conduce to such manipulation, but 

such empathy does not have the depth of unconditionality, for ail times, penetrating to the 

very reaches of one's mord fibre. In objective ternis, no one is perfiect, and objective trust 

rnay be impossible, although trust in another's cornmitment to deep empathy may be a good 

start. For such, if genuine. is no mere abstract decision, but is a way of being. 

*c 

Juggernautian thinking rnay weil conduce to faise modesty, and fear of announcing one's 

true vimies, for boasting implies an assertion of greater Q than others, and hence, by 

classist logic, a greater claim to subord»tating others, perhaps even hannfully so. 

* 
Objectivist academics and thinkers might narrow-mindedly oppress others. For they are 

not as apt to explore other viewpoints from the standpoint of those who hold hem, but 

rather, look at other views as mere things to discard, and perhaps their holders dong with 

their views. An empaihist accepts another wherever he or she is "at," and dialogues 

onward from there, if possible, with an open mind. 



* 
It is easy to be untrue to oneself, by failing to ident@ with oneself, and instead to conform 

to social expectations, peer pressure, or to identiS, with those who, themselves, fail deeply 

to empathize with oneself. 

People often resent being manipulated through rewards and punishrnents, as though they 

are mere objects that are to be controlled in certain ways. For individuals are also capable 

of identifying with othen, and serving them is its own reward. 

2& 

Many might have experience with others identifying with them as confidence artists, or 

others who are intent on rnanipulating by lavishing positive attentions. As a resuit, people 

rnight be cautious about identifying with othea, or shy about "getting involved." 

Contrariwise, an empathist cm ask, "How are you?". and aiways mean it. 

%- 

It is true that one cm become overinvolved with others, but this is not a fault with 

identibing with conscious beings, per se, but only a failure to identiw with everyme with 

a view to their good. * 
Self-abdication cm lead to slavishly imitating others, "putting on an act," either invented or 

copied, or even, in nther combustible cases of self-hate, developing wholiy distinct 

personalities. Eating disorders, compulsive muscle-building, or cosmetic surgenes can 

result from viewing oneself as a bodily object, and perfectionisticaliy obsessing with 

getting nd of "flaws": any perceived fat or lack of muscle or aesthetic "imperfection." 

Staring is considered rude, perhaps, because it examines others in the same objectifying 

and unempathetic way. Meanwh.de, people often self-consciously present themselves as 

objects to be admired, and c m  becorne "chameleons" just to please others. 

* 
One who is vaidy "full of himself' or herseif is congested by focusing on the self as an 

object of admiration, rather than just identifjhg with oneself as a doer and recipient, and 



with others as well. Ironicaily, then, vanity can lead to failure to ident@ with self as well 

as with others. 

* 
Many objectivists believe they cm "size up" others at a glance, which is very far from 

being the case. Behaviourists, espousers of stereotypes, and gurus of body language may 

weil purvey such ideas. 

* 
Objectivism easily leads to one-sided hypocrisy, for while one c m  understand why oneself 

rnight change course, one might not empathetically regard others the same way, and so one 

rnight see oneself as simply bbdeveloping," and others as utterly inconsistent. 

* 
Judging how things should be by impersonal, objectivist standards can tend to make one 

judgmentai, irritable, or even angered al1 too easily, in connasr to a deeply empathetic 

regard. 

* 
It invalidates others' feelings and perceptions to treat others as "out of place" objects if they 

are angry, fearful, sad, or perceive things in a way that one does not consider to be true to 

objective reality. One should accept others as they are, and then work from there, through 

dialogue, if possible. This acceptance is certainly a good place to start, rather than 

adducing reasons why the feelings, etc. should not be there in thefirsî place. 

* 
Sadistic jokes-so comrnon in our culture-an only seem 'Kuiny" if one takes a certain 

perspective of objectiSing the victim. 

* 
If one expresses that one is glad that one is not as bady off as someone else who bas more 

problems, this does not express empathy for the one wone off, but at best gives one a 

satisfaction at king higher up on the objectivist hietarchy-ceaainly, the cornparison does 

nothing to alleviate one's own actual problems. 

* 



Objectivists can see love and maniage in terms of access to property: a mental-physical 

object known as the spouse. Perhaps the partner once satisfied a iist of qualities for the 

right kind of object, whereas it is, perhaps, more important to be able to idenm, 

harmoniously, with the other as a subject. Certain objective behaviours, with a calculated 

end, are given and received, according to learned "techniques" of interaction at every levei. 

Thus, there c m  be a failure to iden@ with another even in this supposedy most intimate 

of relationships. Such are many tragic lives in an objectivist culture, with great gulfs 

existing between different "persans-as-abjects." * 
Objectivist one-sidedness is often part of child-rearing: if one overemphasizes the agent- 

aspect, one cm end up with a powemil adult one day who was robbed of childhood 

enjoyments. If one overemphasizes the welfare-aspect, one c m  produce a minimaiiy 

autonomous child who is spoiled with (would-be) gratifications. 

* 
Cornpetition. on an empathist view, is more positive and friendly, as well as more 

constructive. It is. indeed, a form of cooperation towards a desired outcorne. Objectivist 

cornpetition seeks to discard objects untii the supreme one reigns. An empathist may be 

happy for a good that another gains which one cannot enjoy oneself. 

* 
If one identifies with ali disputants in a conflict, one is more likely to perceive aii sides, 

remain peaceful, and work towards a constructive solution, rather than a destructive 

dissolution of objective views in codiict. Deep empathy aiiows for listening, not just 

hearing. One is more likely to compromise, on either side, if each can i d e n w  with the 

other, so that it is then just a matter of which balance is achieved, as long as it is fair 

enough. An objectivist is not "with" another's perspective, and so the approach is far more 

likely to be adversarial. Siding with others nsks harming still others. 

* 



Some people seek to degrade others, due to personal insecurity, yet thus they succeed in 

creating insecurity in themselves and othen. It is most secure for everyone to be with each 

other, on a shared empathetic perspective. 

* 
The objectivist view creates an illusion of scarcity di round. for it is obsessed with the 

"need" to concentrate weaith among those "most worthy," and sees objects, more or less 

neutraliy, nther than subjects who have needs to be met. * 
The popular wiUingness to regard cornputers or androids as intelligent pesons is a 

reflection of our culture's denial of the reality of points of view, the fantasy that ail is or can 

be objective-which is m e  of machines, but not, perhaps, conscious beings. 
$E 

Self-identification can allow one to be more of an Epicure, appreciating one's sensations, 

nther than just touring one's body around like an object, shoving food down one's gullet, 

and otherwise manipulating oneself, without identiQing with oneself as recipient. 
* 
'h. 

Support groups, and sharing with those who have had similar expenences in general, can 

be effective, since one c m  find richer identification with others in these contexts. 

Conversely, people sometimes fmd camaraderie with others who objectify in the same way: 

bigots, etc. Perhaps this correlates with a felt need to be identified with by others and to be 

sociaily accepted. even loved, just the way one is. 

:+ 
Mothers and lovers are weli known to value others even if the latter are extremely errant, 

and this is because they find a way to i d e n e ,  at least in the main, with even roguish 

beloveds. 

* 
Some of our earliest mord education could easiiy consist of a mother telling children, who 

tonnent others gratuitously (usudiy other vulnerable children or animals, such as insects 

whose legs or wings are puiied off, etc.), to imagine what it wouid be iike to be on the 



receiving end, a lesson that is perfectiy in accord with ethicai empathisrn. One can see. 

fiom these insights, that animal liberation philosophy is more than something that is tacked 

onto human concems, but may mean a much p a t e r  liberation than is otherwise possible 

From numerous human difficulties, and, possibly, a ncher forrn of interaction with others. 

Animal liberation is an expansion of human liberation, and not a separate concem. 

3.8 Reflecting on the Moral Transformation 1 1 of Michael Allen Fox 
Here we have an especially hopeN example of someone who championed every marner of 

usage of nonhuman animals. even their utilization in very harrnful expenments that have 

dubious benefits, such as Harry Harlow's infarnous "well of despair" (described in 

Singer's Animal Liberation). Yet, although Singer declares that opposing oppression is not 

a hindamental ethical concem, anti-oppression was key in Fox's own change of views to 

animal liberation. Fox tells us: 

1 took on the mantle of speciesism ...[ b]ut I couId not yet see that this kind of thinking, as 
well as the hierarchical view of humans as superior to al1 else in nature, to which 1 still 
adhered, were indeed analogous to those specious and loathsorne arguments used CO 

promote racism and sexi~rn.'~ 

Here, Fox identifies the treatment of anirnals very seriously (not just rhetoricdy, as Singer 

irnplied last chapter) with different foms of oppression, and criticizes oppressive 

hierxchies, including, it seems, the kind of supenorism that inspires Juggemaut. In a way 

that parallels rejectiilg the classist faliacy's overemphasis on differences, Fox asserts: 

'There is no nonarbitrary ground on which to argue that the differences between humans 

and animais, morally relevant though some of them may be, make humans morally superior 

and animais inferior or valueless forms of life."'9 Here he rejects acting on the basis of 

arbitmy differences, and aiso that they make humans "supenor," which could mean 

"counting for more moral1y"-and thus implicitiy iicenced to harm those who are 

"inferior." This sea change is very much in accord with the ethical empathist view. m e n  

asked what changed him, in an interview, Fox responds: 

'W. A. Fox quoted in Pluhar. Beyond Prejudice, p. 128. 
l9 Ibid., p. 225. 



It was also about that time that a feminist acquauitance heaped scom on the book [The 
Case for Animal Experimentation] for its inhumaneness and its attempt to justify a power 
relationship of humans over the rest of nature-a relationship that is similar to the one that 
has generally prevailed between men and women. One group h a  power over another and 
can therefore do whatever it wants to do with the other, disguising it with a "justification." 
It was a shocking experience that made me sit up and take notice of rny emerging 
doubts." 

So his change was catalyzed by the experience of notichg that groups treating other groups 

in (irnplicitly) h a d l  ways could no! I?e justified, and by focusing, again, on a fom of 

oppression: sexism. 

Before, Fox knew very weli that a more powerfid group was manipulating a 

weaker group. and an objectivist humanist would shnig: "So what?" It would be 

considered to be an obvious fact. The real difference, here. is that FOX, at the prodding of 

his "feminist acquaintance." seerns to have shifted to identifying, in some way, with those 

who are oppressed. He regrets: "It seemed 1 codd justify anything. This reaily bothered 

me." Here Fox was starting to change his focus from humans' supposed superior worth to 

questioning whether we have a Licence to h m  nonhumans at ail. 

As a direct result, he is now an anti-vivisectionist and a vegetarian. Many ordinary 

people do not begin with an assertion of rights. or utilitaian calculuses in their mord 

reasoning, but rather with identibing with others. very often those who are oppressed. 

Oppression is a real phenornenon which we can describe and oppose-or not. People are 

certainly galvanized by great movements against oppression, as in the French and Russian 

Revolutions, the emancipation of the slaves, the struggle for women's rights, civil nghts. 

the stmggles of and for "the Third World," the handicapped, the ill and the poor ... 
Notonously, it was during the protest against the oppressive American involvement in 

Vietnam that Western moral philosophy itself began to become more practicaliy onented, 

once again, and also socially relevant, after decades of linguistic analysis and merely 

abstract, conceptual concems. Philosophy began to engage freshly emerging issues such 

as sexism, racism, among others. Equaily prominent, however. are conservative reactions 

against impositions agaiast "individual fieedorn," which often amounts to a one-sided, and 

30 Marly Cornell, 'The Philosopher Who Came in from the Cold: An interview with Michael Allen Fox," 
Animals' Agenda (March 1988). pp. 7-8. 



narcissisticaily diminished version of the right to moral autonomy. 1 would suggest that 

anti-oppression, with a suitable emphasis on empathy, is more huadamentai than even 

animai liberationists have been willing to admit hitherto. 

1 3.9 1 Conclusion: A New Beginning: 1 
The only way that animals-and hurnan "marginalized cases"+an withstand the force of 

Juggernaut, and oppression in general, is if we, ourselves, take a stand with these beings. 

Othewise, they cm be deemed to be objectively inferior, and thus subordinated. This is 

no rnere pragmatic strategy to benefit these othen, but the positing of an obligation for 

anyone who wodd be aware of reality, and who would respond ethicdy. The anti- 

oppression argument is a cumulative one. involving a rejection of stipdative cntena for 

moral standing, the classist fallacy, objectivism, Juggernaut, and reductionisrn. Just as we 

should be ashamed to favour the economically nch for no good reason, so it goes for 

classism in generai. 

Oppression, and whatever is related to it, is perhaps unmatched in its intrinsic and 

attendant evils, and deserves to be opposed at every oppornmity. Even noncognitivists can 

reject oppression as totally arbitrary and repugnant." For skeptics regarding ethical 

absolutes cm h d  a reaction, in their human nature, against oppression-including against 

nonhumans. This form of response can be universalized for ali who share the relevant 

aspects of human nature (except at least some psychopaths). hplicit here would be a 

minimal cornmitment to treat like cases alike. However, one can identifj with others with a 

view even to their "randomly emergent" good, as  the skeptic rnight have it, just as one does 

with one's own. Perhaps a great many people can cultivate new world views, ways of 

lookùig at thuigs, and habits, dong the lines of ethical empathism. Emancipation ethics 

must haunt us until the last oppressed beings are free, and only then can we absolutely Say 

we can live sirnply by our "ethics." 

- 

" The üne between bbcognitivism" and "noncognitivism." here, is not very clear, since it is not necessarily 
given what realities are in dispute, and even on the cognitivist version, one still has to guess about others' 
points of view-although perhaps one may beiieve one h o w s  that one should try to identifj wilh othen. 



4.1 1 Introduction: Forbidding Territory 
Unicorns are animals, but in any sense that is relevant to this discussion, they do not exist. 

Similady, 1 can refer to "oppressed animais," but does the universe contain any such 

beings, besides humans? There is a lot at stake in claiming that nonhuman animais are 

oppressed. If that claim c m  reasonably be conrrovened, then this analysis, as a whole, 

may be utterly confounded. It has ken argued that "oppression" is a term that can nghtiy 

apply to many nonhumans, at a conceptual level. In some ways, however, the oppression 

of nonhuman animals, as 1 have constnied it, does seem to be drarnatically different from 

human oppressions. Yet, in some respects, there are defhte similarities-especiaiiy once 

one makes the imaginative leap of identzfying with the animais. This dynamic of 

comparative tension especially is to be found in considering the details of al l  of the different 

oppressions. However, reaiity is largely made up of detaiis, in a sense, so we wouid do 

weîi, perhaps, to examine, with some specificity, at least those two oppressions that are 

most often compared to speciesism' : racism and sexism. 

I wili not, and cannot, rnake an exhaustive account of these phenomena, but rather, 

I WU present an illutrative portrait. This portrait will demonstrate that the oppressions are, 

in certain ways, comparable, but in other ways unique. However, di of the phenomena in 

question are identical in their exemplification of oppression, broady defmed as harming, or 

king open to harming, othen on the supposed ba is  that they belong to a disfavoured 

group. I construct these portraits, but not as an end in itself-for they wiU out to be 

far from key in either making or breaking the cornparison between human and nonhuman 

' This is most notably, but not only the case, in Peter Singer, A n i d  Liberation, 2nd Edition (New York: 
Avon Books, 1990). 



oppressions. Rather, this analysis will demonstrate that particular differences between 

human and nonhuman oppressions decidedly do not place nonhumans outside of the 

category of those beings who are oppressed. This conclusion will be reinforced by a 

consideration of key objections to the idea that anixnals are oppressed at aii. 

Now. with comparing society's ueatment of animals to the Holocaust. one has, in a 

sense, to fight for the comparison every step of the way, and beyond, since many people 

resent the drawing of any such parallel. Yet, if the comparison between racism and 

speciesism has any legitimacy, then we should be able to compare such oppressions, at 

least in some form. Marjone Spiegel has aiready drawn a rather detailed comparison 

between the enslavement of Afiicans and our treatment of animais in The Dreaded 

Compahon. While the Holocaust does arise as a point of reference in the animal 

liberationist literanire, it is not generally treated in any sort of comprehensive detail. The 

treatment here will not, and need not, be comprehensive, but perhaps it will still be an 

improvement over what now exists in the animal ethics discourse. 

With the accomplishments of ecofeminism, there is Iess dificulty, perhaps, in 

drawing a comparison between the oppression of animals and that of women. 

Notwithstanding, hurnanists may think that it is blatantly obvious that such cornparisons 

are mistaken. Their case, in their own rninds, might seem to be bolstered by the disparate 

detaiis between our oppression of animals and those systematic maltreatrnents which 

penain to humans. I think these differences of detail help to create the perception which 

some people hold, that the cornparison is, in fact, absurd, or violently offensive. 1 readily 

admit that there are irreconcilable differences in the contrasting oppressions, a consideration 

that may, at times, be overlooked by animal liberationists, to the detriment of their analysis. 

It WU be shown that a healthy acknowledgrnent of these clifferences, far fkom defeating the 

comparison, only makes it richer, and more interesting, since, after ail, it is a comparison 

between different foms of oppression. 



[ 4.2 Holocausts, Human and Nonhuman 
- -  - -- 

By extension, it could be said that 1 am a Holocaust survivor. The derivation is from my 

father's life expenences. His sister remembea holding his hand, in 1939, as their family 

m. on foot, from their small home and grocery store in eastem Poland. They were fleeing 

Nazi planes, which were devastating their Lifelong home. My father's father's sibiings also 

had family memben in that area However, they were presumed lost to the implacable 

appetite of Hitler's enormous engine of destruction of European Jewry. My father barely 

escaped. So, 1 suppose, did I. I take the Holocaust very seriously, from a personal point 

of view, and do not make the comparison between it, and society's common, extreme 

mistreatment of nonhuman anirnals, at aii lightly. Nor do 1 contemplate these matters, 

again, without an appropriate recognition of the uniqrieness of each of the oppressions, 

which, after d l ,  remain different. 

Isaac Bashevis Singer, the famed Jewish fiction-writer, is often quoted in the 

animal liberationist literature as stating: "In their behavior towards creatures, ai I  men [are] 

~azis."' It is worth noting that it is not king claimed here that people are Nazis towards 

other people-only towards nonhuman animals. Singer is not the only post-Holocaust 

writer who makes the comparison. Mark GoId describes how Edgar Kupfer, a swivor of 

Dachau, was prompted by his experiences of Nazi oppression to "fuaively scrawi" the 

following message, after his liberation, on the wall of a hospital barrack, at the 

concentration camp in which he was irnprisoned: 

1 refuse to eat animals because 1 cannot nourish myself by the sufferings and by the death 
of other creatures. 1 refuse to do so, because 1 suffered so painfully myself that 1 c m  feel 
the pains of others by recalling my own sufferings.' 

1 think it is worth making much of the motivation, and reason, behind Kupfer's abstentions 

fkom having animals küled for his meals. Notice how he claims that "[he] cm feel the 

pains of othen by recaiiing [his] own sufferings," implying that he is identifiing with the 

animais with a view to their own good, imagining himself in their place, suffering as they 

do-and using his own great suffenng as a reference point. Many other Holocaust 

Mark ~ o l d .  Animal Rights: Exrendhg the Circle of Compassion (Oxford: Jon Carpenter Publishing, 
1993, p. 25. 



survivors do not make this imaginative leap, and do not tnily idenw with animals. No 

doubt, these other survivors continue to regard these creatures in the typicd objectivist 

manner, fit to be valued and used merely as resources. 

Gold also notes that a whole consortium of Holocaust survivors formed a business 

which is, in fact, based upon the comparison between the Holocaust and o u  treatment of 

animals: 

... the largest producers of soya based meat-alternative frozen foods in the world, the Tivall 
company in Israel, was actually founded in the Kubbutz Lochene Hagetaot (literally 
translated as 'survivors of the ghetto'). It was set up originaily by those who survived the 
horror of  the Warsaw Ghetto and Hitler's 'final solution' and who came to believe that the 
animal market and abattoir were uncomfortably reminiscent of their own experience." 

1 think that it is fair to say that deep identification is taking place, here, too. For if the 

treatment of animais for food is "uncomfortably reminiscent of their own experience," then 

the company founders must be imagining the animais' actual expenences. in order to make 

this comparison, and not merely viewing anixnals fiom the objectivist, "outside" 

perspective. 

Not su~prisingly, perhaps, this specific comparison is also widely made by animal 

Liberationists more generaily. Michael W. Fox refers to "the holocaust of the animal 

kingdom."' Regan, self-conscious of the dreadfulness of making the cornparison, which 

inevitably offends some people. asks: "Do we dare to speak of a Holocaust for the animals? 

May we depict the horror they must endure, using this feamii image of wanton inhurnanity, 

without desecrating the memory of those innocents who died in the death  camp^?'^ He 

replies to this rhetorical question in the affirmative, citing a different I. B. Singer quote than 

that which 1 reproduced above: "for the animals it is an eternai Treblinka.'" Sue Coe, who 

authored a book which featwes graphic artistic depictions of what she viewed in 

slaughterhouses and stoclqards throughout North America, also compares this treatment of 

animals to the ~olocaust.' Jirn Mason, one of the early exposers of the facts about factory 

Ibid., p. 25. 
' Michaei W. Fox, Inhtunone Society: The American Way offiploiting Animais (New York: Si. Martin's 
Press, 1990), p. 242. 

Tom Regan, Ine Stmggle for Animal Rights (Clarks Sumrnît, PA: International Society for Animal 
Rights, inc., I987), pp. 76-77. 
' lbid. 

Sue Coe, D e d  Meat (New York: Four Walls Eight Windows, 1993, pp. 72-73. 



farming (which he chiefly drew from agricultural trade journals), writes that to "a growing 

number of people, [our way of domhahg both nature and each other] looks like a global 

suicide course with a nonhuman holocaust thrown in for gwd measure."' 

It seems that the particular practices, which most invite this particular cornparison, 

are the oppression of animais in laboratory experirnents, in intensive fanning, and in the pet 

industries. I wiil discuss these practices in the order just given. Gold laments that 

"German Nazi doctors considered Jews, gypsies, communists and meniûlly handicapped 

people as suitable subjects for painful experimentation in much the sarne way as animais are 

used  no^."'^ Deborah Blum reflects on the use of monkeys and other anirnals in research. 

She cites a relevant comment From Roger Fouts, a researcher of primates who is known for 

his work with chimpanzees who speak through Amencan Sign LYiguage: 

Amencan researchers use some 40,000 monkeys every year. By contrast, they use almost 
15 million rats and mice. In such quantities. animais usuaily don't get names. just 
numbers etched in tags around their necks, tattooed ont0 their skin. 'We make them the 
same as soldiers in a war,' Fouts says. 'Without nzunes, they become faceless, lose their 
idrntity. It's extremr exploitation, the same as in the labs of Nazi ~ r r r n a n ~ . " '  

Perhaps these anirnals retain whatever shattered identity they have as individuals, but theirs 

is a lonely, suffering existence, and people often make no effort to respect the animal's 

identity through deep empathy, which includes a regard for their weifare and autonomy. 

Certainiy, the rationale for using anirnals in laboratories is quite comparable to that which 

was used for subjecting Jews and othen to '*scient5c" experimentation. As Richard Ryder 

notes: 

... defense of the exploitation of animals in labontories usually takes the form of arguing 
that knowledge gained from such research will be of benefit to the human species. But 
such indeed was the argument put forward by sorne of the Nazi scientists tried for their 
experirnents upon Jews, and with some scientific justification, for research upon human 
beings is more likely to produce results beneficial to humans than is research upon other 
anirna~s.'~ 

However, as the Finsens Say, "we do not reject the Nazi experirnents on unwiIlïng 

concentration camp victims as a mode1 for procuring future experimental subjects solely 

Jim Mason, An UnnaturaL Order: Uncovekg the Roots of Our Dominasion ufN4ntre m d  Each Other 
(New York: Simon & Schuster. 1993), p. 48. 
'O Goid, Animal Rights. p. 37. 
" Deborah Blum. The Monkey Won (New York: Oxford URiversity Press, 1994). p. 6. 
" Richard Ryder, "Speciesism," in Animal Experimentatiun: The Moral [ssues, eds. Robert M. Baird and 
Stuart E. Rosenbsium (Buffalo, New York: Prometheus Books, 1991), p. 40. 



because the Nazi experiments were scientificaliy ~nsound."'~ In fact, it is quite conceivable 

that scientincaily, many objectively-based medical benefits could result boom ruthless 

investigations with human prisoners. 

Yet that is not the sum total of the rationale for treating Jews, and othen. in this 

horrifie manner. Also, "Nazi doctors did practice vivisection on Slavs [and others] partly 

on the theory they were hke animals...."'" In other words, the Nazis objectified their 

victims in the way that nonhuman animals are typicaiiy objectified. 

Singer notes how widespread was experimeniation on the Nazis' human prisoners, 

and how no German scientists uttered even a murmur of protest, perhaps from fear of  the 

deadly retribution of the Nazi-style Juggernaut: 

The analogy between speciesism and racism applies in practice as well as in theory in the 
area of expenmentation. Blatant speciesism leads to painful experiments on other species, 
defended on the grounds of their contribution to knowledge and possible usefulness for 
our species. Blatant ncism has led to painful experiments on other races, defended on the 
grounds of their contribution to knowledge and possible usefuhess for the experimenting 
race. Under the Nazi regime in Germany, nearly two hundred doctors, some of them 
eminent in the worid of medicine, took part in experiments on Jews and Russian and Polish 
prisoners. Thousands of other physicians knew of these experiments, some of which were 
the subjeci: of lectures at medical academies. Yet the records show that the doctors sat 
through verbal reports by doctors on how horrible injuries were inflicted on these "lesser 
races," and then proceeded to discuss the medical Iessons to be Iearned from them, 
without anyone making even a mild protest about the nature of the experiments. The 
parallels between this attitude and that of experimenters today toward animals are striking. 
Then, as now, subjects were frozen, heated, and put in decompression chambers. Then, as 
now. these events were written up in dispassionate scientific jargon." 

Notice the language of objectivism which Singer is refening to. here, which views 

animals, and the human prisoners, as much as possible like objects, thus seeking to 

eliminate any conceivabiliry of i d e n e h g  with them. 

An example which Singer gives of this dispassionate (or objectivist) language is 

that of decompression experiments, which are performed on humans in the Nazi era and on 

nonhuman animals still today: 

After five minutes spasms appeared; between the sixth and tenth minute respiration 

I3 Lawrence Finsen and Susan Fusen, The AnUMl Rights Movement in America: From Compassion to 
Respect (New York: Twayne Pubiishers, 1994). p. 279. 
'' Richard A. Watson, "Self-Consciousness and the Rights of Nonhuman Anirnals and Nature," in The 
Animal RightdEnvironmental Ethics Debate: The Environmental Perspective, ed. Eugene Hargrove (New 
York: State University of New York Press, 1992). p. 110- 
l5 Singer. Animal Liberation, p. 83. 



increased in frequency, the TP [test person] losing consciousness. From the 
eleventh to the thirtieth minute respiration slowed down to three inhalations per 
minute, only to cease entirely at the end of that period .... About half an hour after 
breathing crased, an autopsy was begun. l6 

Observe, here, how the Nazis refer to their "test penons" as persons possessed with 

consciousness. Obviously, mere consciousness is not enough to merit respect on their 

extreme version of the Juggemaut. Although it is recognized that consciousness is present, 

this is observed, or inferred, from afar. There is no imaginative empathy, no taking the 

step of senously identiming with the other's conscious standpoint, with a view to the 

individuai's welfare and autonomy. To the Nazis, the "test persons" become mere, 

psychophysical objects. 

Singer is careful to quaLi@ the cornparison here. Neither he nor I wish to irnply that 

ordinary people. today, are just like Nazis: 

[Olur sphere of moral concem is wider than that of the Nazis, and we are no longer 
prepared to countenance a lesser degree of concem for other human beings: but there are 
still many sentient beings for whom we appear to have no real concern at dl." 

When he claims that many have no "real" concern for animais at all, we may interpret that 

he means no direct moral concem (or, more accurately, no adequute kinds and degrees of 

direct concem). After aii, as we have seen, Juggernaut aliows for "real concem": 

nonhuman animals are to be indirectly cared for as property, or as entities that people care 

about as pets, zoological curiosities, charismatic species members. "practicing dumm.iesW 

for developing moral vimies, and so on. Much more to the point, some direct moral 

concem for many animals, and not just apes and dolphins, is accorded by Juggemaut. 

Folicwing Don Barnes, Singer c d s  Nazis and animal experimenters "victims of 

conditioned ethicd blincines~."'~ I suppose that these people have been conditioned to be 

objectivists, not (fully) identifying with animals as subjects. 1 thhk that only a spare 

minority of people, perhaps tme psychopaths, are t d y  incapable of such identûication. 

People could, perhaps just as easily, be socialiy condiuoned to avoid bbethical blindness" by 

ideniifying with other, conscious points of view. 

l6 Ibid., pp. 84. 
" Ibid., p. 84-85. 
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As for intensive farming, again, Mason draws an evocative cornparison based on 

observations that he made in Dubuque, Iowa: 

Every few miles, [along U.S. route 201 the road is shrouded in a breath-stopping, rancid 
smell from some nearby animai factory. It is a sickly, deathly smell (if you have been 
around healthy animais fed on hay or Pasture you know the difference), Like the smell of a 
concentration camp. Which, of course. the factory farm quite literally is, because it 
concentrates a large nurnber of animals indoon and feeds them a steady diet of grain 
concentrates (the agnbusiness word for com, soybeans. and energy-rich seed parts of other 
plants). In addition. it is a factory in which encwj and nutricnts Fiom the sun a d  sail ani. 
concentrated by animals and tumed into meat, milk. and eggs.19 

He caiIs "factory fam" literal concentration camps, which are comparable to Nazi 

concentration camps, therefore, not merely in k ing  similar to concentration camps. Mason 

is not alone in his perception of these large-scale facilities. In an interview, Ingnd Newkirk 

recounts the follow hg: 

The mernories of one Maryland chicken slaughterhouse will always be with me. It was 
sumrner, 90 degree heat, humid, no shade, and the chickens were in stacked cntes. As we 
walked in. we were breathing the palpable stench of warm, dying bodies. It soaked 
through our clothes and skin. We took some birds out of the crates, and they tried to 
dnnk melting ice from our hmds. They were too weak to keep their heads up. They 
would have stayed there until the next morning. dying of heat prostration. respiratory 
failure and so on. We made the security guards cal1 in the manager to finish them off. 
It's the closest I've ever been to ~uschwitz.'~ 

Anyone who has seen füms of the emaciated bodies of starving, heat-stroked or frozen, 

and otherwise physicaiiy traumatized victims of concentration camps, in Nazi Europe, 

should be able to relate to the imagery that Newkirk offers us here. Hence, Sapontzis 

concurs that our treatment of animals "resernbles that which has faced those who liberated 

concentration camp victims and other human victims of severe physical and psychological 

depnvation and abuse..."" 

Let us now consider the "science" of factory farming, an attempt to perfect, and to 

make more efficient, the old ways of animai husbandry. The Nazis, for their part, were 

obsessed with perfec tionism, efficiency , and utilizing technology towards these ends. 

Unrestrained, objectivist science certainly has its cntics in animal Liberationist quarters, 

including Brigid Brophy: "Sometimes we are even told we rnustn't resist [factory farming] 

Mason. An Unnatural Order, pp. 1 18- 19. 
Hariet Schleifer, "Images of Death and Life: Food Animal Roduction and the Vegetanan Option." in In 
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because it is an 'advanced' method-a theory on which we ought to have welcomed 

Auschwitz as a great step fonvard in gas te~hnology."~~ 

Our treatment of so-cailed "pet animals" also reminds various commentators of a 

time not too long ago. A particular raid on a dog dealer is described in just these ternis: 

In 1966, HSUS joined the Maryland State PoIice in a nid on the facilities of a dog dealer 
who had been collecting strays to supply medical research laboratones. The chief 
investieator of the state police, a member of HSUS since 1961, had been monitoring the 
dog auctions supplying animals to labs. He organized the raid and HSUS arranged to 
have Life magazine reporters on the scene. A picture of the facility appeared on the front 
cover of Life, captioned: "Concentration Camp for Dogs." The event brought public 
attention to the "animal slave trade" in which lost or stolen pets were picked u and sold 
to dealers who trucked them off to universities or pharmaceutid laboratories. B 

Note that the event just related took place four years before the term "speciesism" was 

coined. One does not need such a label for the oppression of animals, in order to be aware 

of the similarities between the way cornpanion animals are treated, and zealously racist 

treatment. 

Even the language that is often used may blame the victim, as Rollin implies with 

the following: 

In actuality. talking about the "pet problem" is another piece of verbal lubncation. 
legerdemain that serves to suggest that here is something intrinsically problematic about 
these creatures, as when the Germans spoke of the Yewish question." The problem is not 
with the dogs and cats, of course; it is with human beings.14 

My critique of how we commonly regard animals-or fail to have regard for them- 

concurs with Rollin's statement. Mason provides an example of how we create problems 

which, again, remind us of the Nazis, in their obsessive drive for the "perfect" breed of 

human king. Mason notes how animal breeden' talk of "puity" of blood, perfect 

purebreds, and how they express contempt for mongrels and mutts, who are considered 

[Racist hatred] draws on the breeder's ideologies of bloodline and purity, as it did in Nazi 
Gemany and the segregated South; as it stiil does today among neo-Nazis and white 
supremacists. The rhetoric of ail these racists speaks of the breeder's obsessions, and the 

" Brigid Brophy quoted in k n  Wynne-Tyson, The Errcnded Circle: A Cornmonplace Book of Animai 
Rights (New York: Paragon House, 1989), p. 29. 
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extrernity of their actions speaks of the depth of their fear and hatred of 'lower' nature: 
The Nazis ranted against Jews, gypsies, Poles, and other 'mongrel races' and then 
methodically tried to exterminate them. Southem segregationists preached against 'race 
mixing* and used lynchings, mob violence, and terrorist campaigns to keep people of 
color 'in their place.'25 

Evidently. there are incarnations of Juggernaut where the cnteria for "quality of being" 

(recall that 1 left it open to people to constmct their own List) would include one's 

expressing a variety of racial, or s t i i l  other more or less biologicai traits. 

In sumation, activists. such as the one who is anonymousiy quoted here from 

Sperling's study, Animal Liberators, reflect an awareness that what is happening in the 

nonhuman realm is parailel to what happened under the Nazi Germans (and. indeed, the 

Nazis and their sympathizers in other European countries-people sometimes focus, too 

narrowly, on Germany aione): 

We talk about remembering the Holocaust so it won? happen again. and I'd like to know, 
when it does happen again. how are we going to know it? Does it have to happen to 
European Jews? Or does it have to happen to people? 1 say it*s happening now and we 
don? recognize it.16 

1 would submit, with this fellow activist, that a nonhuman holocaust is presently occurring, 

and that we ought not only to be vigilant against future (and ongoing) human holocausts, 

but also, aware enough to recognize what is happening right now, with nonhumans. This 

awareness will extend to an active empathy, which wiil permit us to be able to recognize 

that a holocaust is happening in the fmt place. Othenvise, mimais merely appear as 

psychophysical objects (with even their mental states viewed from an objective perspective) 

or, to some extremists, merely physical objects. 

These "objects" are manipulated in various ways for real or supposed human 

benefit, which supposedly befits the infenor worth of nonhuman animal existences. Thus 

it is that Juggernaut, and its ideological relatives, would have us believe. Rollin notes, 

however, that the Environmentai Protection Agency would not use Nazi data for human 

benefit, and that society's ethic of not using othen deemed less valuable ought to be 

extended to animals. We "wouid not seize a derelict's heart even to Save Mother Theresa," 

Suan  sperling, A n i d  ~ibe&rs: Reseurch Md Morality (Berkeley: University of CaiifoMa Press. 
1988). p. 5. 



R o l h  assures us.27 1 think that many Juggemautians, secure in their objectivist 

justifications, would indeed make this "sacrifice" of the human. However, my own appeal 

is based on my variation of the Golden Rule. 

Not everyone, of course, accepts the comparison of how animals are treated to the 

Holocaust. It seerns to amaze David Henshaw, of those who make the parallel, that it is 

"meant quite senou~ly."'~ Yet he acknowledges an animal liberationist perspective that 

there is no difference "between monkeys k ing  tomired in laboratones, and a Jew in 

Dachau or Auschwitz being tortured in the Second World War .... both feel the same amount 

of pain, and they both shouldn't be there, k ing  exploited by a more powefil beix~g."'~ 

The argument of the present chapter is that there are many ciifferences. but not in the 

essential oppressiveness, which. 1 think, really is the key point in making the comparison. 

Henshaw notes how Bernard Williams fmds the comparison between vivisection and the 

Holocaust. to be "absurd." "facile." and "obscene," since the latter is "'the greatest and most 

hideous crime of modem, and perhaps any times."" Again, 1 have argued in favour of 

takuig a deeper view, which takes animals seriously, and in depth. by recognizing their 

points of view. and responsibly identifies with them, to the degree that this is possible. It 

is Williams who is "facile" when he dismisses those who draw the comparison as loathing 

humanity." for to empathize with di with a view to their welfare and autonomy is to 

respect ail whom Williams would have us respect-and more. Williams also adds, 

Henshaw tells us, that anirnals cannot answer back our do-goodery," implying that 

animais would somehow find liberation to be objectionable. The precise objectionableness 

here is never made clear. 

Bernard Rollin, "Some Ethicd Concerns in Anima1 Research: Where Do We Go Next?," in Animal 
Erperimentah'on, p. 154. " David Henshaw, Animal Wa#zre: The Story of the Animal Liberation Front (London: Fontana 
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Some anti-animal Liberaîionists go even farther, in rejecting the comparison in 

question, by making a comparison of their own. They compare animal liberationists to 

Nazis. John M. Orem, a vivisector, offers the foilowing comment: 

.,.there are parallels between the techniques of Nazi Germany and those of the animai 
rights movement. This movement uses propaganda to accomplish its goals; it cares 
nothing about the tmth and is even atternpting to rewrite the history of science to discount 
the role of animal research. The movement has infiltrated Our schools; it condones 
terroristic acts as a means a its end; it uses legal bullying !O silence its crifics: ir is anti- 
intellectual and anti-h~rnan.~~ 

Rather than drawing any concrete parallels between any supposed oppressiveness on the 

part of animal liberationists and the Nazis, instead, fatuous, would-be cornparisons are 

made between the racist, vilQing propaganda of the Nazis, and the propaganda of the 

animal rights movement. Animal Liberationist propaganda is Like that of any movement: 

some is emotiondy evocative, some is more informational, but al of it seerns to be geared 

to fighting a real oppression, or a set of oppressions, as 1 have argued in this work. To my 

knowledge, no animal rights campaign per se has sanctioned any of the known oppressions 

in any way. To indicate that 1. as an animal liberatiunist, "care nothhg about the tnith" and 

am "anti-inteiiectual," or in any way inteiiectudy suspect for my position, is simply an 

Many opponents of animal liberation have also indicated that Nazi Germany was 

somehow animal rightist, and therefore, animal nghtism is associated with Nazism. Both 

the inference and the initial premise are wrong: 

There were 679 animal protection societies in Germany in the early 1930s. and many 
philosophical treatises projecting their views. In August, 1933. Hermann Gonng, then 
chairman of the Prussian rninisteriai cabinet and later the author of the 'final solution' of 
the Jewish question, issued an order prohibiting the vivisection of animals in Prussian 
temtory. 'To the Germans,' he declared in a public broadcast, 'animals are not merely 
creatures in the organic sense, but creatures who lead their own lives and who are endowed 
with perceptive faculties, who feel pain and experience joy .... An absolute and permanent 
prohibition of vivisection is not only a necessary law to protect animals ... but it is also a law 
for humanity itself.' Any person engaged in such practices would be 'removed to a 
concentration camp.' Bavaria soon issued similar prohibitions, and in 1934 the national 
govemment prohibited unnecessary tonnent of animds. In Nazi eyes, biomedical science 

13 Lorenz Otto Lutherer and Margaret Sheffield Simon, Targeted: The Anatomy of an Aninzul Rights Attack 
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was a heavily Jewish-that is, olluted-profession, while, in contrast, animals were 
symbols of nature and purity. Y4 

Leaving aside, for the moment, the question of whether or not animal liberationists are 

culpable for king outright offensive or trivializing in this context, 1 would here hdicate 

simply that it is derneaning to imply that animal rightists are Nazi-like. AU that the 

liberationists seek to do is to overthrow di oppression-that, at least, is not intended as an 

"insult" to anyone, but rather, to preserve whole classes of beings from egregious and 

subde insults. if the Nazis cared so much for creatures with ''their own iives" and 

"perceptive faculties," etc., why did they not care for the Jews, who are animals-and 

whom the Nazis ofien compared to anirnals, even to "%ennid"' What is so "animal nghtist" 

about such Nazi practices? The Nazis glutted themselves on hypocnticai and self- 

aggrandizing propaganda, and their statements are not to be accepted at face value. 

Opposing vivisection because it is "heavily Jewish" does not sound like any kind of anti- 

oppression view to me. So in the case of putting limits on vivisection, the Nazis did not 

love animals that rnuch, but rather. at most, they hated the Jews that much. Certainly, the 

Nazis were very far from abolishing meat-eating, or hunting, or laboratory experirnents 

with animais, etc. Any cults of "nature worship" in Nazism were connected, again, with 

their oppressive ideology of finding pure breeds, and with their pseudo-Nietzschean 

admiration of predatory animais, who exempli@ the suong dominating the weak. If their 

softening of so-cded "heavily Jewish" vivisection was the extent of their "animal 

rightism," then they remain as they were-Nazis-and the people who compare animai 

rightists to Nazis emerge as they are: slanderous, superficial, propagandistic, reactionary, 

and dangerously misleading . 
The face of Juggemaut is, remarkably enough, discemible in Nazi "reasoning," 

such as it is. Witness the following, from Hitler's infamous book. Mein Kampf: 

Al1 the human culture, al1 the resulu of art, science and technology that we see before us 
today, are almost exclusively the creative product of the Aryan. This very fact admits of 
the not unfounded inference thar he done was the founder of al1 higher humanity, 
therefore represeniing the prototype of al1 that we understand by the word 'man.' He is 
the Promethecs of mankind from whose shining brow the divine spark of genius has 
spmng at al1 times, forever kindling anew that €ire of knowledge which illurnined the night 

Y James M. Jasper and Domthy Neikin, The Animai Rights Crusade: The Growth of a Moral Protest (New 
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of silent mysteries and thus caused man to climb the path to mastery over the other behgs 
of this earth...It was he who laid the foundations and erected the wdls of every great 
structure of human culture.35 

In t e m  of Juggemaut, we see the pattern of evaluating beings by the values of knowledge 

and cultural participation (found in Q), rather than simply idenilfying with others as part of 

an ernpathetic awareness. On the contmy, Hitler speaks of human achievement from an 

objectivist perspective: "higher" humanity, "genius," p a t e r  knowledge, "every great 

structure of human çuiture." Hitier, in his own dernenid, psyçhopiithic wily, was 

evduating beings according to their perceived (or rather, factually distorted) degree of Q 

(Juggemaut, recail. admits of different venions of Q). Indeed, the denial of identifiing 

with their victims is a patent part of Nazi rhetoric. For example, Hans Fr& Hitler's 

Governor General of Poland, told his cabinet, in 1940 Cracow: "Gentlemen, 1 must ask 

you to rid yourself of ail feeling of pity. We must annihilate the ~ews."'~ What better way 

could there be to manufacture psychopaths, or to reinforce that pathology, than to kiu any 

chance of any real identification with potential victims, by openly and systematically 

denying such a process? 

Hitler continues with the relentless. protoJuggemautian theme in his murderously 

intended tract: 

... for the formation of the higher cultures the existence of lower human types was one of 
the most essential preconditions ..A is certain that the first culture of humanity was based 
less on the tamed animai than on the use of lower human beings. Only after the 
enslavement of subject races did the sarne fate stnke beasts. For first the conquered 
warrior drew the plow-and only after hirn the horse. Hence it is no accident that the first 
cultures =ose in places where the Aryan, in his encounters with lower peoples, subjugated 
them and bent them to his will ... As long as he mthlessIy upheld the master attitude, not 
only did he remain master, but also the preserver and increaser of culture." 

Here, the idea is conveyed that "lower" beings, including certain so-calIed "races" of 

humans, and also nonhuman animals-because they are putatively lacking in value in 

themselves-are only fit to serve "higher" beings. There even seems to be an ambivalence 

about counting the nonhuman animais as perhaps lower than the "lower" races, since, 

according to this madman, humans were subjugated before animals were domesticated. 

" Adolph HitIer quoted in William Shirer, 75e RRe ancf Fail of the Third Reich (New York: Fawcen Crest, 
1960), p. 128. 
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This accords, at least, with Hitler's extreme hatred of certain (ascribed) races, and his 

possible ambivalence towards anùnals (certainly he does not denounce them as he does the 

Jews, and the Nazi "respectyT for animals was a consideration adduced above). 

As for the "master attitude," what are we to make of this, except that the "higher" 

beings wiii be disposed to regard others as objects to conaol, manipulate, and so forth? 

One cannot consider oneself a "master" of a being with whom one Mly identifies, for, in 

such a case, one shares that beings' concerns, to the fullest possible extent. Let Hitler and 

his minions remind us of the extent that Juggemaut and its objectification can reach. 

Rudolph Hoss chiefly thought of the Third Reich's killings in purely pragmatic t e m .  it 

seerns, as the disposal of undesirable things or objects: "We knew when the people were 

dead because their screaming stopped."'' Such objectification certainly assumed 

psychopathie proportions, and that on a massive scale. 

S.S. Captain, Josef Kramer, whose "duty" it was to exterminate prisonen with 

gas, was asked about his feelings regarding his "work": "1 had no feelings in canying out 

these things because 1 had received an order to kill the eighty inrnates in the way 1 aiready 

told you. ntat, by the way, was the way I was tr~ined."'~ Lack of empathy is ingnined in 

Nazi officen. By contrast, we can only look on at this awfd aspect of history, and hope 

that our empathy, and that of others, will be great enough to stave off any such genocide 

from recuning (although it already is, for example, in parts of Afnca and Europe). Or is 

the Holocaust something that never began or ended with the World War II, or with the 

boundaries of our own species? 

Empathy, as we have akeady seen, can be a lesson which one l e m s  from what we 

refer to as "the Holocaust." Gerhard Schoenbemer offers the foLlowing grim meditation, 

opposite a photographic image of dead starved, and incredibly emaciated bodies, Literally 

smwn over the grounds of a death camp: 

As you view the history of our time, Nm and look at the piles of bodies, pause for a shon 
moment and imagine that this poor residue of flesh and bones is your father, your child, 

Y Aian Bullock. Hitler: A Stuày in Tyrmny (Hmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd, 1962), p. 70 1. 
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your wife, is the one you love. See younelf and those nearest to you, to whom you are 
devoted heart and soul, thrown naked into the dirt, tomired, starving, ki~led."~ 

Empathy must be at least some of what we need ... but wu it be enough? How could it be 

enough, in these tragedies that occur, seemlligly in spite of everythmg? 

1 4.3 1 How Com~arable 1s the Holocaust to Animal Treatment? / 
I feel that we can do no better, in assessing the comparability of particular comparisons, 

than simply to offer an overview of various factors that seem sirnilar, and others that are 

obviously merent. Fit, let us examine some possible factuai similarities between the 

HoIocaust and the treatment of nonhuman anirnals: - The Holocaust was motivated, in large part, by ncism, and the animai holocaust is the 

product of speciesism Daniel Goldhagen explains that the Holocaust was only 

possible due to widespread anti-Semitism? and it can equaily be said that the animal 

holocaust is only conceivable in the context of an dmost ail-pervasive speciesism. 

The Holocaust was carried out largely by "ordinary" people, even as speciesism is 

massively favoured by human populations of the present day. In 1933, according to 

reporter Wiiiiam Shirer, Hitler had 92% of the popular vote carry hirn to office 

(although 2,154 of the 2,242 inmates of Dachau voted for the Nazis;" indicating that 

the vote was not dtogether free, and something of a show, for propaganda purposes). - Certain oppresson deny that the Holocaust ever took place,'" just as many speciesists 

are keen to deny-for specious reasons which receive M e r  treamient in the pendthnate 

section of this chapter-that anixnals endure their own fom of extreme oppression. 

The Holocaust is often minirnized by anti-Semites, such as claims that there were 

Oiympic- sized swimming pools at Auschwitz. For his part, Frank Perdue caüs his 

factory farmed "heli" a "chicken heaven.'"' The latter operation "processes" 6.8 

a Gerhard Schoenberner. The Holocausf: The Nazi Destruction of Europe's lews, trans. Susan Sweet 
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million birds per week, and keeps 27,000 of the animals in sheds that are 150 yards in 

length." 

There is frequently an elaborate denial of personal responsibility for the fates of the 

victims. At Nuremberg, films aliow the many "Nicht schultigT* pronouncements, of the 

prominent Nazis on trial, to echo d o m  to us today. These men often denied that they 

were guùty, because they "were only foiiowing orders." People often evade 

responsibility for the food that they put on their plates, for example, by refusing to 

think about it. Instead, they just go dong with the social order, as they perceive it, and 

let others do the "dirty work" for them. Merely making the false claini that we need to 

eat meat, vivisect, use animais in education and the entertainment industries, and so on, 

supplies people with a convenient smokescreen, which disguises their own oppressive 

choices in the matter. 

Scientkation of animals as objects paraliels the objectivist language of the Nazi 

scientists, as in Singer's earlier-cited example. This rnanner of speech conduced to the 

usage of animals in rnedicai experimentation, as weii as of the Jews, as we see in the 

following example from Hitler's biogmpher, Alan Builock: 

Among the other uses to which concentration-camp pnsoners were put was to serve as 
the raw matenal for medical experiments by S.S. doctors. None of the post-war trials 
produced more macabre evidence than at the so-called 'Doctors' Trial.' Al1 the 
experiments were conducted without anaesthetics or the slightest attention to the 
victims' sufferings. Arnongst the ordeds to which they were subjected were intense air 
pressure and intense cold until the 'patient's' lungs burst or he froze to death; the 
infliction of gas gangrene wounds; injection with typhus and jaundice; experiments 
with bone grafting; and a large number of investigations of sterilization (for 'racial 
hygiene'), including castration and abonion. According to a Czech doctor who was a 
pnsoner at Dachau and who personally performed some seven thousand autopsies, the 
usual results of such experiments were death, permanent crippling, and mental 
derangement .i6 

Just as many scientific experiments carried out on nonhuman animais are done purely 

out of curiosity, and without any practical benefits in mhd, so useless experiments 

were visited upon people who were considered disposable, e.g., gypsies were tested to 

" Singer. Animal Libemtion, pp. 105- 106. 
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see how long they could live on sea water," whereas-even aside korn the abhorrent 

nature of the procedure itself-it is already known that even in survival situations, sea 

water is not a viable option for satisQing thirst. 

Animal exploitation is now so institutionalized that it has long been f i y  

bureaucratized, even as the Nazi rnass murders were. As Leo Kuper observed, "...to 

use bureaucratic planning and procedures and regulation for a massive operation of 

systematic murder throughout a whole continent speaks of almost inconceivably 

profound deh~manization.'"~ There was a distancing fiom the victims, and a concem, 

instead, for procedures, and the language in which they were to be fomulated: 

Though engaged in mass murder on a gigantic scale, this vast bureaucntic apparatus 
showed concem for correct bureaucratic pmcedure, for the niceties of precise 
definition, for the minutae of bureaucratic regulation, and for corn liance with the law. 
The law was, of course, no obstacle, but an instrument of policy ... 8 

Jews were exterminated from Europe, just as "vermin" animals, in generai, become the 

object of human lethality. For example, Hitler refers to Jews as "maggots," "scum," 

arnong other things, in Mein KampJso A school essay printed in readers' letters to Der 

Stuemer, January 1935, stated: "Unfominately, many people today still say, 'God 

created the Jews too. That is why you must respect hem also.' We Say, however, 

'Vermin are also animals, but we still destroy hem.""' 

Refugees were hunted d o m  by heavily armed Nazis, or their collaborators, just as 

animals are preyed upon by people who are unfair1y anned with lutes, automatic 

weapons, and the like. Kuper asks, "Who would have believed that human beings 

would send out mobile killing units for the slaughter of unarmed men, women and 

children in distant lands?"' Here we can draw a pardel with safaris, although the 

latter are casual and leisurely by contrast. Yet, who is to Say how racist H e r s  viewed 

their "duties," or how obsessive trophy hunters regard their U s ?  

Shirer, The Rise and Falf of the Third Reich, p. 1275. 
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Jews were expelled from urban settings, even as nonhuman animals are typically made 

unwelcorne in our cities: 

'Resettlement' was a constantly recumng procedure. As the latest ghetto was 
established, the first ones were already being broken up and combined in the next, 
larger town of the district, until findly the last joumey began. At the time when the 
ghettos in the big towns were still ternporarily in existence, in the country whole Jewish 
communities were already king transported to the death camps."53 

Crowdhg, confinement, rampant diseases, unnaturd and filthy conditions in 

concentration camps (e.g., at Krupp marnent factories, enslaved Jews were ofien 

forced to go to work without shoes, medical care, with a lack of rest, food, water, and 

with filthy lavatories5") parallels how many animals are treated in factory farms, and so- 

caiied "puppy mills." opented by ~thless  breeders who raise sickly animals in woefbl 

conditions. 

Animals and the Jews of the Holocaust both are often aliowed to starve to death under 

varying circumstances, such as animais in various experiments, or on the traplines. 

Animals as victims are often "voiceless," and histoncally, the Jews were often silenced. 

ignored, and thoroughly disenfranchised, as well. 

The Nazis had "Kangaroo Courts," and 1 know of feliow activists who cornplain that 

they are often brought up under false or trumped-up charges for their acts of protest 

against animai oppression. 

People (not least of ail, scientists, with their objectivist terminology) are conditioned to 

be indifferent to animai suffenng that is part of our network of social institutions. The 

SS storm trwpers were even more conditioned to be sadistic by king required to rip 

out cats' eyes while the animais sti l l  lived. 

The Nazis switched to gassing their victims of genocide, because buliets were deemed 

to be too vaiuable and expensive (they used Zyklon B, made from pmssic acid 

crystalsss). Moreover, "[flor a time there was quite a bit of nvalry among the S.S. 

leaders as to which was the most efficient gas to speed the Jews to their death. Speed 

was an important factor, especidy at Auschwitz, where toward the end the camp was 

Sehoenberner. ï 3 e  Holucaust. p. 46. 
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setting new records by gassing 6,000 victims a day."56 Kuper recounts: "Industry's 

Muence was felt in the great emphasis upon accounting, penny-swing, and salvage, 

as weii as in the factory-iike efficiency of the killing centres.'"' Similarly, "humane 

slaughter" is often denied to animals because the machinations would be too expensive. 

Still, imagine the impracticality-not to mention the obscenity, fiom the point of view 

of identiQing with the animals in question-of 'hursing" billions of cattle and other 

creatures to death, by gently administering barbiturates, and comforting hem, while 

they die for indulgent human pleasures. - Animals and Jews are both demonized by oppressors in elaborate propaganda and 

myth. Goering, on September 10, 1938. refers to "the etemal mask of the Jew 

de~il."'~ More generaily, Goldhagen notes: 'To the large extent that the subject of the 

Jews was part of the public conversation of society, German wrïters and speakers 

discussed them ovenvhelrningly in a sinister, if not demonic, light, in the racist, 

dehumanizing idiom of the day."" Notions of animals as "violent beasts" are 

commonplace, and the image of the devil as having horns, hooves, a tail, wings, fangs, 

serpentine eyes, etc., also unduly implicates the nonhuman world in human deviltry. 

* A Nazi obsession with genetic engineering mirmrs the way nonhuman animals are 

extensively exploited for such purposes now, dong with the related obsession with 

fincihg "pure breeds ." - The Jews' remains were sometimes melted d o m  as taliow, to be used as soap, and this 

is tnie of the remains of nonhuman animais. My father, in a German relocation camp 

after the war, recails some people discoverhg a crate of soap bars made frorn hurnan 

rernains. They buried the container with the appropriate Jewish rites. 

The Nazis often denigrated the Jews as mere "mimals," and indeed, the Jews often 

protested that they were treated like mere "animals," or as one would expect an animal 

to be treated-ktraying the objectified statu of both the Jews, and of the animais 

Shirer, 7he Rise and Fa11 of the Third Reich, p. 1260. 
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themselves. In a similar vein, Jews were frequeotly referred to as "subhuman. 9160 Eh 

Wiesel, in his autobiographical essay, Night, gives a number of examples of Nazis 

calling Jews " d ~ g s . " ~ ~  Stating that a king is "only an animal" implies it belongs to a 

class of beings which rnay acceptably be harmed, or allowed to suffer. In some 

instances, the Jews themselves felt like "animals," in the sense of "lower" beings: 

In the wagon where the bread had faiien, a real battle had broken out. Men threw 
themselves on top of each other, stamping on each other, tearing at each other, biting 
each other. Wild beasts of prey, with animal hatred in their eyes; an exüaordinary 
vitality had seized them, sharpening their teeth and naik6' 

Along the same lines, Wiesel describes his father receiving some hot coffee with 

"animal grati t~de."~~ Acniaiiy , humans are animals in a straightforward, biological 

sense. Moreover, if the Nazi-era Jews were treated in accord with animal rights ethics, 

there would not have been any Holocaust. However, animals are oppressed-and 

Jews were forced to share that fate. 

Nonhuman animals and Jews caught in the concentration camp system ofien remain 

nameless, in order to maintain a distance from the objrcts of exploitation and/or 

destruction: 

The Germans almost never took pains to leam the names of a camp's inmates; in 
Auschwitz, they denied the very existence of a prisoner's narne-this mark of 
humanity-tattooing each with a number which, with the exception of some privileged 
prisoners, was the only identifying label used by the camp's staff. In Auschwitz, there 
were no Moshes, Ivans, or Lechs, but only prisoners with numbers like IO431 or 
6977 1 ." 

Goldhagen theorizes that "[d]ehumanizing each peson by robbing him of his 

individuality, by rendering each, to the German eye, but another body in an 

undifferentiated mass, was but the fmt step towards fashioning their 'subhumans,""' 

as the Nazis conceived of the Jews. It is harder to empathize with a nameless person 

than one with a definite, particular identity whom one can more easily single out and 

iden* with. 
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Jews who fled Germany by boat were often tumed away by other countries, just as 

animal refugees are often adrift, in need of a home, but are denied shelter and 

sustenance even by affluent humans, or their societies, which believe that they have 

much higher prionties. In both cases. Jews in the Nazi era, and the plight of 

nonhuman animals, are often quietly excluded from "polite conversation." 

The Holocaust was kept very secret, and this rerninds one of the high security and 

shutting out of the public surrounding slaughterhouses and animai laboratones, where 

some of socie ty ' s mos t heinous. sy stematic injus tices agains t animals occur. 

The Nazification of the education system was vimially complete, and it is noticeable 

that, although animal hra t ion  is (at the very least) a vital topic to debate, as this very 

work goes to show, it is not part of the public school curriculum. Out of mind, out of 

sight-the oppression is thus kept "invisible." 

Jews were enlisted for slave labour, as many animals are forcibly pressed into the 

service of hurnans. 

Select Jews were coerced into entertainhg their tomentors, just as many animals are 

now compelied to perform for humm amusement with their completely subordinate, 

unnaturd behaviours induced by negative reinforcements (you can be sure that circus 

elephants do not enjoy standing on their heads, and that many abuses of these and other 

anirnals, including in aquaria which keep sea marnmds, have been extensively 

documented). 

An underground raiiroad was established for Jews to escape to safer passage, and 

partisan freedom fighters continuaily rebelied against Nazi oppression. Today, the 

Animal Libation Front liberates animals from oppressive confinement, and destroys 

rnachinery that torrnents and destroys animals. 

Jews were transported, via "cattle-trucks" and then cars on railways, to slaughter at the 

death camps. such as the Jews were "resettled" from the Warsaw and these 

are also common means of transporthg animals to killing sites. so that they may be 

reduced to "meats." 

-- 
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The Jews' heads of hair were collected and used as pillow stuffirng, and many animals' 

parts, d o m ,  lanolin, and so on, are used in similar ways. 

Some Jews' skins were preserved by the ever-efficient Nazis, to be used for 

lampshades, for example,6' and obviously animals are skinned for furs, feathers, and 

leather. 

Jews' teeth were rnined for gold. Gold fillings, and other valuable objects. such as 

wedding rings, were taken from Jews, and were supposed to be delivered to the 

Geman Reichsbank. "Who wouid have believed that hurnan beings .... were capable of 

organizing, on the mode1 of a rnodem industrial plant, killing centres which processed 

their victims for slaughter, as if on a conveyor belt; eliminated waste, gathered in, with 

careful inventory, their few possessions, their clothes, gold teeth, women's hair, and 

regulated the distribution of these r e l i c~?"~~  Similady, any animal parts of value are not 

generaliy-r "ideaily"-discarded; seal penises and other wild animai parts, such as 

rhinoceros horns, are often hacked off, and the rest of the carcass is left to rot where it 

was felled. 

Part of the anti-Semitism which the Jews faced was motivated by Christianity, and 

traditionai attitudes engendered by Christianity-in addition to Judaisrn itself-also 

motivates much contempt for nonhuman animais. 

When the moral status of nonhuman animals is placed in jeopardy, that of marginal 

humans is aiso imperiled, as already considered. Certainly, both denigrated so-called 

"races," species, and marginal humans were altogether victimized in Nazi Germany. It 

is clear how Nazis would respond to what is now known as "the argument from 

marginal cases," for in 1939, Hitler gave Reichsleiter Philip Bouhler "the responsibility 

of ending by euthanasia [sic] the existence within Germany of al l  mental defectives and 

the incurably sick? By August 1941 alone, 60,000 "mental defectives" had been 

dispatched by "euthanasia"70 

This detail is perhaps not so well-known, but is documented in S k r ,  The Rise und Faft of the niird 
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Nazi concentration camps, and intensive farming operations, or animal experimentaîion 

labs, and other settings for animal usage, are ail compared to "hell" by various 

commentators. Consider the following account. fiom Kuper's book, of Auschwitz, 

1944, ai which thne Hungarian Jews were king kiiled so quickiy that the "Usuai" gas 

oven processes were supplemented by pits in which the victims bumed alive: 

The burning had reached a pitch that night. Every chimey was disgorging flarnes. 
Smoke burst from the holes and the ditches. swirling, swaying and coiling above our 
heads. Sparks and cinders blinded us. Through the screened fence of the second 
crematory we could see figures with pitchforks moving against the background of the 
fiames. They were men from the specid squad turning the corpses in the pits and 
pouring a special liquid so that they would burn better. A rancid smell of scorched 
nesh choked us. Big trucks passed us trailing a smell of corpses." 

Compare this to the hell îmagery to be found in Sue Coe's luid book of art. reflecting 

her impressions of the realities of animal transport and slaughter." Moreover, Elie 

Wiesel offers the following heliish image. "piesel] had seen his mother, a beloved 

Little sister, and all his farnily except his father disappear into an oven fed with living 

After Jews were killed, their remains were comrnonly ploughed into the ground in mass 

t~enches,'~ mirronng the purely pragmatic concem for the disposal of nonhuman animal 

remains, 

Unimaginably large numbers of violated, suffering, and murdered beings are involved 

in the holocausts of both humans and nonhumans. The overwhelming numbers 

involved in the Holocaust include an estimated 6 million dead Jews, out of 8.3 miilion 

who stayed in German-occupied Europe after 1939" (72% of these Jews, in other 

words, were wiped out-making the Nazi genocidal campaign dangerously 

"successful"). L i tedy  thousands of millions of animais are killed each year for human 

convenience alone, aithough the exact total is not known, for lack of precise record- 

keeping. 

71 Kuper, Genocide, p. 123. 
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1 fmd these to be interesting, although contingent, parallels between the two forms of 

oppression under consideration. The main similarity, indeed, is the uoderlying form of 

oppression itself. However, particular oppressions, apparently, will often express 

themselves in similar ways. Indeed, for those who fmd cornparisons with Nazis 

'Tnvolous"-as though it is not historically relevant-it may be mentioned that 

experimentation on disfavoured humans is hardly confined to the setting of the Third Reich: 

In the USA, disadvantaged members of the human community have been used in 
experiments as recently as the 1960s and 1970s. It has emerged that retarded people were 
deliberately infected with hepatitis: 400 black males in Alabama were denied penicillin in 
order to monitor progression of syphilis; plutonium was injected into tennindly il1 
patients; the testicles of 13 1 prisoners (mostiy black) were irradiated; radioactive miIk was 
fed to 19 inmates of a boys' home and clouds of ndioactivity were released into the 
atmosphere to measure its spread (affecting thousands). As Congressman Edward Markey 
noted, the experimenters used people 'considered expendable: the elderly. pnsonen, 
hospital patients'.76 

The Holocaust aiso has many echoes in trearment of humans, as one rnight expect. 

although we have found no difficulty in showing how this dreadful historicd event 

obscenely resonates with much of our treatrnent of nonhumans. 

However, 1 am also prepared to acknowledge that the two forms of oppression are 

irnpoaantiy different, in their particuiars, as well: 

Jews have k e n  liberated from the Holocaust, although not from anti-Semitism itself, 

whereas animals are subject to an ongoing holocaust, or series of holocausts. and are 

almost universally viewed with a vicious, more or less Iuggemautian sort of 

speciesism. 

The Nazis denied the Jews' freedom of religion, but no matter how much spirituality 

one grants to animais (or ailows, perhaps, for the purposes of anti-reductionism), it 

would be H c u l t  indeed to maintain that they have a religion. 

The Jews were oppressed under the regime of a police state. However much certain 

anarchists would like to paint our own society in the same way, it is of a sigdîcantly 

difTerent political type, and the animds' relation to it is, moreover, of a different nature. 

The Jews were a.U regarded with extreme, murderous hatred by the Nazis, whereas 

only some animals may be seen this way, and many species are, in certain ways, 

'' Ibid., p. 37. 



favoured. Many animals are simply looked at with indifference. Many people also 

looked at the Jews with sheer indifference. to be sure, but it is possible that actual 

hatred of Jews is, or was, perhaps more widespread than hue malevolence towards 

animals (this realiy is a subject of debate, since there are many different people. 

animals, and attitudes hvoIved). 

r The Nazis are extremely racist, whereas those cornpiicit with speciesism today are 

typicaiiy un-Nazi-like in their treatment of oiher "races," even if there is sorne simiiarity 

in the way nonhuman animals are viewed. 

1 provide this detailed comparison in order to show that there are both simhities and 

ciifferences, but overall, a worthwhile comparison to be rnade-especially in the essential 

aspect of oppression, which is repeated in case after billions of cases ... 

4.4 1 The Oppression of Women and Other Animals 
1 will argue that the comparison of the oppression of nonhuman animais to the Holocaust is 

more apt than to the ways in which women are oppressed, but to make out such a case, we 

must fmt explore the oppression of women. There would not be as much credibility, 

perhaps, in my own claiming of a revealing comparison between the oppression of women, 

and that of animals, since 1 am a man. So let us listen to women's own voices, through the 

many-faceted medium cded ecofeminism. The views presented here do not describe the 

outlook of ail feminists, but rather, those who beiieve that there are important paraüeis in 

the that way nature is treated and the way women are subjected to oppression. 

In a way, ecofeminists specialize in comparing women's oppression to that of 

nonhuman animais. Deane Curtin writes that "[ilf one accepts that there is a deep 

ideological connection between the oppression of nature and the oppression of women in 

Western culture, one must look to a distinctively feminist understanding of oppre~sion."~' 

The inference here could be hasty. An anti-speciesist may also have to be a feminist. 

However, a view may have to be more than distinctively feminist to undentand the 

Deane Cunin, 'Toward an Ecological Ethic of Cm," in Beyond A n i d  Righrs: A Ferninist CatUtg 
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comection between ail of the different forms of oppression, including, but not limited to, 

that of women. Josepbe Donovan writes: "Speciesism is a concept borrowed from 

feminist and minority group theory. It is analogous to sexism and racism in that it 

privileges one group (humans, males, whites, or Aryans) over an~ther."'~ However, this 

Iast statement is misleading. The terrn, 4bspeciesism," did not already exist in feminist and 

minority group theorizing. It is fairer to say that Ryder modeled the term after racism and 

sexism. 

There are real sirniiarities between the oppression of women and that of mimals. 

Earlier in this work, it was mentioned that rationality is the chief cntenon which 

nonhumans are deemed to fail. for the purposes of determinhg moral standing. Feminist 

Carol Adams also notes: 'That which traditionaily has been seen to distinguish humans 

fiom anirnals-quaiities such as Rason and rationality-has k e n  used as weil to 

differentiate men from women, whites from people of co~or."'~ (1 do not know what 

distinction she has in mind between the ternis "reason" and "rationality.") Donovan, for 

her part. notes an iiluminating parailel between the mistreatment of women and vivisection: 

h her study of the nineteenth-century English antivivisection movement. The Old Brown 
Dog. Cord Lansbury argues that women activists thus identified with the vivisected dog: 
'Every dog or cat strapped down for the vivisector's knife reminded them of their own 
condition.' It was an image of dominance. Indeed, pioneer woman doctor Elizabeth 
Blackwell saw ovarectomies and other gynecological surgery as an 'extension of 
vivise~tion."~ 

The Finsens also note that women often feel objectified, or reduced to "meat." as in the 

case of women. who are stared at by men, and who might say, "1 felt Like a piece of 

meat.r'8 ' 
This fom of objectification is endemic not only to vivisection, but also to the study 

of sexology: 

Both [women and animais in the nineteenth-century] were erased (at best) or manipulated 
(at wont) to behave in accordance with paradigrns imposed by the rationaiist lords- 
whether vivisectors or sexologists J u s t  as sexologists anatomized women's world 'of love 

..- . - 
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and ritual,' 'entomologizing' it (to use Foucault's term) into various species and 
subspecies of deviance, so vivisectors tumed animal bodies into machines for dissection.B2 

The reader wili readiiy notice the reference to the objectifcation of animais as machines, 

and the cornparison to how women are manipulated and understood with "objective" 

science as objects. 

Yet the reference to different f o m  of oppression cm go in different directions, 

such as when ecofeminist Barbara Noske refers to the priority of wild animals over 

domestic ones as 'the other racism."" It is not so clear to me that wild animais are so 

favoured since they are wiped out en masse, or left to Ianguish for days in leghold traps 

within the dlowances of the law, whereas certain domestic anirnals, such as cats and dogs, 

are often protected by antitruelty laws. Actudy, it might be fairest to say that both are 

badly served, in differing ways. Noske objects to the idea of humans being considered 

"quditatively different" than nonhuman but this question-beggingiy overlooks 

the qualitative clifferences set out in Juggernaut, for example. She also stresses that a 

properly "inter-subjective attitude" wouid, in effect, dictate a nonexploitative relationship 

with oti~ers,~' but, as 1 have said, one can have inter-subjectivity, which conceives of the 

subjectivity of others in objective ternis, aiiowing one to grade the other, and fail to iden@ 

with the other, dthough one rnay have even a considerable sense of the other's subjectivity. 

1 have also observed that intersubjectivity might, in its barest fonns, result in over- 

identiwing with the viewpoints of oppressors. 

As a part of feminist discourse, ecofeminism is still relatively marginalized, rather 

than a central topic of discourse, at least for most feminists. Mainstream feminists mi& 

therefore, be classed as oppressive. to that extent, by ecoferninists themselves. As Noske, 

who is sympathetic to ecofeminism, wrote: " ... any hint in the direction of animal-human 

continuity is rejected by most feminists. Many feminists WU go to great lengths to evade 

the poliuthg legacy of woman as a biologically determined Most feminists 

are subscri~ing to the oppressively reductionist view of animals. and feel threatened that 
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they themselvu will be identined with thut. But what is wrong with idenming with 

fellow oppressed conscious beings, as oppressed, without pretending to be iike them in a i i  

particdars? I have argued in favour of just such a cornparison. As for the term, 

"ecoferninism," it is arguable that one cannot oppress an ecosystem per se, since one 

carmot empathize with an abstraction (or a nonconscious concrete reaüty), hence the aame 

'becofeminism" may be wanting. But one c m  oppress individual animals ody too readily, 

so this aspect of what is being claimed bears M e r  examination. 

While we must, 1 think, question overgeneralizations about blaming men, per se, 

for the oppression of women, 1 readily concede that it is certainly, by far, mostiy men who 

oppress women, nther than either the other way around, or else a case of women 

oppressing women. Males still dominate, and it is interesthg to see that this oppressive 

domination cm be iinked to that oppression of animais which transfomis the creatures' 

remains into "meat": 

Carol Adams has argued that there is a ctear connection-both ancient and modern- 
between male domination and meat eating. She points out that gender inequality is built 
into the species inequality that meat eating proclaims, since for most cultures men obtain 
the meat. Where meat is a valuable commodity, those who control this commodity achieve 
power. Thus, if men were hunten, the control of this economic resource was in their 
hands? 

In my own speculation, I suppose that men, king naturally stronger, tend to become the 

most efficient hunters and w d o r s ,  which, in tum, possibly contnbuted to objectification 

of other people and animais. Hence wornen are often regarded as pieces of "interior," or in 

some ways, perhaps, as "meat," as this culture of objectification is passed on, 

intergenerationaiiy. We must resist, however, in noting these tendencies, the conclusion 

that men are inherently "huntea" or "warriors," or that they are essentially oppressive. The 

data support neither of these conclusions. 

Adams fin& that anthropological data support her theory that rneat is related to 

dominance within our cultural evolution: 

Adams quotes Roger Lewin and Richard Leaky's interpretation of the role of meat in 
power relations: 'The equation is simple: the more important meat is in their life, the 
greater relative dominance wilI the men cornmand .... When meat becomes an important 
element within a more closely organized economic system so that there exist rules for its 
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distribution, then men already begin to swing the levers of power .... Women's social 
standing is roughiy equal to men's only when society itself is not formdized around roles 
for disûibuting meat' .'* 

This fincihg makes sense, as men will more Uely be hunters, given their faster running 

ability and strength (in general), so if meat is vaiued then so WU be men's naturdy 

favoured hunting abilities. A striking correlation between meat-eating, and hierarchicatism 

in general, is also cited: 

Peggy Sanday's survey of more than 100 nontechnological cultures found a correlation 
between plant-based economies and women's power and animal based economies and 
mde power. Economies based on meat are chmcterized by patnlineality, wonhip of male 
gods, and the sexual segregation of work activities, with women doing more and less 
valued work than men. Plant-based economies are much more likely to be egalitarian.89 

It is noted that aristocrats and soldiers ate meatyO with, again, the implication that meat is 

associated with hierarchy and male violence. Once again, it would be hasty to conclude, as 

some feminists might. that oppressively hierarchical societies are associated with meat- 

eating, therefore with patriarchy, and so al1 oppressive hierarchy is based in patriarchy. 

The male tendency to objectiS, has been instnunental in the formation of oppressive 

tendencies in our evolution, as 1 have conceded, but let us not forget that women are 

equally capable of not identifiing with others in racist. or other classist ways which lead to 

pernicious hierarchies. Classist psychological possibilities are not essentially related to 

sex. Indeed, to Say that women are not equaiîy capable of oppressing is to idealize, or to 

romanticize women, or even to imply that they are not M y  moral agents, capable of 

abstract, objectivist views of things which become oppressively ail-encompassing. 

Noske notes that feminists such as Carolyn Merchant and Evelyn Fox Keller "see 

women's comectedness with nanue as a positive thing.'"' It is controversial to Say that 

women are reaiiy more "comected" with nature, rather than merely associated with name 

by a generally male-biased culture, which associates "higher" cultural activities with men, 

while placing the latter f d y  at the top of the hierarchical pyramid. To Say that women are 

"purer," in particular, is an oppressive ideaikation at the expense of men, even if, as I 

agree, men do most of the active oppressing in this culture (many women passively support 

sa Ibid., p. 247. 
Ibid. 
Ibid., pp. 247. 248. 

9' Noske, Beyond Boundaries, p. 110. 



it, as weil as doing their own share of active oppressing). Moreover, statistical 

probabiiities and generalizations that men are more intensely oppressive tell one nothing 

about the nature of any particular. individuai male or female-uniess, of course. it is 

considered helpful to approach individual cases with preconceived notions and 

overgeneralizations. Part of king vigilant, which this work has emphasized for 

philosophy in general, is resisting the tendency to overgeneralize, no matter how tempting, 

and to be open to identifying, and identiwing with, individuals just as they are. 

4.5 How Comparable 1s the Oppression 1 1 of Women to Animal Treatment? 
Let us proceed much as we did in 4.3. Here are some possible factuai similarities: 

The interests of both animals and women are often taken less senously than the 

interests of men. 

Both women and animals are reductionisticdy considered to lack "reason." in various 

ways and degrees, or even. in some cases. altogether. 

Women are ofien confined to the home, even permanently, in some Islamic countries, 

just as domestic animals are often controlled to such a high degree. 

Women are ofien objectified, and put on display for their beauty, or supposed lack of 

it, just as animals are. 

The autonomy and free choice of women is ofien denied, or induiged purely as a 

kindness, as is sometimes the case with nonhumans. 

Women, in certain parts of the world, are genitally mutilated, which can remind one of 

the standard practice of castrathg bulls without anesthesia, in order to render them 

more docile. 

Both women and animais are objectified in pomography. which is not uncommonly 

humiliating, sadistic, violent. or perhaps even murderous. 

Women are ofien cdled animal names, iike "meat," "fox," "chick," "fïliy," and so on, 

in keeping with their being objectified as nonhuman animals commonly are. 

And, of course, there are also noteworthy differences: 



Women are denied higher educations far too often, unlike animals, who cannot be 

"denieci" this at ail. 

a Women are often saddied with too much domestic labour, uniike the case of nonhuman 

animals (who do not labour in a comparable way). 

a Women are in a powerhil position to advocate their own interests, unlike nonhuman 

animals. 

a The right of women to reproductive freedom is an issue for rnany ferninists, but not for 

nonhuman animals, in any comparable way (e.g., with reference to abortion) 

a Pay equity is not an issue for nonhumans. 

a Women's disproportionately limited access to political power is not analogous to the 

case of animals. 

1 couid go on with this consideration of details. but my desire is simply to make a 

philosophical point. The differences do not somehow erase the similarities, and nothing 

can erase the underlying identity of what it rneans to be oppressed. If it is stiii insisted that 

the particular differences make these cornparisons entirely untenable, the next section 

shouid serve as a refutation of that claim. 

1 4.6 1 Differences without a Distinction? 1 
No one worth listening to would deny that ncism and sexism are both classic instances of 

oppression. Yet there are particular differences between these forms of oppression as wek 

skin colour is irrelevant to sexism 

genetic heritage is not stressed in sexism 

r rights concernuig ûbortion are not a great focal point in race debates (although access to 

abortions may be a special issue for poor people, who may disproportionately be of 

oppressed "races") 

ascriptions of race do not centraily affect the division of labour in the home 

dimorphism between male and femde is irrelevant to alleged issues of racial superionty 

I could go on, here, but there is no need to do so. Of course, there are similarities between 

racism and sexism, as weîl, such as marginalization, economic and political 



disenfianchisement, the common underlying form of oppression itself, and so forth. 

can even find cases linking women, the Holocaust, and animals, ai l  in one bundle of 

horror: "At the Ravensbrueck concentration camp for women, hundreds of Poiish 

inmates-the 'rabbit girls' they were called-were given gas gangrene wounds while 

othen were subjected to 'experirnents' in bone grafüng.'"2 In any case, particular 

comparative differences do not stop us from considering racism and sexism to be 

oppressions. Therefore, it would be speciesist to deploy the same consideration in favour 

of not counting animals as oppxssed. That is, just because there are particular differences 

between how nonhuman animals are oppressed, and how humans are oppressed, we 

cannot distinguish humans as k ing  capable of suffering oppression on the one side, while 

holding that nonhuman animals are not susceptible to oppression on the other. 

1 4.7 1 Does S~eciesism Exist? 1 
Are animal liberationists guilîy of insulting behaviour when they compare animal 

oppression to the Holocaust? A number of thinkers simply find the comparison-between 

racism, sexism. and other human oppressions, on the one hand, to speciesism, on the other 

hand-to be offensive. It is not clear to me how important this objection is, dthough many 

philosophers and others express it. We have aiready seen Richard Watson note that he 

fmds it "insulting" because "human Lives are far richer and more vduable than those of 

nonhuman anirnal~'"~-a classic proto-Juggemautian stance. Cohen calls the cornparison 

"atrocious," claiming that it "draws an offensive moral conclusion from a deliberately 

devised verbal parallelism that is utterly specious" and having "no rational gound 

whatever," and again, he cites what he takes to be "morally relevant differences" between 

species?' Yet another proto-Juggemautian, Steven Rose, fmds it "offensive" to attribute 

rights to animals, and dso to use the term, "speciesism." to try to put animal rights on a par 

with the "stmggles for women's nghts, black people's rights, and for civil liberties 

sr Shirer, The Rise and Faif of the Third Reich, p. 1275. " Watson. "Self-Coorciousness and the Value of Nonhurnan Animais and Nature." p. 119. 
" Car1 Cohen, 'The Case for the Use of Animais in Biomedical Research," ntc New Engicurd Journul of 
Medicine (October, 1986): 867. 



gene~ally."~' Francis and Norman96 fmd that the comparison is highly insulting to 

minorities and women because it "triviaiizes" those "real movements." 

AU 1 have to Say to people who take offence to the comparison is that (1) their 

proto-Juggernautian grounds for taking offence are, themselves, morally objectionable, and 

(2) their position betrays that they do not iden- with the point of view of the animals, 

with a view to their good. Rather, these commentators neglect to acquire this crucial sense 

of reality, instead adopting a superficial, objectivist view. Animais are graded as moraliy 

(and in most every other way) inferior, objectified beings. That insult to other beings-if 

anything, in this context-is offensive. However, my own taking offence must be, at 

least, partidy offset by my attempts to identio with the points of view of these humanists, 

at least in order to understand "where they are coming from9*-however erroneous it might 

be for them to be where they are. 

Consider the charge that animal liberationists 4'trivialize" the Holocaust, or other 

forms of human oppression, by cornparhg these to speciesism. Francis and Norman beg 

the question, repeatedly, in their daim that, among other things, the cornparison 

"triviaiizes" what they consider to be "real" iiberation movements: 

By equating the cause of animal welfare with genuine liberation movements such as black 
liberaiion. women's libention. or gay liberation, Singer on the one hand presents in an 
implausible guise the quite valid concern to prevent cruelty to animals. At the same time 
the equation has the effect of viviaiizing those real libention movements, putting them on 
a level with what cannot but appear as a bizarre exaggeration. Liberaiion movements have 
a chmcter and a degree of mord importance which cannot be possessed by a movement 
to prevent cruelty to animals. A real liberation rnovement is an attempt by an oppressed or 
exploited group to protest against its exploitation, to argue the justice of its case, and to 
organize in order to achieve its own liberation. Iis appeais to the possibilities for fully 
human and equal relations between those who are currently oppressors and oppressed. 
The fact that so-called 'animal liberation' could not conceivably be understood in these 
ternis illustrates, as well as anything, the inescapable difference between human beings and 
animals, and their moral implications.g7 

Whiie it is true that the authon of this passage give an argument against animals having 

moral standing, it can accurately be characterized as simply applying stipulated critena of 

moral standing which nonhuman animals do not possess. To deny that the animai 

95 Steven Rose cited in Ted Benton. Naaml Reiationr: Ecology, Animal Rights and Social Juctice 
gondon: Verso. 1993), p. 6. 

Leslie Fmcis and Richard Norman, "Some Animais Are More Equal Than Others," Philosophy 53 
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liberation movement is "mi" or "genuine," and to caii the cornparison a '%bizarre 

exaggeration," therefore, begs the question against animal liberationists, who stiil await a 

convhcing argument from this quarter. Moreover. it is a mischaracterization to Say that 

Singer "equatesTT the different iiberation movements. He does not state or imply that these 

movements are the same, but rather distinguishes thern (e-g., in noting that animais, unlike 

humms, c m o t  advocate for themselves). Instead, Singer anafogizes the different causes. 

To insist that animal iiberation lacks "moral importance" seems to be a naked assertion of 

anthropocentnsm, and a patent refusal deeply to identify with nonhuman animals. 

Robert Nozick asserts that animal rights "seems a topic for cranks .... The mark of 

cranks is disproportionateness. It is not merely that they devote great energy to their 

issue ... They view the issue as far more important than it is. more pressing than others that, 

in fact, are more ~ignificant."~~ Sapontus, in my view, offers an effective rejoinder to any 

anempts to belittle the importance both of what animals, as oppressed beings, endure, and 

of the corresponding need to liberate hem: 

If we were to judge by the nurnber of suffering individuals involved, then the animal 
liberation rnovement is more serious than any human liberation movement. We kill 
approximately five billion rnmrnals and birds annually in the United States alone. That is 
many times the number of women and people of color in the United States. If we are to 
judge by how huidamental the interests being vioiated are. then once again. libenting 
animals is very senous business, since they are routinely tormented and mutilated in 
laboratones, are denied any son of normal. fulfilling life in factory farms, and have their 
very Iives taken from them in a vast variety of situations. Wornen and minorities do not 
suffer such routine, fundamentai deprivations. If we are to judge by the mord. legal, 
cultural, md individual life-style changes that would be occasioned by the success of the 
movement, then, once again, animal liberation is at least as serious an issue as the extension 
of equal nghts to minorities and women. Liberating animals would directly affect our 
eating habits, clothing preferences, biomedical research industry, sponing business, and 
land use, thereby changing Our cunent way of life at least as pervasively as have the civil 
rights and women's libemtion movernent~?~ 

1 would agree with Sapontzis that nonhuman animais' rights to weii-king are violated 

more than any other soa of being, and the same goes for their rights to autonomy. As he 

See Robert Nozick. review of The Case for A n h i  Rights, by Tom Regan, Ncw York Times Book 
Review (Novernber 27, 1983): 1 1.29-30. 
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indicates, the radical implications of the animal liberation movement are also far fiom 

We have aiready seen Francis' and Norman's claim that animais would need to 

organize, and to protest their own plight, for there to be a genuine animai Liberation 

movement. D. Lamb aiso stresses the importance of people in liberation movements 

d e f ~ g  their own objectives by and for thern~elves.~~' John Rodrnan echoes this theme: 

Singer thinks we can liberate them [i.e., nonhuman animais]. Moreover, we are to do this 
in the style of fulfilling a moral obligation. 1 suggest that what Singer calls 'animal 
liberation' is more aptly charactenzed as a rnovement for justice, and that (at least as he 
depicts it) it is less like contemporary 'liberation' movements than like the mode1 
established by the abolition of the slave trade, Lord Shaftesbury's crusade to improve the 
working conditions of women and children in mines and factories, the humane movement 
to prohibit the cruel treatment of horses, cattle, and dogs, and the 'emancipation' of slaves 
and seds by executive decree. A person can work to bring about an end to the unjust 
treatment of others, but one can only liberate oneself, just as one can only actudize one's 
own potentialities. This has been the message that Black libemtionists have tried, with 
mixed success. to get across to white liberals still nostaigic for the days of the Civil Rights 
rnovement. As this example suggests, the difference is more than one of label: the word 
'liberation' is variously used. but there are differences in experience among a movement 
by enlightened and benevolent whites to abolish the sIave trade, a civil rights movement, 
and a Black liberation m~vement.'~' 

Now, 1 do not see why a liberation movement must be munially exclusive from a 

movement for justice-anti-slavery is Rodman's example of a justice movement. If one is 

f d y  fiee, as a quality of king,  perhaps one must iiberate oneself, or realize one's own 

freedom. But if we are to avoid a reductionist view of animal autonorny, animais can be 

aiiowed to develop their own kedom. To require that anirnals liberate themselves, 

however, when they cannot, and we can do it for them, does not mean that it is not a 

Liberation movement. Rather, the implication is sirnply that nonhumans are helpless to 

effect the liberation in question. 

lm However. 1 would not go so far as to think in terms of the overall comparative importance of any given 
tiberation movement, since my own perspective seeks equally to identifi with individuais, and this 
identification does not alter in its urgency according to which group one belongs to, but only on the bais 
of individual need. To preselect against individual plights on the basis of favoured oppressed groups may, 
in at least sorne cases, be an arbitrary prejudice. which stands in the way of  fully identifying with 
individuais' subjectivity. Nothing c m  rightly diminish deep empathy, unless we are to shifi to a less 
correct awareness of reality-and so any banier against such identification must be arbitrary, or wronghlly 
stipulated, 
'O' D. Lamb, "Animal Rights and Liberation Movements," Environmentuf Ethics 4 (Summer 1982): 216. 
Irn John Rodman, 'The Liberation of Nature?," Inquiry 20 (Spring 1977): 10 1- 102. 



To refuse to help animais achieve liberation, insisting that they "do it themselves," 

is to fail to identa with them with a view to their good, and hence a failure to take them 

seriously. If an oppressed being has power to liberate hirnself or herself. then 

patemalistically to force a form of "liberation" upon that k ing  would, indeed, be 

oppressive to his or her autonomy. But in the case of animal liberation, one cannot oppress 

a kind of autonomy which may not substantialiy exist. The military-organized movement 

to liberate people from concentration camps at the end of the last World War was still a 

"Liberation," and is nghtly referred to as such. Rodman concedes that one could only have 

"animal liberation" in the weak sense of humans having a personal stake in ke ing  animai 

qpetites. and so on. Yet it is not clear why it is more "Liberated" only to be self-regarding 

in liberation efforts-he has not addressed the key question as to why we cannot liberate 

them, as Rodman hirnself puts ii in the longer passage cited earlier. 

Ironicdiy, some claim that gmting the existence of animal liberation would be 

oppressive to animals themselves. As D. Lamb puts it. "a group which depends on others 

to cany out liberation on its behalf runs the risk of replzcing one group of oppressors with 

an~ther."'~~ An animal liberation movement that is respectfid of anirnals' autonomy (as 

opposed to those who casuaily "euthanize" healthy animals, place rehabilitated wildlife in 

inappropriate habitats, or who disregard animal preferences. etc.) is the last sort of 

"oppressive" person that animais presently would need to worry about. It is, rather, the 

active exploiters of animais who are the most oppressive. It is oppressive to disregard the 

welfare and autonomy of those who are helpless to uphold hem by themselves. So it is 

better to have animal rightists advocating for animals, rather than nobody at a. Stiu, these 

authoa do raise a point, which they may not have intended, namely, that it is important to 

pay attention to anhals themselves, their subtie signs, behaviours and communications in 

trying to determine what is best for them. It is not that animais do not communicate with 

us, but rather that people, often implementuig interests that are hostile to those of 

nonhumans, are not prepared to fisren. Instead, we have seen that people often resort to 

reductionist views of animais. Others, however, defi such oppressive views. Conceming 

Lamb. "Animal Rights and Liberation Movements," p. 233. 



wild animals, in particular, who are more self-suficient than domesticated individuals, 

Sapontzis notes: "[m]aay animal liberation programs concerning wild Pnimals express a 

deep respect for and desire to re-establish, safeguard, or expand the opportunities for these 

animals to lead independent, self-governing Lives."'" 

In general, we may Say that "ïiberation" intelligibly characterizes the goal of 

liberation movements, not necessarily the nature of its means, which are various, but 

presumably directed towards ending oppression. For such efforts to succeed, in whatever 

Liberation movement, the concerted efforts of many are needed, not merely the efforts of the 

oppressed. The oppressed need aii of the respecthi help that they c m  get. Promoting 

human autonomy and not interfering with nonhuman autonomy are important factors, but 

none of these reflections in the least negates animal libention as a genuine form of 

liberation. Peter Singer and Paola Cavalieri, in their post script to the Great Ape Project, 

claim that the analogy between animal Liberation and the emancipation of the slaves breaks 

down because since animals cannot stand up in defence of their own nghts, it may not be 

"possible to ensure for them the same protection afforded to full members of our 
* , ios community .... To me, they are both liberation movements addressing oppressions, and 

any differences between them is incidental, not a "breakdown"-unless one is analogizing 

solely in terms of incidentai details. a questionable strategy which this very chapter exposes 

as inadequate. A more traditional counterpoint is that many marginaiized humans share this 

plight of not k ing  able to free thernselves from oppression, including young chiidren, the 

severely retardeci, those who are advanced in senility, and so on. Yet such beings, if 

oppressed, can certainly be liberated by others. 

Often, people try to make oppressive practices seem acceptable by calling them 

"naturai." If our objectifjhg usage and control of anirnals is calied "naturai," in the sense 

that we are ail parts of nature, then let us consider the implications of such a move. In that 

case, rapists, robbers, and curmudgeons are also in the "natural" world in this sense, but 

that does not excuse their behaviours. If "nature" designates humans as king at the top of 

'" Saponais, Momls, Reason, and AnimLr. p. 85. 
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the food chah, then that only means that we have choices to make, nothing more. I have 

already hioted at what sorts of choices we ought to consider to be better than others. As 

Sapontzis points out: " C a h g  the humans-over-animals hierarchy 'naniral' will not 

suffice. The long history of our conquest and enslavement of other humans indicates that it 

is also 'naturai' for us to engage in these discriminatory practices .... ,*[O6 E~~ 

subordination of animais is said to be "naturai" in the sense that it is unavoidable, by 

naturai laws of human nature, that seems readily falsified by the free choice of animal 

Liberationists not to subordinate nonhuman creatures. We do have free choice as part of our 

natures, and it is oppressive to choose to subvert animal rights. The label "naturai" does 

Littie more than disguise this fact. for some people. These remarks apply equaiiy to blind 

endorsements of what is sanctioned by "tradition." 

Bernard Wiiliams believes that he can offer an insight which c m  compe1 us to see 

that we must be misguided, after dl, to think that there is any such oppression as 

"speciesism": 

The word "speciesism" has been used for an attitude some regard as our ultimate 
prejudice, that in favor of humanity. It is more revealingly called "humanism." and it is 
not a prejudice. To see the world from a human point of view is not an absurd thing for 
human beings to do. It is sometimes said that such a view implies that we regard human 
beings as the most important or valuable creatures in the universe. This would be an 
absurd thing to do, but it is not implied. To suppose that it is, is to make the mistake of 
identifjing the point of view of the universe and the human point of view. No one should 
make any claims about the importance of human beings to the univene: the point is about 
the importance of human beings to human beings.I0' 

Humanism is, indeed, speciesist. as 1 have argued, although 1 deliberately refkined from 

assurning this conclusion at the outset of my inquiry. Humanism arbitrarily favours some 

species over others. It is prejudicid, because while we expect humans to see the world 

from "a human point of view," it is not at al1 necessary that humans arbitrariiy favour 

humans over nonhuman animals. Nothing arbitrary, in this sense, could be necessary. On 

the contrary, it is intelligible-and more than that, morally necessary-for us to try to 

identiQ with nonhuman animals with a view to their good, however imperfectly, and 

106 Sapontzis, Morals, Reason, and Animais, p. 108. 



Williams' "human point of view" argument has nothing to Say against this imperative. One 

could equaily argue that we can only view things from the point of view of one's self-but 

that is no c d  to be selfsh. He clairns that we should not try to adopt "the point of view of 

the universe" (possibly against Sidgwick), but such an objectivist point of view is not here 

advocated, so his remark is, again, beside the point. Williams tries to be helpN in 

pointing out that our arguments must be grounded in a human point of view, and "cannot 

be derived fkom a point of view that is no one's point of view at all."Io8 So do the animal 

Liberationists not have a human point of view? The irrelevance of Williams' position, in 

this regard, should presently be in evidence. 

1 1 and Getting One's - ~ a c t s  ~traight 1 
4.8 

While the comparison of our treatment of animals to the Holocaust seems outrageous to 

many, it is not-or so 1 have argued. If anything, there are more Matant analogies to be 

made between the Holocaust and animai oppression than c m  be found in comparing 

speciesism with sexism. It seems to be no mere accident that mthlessly exploiting and 

degrading both humans and other animais cm appear to be so similar in so many of details. 

The extremities of treatment, in t e m  of kiliing in such awful numbers (many times more, 

in the case of animals, than the number of victims consumed by the Holocaust), the 

ruthlessness, exploitation of the whole king, enslavement, and so on, just do not apply to 

how the vast majority of women in our society are treated. However, these dimensions of 

oppression do apply to the victims of the Holocaust, and, in many cases, to nonhuman 

animals. Yet people, in my experience as an activist, object vociferously, at tirnes, to the 

Holocaust comparison, and perhaps only rarely, or mildly, to the comparison of speciesism 

with injustices to wornen. 

Ecofeminisrn is attractive to many, dong with its comparison of women's 

oppression and nonhuman animal oppression. The comparison that the ecofeminists seek 

Conclusion: Clarity of Philosophy, 
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to make can also be borne out through a sober analysis in light of the facts, although there 

are noticeable differences between the merent oppressions, which are to be expected, and 

indeed, respected. 

This study has conceived of oppression in tenns of lack of empathy, or what may 

amount to an objectivist view of conscious beings. Hence, oppresson arbitrarily 

differentiate such beings as infenor, psychophysicai objects, which results in a willingness 

to harrn the autonomy and well-being of such beings. This identical, underlying pattern of 

oppression, in ail of the particular cases examined, is stili nearly invisible. For the problem 

is one of abstraction, or rather, that same mental process taking a desperately wrong tum. 

If one could eliminate this oppressive skewing of people's world views, then di of the 

various, particular detaiis of the oppressions, with ail of their similarities and differences, 

both fme and gross-would also be eliminated. Oppressions begin from the same 

philosophical point-or perhaps lack of point-and end up in different, particular 

oppressions. which, yet, are part of the same whole. Each part, however, is different from 

every other part, although positionally related. Whatever shouid be surpnsing about that? 

The root analysis, which is more profound, sees the one, underlying pattern, which is a 

vaiuable aid to our understanding. It also recognizes incidental similarities, which fiow 

from the basic pattern itself. That indiscriminate. superficiai, and dismissive type of 

analysis. which impugns al1 cornparison of o p p r e s s i o n ~ s p e c i ~ y  across species- 

because of differences in detail, loses the prairie for the blades of grass, and thus eclipses a 

valuable and suggestive form of inquiry conceming anti-oppression. 



Dilemrnas : 
lmaginary 
and Real 

Questions about normative ethics encompass both the formulation of principles of practice, 

5.1 

and a concem with how these principles apply to various sons of cases. We seek to know, 

if possible: What is ideal? What is permitted? What is not to be aiiowed? Moreover, how 

Introduction: Matters of Right and Wrong 

to deal with cases which are mclear on the aforementioned points? Due to the parameters 

of this project. the investigation that follows w u  necessarily be Limited. However, it ought 

to provide an idea of what ethical empathism has to Say about normative matters. The 

formulation of normative p ~ c i p l e s  is not an exercise that can useiùiiy be canied on quite 

independently of considenng different ethical theories. A number of rernarks wiil indicate 

why 1 restrict my present preoccupation with alternative moral visions primarily to the 

family of consequentialist views that are referred to as versions of utilitarianism. 

After indicating what I take to be the strongest possible case for utilitarianism, I will 

cnticaliy engage that view, and thereby conclude with practical principles concerning (1) 

cases in which hamiful means are used to secure attractive ends (which are sometimes 

rationalized as "dilemmas," or hard choices), (2) cases in which one must choose between 

harms, but it appears clear enough which option is more harrnfbl, and (3) moral dilemmas 

proper, in which we have no moral choice but to h m ,  but it is not determinate-in a tme 

dilemma-what choice should be made. It will be explored, in particular, whether, or to 

what extent, (1) to (3) overlap. Particulariy for the exploration of (1), the example of 

vivisectiok-harmful experimentation on animais-will prove to be very instructive, since 

it involves a harmful means towards a very attractive end of attaining medical cures and 

hedth enhancement practices. 



This chapter, then, wiii focus on difficult cases, which are or pose as (possible) 

dilemmas, in the confidence that some of the normative implications of ethical empathism, 

in normal circumstances, are fairly straightforward, Le., harmlessly going about one's 

business, which includes not neglecting other conscious beings. Indeed, based on the 

foregohg rejection of arbitrary harming, ahirnsa (or harmlessness) is the nom, at least 

apart fiom the diffcult, and hence most theoreticaily interesting, cases, in which we might 

have cause to h m .  In any event, it is cases in which we are either tempted or required to 

act hamifully that will occupy us. 

1 5.2 1 Moral Theories Left for 0ther Ex~lorations 1 
There are a host of views which wiU not allow of a detailed treatment in this present work. 

Those views include, very prominently, Immanuel Kant's ethicai theory, contractarian 

ethics, revised natural law theory, and ecoholism. It is, however, possible to indicate, 

apart from limitations of space. why these theories wili not receive a detailed analysis on 

this occasion. and do not necessarily contribute to the deveiopment of ethical empathism.' 

Certainly, 1 s h d  not here make a detailed exploration of Kant's theory. He declares, 

stipulatively: "Rational nature exists as an end in i ~ l f . " ~  Since those outside the group of 

rational beings are, in effect, licenced to be harmed by moral agents, this would seem to be 

a rather straighdoward instance of the classist fallacy? This assessrnent is not altered by 

the fact that Kant advocated kindness to animals, on the indirect bais that it might cause 

people better to treat other humans." It might weii be questioned how stipulative is Kant's 

upholding of ntionality in this way. However, a key passage in The Critique of Practical 

Reason confesses, in effect, that Kant's vision of morality c m  neither be rationaDy proven, 

' Aithough the= may well, at Ieast, be useful bits from such theories. espeeidly insofar as they clairn to 
ffer ideas which ceFute consequentialism. 

- ixunanuei Kant, Groundwork of rhe Metaphysic of Morals, tram. H, J .  Paton (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1956), p. 96. 

Please note that the clwist fallacy-which was inaoduced before the insights that are perhaps most 
distinctive to ethical empathim4oes not necessarily stand or faiI with the latter ethical theory, considered 
as a whole. Rather, identibing and countering the classist fdlacy has a value that is independent of any 
theory of moraiity. 

ïmmanuel Kant, "Duties in Regard to Animais." in Animl Rights and H u m  Obligations, 2nd ed.. eds. 
Tom Regan and Singer (Englewood CIiffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1989), pp. 23-24. 



nor known through experience. Yet the Kantian ethic is allegedly known to possess a 

certainty "of itself," or seIf-evidently: 

... the moral law is given, as an apodictically certain fact, as it were, of pure reason, a fact of 
which we are a prion conscious, even if it be granted that no example could be found in 
which it has been followed exactly. Thus the objective reality of the moral taw can be 
proved through no deduction, through no exertion of the theoretical, speculative, or 
empirically supported reason; and even if one were willing to renounce its apodictic 
certainty, it could not be confirmed by any experience and thus proved a posteriori. 
Nzvzrththelzss, it is firmly established af itsalf? 

However. while Kant is, for example, hostile to sympathy as a legitimate form of moral 

motivation, he did reject using (rationai) individuals as mere means: and was also 

inspirational in the development of human nghts. 1 would in no way rninimize certain 

similarities between Kant's theory and my own. Both views, too. will be seen to reject 

consequentialism. Still, Kant's theory is so heavily based in his form of mord rationaiism 

that it wouid be difficult even to adjust the theory for nonanthropocennic purposes, or at 

least, 1 will not make the attempt. 

Naniral law theory is also not wonh exploring in detail, insofar as it is baldly 

speciesist. Unfortunately, John Finnis' theory commits such outright discrimination, in its 

least sophisticated fom. He characterizes the object of ethics as "realizing in my actions 

the real and tme goods attainable by a human being."' No argument is supplied as to why 

solely human beings are to be of concern. 1 note this, for dthough an overgenerous 

interpretation of Finnis might indicate that humans can attain goods which are those of 

members of other species, it is manifest that this is not Fuinis' moral focus. For with 

regard to justice, he notes that it is "about what is right and wrong in dealings with other 

people."' Finnis hints, without elaborating, that goodness is applicable to nonhumans: 

'The states of affairs whose goodness is in question in ethics are, prirnarily, the states of 

Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Remon and Other Writings in Moral Philosophy, tnns. Lewis 
White Beck (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949), p. 157. 

If is not clear that Kant shows what is wrong with unempatheticaiiy uùlizing conscious beings in order to 
secure various goods, since the bais of mord justification, in hïs framework, is restncting oneseIf to 
affirming types of action which can be conceived, in a sense, as universal mord laws. However, it is never 
made clear, ro my mind, how utilitarianism-or any other ethic contrary to never treating individuais as 
mere rneans-cannot be "universalized." Kant begs the question, it would seem, by assuming that everyone 
else would "universaiize" mord laws that are similar or identicd to those that he himself held. 
' John Finnis. Fundamentais of Ethics (Oxford: Clarendon Ress, 1983), p. 3. 
Vbid., p. 8. 



human beings.'" It is never argued, in Fundamentals of Ethics, why these assertions are to 

be believed, although at one point, Finnis notes that we would prefer living a human Me to 

that of a contented cow.1° That may be, but Juggernautian reasoning, which would make 

much of such a clairn (Le., that animal lives have less goodness), has been refuted. 

A colleague of Finnis, Germain Grisez, also writes in the Nanual Law tradition, 

which itself is neo-Thomist, and is associated, in many ways, with the Roman Catholic 

Church. Grisez is equaily dogrnatic on the question of the place of nonhuman animais in 

e thics: 

The justification for killing animals is that their life is not a good which human action 
rnust respect. Thus, if it is useless to humans that an animal live and in accord with human 
feelings that it die. there is nothing wrong with satisfying the human impulse to kill id' 

This statement is thoroughly question-begging. Other aspects of the theory deserve cntical 

notice, in rny view, but they cannot presently detain us. 

Contractarianism is no more, and possibly less, initiaily plausible than many of the 

views mentioned here. It involves an assumption of egoism and the conclusion that 

"eniightened" egoists will agree to a set of mord d e s .  so that each individual enjoys the 

selfish benefit of protection against various harms they might otherwise incur from other 

agents. The idea of a social "contract" is, perhaps, a metaphor for an agreement to some 

such set of rules. This egoism c m  be quûlified by sorne aiiowance for caring for othen, 

such as on the theory of David Gauthier: "The contractarian need not claim that actual 

persons take no interest in their fellows; indeed, we suppose that some degree of sociability 

is characteristic of human beings."12 Traditional and important criticisms of such views, 

such as whether a scoundrel might claim to abide by the moral mies, but secretiy take 

advantage of others, wiii not be contemplated here. 1 wïli note, however, the commonplace 

observation that contractarianism notonously respects only rational agents who are the 

supposed contractors. As Gauthier wodd have it: 

' Ibid.. p. 62. 
'O Ibid.. pp. 18- 19. 
" Germain Grisez, "Suicide and Euthanasia," in Decith, Dying, Md Eutharurria, eds. Homs and Mail 
(Washington, DC: University Publications of America, Inc., 1977). p. 782. " David Gauthier, Morals by Agreement (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), p. I 1. 



Only beings whose physical and mental capacities are either roughly equai or mutually 
complementary cm expect to find CO-operation beneficial to d l .  Humans benefit from 
their interaction with horses, but they do not CO-operate with horses and may not benefit 
them. Among unequals. one party rnay benefit most by coercing the other, and on Our 
theory would have no reason to refrain. We may condernn al1 coercive relationships, but 
only within the context of mutua1 benefit cm Our condernnation appeal to a rationally 
grounded rn~rality.'~ 

On this view. then, nonhuman animais, and even humans who are not equal in physical or 

mental capacities c m  be coercively controlled, and have no claim to any other treatment. 

It is, perhaps, worth noting that contractarians' above endorsement of coercive 

exploitation involves a commission of the classist faliacy, assuming a licence to h a m  

beings, by neglect and various kinds of force. simply because they are numbered among 

the class of weaker beings. Egoism, which is accepted as an ethical premise, also, 

inherently commits this same faiiacy: not being part of the privileged class of the one 

individual-the self-licences ego to h m  everyone else, if, and only insofar as, it serves 

ego's interests. An objectivist. who does not ernpathize with others, will have his or her 

concems vividly at hand, and have the illusion that others' interests are not reai 

considerations, or are somehow fainter realities. This illusion may help to explain, but 

certainiy not to jushfy, the egoistic perspective. Additionally, note Gauthier's repeated 

references to rationality in the context of moraiity. Gauthier's privileged contractors are ai l  

rationai beings: nonhuman animais, for example, are left out of account. Thus, 

contractarians supposedly have a Licence to harm non-rationai beings on no other 

grounds-than are provided-aside From the fact that they are non-rational. Yet it 

imponantly begs the question to insist that rationai agents are not also obligated to assist 

non-rational beings. Nowhere does Gauthier bridge the gulf left by his repeated 

commissions of the classist fallacy. Insofar as he commits this failacy, and insofar as it is a 

genuine breach of logic. Gauthier's view, far from k i n g  the only rational moral 

worldview, wouid appear to be seriously rationally flawed This view, too, wiU not be 

cnticaily anaiyzed to any detailed extent 

As for nonanthropocentnc ethics, upon which nonhuman animals are hardly an 

"invisible" oppressed group, neither can 1 comprehensively address aü of these theories 



(but see Chapter One). h particular, 1 shail not plumb the depths of ecoholistic views, 

which, so far, have escaped much mention in this present work. Many such views look, 

above dl, to the enhancement of ecosystems as wholes: their integrity, biodiversity, 

longevity, and so on. There are associated problems with identifying ecosystems, and also 

boundary issues as to what constitutes moraily acceptable ecosystemic change. Aside fkom 

these concerns, however, there is the problem of subordinating the individual-even 

h-y-in service to the whole, which may well mn afoul of ethicai empathism's 

principles. Moreover, one c m o t  (straightforwardly) empathize with an ecosystem as a 

whole, be it conceived either abstractly or concretely. One can choose to m e r  the good 

of such a system only insofar as one chooses to identify with its good, which is not a duty 

(see the discussion of the good of nonconscious beings in Chapter Two). In any case, one 

cannot rightly ovemde identifying with the good of conscious beings-which is not merely 

optional-if one is adequately and empatheticdy to reflect reaiity in one's mind and heart. 

Can an individual be harmed, in order to promote the flourishing of an ecosystem? 

The key aspects of promoting an ecosystem would not seem to entail a licence to harm 

conscious beings, such as: being a member of a common species, being relatively 

unimportant to ecosystemic flourishing, failing to be conducive to the aesthetics of an 

ecosystem, k ing  an agent of ecosystemic change (as opposed to conducing to "stability." 

or "integrity" of the ecosystem), andor k i n g  a substantial consumer of resources. AU of 

these factors might be taken by an ecoholist as grounds to disfavour, even hannfully, 

certain conscious beings-and di of them wouid appear to commit the classist fdacy. 

Ecoholism, too, is not sufficiently promising, from the point of view of ethical empathism, 

to explore, here, in detail. Let us now examine a theory which, far from king so 

unpromising, might weii prove to be the tme normative formulation of ethical empathism 

itself: utilitarianism. 

1 5.3 1 The Staving Power of Utilitarianism 1 
- 

mat, at fmt dance, could seem more tempting than creating as much good in the world as 

possible? ActuaUy, in luggemaut, we have aiready seen a perfectionistic concern for the 



good. However, Juggemaut commits the error of treating subjects as objects (at least in 

part) by not fundamentaliy, or at least consistentiy, idenhfying with subjects. 

Utilitarianism, in its intent to promote the greatest good of ali possible consequences. is not 

obviously committed to this error. Utilitarians cm, and very often do, recognize that there 

are no "objective values" out there, and can, instead, consider aU of the subjective values 

that there are, and attempt to realize as much of that value as c m  possibly be realized. 

Utilitananism is the most disputed mord theory of our times.'" Although its 

associated controversies have aroused many heated objections. the foilowing extended 

analysis wili reveal that it has held fast under fire in the face of ail of the major objections 

that 1 know of hitherto. It has tremendous staying power. Sapontzis asserts that his "book 

has strong utilitarian dimensions-because everyday morality has such dimensions,"" 

implying that utilitarianism is part of our comrnon sense. The anti-oppression argument, as 

it has k e n  developed up u n d  this chapter, may seem neutral as to utilitarianism. Certainly, 

utiiitarians have played an histonc role in opposing oppression, forcing people to consider 

everyone's good. no matter their so-called "race," sex, perhaps even species, and so forth. 

For example, utilitarians have assisted in reforrns against the harsh impositions of the 

Industriai Revolution, with its often horrifie conditions of labour, including the forcible 

exploitation of children. Many contemporary utilitarians, such as Singer, are also ardent 

opponents of oppression.16 

if one accepts utilitarîan assumptions, then it is hard to show, for example, that 

Singer's advocacy of some vivisection for human benefit is utterly mistaken. Especidy 

since sober utilitarïans recognize that they cannot actuaily calculate the greatest good for the 

14 More specifically, utilitarianism is "now the most widely discussed. analyzed, criticized, attacked, and 
defended" ethicd theory. Antony Flew (ed.), A Dictionory of Philosopt=y (London: Pan Books Ltd, 1984), 

113. 
'S. F. Saponnis, MortzIs. R e m .  and AnimLr (Philadelphia: Temple University Press. 19871, p. rü. 
'' interestingly, Lawrence and Susan Finsen, The A n i d  Righls Movemenr in Americu: From 
Compassion to Respect (New York: Twayne Publishecs, 1994), p. 201, argue that Singer's critique of 
speciesism can be seen as distinct from his argument for utiiitarianism, dthough Singer himself discounts 
any fundamentai or even independent statu of anti-speciesism, Yet AnUnal Liberation was far fYom 
expiicitiy utilitarian. Taken in isolation, the book's quoting of histonc utilitarians need not have been 
decisively indicative of a cornmitment to utilitarianism. Bentham's concern for suffering, as distinct h m  
whether a king cm speak or reason, can be an axiom for anyone, and Sidgwick's iooking at individuals and 
their good from the "point of view of the universe" c m  be seen as  a simpte appeal to impartiaiity (although 
such a perspective might seem disturbingly objectivist). 



greatest nurnber, but rather, ody  tend in that direction, either directly or indirectly, the 

result is guesswork in a great many cases, and pro-vivisection, in certain limited cases, 

rnay seem like a "good educated guess" for utilitarians. Yet would those vivisected animals 

be "liberated," as Singer's "animal iiberation" philosophy suggests? Possibly not." 

However, it remains controversial as to whether a general theory of animal liberation would 

also consider sacrificing nonhuman animals. for the purpose of liberating human animals 

fiom egregious illnesses, and so forth. After ail, liberated beings-human and 

nonhuman-WU stiii present conficts of interests. 1 wiil go on to argue that on any sound 

anti-oppression ethic, aaimals cannot be sacrificed for our benefit, even for medical 

progress, which many people think makes vivisection uniquely indispensable. Humans 

cm still lead a very high quality of life without eating animals, k i n g  entertained by them. 

hunting them. testing cosmetics on them. using them for labour. hir, leather-but are 

animals needed as involuntary research subjects? 

Retuming to utihtarian theory itself. it is time to give due credit to that view for its 

abiiity to withstand criticisrns. Utilitarianism is not as uansparently arbitrary or oppressive 

as cont rac t~anis~reca l l ing  the latter's multiple commissions of the classist faiiacy. One 

possible exception to this d e  is humanistic utilitarianism, which gives licence to harm 

those who are not human, rationai. moral, etc. Singer's version of the theory does not at 

ail succumb to that oppressive difficulty. 1, myself, admit to having considered myself to 

count as a utilituian-of sorts-for several months in 1998. At the tirne, 1 thought that the 

idea of promoting good was most plausible, that it was "best" to promote the most possible 

good, and that optimizing goodness couid be reconciled with a proper respect for 

individu&. As with Iuggemaut (which 1 never held), utilitarianisrn might not seem to be 

rnordy arbitrary, since it is concerned with what is good, and that in an impartial way. 

Perhaps promoting the good might weli seem "necessary," kom the moral point of view, 

and utilitarianism takes this promotion as seriously as one can. Any sacrifices that one 

makes in a promotion of the overaii good may be reptted as "morally necessary." 

17 Possibly, Singer uses the term. "fiberation," as another calculated slogan, or concession to popular 
rhetoric, as he has aiready confessed with respect to his appeais to rights, and aiso his criticizing of 
oppression in general. 



1 wiU only brieflyI8 note how 1 think that utilitanans can effectively seize the 

advantage against common objections. These objections seem to pursue a nagging feeling, 

on the part of the theory's skeptics, of sornething king wrong with the utilitarian vision. 

Still, maximizing utility is a protean ideal. and can accommodate many objections, simply 

by adjusting to serve what is "best," or else simply by insisting that we promote what is 

"best," without being reluctant about it. 

Utilitarianism is sometimes accused of promoting injustice, since, occasiondy, an 

individual may be "sacrifïced" in order to promote the greatest good. For a classic 

example, let us Say that a man is framed for a murder that he did not commit, in order to 

aven townspeople from rioting. This administration of "justice" will Save a number of 

lives, judging from previous such occa~ions'~ (other aileged counter-examples include such 

scenarios as quietly kiiling nasty and miserable old ladies in order to spend their bequests in 

a mûximally beneficent mamer. etc.). Bernard Williams gives two more classic examples: 

(1) deciding whether a man ought to fill a recentiy vacated job in a chernical weapons plant, 

knowing the horrificaiiy war-promoting consequences of f i lhg it, but also otherwise 

nsking someone, who would be much more destructive, filling the same role, and (2) 

either killing some hostages oneself, or allowing al1 of them to be killed by ~thers. '~ 

Utilitarians c m  reply that such cases are so rare as to be inconsiderable for a reflection of 

normal mord practices. 

Direct utilitarians can also Say: "So what?'The objection begs the question, by 

d e f a g  "justice" in a way that is different from a utilitarian version of justice, which, 

itself, might perfectiy condone the ''mordly irregulai' actions which might result fiom the 

above examples. For example, I. J. C. Smart, at least in his earlier writing, is famous for 

accepting such hard consequences: 

'' It would take a number of books comprchcnsively to survey the rems of Iiterature written on this now- 
venerable ethical theory. Moreover, 1 am concemed with fundamentai presuppositions of the theory, and 
not, in the present work, with many of its finer points of interest, which are discussed in the licerature. 
" J. J. C. Smart, "htegrity and Squeamishness," in Utilitarimism rrnd Its Criîics, ed. Jonathan Glover 
(New York: Macmillan Pubtishing Company, t WO), pp. 170-72. Smart aIso notes, p. 171, that such 
cases wouid be "very rare indeed." 
zo Williams in I. J. C. Smarc and Bernard Wiams.  Utilitarianh: for ondogairut (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1973), pp. 97-99. 



Adrnittedly utilitarianism does have consequences which are incompatible with the 
common moral consciousness, but 'so much the worse for the common moral 
C O ~ S C ~ ~ U S ~ ~ S S ~  .*l 

FinaUy, if such dire actions are found to be an unacceptable consequence of this 

consequentialist view, then an indirect approach rnay be taken. Utility-promotion may be 

taken to justify a set of rights, or d e s ,  which protect individuais (or perhaps even groups) 

against such 'bjust" treatment. Especiaily in the long-term, individuals prefer a society 

with a stable mord order to prottxt hem and lheir ioved onw against sudden, violent 

incursions of any kind. In any case, it may be alleged that the objector is s i ~ p l y  question- 

begging, since it is ai l  very well, logicaiiy, for a utilitarian to be wiiling to accept his or her 

own theory. 

Utiiitarianism might be seen to invade personai autonomy, by compelling ail moral 

agents to promote what is best, overail, from an impersonal perspective, thus eliding 

personai projects. and so forth, which might not directly relate to overall goodsptirnizing, 

but rather be characterized as "self-indulgent." As Samuel Scheffler writes: 

[Act] Utilitarianism ... requires the agent to allocate energy and attention to the projects and 
people he cares most about in strict proportion to the value from an impenonal standpoint 
of his doing so. even though people typically acquire and care about their commitments 
quite independently of, and out of proportion to. the value that their having and caring 
about them is assigned in an impenonal ranking of overall States of affairs." 

Again, the "So what?' reply is apt, here, since utilitarianism can conceive of nghtful 

autonomy not as doing just however one pleases, but rather, as a responsible use of one's 

freedom that tries, as much as possible, to optirnize the good. Indirect strategies to bolster 

autonomy c m  also corne into play here: it might be considered to be the best of aIl possible 

worlds in which everyone has a generous allowance for personal autonomy. 

Others take issue with utilitarianism's seerning "impartialism." They fmd that 

utilitarianisrn does not really d o w  for loyalty, fiiendship, and love. The idea here is tbat 

one cannot ultirnately act for an individual, since there must always be an ultenor motive in 

h i r t h e ~ g  utility. At the fmt opportunity to "betray" someone, in order to realize greater 

utility, one must do so, on this theory. Again, utüitarians can bite the bulle& or, as L. W. 

" Sman in Ibid., p. 68. " Samuel Schefner, nie Rejecrion of Conrequentialism (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1982). p. 9. 



Sumner suggests,'.' one cm view these relationships as part of what rnaxirnizing utility is, 

rather than merely as a means to an end. It is not clear how this idea can be borne out, 

since these parts would have to cohere with maximal goodness, which may not 

countenance such loyalty. Utilitarians may have to bite the builet here, and denounce 

"blind loyalty," or employ an indirect strategy which suggests that it is best, after dl, if we 

inainsicaily value fkiends and loved ones, in some sense-a defeasible commitment. 

The replacement argument is aiso one that has bedeviled utilitarians who are 

concemed to criticize the cmelties of animal agriculture. This argument, Ieveled as a 

criticism again Peter Singer's animal liberation ethic, was acnially accepted as an 

implication by the philosopher himself. Evelyn Pluhar gives an account both of the 

argument, and extensive critical responses, in her book, Beyond ~rejudice." Briefly, the 

idea here is that if animals were reared for food purposes under perfectly humane 

conditions, and also slaughtered humanely (say, by administering barbiturates to the 

animais during their sleep?), and replaced by equally or more happy animals, then the 

overail sum of utility would be the sme.  Hence such a peculiar scenario supposedly could 

not properly be cnticized fiom a utilitarian point of view. Pluhar attempts to spell out the 

disastrous implication that replaceable humans would aiso be a live option here. Such 

practices might arouse a general honor, and so run afoui of the most overall happiness, but 

1 think that a more fundamental logicd problem is to be found here, which would be 

repugnant to any society pursuing the greatest possible good. 

The replacement argument trades on the idea that merely replacing losses to utility, 

or canying on the status quo, is moraüy acceptable. To me, however, this is contrary to 

the whole aspiration of utilitarianism: to create maximal good, and a minimum of bad. In 

other words, it would be more utile to let an animal slotted for slaughter stay aiive, 

generating its own utility-and then perhaps to add to that by bringing other animals into 

existence. Investing such effort merely in preserving the same amount of goodness, or 

setting back the accumulation of value, however, is hardly worthy of a utilitarian. If it is 

In lecture on the subject of utilimianism. University oCToronto, cas 1995. 
" See especially p. 185 in Pluhar. Beymd Prejdice* for an excellent summation of the problem. 



argued that the replaced animal rnay be a "utihty drain," it wiil be countered that short of 

being a suffering being, worthy of euthanasia, it will certainly add to the good of Me, and 

harming it wiii add a bad thing to the scheme of things, especially hom a utditarian 

perspective, which is generally waq of harming. If the animal is healthy enough to 

slaughter for meat, then it is healthy enough to escape the odious label, "utility drain." 

Since enlightened utiiitarians presumably would support empathetic considerations, too (in 

keeping with the previous arguments for ethical empathism), it would see replacing an 

animai as inconsistent with identifjing with that animal with a view to his or her good, 

which must result in a hostility towards harming the animal, or being indifferent to his or 

her weli-being. (Obviously, 1 am interested in presenting utilitarianism in its strongest 

form, here, even beyond what rnay be found in the literature, much as was rny 

preoccupation with humanism in the fmt chapter.) 

Lndeed, a consideration of beings who will exist, apart from animais who are 

"replacements." would occur more generaly on versions of utilitarianism that aspire to 

king empathist in character. Future generations wodd be respected. Moreover, one 

would not cornpulsively be required to bring a misemble child into existence. on the 

thought that she might add some ulllity to the world. no matter how wretched her 

e~istence.'~ There may be a margin of utility in the girl's Me-to-be, but the example is such 

a problem because the bad aspects of her Life outweigh the good-much as might be the 

case with someone who seeks euthanasia. A utiiitarian is concemed with minimizing bad 

as weil as maximizing good, dthough both are (theoreticaily, ai least) weighed on one scale 

of overail utility, in search of the optimum. Harms and goods are different, although they 

can be weighed against each other, much as different forms of good cm also be 

cornmensurateci, in some theoretical sense. It may be contended that bad is just the absence 

of good, but whereas ail hamis may be a negating of what is good, I do not see how al1 

good is simply a negating of ham. This, in addition to the "wretched child" exarnple itself, 

wouid seem to indicate that promoting good and reducing bad are distinct, although related, 

activities. However, nothing prevents us from speaking of utilitarianism as promoting the 

- 

" Ibid., pp. 193-95. 



"'greatest good." It is understood that this is to be a realistic sort of gwd-promotion, i.e., 

the greatest net good, accounting for factors such as what is bad and what are the limits of 

possibility. A wretched child could have a negative score in overail net good for her 

existence. Once a wretched child exists, the consequences of killing him or her might be 

different from precluding the existence of such a being, but such details wiii not now 

preoccupy us. Suffice it to Say that we can offset any obligation to d o w  a truly wretched 

chiid to be procreated, let aione to produce one ourselves. 

Incidentaily, there are related worries about whether domestic animals are done a 

favour by king brought into existence. no matter how they are treated. On the foregoing 

analysis, if they are treated wretchedly enough, their lives wiU not be any kind of favour to 

bestow. Or else, it will not nearly be enough of a favour. in utilitarian terms, if, following 

the animais' birth, they are not given a quality of life that is not as good as possible. Only 

the greatest possible good of an animal can hope to contribute to the greatest good overail, 

other factors king equal. Confinement, a degraded quality of welfare and autonomy, and 

a cutting off of potential good through premature death, would ail be contrary to the 

greatest good on this analysis, and the replacement analysis would not be available to 

rationalize an early death, as discussed above. Hence one need not mort to the 

implausibilities of "pnor existence utiiitarianism," solely being concemed with existing 

beings, in order to deny that animais are not greatiy or at aü reïevantiy indebted to their 

exploiters simply for having been brought into existence. One of the greatest 

implausibilities of such a "pnor existence" approach would be the neglect of future 

generations. We might embrace the more plausible "total-view utilitarianisrn," which 

considers beings, both present and fùture. Evelyn Pluhar, in Beyond Prejudce, attempts 

to show that utilitarianism cannot accommodate the counterintuitive cases of the 

replacement argument, the wretched child. and, indeed, the wretched animai who is 

supposedly blessed, weIi enough, merely by king granted an existence. Utilitarianism 

need not carry any of these negative implications. 

Utilitarianism has also k e n  criticized for k ing  hostile to the fortunes of 

marginalized humans. Such beings might be thought to bear less utility-generating 



potential, much as the different dimensions of Q, in Juggemaut, point to the realization of 

less goai. It is not clear to me how a reply couid definitively be made to this objection, but 

something plausible, borrowing from Juggemaut's own embracing of marginalized 

humans, could perhaps be made. Since humans are the moral agents in question, they have 

to take account of the cost to thernselves of acting against their nature and harrning their 

own children, or other human children, which people-who are not also sociopaths-are 

demonstrably loath to do. This naturai fact may afford disproportionate protection, by 

hiunam, for marginaiized humans. 

Regan objects that Singer's view could possibly justifi racism. sexism, and 

specie~ism.'~ However, Singer could reply either that indirect strategies could rule out 

such views as egregious, and as likely to cause needless suffenng, or else that it is 

inconsistent with considering di interests equally, for such ideologies would make one tend 

arbitrariiy to discount some interests. While Regan claims that economic benefits from 

exploiting animals are irrelevant to the moraiity of practices, Singer couid reply that this is, 

once again, question-begging, and we must not altogether ignore people stniggling to feed 

their families. etc., although in many cases. such considerations can be ovenuled by the 

possibilities of finding or creating other work. 

Regan also claims that utilitarians are committed to viewing individuals as mere 

"receptacles" of value, but Singer has pointed out that one's valuable experiences are 

inseparable from one's individuality, uniike wine in relation to a cup (Regan's anal~gy).'~ 

As Sumner indicates, 'buttarians are committed to believing that it is a good thing (a gain) 

when an individual life goes well and a bad thing (a loss) when one goes badly."" Singer 

claims that he accepts Regm's notion that subjects-of-a-life have inherent value, that they 

are not mere ihùigs, but have preferences and a welfare, and are not to be used merely as a 

rnean~.'~ Sumner notes: "It is not obvious on the face of it that respect for the inherent 

value of individuals is entirely insensitive to global costhenefit considerations. Regan 

" Tom Regan. The C m  for Animof Rights (Los Angeles: University of California Press. 1983). pp. 227. 
3 13. 

Peter Singer, "Animal Liberation or Animai Rights?" Monisf 70 (January 1987): 8. 
L. W. Sumner. review of The Care for A n i d  Righü, by Tom Regan, Nous 20 (September 1986): 43 1- 

32. 
Singer. "Animal Liberation or Animal Rights?," p. 6. 



sirnply makes this so by stipulation."3o My reading of Regan's book accords with 

Sumner's here . 
Along similar Lines, it would not be fair to object to utiiitarianism on the grounds 

that it is committed to some kind of scheme of objectivist values, or that it does not 

recognize the subjectivity of individuals, or that utilitarians are utterly incapable of deep 

empathy. Such accusations would be unsupportable. Whether utilitarianisrn can sustain 

deep empathy in ali of the stages of its application, is another matter, which 1 shali address 

below . 

Others object, on epistemic grounds, that utilitarianism cannot have much 

knowledge of hiture consequences, or what quantity should be assigned to values, or 

exactiy which values ought to count, or how different values might be commensurated. 

Utilitarians, however, are prepared to offer their best, educated guesses in these respects, 

in their concem to do as much good as possible. What else cari they do, if they are 

committed to maximizing goodness? There are clear cases where more, rather than less, 

good is at stake, and where some options seem best or worst. and these are paradigm cases 

which such ethicists may use as pnctical models. They do not rninimize the epistemic 

dificulties of seeking optimal utility, but believe that they ought not to shirk the sometimes 

mcult duty of pursuing it, as best they can. 

1 think that utilitarianism, in its noble cornmitment to the gwd, is too often 

underestimated, and responded to with criticisms chat consistentiy beg the question against 

the theory, but which do nothing to undermine its logical or justificatory credibility, even if 

that ethicd view (or rather, family of ethical views) is found to be implausible by some. 

1 5.4 1 A Consequentialist Case for Vivisection 1 
As benign as a utilitarian society would be, in so very many ways, certain forms of harmful 

actions could conceivably be justified as part of the optimal way of Me. Consider, for 

example, self-defence, which could logically be extrapoiated to include defence of others, 

a L. W. Sumner. "Animal Welfm and Animal Rights," Joumul of Medicine Md Phiiosophy 13 (May 
1988): 167. 



and therefore, perhaps, certain modes of martial actions, which rnay be harmful, or at least 

threatening of h m .  1 wiiI not explore such usages of force on utilitarian modes of 

reasoning. Rather, 1 wili focus on the example of vivisection, or the harmful usage of 

animals in biomedical experiments, for human-or even some nonhuman-benefit. 

Vivisectors may beg the issue outright in seeking to jus@ their favowd practice, by 

sirnply stating that it is somehow "necessary," or that we have "no choice" in tuniuig to 

such experimentation. However, a vivisectionist cm-and m u s t 4 o  better than outright 

begging the issue. Broadly speaking, utilitarianism might seek to justify vivisection, or 

rather, refined forms of it. One would have to ensure that the experiments be conducted as 

humanely as possible, using the fewest possible numbers of animalç for scientific 

purposes, while avoiding repetitive, redundant, unpromishg lines of research." 

The general justifcation of vivisection, on utilitarianism, might nui something like 

this: while harmfblly using animals for biomedical purposes would constitue a regrettable 

h m ,  in certain ways, it remains that great good would result, in the form of perhaps 

endlessly applicable cures or treatments, whereas only a finite number of anirnals would be 

used to achieve such ends. The harrnful experiments would come and go, but the potential 

and actual benefits would be ongoing, and in sorne cases, possibly for alI posterity io 

enjoy. Moreover, given that there is a conflict of interests, here, between the animais, and 

thme sufTering from diseases or poor health conditions, the fact that animal lives typicaily 

have less utüity than human lives rnay become relevant. Mer ali, if a general empathetic 

regard for a given animal, and for any number of unfortunate per~ons,~~ does not yield a 

deciding consideration-and we seem to be faced with a dilemma-then it seems logical to 

tuni to other considerations of value in order to determine the best or most worthwhile 

decision. A dilemma, at one point in reasoning, need not yield a dilemma at the end of the 

day. This turning to other considerations of value is especiaily the case, since utilitarianism 

" Note that non-invasive veterinary research. which is to benefit noohmans, including the one undergoing 
the procedure, does not qualify as vivisection, although it is, indeed, a variety of animal research. Hence 
my use of the term, "vivisection." 
" Even though vaccines, for example, may only be usefül for a limited span, they may be seen as a 
necessary link in a historical chah of treatments, and even as usehl for deveioping future vaccines. Also, 
it will be re-emphasized, From the utilitarian perspective, that human Lives are worth more, and-who 
knows?-the vaccine might just be of very Iasting value, and we shouId take our chances in any case. 



is committed to promoting the greatest possible good. The additional fact that we might 

favour human marginals, in much the same way suggested by Juggemaut (noting the 

general human propensity to care especially for human offspring), would further single out 

nonhuman animals as experimental subjects. 

Moreover, it might be conceded that there is no moral difference between doing 

(e.g., murdering) and aiiowing to happen (e-g., allowing a murder to take place, when it is 

absolutely in one's power to prevent it). Hence it would be irrelevant that vivisection 

involves inflictions of h m ,  for its avoidance might involve simply allowing people-and 

perhaps even nonhumans-to suffer without the possible scientific miits of vivisection. 

Utilitarianism might sanction vivisection, or certain f o m  of it, as part of a generai way of 

life. given the possible long-term benefits of such a practice, and the way it can be said to 

conduce to the overail greatest good. 

The example of vivisection is of special interest in a nurnber of respects. For one 

thing, utiiitarianism would, in iü taking seriously the problem of harm-from what a 

utilitarian might consider an ethical empathist perspective-be animal liberationist. That is. 

using animais for food. clothing, entertainment, or generai ingredients in manufacruring 

rnight be mled out as unnecessarily harmhil. Even though food addresses our need for 

nutrients, many millions of vegetarians in the world are living iiiustrations of the fact that 

we do not require foods dnwn from animai cadavers." However, it has already been 

argued that a plausible argument can be presented in favour of vivisection, for such a 

'' Whether or not a philosopher would aiso wish to make a case that meat-eating is "needed" for social 
interactions, religious rituals, and gustatory pleasure, 1 am certainly suggesting that we do not need such 
activities to live. L. W. Sumner, in cornments on my thesis-in-draft, 1999, pointed out that other 
perspectives on "need" may exist which might bear out an understanding of "needingw to eat m a t  in the 
above senses (not Sumner's own perspective), More than that, do we need them in order to live a good or 
worthwhiie Iife? 1 do not so fina although it may be contended that people will differ on this point. 
Suffice it to Say that the ensuing account will aim to rule out meat-eating as a hmful means to an 
attractive end, and therefore, as repugnant to that which is modly necessary. 

Moreover, let us essentially leave aside, here, the confining of animals in zoos and aquaria. Some 
would Say that the animais have a degroded wei-king and autonomy as a result of such confinements, and 
that the purpose of such setting is to promote human profit and amusement. While others c l a h  that such 
enterprises are educational, it may be questioned what sorts of values are king inculcated, and wbat sorts of 
ideas about animals are m a t a  when these beings are inevitabIy bored and depresse4 and less vital 
(partially because l e s  well exercised) outside of their naturai habitat The claims relateci to species 
preservation might also thought to be dubious, given that a very iimited gene pool is protected in most 
cases. 



practice addresses human needs in a way that may have no acnid or possible substitutes, 

for the purposes of obtaullng certain cures or treatmentd4 Vivisection would be the last 

battleground over animal liberation ethics, it seems to me, for certainly, animal nghtists 

bak at utilitarian justifications of vivisection, and would seek to ban it entirely (as we have 

seen with Regan's now-classic animal rightist account). Indeed, on utilitarian principles, 

vivisection might be one of the few remaining forms of systematic harming, in generd, 

especially ifa utilitarian society were to secure, what might seem impossibly elusive now, a 

peaceful world govemment, and crime were raàically to be reduced (certainly, isolated 

cases of defending oneself and othen need not constitute systematic or egregious h m ) .  

Euthanasia may be carried on in such a society, but suffice it to Say, for now, that such a 

form of killing is different from obliterating hedthy individuals who do not wish to die. 

Vivisection is most interesting in another important respect. It seems to be a unique 

son of case in the area of the treatment of nonhuman anirnals, but has the generic feature, 

germane to other contemplated actions, of a harmfùl means k ing  utilized in order to secure 

an attractive end. The idea of doing something bad in order to achieve sornething good has 

been an endless source of both beguilernent and horror, and is crucial for articulating a 

broad set of normative principles for ethical empathism. There is an interesting tension 

between bad means and good end, here, which some might see as a dilemma (at least at a 

certain stage of moral reasoning). Indeed, one of the classicai questions of ethics is: Does 

the end j u s w  the means? If the animai rightists are correct, in their aboiitionist stance 

towards vivisection, then the philosophicd argument needed for such a conclusion-if it is 

to be absolute-must, perhaps, stringently rule out the use of harmful means for attractive 

ends more generaily. Let us at least pose the question now: Might it not be too costly to 

d e  out al2 resorting to harmful rneans? 

Since the utilitarian would seem to justii the use of harmful means, in the case of 

vivisection, it rnight be hard to see how dilemmas are involved at d. 1 just referred to a 

-- -- 

y 1 will not at al1 address here any questions about how useful vivisection is, which is a very interesting 
and important issue. After ail, since nonhumans have very difietent physiologies than humans, how couid 
experimentation on the former have predictive value for what might occur for the Iatter? 1 will sirnply 
address whether or not vivisection, as a generai practice, is ethically permissible. 



dilemma possibly "at a certain stage of reasoning," but if it is not a dilemma at the end of 

the &y, is it worth k ing  caUed a "dilemma" at di? There are a few different senses of 

moral dilemmas: (1) king faced with two equally moraUy unacceptable alternatives, and 

(2) king faced with a difficult situation in ethics. The second sense is described, in the 

Concise O.ford Dictionary as "disputed," and so, presumably, is less favoured. Yet 

technicdly, a utilitaian could, and 1 think oughl to find vivisection to be a dilemma in both 

senses, even if vivisection is favoured overail. Let me explain. 

Utilitarianism may have a unique view of dilemmas. First of ail, although two 

unappealing options may be involved, neither c m  be an inninsicaify wrong action. Ody 

one option would be right, and the other wrong, based on the consequences associated 

with each. The wrong action would be that which is actwlly more harmfûi, in this case. 

So would a utilitarian hold that there are no dilemmas whatsoever, because surely, of any 

two proposed actions, one would be at least infnitesimally less harmhil than the other? 

Would not dilemmas be. at best, apparent. on utihtarian reasoning? It is not so simple as 

that. Utilitarianism is a normative phiiosophy for making choices, and if we do not have 

clarity as to which choice is right or wrong, then we do, indeed, have a mord diiemrna on 

our hands. Any case in which we do not exactiy know which is the best option wouid be a 

mord dilemma. 

In the case of vivisection, at the level of the short tenn. we could Say that, in any 

panicular case of contemplating whether or not to approve a given animal research 

proposai, we cm never know whether the given research wiii be successful, and thus 

prevent h m  to human beings-or not. The only ''success" of many experiments is that 

the given procedures are identifïed as fuilures to produce any other benefit. (It would at 

least, be much more bbeFficient" to use humans for human biomedical research, but even 

then, we would not reaily h o w  if the experiment would be iÏuidul.) There are too many 

unknowns. We can improve our chances of success by seeking to weed out bad science, 

and by minimizing h m  to anirnals in any actual experiments. But we stili would not 

know if experimenting is preventing great harm, or simply causing it. That, for a 



utilitarian, is a cliiemna, and so, it is no accident that vivisection is often associated with 

flat-out questions concerning lifeboat scenarios, and the me. 

Still, the utilitarian has a strategy for dealing with this dilemma, based on an 

educated guess that less h m ,  overall, will result in the long rem, if a judicious amount of 

vivisection is perrnitted (i.e., certain kinds of research, as a mie). This is only a guess, so 

the dilemma remains in effect, also, at this long term level. That is, it is impossible 

knowingiy to measure harm suffered by experimental animals, let alone to weigh it against 

s u f f e ~ g  relieved for humans as a result of those experiments. To state that the conundrum 

is not a dilemma, a utditarian would have to declare that he or she knows which scenario 

involves less h m ,  and assuming that we take nonhuman animals and their suffering 

seriously, 1 do not consider that to be a very credible position. Sul, the utilitarian makes 

an interesthg case that it is at least more remonable to resolve the dilemma in favour of 

approving of at least some vivisection. In any event. by way of taking this typicai dilemma 

resolution seriously, I WU conclude that vivisection does not, in fact pose a dilemma in the 

fmt sense, nor in the second sense, except, perhaps, only initially (inasmuch as it may be 

dficult to r e m  how vivisection could be morally wrong). 

So here we have a cornpetition between two general contenders for the title of 

"ethical empathism": consequentialism, which judges actions to be right or wrong solely 

with reference to consequences, and nonconsequentiaiism, which may hold some actions, 

or f o m  of action, to be right or wrong, regardiess of the consequences. One view takes 

vivisection to pose something of a moral dilemma, which might be reasonable to resolve 

one way, and the other view denies that there is any dilemma at aiI, and dernands that the 

problem be resolved in the opposite marner. The most plausible consequentiaiist 

assessment of vivisection, putatively from an ethical empathist perspective, might be 

presented in a table: 

characterization of 
present means 
vivisection, 

1 of present animais 1 unernpathetic 1 humans 1 1 
harmfui to animais 
harmless treatment 

evaluation of 
present means 
consequentialiy 
empathetic 
consequentidy 

characterization of 
future end or result 
future humans 

- -  - -  

evaluation of future 
end or resalt 
empathetic 

spared some harm 
hann befab future uwmpathetic 



A nonconsequentialist animal rightist, while ceriainly agreeing on the factual matter of who 

is hamed-and how-would have an exactly diamehicdy opposed constmal of whether 

the harrnful means of vivisection, or an abstention fkom it, and the two different results of 

each, are empathetic or not. The nonconsequentialist would presumably state that it is 

unempathetic towards animals to submit them to hamiful experiments, and no 

consequences, even great benefits. can alter the unempathetic character of the action. 

However, the consequentiaiist, again, holds that the great benefits can outweigh, and 

characterization of 
present means 
vivisection, 
harmful to animds 
barmless treatment 
of present aoimals 

overrule, the harm caused to the anirnals. Surely the weakest (because most dogmatic) of 

nonconsequentialist arguments, here. is simply to declare that vivisection is inherently 

evaluation of 
present means 
inherentl y 
unempathetic 
inherently 
empathetic 

wrong, or that it violates an absolute inherent value which animals have, which must never 

be abrogated. Such approaches merely beg the issue, through their recourse to the strategy 

cbaracterization of 
Future end or result 
future humans 
spared some hann 
h m  befalis future 
humans 

of mere stipulation. It remains, however, that it is not possible to have two positions with 

evaluation of future 
end or result 
unempathe tic 

empathetic 

more opposed results in evaluating what is deeply empathetic. At any rate. it is not the case 

that both consequentialist and nonconsequentialist stances on vivisection can nghtly claim 

to be "ethicai empathist," given that they are each mutuaiiy exclusive. Or is ethical 

empathism incoherent, in practical ternis? Let us, rather, investigate how it might best be 

characterized as coherent. 

5.5 Consequentialist Vivisectionism 1 1 Strong: in Defiance of Obiections 
A justification, in terms of utilitarianism, has already k e n  provided for certain kinds of 

vivisection. This is no mean account, for as  we shaü see, it stands fast in the face of 

numerous striking objections, even as utiütarianism more generaily demonstrates its 

marked milience. The case for "empathetic utilitarianism" might seem to be even stronger 

than the Juggemaut argument, in that utilitarianism rnight seem to be compatibb with deep 



empathy. To test the power of this case for vivisection, let us fmt turn to a few more 

traditional approaches. Prominent among these is John Finnis' natural Law theory 's 

reflection of Paul's dictum: "Evil may not be done for the sake of good." (Romans 3:8, 

6: 1) By itself, this prono~ncement'~ would be question-begging against utilitarianism, 

which claims that any "evii" might be outweighed by a suitable amount of good. C m  

FinnisT own theory of naturai law provide some sort of bulwark against utilitarianism, 

which is not sirnply dogrnatic? 

Finnis insists that "the object one has in mind in doing ethics is precisely rny 

realiung in rny actions the real and tnce goods attainable by a human k i n g  and thus rny 

parîicipatirzg in those goods."" This assertion, arnong others from Finnis, wouid base 

ethics in the good. Therefore, it is utterly unclear why evil cannot be done for the sake of a 

good if, after dl ,  there would be more good, or less evil, in doing so. Why would this not 

be realizing real and tnie goods in one's actions, thereby "participating" in those goods? It 

seems that we must adhere to good in the means as well as the end. However, this is just 

what the penon weighing the values and disvalues associated with ends and means does. 

On utilitarian thinking, certain sorts of harmless means are indeed favoured, and this would 

have to be weighed, in certain cases, against the consequences of aiiowing some forms of 

harm. A utilitarian moral agent truly adheres to seeking goodness in both the end and 

means. Such an agent also might charge, with intelligibility, that Finnis is solely concemed 

with. or even fmated upon, the goodness in the means, while not k ing  concemed with the 

good of the end, on a CO-equal basis. 

It might be replied, in  un, that a consequentialist would not seriously be concemed 

with a means as bad or hamiful, but solely with results. However, this objection is 

misguided. Consequeatiaiists would concede that particular actions are neither nght nor 

wrong except with reference to consequences, while observing that some actions involve 

various aspects that are good or bad. Moreover, various sorts of harmful actions (at least 

'' finnîs. in his Fundammals of Ethics, believes that this principle coheres with Kant's enjoinder, "Do not 
ever ueat hurnanity, whether in your own person or another's, merely as a means." (p. 109) This idea is 
also referred to, by Finnis, as "unconditional respect for persans." (p. 127) We may, of course, wish to 
substitute "humanity" and "penons" with nonspeciesist equivalents. 

Ibid., p. 3. 



in certain sorts of circumstances) rnight be ruied out, in geneml, which makes the nature of 

an action at least indirectly relevant to determining nght and wroag. A vivisectionkt might 

charge that Finnis has given no reason for resisting the coune of the greatest good, but that 

he, and his nonconsequentialist cohorts, might be too squeamish or purist-in a sense-to 

carry out what is morally necessary, or, at least, the most worthy course of action. 

Vivisection itself only superficially appears to be unempathetic, but is realiy deeply 

empathetic, on utilitarian grounds, since it is an action resulting fiom idenming with al l  

beings with a view to their good, and then compassionately realizing the most possible 

good for al1 of those beings. Utilitarianism, then. is organized to take account of the 

collective good, when considering groups of beings. While it is better, given the choice, 

not to act yainst conscious beings, or their good, the utilitarian cares so much about 

everyone, that he or she is willing to do whatever it takes to reallle the best possible 

outcome, even if it is, at times, difficult for an empathetic person to cany out what is 

necessary for achieving that overarching end. Utilitarianism, therefore, embodies the virtue 

of universality, cotmting every good and bad irnpaaially, wherever, whenever, in 

whomever it happens to occur-what couid be fairer? 

Finnis also resorts to the principle of double-effect." Briefly, this principle- 

whose extensive Literature wiii here pass unbroached-states that actions can have two 

sorts of effects. One type of effect is intended, and the other might, strictly speaking, be 

unintended. The second son of effect can be characterized as a by-product, a mere side- 

effect, even if it is foreseen and voluntarily aiiowed in the action. I suspect that there is 

something awry in ihis principle, which can have someone intend to preserve his or her 

life, intend to pull the higger of the gun that cuis down the assaiiant, and intend to disable 

the assailaut, without dso htending to h u m  him or her. Leave aside, for now, any 

obvious concems with disingenuousness, and not taking responsibility for one's actions 

and their e&cts, or indeed, for whatever is within one's power (including what one 

aiiows, rather than actively perpeniates). 

fi Ibid., p. 132. 



One cannot straightfonvardly use the p ~ c i p l e  of doubleeffect against 

vivisectionism, without the same principle doubling back at such a criticism. More 

specificdy, an anti-vivisectionkt might claim that he or she merely intends to spare 

innocent animais from h m ,  and certainly not to h m  people who are desperate for 

cures-that last part would supposedly be an unintended side-effect. However, the 

vivisectionist, with equal ease, cm claim that the intention, in vivisecting, is to benefit 

humans, and possibly even nonhumans. Harm to animals could, on this form of 

reasoning, be characterized as an unintended sideeffect, or as an "accident" of sorts. 

Double-effect. then, in addition to being inherently dubious, is also useless in this context, 

and therefore will not here detain us. 

Having considered two prominent ways of resisting consequentialism, we now tum 

to a variety of other conceivable objections to the latter doctrine. Since 

nonconsequentialism may be hypothesized as interested to establish itself as the correct 

version of ethical empathism, a number of attacks against consequentialism cm be foreseen 

which are at least vaguely ethical empathist in orientation. 1 s h d  enurnerate each of these, 

in turn. 

1. Utilitarianism neglects the present character of the agent's actions. if such a vivisector's 

actions are hamfu, then they mustfully be appreciated by identifying with the victims of 

the harm. Yet if one identifies with a being 's good. then one simply cannot act against t h t  

being 's go04 inclwling in the case of mimais tu be vivisected. It is conceded that one is 

responsible for king empathetic and acting empatheficaiiy. However, the reality is that the 

utilitarian, again, M y  acknowledges the bad aspects of harrnfid actions. Moreover, it is 

not solely the good of the victims, or of those sacrifced, which is at stake. A utilitarian 

also considers the good of those beings who, in the future, stand to benefit from 

vivisection, in such a way as might outweigh any h m  caused to the animai subjects. So 

utilitanans do not necessarily neglect, overlook, or even supersede the reality of the 

present, or the conscious beings who dweil in that the-kame. Rather, it exhaustively and 

empathetically considers dl that is of value to everyone, in determining the nght course of 

action. It would be a presurnptuous, ad hominem attack to state or to imply that utilitarians 



have Little or no sense of what animals go through, or to claim that they do not ' W y "  

identify with the animais, or that they only peripheraiiy empathize with them by making 

them suffer less during experiments (giving the animals toys, walking them, providing 

bigger cages, etc.). Utilitarians could well counter-charge that nonconsequentialists are 

merely excessively fuated upon the present, and actions that d o l d  in the present. 

How, then, cm nonconsequentiaiists properly self-identiQ, in a l l  good 

conscience-as ethical empathists-if they appear, unempatheticaiiy, to omit proper 

consideration to beings in future scenarios? They may speak of not "turning away" fiom 

animals, of maintainhg empathetic loyalty to such creatures, or king "with" them in some 

profound sense-but what about being loyaily "with" suffering patients, and refushg to 

"hm away" from hem? The greatest good, empatheticaily constnied, dictates that the 

entire means-end relation involved in vivisection, generaliy-and not just the means-is 

both sound and empathetic. hdeed. such utiiitarian actions are simply a reflection of the 

greatest possible empathy. It cannot rightly be maintained that the means alone is somehow 

unempathetic, as if it can realistically4r responsibly-be viewed purely in isolation. 

II. It is unernpathetic to di~avou r those-snch as vivisected animals-who may no t 

happen io be msociated with the greatest good. This is not an arbitrary form of 

favowitism, but on the contrary, the result of fairly empathizing with everyone concemed. 

The anhals in vivisection are harmed, but not exploited in any moraiiy objectionable sense 

(although they are "exploited" in the banal sense that they are utilized), since they are 

considered in ail fairness. One may equaily empathize with animals, even if they are not 

favoured by the greater balance of consequences, but unfortunately, in this situation, one 

cannot practicdy realize that empathy in ai l  of the ways that one would certainly wish. 

Clearly, there are no speciesist or even seffish forms of playing favourites at work here, but 

rather, an impartial consideration of goodness, and a determination of actions accorduigly. 

m. We cannot empathize at all with the vivisectionist's interest in haning animais, for 

that LF an mempathetic interest. It does not mutter whether such M interest occurs on the 

part of an experimenter, a legislator, or, indeed, someone sufferingfrom an incurable 

disease-they may be empathized with in other respects. but it remains that one morally 



cannot empathize with unempathetic interests. It is hue that utilitarianism, in its best fom, 

might not favour unempathetic interests. Ethical recognition of such interests would have a 

dubious outcome overall. Moreover, such a utiütarianisrn might, conceivably, accept the 

basic tenets of ethical empathism, including the self-reflexive aspect of not empathizing 

with that which is unempathetic. Still, it is question-begging to assume that vivisectionists 

have an unempathetic interest in hamiful experirnents on animals: is it not the most 

empathetic overail form of action, in many cases, as utilitarians argue? Furthemore, this 

objection can be reversed and it can be pointed out that we c m o t  empathize with an& 

vivisectionists' unempathetic interest in permitting people to suffer from diseases (which is 

not directly intended, but neither is harm to animals) in order to spare nonhuman animals 

the bad aspects of certain experirnents. We must refuse to empathize not only with 

unempathetic infiictions (allegedly, vivisection), but also with unempathetic ailowances 

(possibly. those permitted by anti-vivisectionists). 

TV. Vivisection is an mer violation of animals' autonomy, as such treatment is inflicted 

upon them without their consent, and mosr evidently, against the way the animals would 

freely choose to govem their orvn lives. It is true that animal autonomy is so 

compromised. However, this has to be weighed in determining the greater good, and is 

offset by-among other considerations-the fact that the autonomy of those suffering from 

various diseases of conditions is also severely eroded by those medical conditions. So if 

one preserves the autonomy of nonhuman animals, that is at the expense of the autonomy 

of uncounted numbers of people-and possibly nonhumans, as well. Moreover, 

nonconsequentialism, more generally, can be seen as patemalisticdy restrictuig the 

autonomy of moral agents, by unjustifiably resnicting them from seeking to realize the 

greatest possible good. 

V. Some actions are paradigmatically unempathetic: murder, rape, thef, and so on 

Certainly, exploitively harming for profit is a paradigm m p l e  of un unempathetic wrong. 

Vivisection fits that parudigm-md wrongFl exploitation does not become more right 

because of the size of the p m .  UUtilitarianism may recognize many fomis of action 

which are paradigmaticaiiy acceptable or not. However, the argument at stake here is that 



vivisection, or rather key forms of it, are paradigmaticdy acceptable, for the reasons 

given. It may be tme that wrongful exploitation is wrong no matter how great the benefit, 

but it begs the question to assume that vivisection itself is won@ exploitation, and that 

its benefits do not outweigh the significance of its hanns. Not al1 actions in which people 

unempathetically pursue whatever results or consequences that they wish to obtain qualify 

as consequentialist, let alone could they be consistent with enlightened fonns of 

utfitarianism. 

VI. Utilitarians hann animals who are vivisected without absolute necessiw wherear it is 

unempathetic to inflict hum unless it is unavoidable that one m u t  do so. What is meant 

here is not that it must be psychologically and/or physicaily necessary to h m ,  but rather, 

that it must be morally necessary, since the present matter is about making morally righdul 

choices. It begs the issue to indicate that vivisection is not a morally necessary pnctice, for 

the reasons given in the earlier utilitarian justification for that conclusion. On the contrary. 

it might be contended that the nonconsequentialist is restricting the pursuit of the greatest 

possible good in a way that is against what is moraily necessary, from an ethicai empathist 

point of view, which respects al1 good of al1 beings. 

VIL Moral agents are responsible for their own actions, such as hurting animls in 

experiments, but are not directly accoiintable for natural events beyond their own actions, 

such as the incurable diseares which occur in some individuais. The fact that diseases exist 

is a bad thing, but it is not, in itself; a wrongful thing. It is tme that we are responsible for 

any hamis infiicted on animais-regrettably enough-in scientifc experiments. However, 

we are also responsible for whatever harrns or bad things that we allow, and that includes 

naturai events which no conscious agent has initiated. We are responsible for ail such acts 

of aiiowing, or at least our refusai at least to ameliorate natural evils, even if such problems 

c m o t  always be eliminated. 

Overail, it wodd seem that consequentialism wins on its own, agent-neutral 

temtory. Not only has traditionai utilitariankm k e n  preserved h m  many traditional 

objections, but the emergent iorm of "empathetic utilitarianism" in this discussion has 

successfully withstood numerous nonconsequentialist objections, from a standpoint that 



advocates its own supposedly "true" refiection of the tenets of ethicai empathism. Yet it 

would be premature to conclude that consequentialism, vivisection, and comparable cases 

of engaging harmfid means for attractive ends, are rnorally acceptable, let alone "ethical 

empathist" in nature-in spite of the formidable justifkatory power of utilitarian thinking. 

1 5.7 1 Seven Degrees of Empathy 
Presently, it rnay seem as if consequentialism enjoys a decisive advantage. Cenainly, it is 

an hpressive theoretical alternative. Nonconsequentialism, for ali that has k e n  revealed 

so far, begs the question against consequentialism. The reverse may aiso be me: 

consequentialism may just assume that certain actions are not intrinsically right or wrong. 

While some nonconsequentialists rnay choose to rest content with this exchange of tit for 

tat, they have no cause for complacency. For it rnight not be a dead heat, for al1 of the lack 

of "proof' on either side. The consequentialist still has the pursuit of goodness on his or 

her side, and the nonconsequentialist rnay be constmed as arbitrarily restricting that pursuit, 

merely clinging to certain behaviours-such as king utterly pleasant to animals-that may 

not make sense in al1 situational contexts (e.g., a human who fends off a would-be 

nonhuman predator). If the prize is greater plausibility, rather than proof, it is not clear that 

nonconsequentialism is now even on a par with consequentiaiism. Not everyone can 

completely be served, in the case of either vivisection or its rejection, so why not opt for 

the best overail alternative? 

I hope that 1 have given consequentialisrn, and its very considerable argumentative 

power, due credit in the foregoing. What follows, however, wiil give reasons why 1 fmd 

that consequentialism is, in fact, a less plausible alternative than nonconsequentialism, and 

that only the latter can properly lay c l a h  to the name, "ethicai empathism," in any full 

sense of deep empathy. 1 Say lesser plausibility, since it cannot, 1 hope it is clear by now, 

simply be stated that consequentialism is "unernpathetic." That would be a dismissive label 

for the actuai empathy for ai i  concemed, such as it is, which the most conscientious 

utilitarians might exercise. Rather, it will be maintained that the nght sort of empathy is 

missing kom consequentialism. 



What would have to be shown, if one were successhilly to rebut the 

consequentialist argument in favour of vivisection? (1) Rightness or wrongness must be 

strongly related to particular agents and their actions, or forms of action, and (2) the overail 

method of weighing harms offered by utilitarians is not so legitimate a smtagem as they 

would have us believe. 1 hold that both of these claims can be defended. My justification 

will presuppose the view of ethical empathism, as defended earlier in this work-1 wiil not 

repeat those arguments, but merely refer the reader to the televant pages in the preceding. 

From the foregoing, however, one can expect that the key differences between the two 

present claimants to deep empathy are not only important, but also subtle, given both the 

seeming intractability of the debate, and the related fact that neither side can point to any 

obvious error on the part of the other claimant. 

We need to take senously what it is hilly to identify with individuals, and in spite of 

aIi that has been said-and conceded-1 do not believe that utilitarianism quite does that, 

although it does it to a notable extent. The first stage in this refutation will be to identify 

two key assumptions that the utilitarian proponent makes without defence, so that, if a 

cogent line of reasoning c m  be given againît these assumptions, it may be undeatood that 

ulllitananism is, in sorne sense, refuted. Consider the following utilithan assumptions: 

(1) we must act in order to bnng about the greatest good, (2) actions may be judged nght or 

wrong solely with reference to consequences. Now we c m o t  simply dismiss these 

assumptions without begging the question, but neither cm these assumptions simply be 

aliowed to pass without ail due critical assessment. 1s the fust assumption without 

ambiguity? 1s the second assumption correct at all? In order to take consequentiaiism, 

particularly utilitarianism, to ta&, more will have to be said about empathy itself, since, as 

we have observed, would-be ethical empathist objections against utilitarianism appear to be 

ineffectual, and yet these were based on how ethical empathism has hitherto k e n  

developed. 

My present contention is that ethicd empathism must entail a certain kind of agency. 

This bears out the respectable intuition that the true c m  of the issue between 

consequentialists and nonconsequentialists is the battle between agent-relativity (that nght 



or wrong must be assessed with reference to particular agents and their actions), and agent- 

neunality (the greatest good must be promoted, regardless of how that is to be 

accomplished, including with respect to agency). Both consequentialists and 

nonconsequentialists can both easily have the same theory of value, to be sure. It is rather 

questions of right and wrong-or different normative conceptions-which divide the two 

families of views. 

Some forms of empathy are better than others, not just because they reflect more 

values in the given context, but because of ongoing veridicai faithfulness, or reflection of 

the tmth of reality. It will readily be recognized that having a realistic, or even adequate, 

sense of reality is not an all-or-nothing determination. There are kinds and degrees of 

apprehension of reality, and in many cases, stages of progression towards achieving a full, 

or at least more sophisticated, reflection of what is real. One of the deficiencies of the 

foregoing discussion is that it is confusing, indeed, equivocal, to speak simply of 

"empathy." We need to distinguish various kinds and degrees of empathy. The following 

are seven stages of progression in empathy, where each stage presupposes the previous 

one, such that whoever goes through al1 of them has, in fact, the best sense of reality, 

which the empathy is partiaiiy meant to reflect: 

Empathetically acknowledging that a given king has subjectivity. 

Empatheticdy identifying what subjective capacities a given king has. 

Empatheticdy identifjhg a given being's psychological states. 

Empatheticdy identifjing various. more or less detailed qualities pertaining to a given 

king ' s psychological states. 

Identifying with the objective position of the being, as part of that being's fidi 

standpoint in the world: gaining a sense of his or her body, and its relation to others 

and the environment. 

Empatheticaily idenming with the given king, so as to gain a sense of what it is like 

to be the other. 



7. Empatheticaiiy identifying with the given king in respect of his or her good, or 

identiQing with his or her interests. At this level, then, one may weil sympathize with 

the one who is empathized with. 

M a t  1 propose is that an ethical empathist, who is comrnitted to deep empathy, will seek to 

instantiate a i i  of these stages, at di times, insofar as that is possible. The highest level of 

empathy 1 shaü cal1 7+, since it is higher in empathy than, Say, levels 6-, or 5. Moreover, 

7+ is not just an insignifiant notch up fiom 7-. or even level-7 ernpathy, both of which are 

qualitntively Merent from 7+ by king somehow conditional or compromised in nature." 

1 am sure that there are other possible schemas, indicative of a progression of empathy, but 

1 hold that to be adequate, such an array must capture the sorts of stages which 1 have 

sketched above. From what has already been conceded, it should be recognized that these 

are idealized stages. That is, we cannot ever M y  know what it is &e to be another, or 

even what exactly is another's good, in a.li respects. The best we can do, insofar as we 

canot fully empathize, is to cultivate a kind of idealized empathy, which makes ail due 

aiiowance for the good of others. 

These degrees of empathy, it should be pointed out, are not necessariiy levels 

which rnust entirely be fded before one moves ont0 higher levels, as ail may be realized 

imperfectly. Indeed. one can have an excellent idea about another's objective, physical 

qualities and relations, whüe harbouring very little inkling as to another's psychological 

states. Similarly, to use a matenal metaphor, water can pour through the compamnents of 

an ice cube tray without f i i ng  ail of them. For example, we may have the right idea as to 

the special qualities pertaining to certain psychological states, while lacking an accunte 

sense of which such states a specific king is capable of. The levels of succession are 

perhaps, in a sense. "teleological," in a very abstract sense, since it is conceivable that one 

might bestow such degrees of empathy, in the order given, if one were magicaiiy to create 

empathy in a king. 

As for "the real world," and its limitations, we rnay have a very poor idea of what it 

is like to be a tortoise. O u .  imagination may help us here, but it cannot nearly provide the 

" Note that 7+ does not exceed the seventh level of empathy. but is merely the upper level of i t  



fidl answer. We need to make allowances weii beyond our imaginative capacities, in 

accounting for the well-being of others, however ill-understood. Rehiming to our 

example, we can know several ways in which it is possible to harm a tortoise (water 

deprivation, fm, etc.). An ideaiized empathy for such an animal would strongiy disallow 

an ethical empathist to ham him or her, unless it were absolutely necessary to do so-how 

this is to be understood, exactly is yet to be detennined. Still, anything short of such a 

standard wodd mean that one is not inily identiQing with the interests of the amphibian. 

Hence ahimsa can be an effective, if only minimal, reconstruction of level7+ empathy for a 

being-of whose psychology we are substantially ignorant.'g Our empathy can fail even at 

the lowest level, such as in the case of the Cartesian, who fails even to recognize 

subjectivity in nonhuman animals. We may not succeed in getting past 2+ in trying to 

understand the position of a malefactor as such. in our actuai imaginative identifications- 

although we can well enough grasp his or her need not to be harmed. as weil, at the 7th 

level. We will respect rnalefactors. in some suitably quaiified sense, but in extreme cases. 

we may not syrnpathize so well. 

Fatigue. lack of imagination, illness, being overwhelmed by others' suffenng, etc. 

may also interfere with actual feelings of sympathy. although, hopefuiiy. not expressions 

of due respect. We cannot always choose our feelings, to be sure, but we can, quite often, 

choose to behave in ways that are respectfui. We appreciate, acknowledge, and ailow for 

di of the empathetic levels that we can. But since each level cm be more or less realized, 

one can also fail, at even the higher levels, such as in the trange, by not regarding the 

requirement not to h m  as stringent, instead viewing it ambivaientiy, or conditionaily. 

'9 Still. it is better to have richer. redistic. acnial empathy. based on imaginative identification. in order to 
be sensitive to others' interests. Idealized empathy can be abstract, holiow, or minirnalist by cornparison. 
This points to the importance of immediate relationships, and local concems, while in no way implying 
that we should favour those who are nearer, or regard those who are more distant with less stringency of 
ahimsa. Hence we would also not favour those whom we can most reliably identify with, and thereby be 
psychologicaily motivated to act on behaif of those to whom we more easiiy relate. We must aim to 
respect the realily of other points of view. not merely our sense of those standpoints. The moral duty of 
ahimsa-based in idealized empathy-must make up for any lack of syrnpathy we feel due to a deficient 
sense of identifjing with others. ldealized empathy, in making huge aiiowances for the unknown. may in 
some sense scarcely be recognizable as the psychoIogical phenornenon of empathy itself. and so may also 
usefuily be referred to as a principle of respect. 



Another inferior form of 7-level regard for others might only express empathy towards 

humans, or sorne other oppressively compartmentalized area of concem. Such substandard 

forms of empathy do not M y  and syrnpatheticdy resist what is bad for othen, or do not 

M y  identiQ with any aven being in respect of her or his overaii good. 

Does a utilitarian rehise to extend to individuais the highest grade of Ievei-7 

empathy, and so fail adequately to empathize with conscious beings? To use our 

vivisection example, let us Say that the utditarian does not empathize with the nonhuman 

animals in question so stringently that he or she will abstain from harming them. So what? 

This relates to the fmt nurnbered objection in the last section. It c m  also be contended that 

the utilitarian, while holding a more conditional form of ernpathy towards the animais, also 

extends the same towards people. Such conditional empathy is necessary, the utilitarian 

wïU argue, precisely because realiuig empathy must depend on promoting the greatest 

good. The latter cornmitment itself is overarc hing , and represents unconditional empathy 

towaràs al1 conscious beings. according to utilitarianisrn. Otherwise, the utiiitarian could 

resist the formulation of conditional empathy altogether, and daim that absolute (cd it 7+) 

empathy is held for the animals and the people, but cannot practicaiiy be expressed for dl, 

as it rnight be in a perfect world. Therefore, an empathetic attention to whatever constitutes 

the greatest good must, apparently, decide how such perfect, idealized empathy is to be 

expressed in practice. Utitit~anism's resiiiency  continue^.'^ 

Can we then venture that one must be empathetic at ail stages of action, and since 

the means always precedes the end, we must never pass through the execution of a means 

with anythuig less than absolute identification with a conscious being? Thus, we wouid 

never ham beings unless absolutely forced to? This would bar vivisection, for sure, shce 

we are not absolutely compeiied to vivisect-or are we? A utilitarian would Say that we are 

morally compelled, for reasons which have not yet been refbted. Indeed, it could be 

indeed. some venions of agent relativity, which weigh the right-making characteristics of a aven action 
against the additiond right-making input of certain consequences, might also corne d o m  on the side of 
vivisectionism. However, such a doctrine will not centrally concern us here, given the more parsimonious 
possibilities offered by utilitarïanism, After d l ,  why grant the intnnsic right-making characteristics of 
actions at aiI? This codd equally licence certain agent relativity theorists merely to stipulate that some 
actions are absolutely inherently wrong. 



rnaintained that a utiiitanan is maximally empathetic at ali times, because he or she complies 

with utilitarianism at all times, which seeks to optimize conditions for aU conscious beings. 

Moreover, the cost of such a principle might be deemed to be unacceptable. If we 

were forced to choose, by a sadistic but unirnaginably powerfui alien being, to choose 

between stepping on a grasshopper, as the one means of stopping him fiom destroying an 

inhabited star system-which wouid we choose? It would be disingenuous to Say that we 

have no responsibility in such a case, but rather, the malefactor bears ail the burden, for it 

is up to us whether or not we allow billions of conscious beings to perish. We cannot, 

without evasion, Say that our intention is to preserve the iife of the grasshopper, and that 

the death of the billions is merely an unintended side-effect of one's action, by invoking 

double-effect. The means of saving these billions is simple. But it makes the rejection of 

ail bad means perhaps more complex. Should we never h m  anyone's feelings, or 

fmanciai interests. no rnatter what may be at stake? Should we never risk physical injury in 

doing anything? Should we never suffer the pain of feeiing frustrated by intellectual 

challenges? If we t d y  reject al1 'bbad" means, this could contribute to possible 

squeamishness. cowardice, or an unwiiîingness to risk or sacrifice any good-no matter 

how trivial-for any end-no matter how significant. 

Rejecting aii bad rneans. including vivisection, wouid seem to involve absolutely 

identifying with beings in the present (e.g., nonhuman animais who might be vivisected), 

and ensuring they receive no harm if at all possible, while not granting the same 

consideration to those who might be spared h m  in the future (e.g., humans suffering 

from disease). Being U y  empathetic, at a given point, of tirne does not mean blinding 

oneself to the moral signifcance of hiture points in time, andor later successions of 

teleology, and M y  absorbing oneself in the values of the present. That might even 

constitute a weird form of oppression. AL harms are considered by the open-miadedly 

empathetic. So we cannot, in good conscience, be empathetic at aii times, in an over- 

absolute way, with those who happen to be in spatiotemporal proximity to ourselves, 

without risking king unempathetic to those who might somehow be affiected by our 

actions at a later time. It would be badly question-begging simply to declare that aii 



resoaiag to bad means is necessarily a moral mistake. We cannot baselessly restnct our 

empathy. It is too easy, in a way, to seek to counter the consequentialist idea that "only the 

future matters" with the idea that "only the present matters" instead. 

Having conceded this, 1 am quick to note that bad means (in the moral sense of 

"bad," of corne, not in the sense of unaesthetic, crude, expensive. d8icultt etc.) are prima 

facie questionable or even wrong, at least in most cases. Bad ends might be thought to be 

wrong in every case, since to hold them implies a kind of malevolence. However, as part 

of implementing necessary bad means, bad ends may also be justified, by extension. For 

example, to Save billions of beings, one may adopt the end of killing the unfortunate 

grasshopper, as a means to saving the Lives. Purity is not always mordy possible. S a ,  

have 1 conceded too much for anti-vivisectionism to survive? 1s the supposedly lesser 

harm inflicted on animals justified by offsetting the supposedly grecrter h m  of aüowing 

people to die without cures from animal research? 1s not the suffenng and death of such 

people catastrophic enough. indeed. the worst of horrors. so as to warrant the invoking of 

a bad means in this, of a i l  possible cases? 

Could it then be urged that, in ternis nf 7+ empathy, utilitarianism must lack a 

maximal mutually possible regard for individuais, which may seem to be required by deep 

empathy for ail individuals? On its own terrns, utilitarian theory could claim that it hm, 

rather than lacks. what is in question here. The utilitarian would empathize with al1 

individuals with a view to their good, even maximizing that good, which is the greatest that 

is mutuaiiy possible, Le., considering absolutely everyone who is involved. As many as 

possible would be helped in the realization of the greatest good. if there is something 

wrong with utilitarianism's regard for individuals, then more would have to be said. 

Otherwise, the mord theory in question stiii stands. 

Could it be objected, instead, that if we are to vivisect at dl, it must be on h m n  

beings? How might this reasoning work? It might presuppose two assumptions: (1) we 

ought not to discriminate agaùist conscious beings on the bai s  of their having lesser Q, 

and (2) scientificdy, research on humans is very much more revealing, for human 

medicine, than research on nonhumans. The conclusion wodd be that since we would not 



favour human over nonhuman Q-beings, and it would be more efficient to utilize humans, 

it foiiows that we must use humans. We mut  not regard nonhuman animals, 

oppressively, as a "disposable" class of beings, just because they are, overall, of a lesser 

order in terms of Q-values. By way of anticipated reply, 1 do not think that we cm 

seriously question the second assumption, but the first is in need of modification. It may 

be that we do not arbitrady discriminate on the basis of Q. But even on a stringent rights 

fnmework. if individuai rights to life carne into conflict. we would need to resort to other 

factors to decide who lives, such as which death would cause the least h m .  Overall, 

perhaps less value would be lost to the world if a very primitive Q-king perished in 

vivisection. compared to a very advanced Q-king, even, possibly, considering the greater 

number of deaths that might be required of nonhumans because they are so unlike us, in 

many ways, that scientific extrapolation becomes more ciifficult. 

So perhaps the death of the nonhumans would yet constitute a lesser h m ,  and we 

would at least have full mort to other-than-human animals before testing medical 

technologies on humans. Now there is a conflict, apparently, between humans and 

nonhumans in vivisection. It is not the case both that nonhuman animals can be spared 

from research. and humans can be spared from diseases which might be cured based on 

some of that research. So since humans at least generally have more Q, ought they not to 

count for more in this speciai case of conflict, even granting that, in ordinary cases, both 

humans and nonhumans can equdy be respected? In that case, wodd not research on 

nonhumans, aithough less scientificaily efficient, and in many cases demonstrating nothing 

of irnmediate practicai value, stiil be absolutely necessciry for fincihg vitai discovenes? 

What, if anything, is there to show that utilitarianism does not meet the lofty demands of 

7 i  empathy? 

1 1 of' and "Good from" Conscious Beings 1 
5.8 

The notion of stopping short of all bad means has been rejected, and, in effect, an openness 

to fulI empathy for conscious beings in means, ends, and results has been af£ïnned. 

A Refutation of Consequentialism: "Good 



Utilitarianism has been able to forward a plausible case for rninimizing harms, overall, in 

means, ends, and overall resdts. It has not proven sufficient to question this merely by 

advocating a fdiy empathetic regard for individuals, since utilitanans claim to have such 

regard, as weLl, by promoting what is best in value for al1 individuals. Tom Regan has 

asserted a kind of inherent value for individuals that resists aggregation, but this has 

amounted to Linle more than an irnpassioned declaration. A rationaie is needed. And the 

utilitanans' sense of good, and even inherent value, wouid seem to have been acquired 

honestiy, i.e., with deep empathy. But what of their sense of what is good more 

generaüy? This has not. thus far, been brought into question, and yet is crucial to the entire 

debate. It is, perhaps, ironic that this should corne into question at ail for utilitarians, since 

such ethicists are unconditionally committed to the good, for aii intents. Still, recail how 

crucial is luggernaut's skewed pursuit of the good to its own apparent logic. 

Here 1 would like to make a distinction between two views of the good. We need a 

way of distinguishng such views. so 1 will make use of certain phrases to do just that. 

What I call the good of conscious beings is the view which 1 advocate. and this sense of 

goodness is, as  befits ethicd empathism, always ailied with a deeply empathetic sense of 

individuals. Refushg to separate the good fkom individuals means that, out of an empathy 

that embraces those individuals, they thernselves are not to be excluded, as much as 

possible, in any moral consideration of the good. Individuals, incIudhg their conscious 

points of view, are found to have a very strong form of inherent value by one who 

empathizes on the order of 7+. The good itseff does not simply happen to exist in the 

world, in just any way at ail, but always in relation to someone's point of view. By 

contrast, that which may be designated goodfrom conscious beings is conceived much 

more abstractly, without (full) empathy for the individual hom whom it is abstracted. 1 

would contend that utilitarianisrn is theoreticaüy committed to utiliziog the latter kind of 

good, exclusively, and is senously fiawed in this cornmitment. "Good fiom" is an overly 

reductionistic conception of values, which, in seeking to burn away all irrelevancy from the 

process of weighmg values, ignites ethics as a whole in flames of controversy and, quite 

possibly, destruc tiveness. 



1 think it is fairly straightforward how the good of conscious beings can be insisted 

upon, given the foregoing arguments in favour of deep empathy. A view that is 

relentlessly empathetic with individuais, at the 7+ level, equally ceaselessly wiU associate, 

at least in principle, with individual viewpoints in considering the good of those 

individuals. Such a view will not "&op out" empathetic regard (at ieast in principle) for 

individuals kom its conception of the go@ for any reason, since that wouid be against the 

essential orientation of ethical empathism itself. It was described, above, that a utilitax-ian 

would think to gain everythng of signüicance from empathy with individuals, 

theoreticaliy, if they were to l e m  all of a given situation's goods and bads. Yet ali of 

significance is gleaned, in this way, if and only if one is satisfied with purely abstract 

goods and bads. Otherwise, individual points of view may and ought to be deemed to be 

of ongoing or incessant significance. Good and bad cm never merely be ideatifi~ed or 

associated with impersonal results, or future states of affairs, but must always and only 

prirnarily be referred to the individuals to whom they redy pertain, and only secondarily 

are these goods (and the relevant individuals) to be construed as part of any given 

situational context. We must consider individuals in conjunction with their good, then, not 

because their good cannot be abstracted from individuals-as utilitarianism itsel f 

demonstrates to be a psychologicd possibility. Rather, it is because individuals, as such, 

are to be identified with unconditionaily, on 7+. and therefore are a ubiquitous moral 

consideration, including in conjunction with a consideration of the good itself. To get lost, 

at any stage, in a notion of "good" which practically omits ùidividuals from direct and most 

stringent coasideration is, therefore, a mistake. 

Of course, "good of" and "good from" can be, and no doubt are, invoked much 

more lwsely, or else sirnply differently, than I now use these ideas, but that is of no 

interest to the present analysis. "Of' and "fiom" are semanticaiiy sirnilar, and it would 

perhaps be hard even relevantly to distinguish these in French, but this is not a case of 

splitting hairs. Rather, the distinction points to a fateful "bottoming out" of deep empathy 

in some visions of the good. To deny this distinction would be either to deny that (1) the 

good c m  be conceived of unempathetically, which seems supficial and fdse, and 



suggests a lack of familiarity with deep empathy per se, or else to deny that (2) deep 

empathy is hindamentally moraiIy si@cant, which is quite possibly pernicious, and may 

even be sufficient to betray an unempathetic characier. 

What is being criticized, here, is an excess of abstraction in one's view of the good 

which leads to an unreaiistic-because not fully and deeply empathetic-perspective. 

Consider the fouowing staternent from Friedrich Nietzsche: "Nothing Nins us more 

profoundly , more intimately. than every 'impersonal' duty , every sacrifice to the Moloch of 

abstraction.'"' Nietzsche would equaily, no doubt, reject my own nghts framework, but 1 

do go so far as to side with him in king suspicious of abstractions in moral theorizing (of 

course, he had his own abstractions, such as the Superman, the Eternai Retum, etc.). If 

humans are indeed "rational animais" '(as well as irrational !), it is no revelation to suggest 

that this rationality may get us into mischief. What rnay, nevertheless, be revealing is 

pointing to least suspected kinds of trouble. 

Certainly, the good of conscious beings is also an abstraction, but since it is strictly 

associated with an empathetic regard for conscious beings. and indissolubly rootcd in such 

beings, it is aileged to be a more realistic abstraction, more faithfùi to the realities of 

individuals thernselves. It is a preferable abstract or mord theoretical model. By parity of 

consideration, the good from conscious beings is strictiy associated with aggregation, 

sacrificing a more realistic, contextuaiized comprehension and appreciation of the good. 

The gcod of individuais is not just an initial consideration of any kind, in order to gain a 

sense of the gwd from thern, for aggregation purposes, and then tallying up that abstract 

good, after obliterating M e r  practical consideration of individual viewpoints. Abstract 

distancing of ourselves from reaiity can also, it is possible, distance us fiom morality. 

Indeed, "good from"-although referring to the same goods in and/or for 

individuals as "good of *-becornes distinguished from "good of' as swn as it is so 

abstractly distanced fiom individuals so as to lose 7+ regard for them, at any t h e  or 

juncture of reasoning. "Good f i o d  is radically de-contextuahed. It is somewhat like 

'' Friedrich Nietzsche, 'The Anti-Christ," in The Pombie Nietzsche, trans. Walter Kaufhann (New York: 
The Vintage Press, 1969), p. 577. 



(and in many other ways unlike) being cornmitted to thinking about door knobs in 

isolation, rather than in relation to doors. One cannot, of course, aggregate-or add and 

subtract-uctual goods and harms for conscious beings, but only abstract tokens that 

represent such goods, while losing deep empathy for the individuals fiom whom the goods 

actually stem. Only thus is it possible to treat good and bad as relatively simple debits and 

credits in an equation. Ovemdden individuals and their good do not become unreal, on a 

utilitarian framework, or "canceled out" in that sense, dthough the view of the good 

necessary for such a superseding of their interests is, arguably, unrealistic. The goods and 

bads are taken from conscious beings and placed (at least theoreticaily) into mathematical 

formulae. By contrast, it is a fact of this very anaiysis that if we keep in mind the good of 

individuais, we never lose sight of the individuais attached to those goods. While, again, 

the idea of acting against the good of a conscious king is aiso an abstraction, it is a better 

one, insofar as it is more faithful to reality. The good of a conscious king is a better 

description of the reality of the good itself. and good from conscious beings chiefly has 

reaiity in the form of a distortive, wrongful abstraction. 

The good of conscious beings is as permanent or ongoing as deepest empathy 

itself, and is never "squeezed out" from the prospective pool of the good of conscious 

beings, unless that is absolutely necessary (the conditions of which it wiil be useful to 

summarize at the end of this discussion). Cast another way, a utilitarian view wiil not 

exclude aggregate uni& of good from conscious beings from its consideration udess 

"absolutely necessary," whereas an empathist wilî not exclude an ongoing, deeply 

empathetic respect for individuals whenever possible. Avoidable infringements of rights 

are out of the question, then. on an ernpathist framework. The converse of the necessary is 

the possible, and so if we can only ham if absolutely necessary, it follows that we can 

only h m  if that is, at aU, morally possible. Moral possibility, on ethicai empathism, is 

bounded by (the equivaient of) individual rights. 

No compromise, in this respect, is moraUy acceptable. We cannot tum a blind eye 

to the good of an individual merely to seek a lucrative pool of good fiom conscious beings 

that would seem to be a payoff fiom such exploitation. Utilitananism merely rationahes 



certain kinds of exploitation, then, but can never fuHy jusw it. It caanot maintain, with 

any credibility, that it consistently identines with al l  conscious beings with 7+ empathy 

(although, in advocating the good of al1 in some sense, it may be descnbed as somewhere 

at the seventh level) when, particularly in exploitive cases, it is prepared to act against the 

good of conscious beings when this is, in fact, avoidable. Whatever "absolute moral" 

necessity to h m  might be, we are not required to do it simply because it maximizes good 

from conscious beings. With that excuse for harming gone, there is no soundly empathetic 

justification for harming in cases in which it is physicdy and psychologically avoidable. 

Rights theorists advocate for ail individuals, if that is at aU possible in the given context, 

and this is at the core of moral concem for individuais from a deeply empathetic 

perspective. rather than seeking to extract the maximal good from individuals. For if we 

d o w  goods without points of view in our moral conceptions, the floodgates are opened, 

and vulnerable beings can easily be overwhelmed by such goods, and Literally be swept 

away. Standing up for an oppressed minority is necessary on a good from perspective, 

which is painstakingly inclusive of individuals. while it might prove to be inutile. overail, 

on a utiiitarian schema, 

In a sense, ufiiitarians are identiSing with the good fiom conscious beings, rather 

than the conscious beings themselves. They seek to do whatever is good for maximizing 

the good from conscious beings, rather than respecting conscious beings themselves, 

above ail. Is it irnplausible to identiQ with a mere thing, such as optimal good from 

conscious beings? One can identiQ with most anything, including the good of a nation, a 

"race," a church, a class, or an ecosystem-why not also maximai utility? Even idenQing 

with individuals cm be a very abstract process, fiaught with speculation, imagination, 

intuitive estimates, guesses about the future-and mistakes. One can even richly idenw 

with a well-constructed fictional character. Identification with any mere thing can become 

obsessive, consurning conscious individuals in its path. Utilitarîanism, in some 

inescapable sense, sees a king's good as a means to the end of rnaximizing good fiom 

conscious beings, whereas on ethical empathism, conscious individuals are more fùlly ends 



in themselves (without implying, of course, that utilitariaus have no respect for 

individuals). 

Still, although "good from" may, in fact, connote exploitive extraction of good 

fiom others, this certainly need not be irnplied in every or even perhaps most cases. The 

'Ykom" in this phrase refen, again, to a shift to a remoter level of abstraction. In fact, 

however, this view of the good does conduce to more exploitation than its more deeply 

empathetic cousin. Moreover. individuals are. in effect, "robbed" of due consideration 

with the more superficial consideration of their gooà. The slogan, "The greatest good for 

the greatest number." which is sometimes stated in association with utilitarianism, more 

accurately may be rendered, %e greatest good from the greatest number," since not ail 

necessarily are benefited, and some, indeed, rnay actively be hurt in the process. 

This distinction may contribute to ending debates, of a quantifying n a m ,  as to 

estimating what actudy is the good from conscious beings in various situations. Was it 

the greatest good from conscious beings to bomb Hiroshima and Nagasaki with nuclear 

weapons, or would it have resulted in greater good to have continued the war through 

conventional means? Both sides of the debate may be heard to this day. However, a 

whole kind of consideration of good is here ruled out, in this cment iine of argument, and 

this precludes essentially irresolvable debates of degrees of good fiom. With di due regard 

for individuais. and the good of those beings, it is impossible to justiS, going to war, 

except defensively. in order to protect individual rights. The defensive means will exclude 

individuals as M e  as possible, as the nuclear bombings did not. Seeking other means, 

diplornatic and conventional, was a moral necessity, even if lives were to be lost in the 

process. A nation couid not nghtly aggress, even if maximal good from conscious beings 

hypothericaily were to result from attacking (or so state propaganda might indicate, and be 

difficult to disprove, since one cannot strictly cdcuiate good fiom per se). People need not 

be fooled by greatest good from appeals, such as national security, economic advantage, 

greater glory to the people, etc. Aggressive leaders are no k a t  if no one can be moraüy 

duped into following them. 



A utilitarian might object that since "good of' and "good fiom" pertain to the same 

goods in individuals, the two views really amount to the same thing, at least in effect, or 

else, considering the good from conscious beings is the same "by extension." However, 

Merent abstract mdels, which are more or less adequate, cm undeniably be crucial, for 

practical purposes, and carry starkly different results (as these models do). One may, for 

example, be faced with the reality of a school. Using an abstract understanding of the 

school, including the supposed patterns of its various dynamics. a predictive model might 

be constnicted. Someone might seek to carry out various reforms in the school using this 

predictive model. Yet, if the model is deeply Bawed, Say, by king unempathetic to the 

students (their desires, attitudes, interests, feelings. etc.), the reforms might be and becorne 

a disaster. So yes, one abstraction might pertain to the same reality as another, but not be 

as adequate. And this, in tum, can lead to concrete realities which really are wone as a 

result of flawed thinking. So utilitarianism may consider the good fiom everybody, and 

yet might not be tnistwonhy. in the abstract, as to how it will treat anyone in particular, 

especidiy in certain cases. It rnay be concluded that the distinction is, indeed, genuine, and 

that this is no "straw man" version of utilitarianism, since that view may be caught out as 

showing lack of deep empathy in a variety of situations. 

However, a utfitarian can iliicitiy garner a cloak of credibility by, at least irnplicitly. 

equivocating between the two senses of good. Since the unempathetic adding and 

subtracting of goods alone can sanction exploitation in favour of maximal p o d  from 

conscious beings, however, the appeal to the good of conscious beings rernains, at times, 

only an illusion. A utilitarian must detczch, and be prepared to jus@ and cany out such 

exploitation, at any juncnire at which it appean "necessary" to do so. Utilitarian 

aggregation must leave the points of view of the beings assessed behind. Seeming 

plausibility is gained from the equivocation: it sounds good indeed to speak of maximizing 

the good of conscious beings. Utilitarianism can speak of the good of beings at every 

opportunity, while often avoidably acting against the good of such beings. It is me th& 

on utilitarian grounds, individuals and the good of them does end up k ing  benefited or 

harmed, but that should give us no assurance that individuais are adequately considered. It 



only means that utilitarians have an effect upon the real world even though their view of it 

may not be quite redistic. Many tunes, acting for good from conscious beings entails 

promoting the good of conscious beings, which may, at times, make the two views seem 

indistinguishable. 

S till, it remains that utilitarians are humans, and while they may have contradictory 

"takes" on the good at times, they cm,  as a matter of psychological fact, no doubt actualiy 

engage in genuinely deep empathy at times, even if their theory demands actual departure 

from this at times-or at least a readiness to embrace such an unfortmate possibility. Deep 

empathy c m  direct the general intention of the utilitarian agent. While utilitarians ideaiiy do 

exhibit unconditional promotion of the good from conscious beings, this is not 

unconditional deep empathy for individuals per se. It is, ideally, assuming a universal 

point of view. ont0 which is added some sense of al1 good from conscious beings. This 

can be done. abstnctly, since one only ever imaginatively identifies-or not-with 

individuals. anyway, so imaginatively assuming a higher, more abstmct point of view (that 

of the ideai mord agent), with masses of aggregated good from conscious beings, is not 

beyond the mord imagination-although it wouid indeed thus have gone awry. We can, 

again, become highly syrnpathetic with characters played by actors or gieaned from a page. 

The fictional character couid even be of an invented species. Some people imagine fictive 

beings so vividly that they have trouble separating them fkom reality-actors not 

uncommonly have deluded fans who treat hem as though they reaiiy are the characters 

portrayed in the given production. 

These imaginative possibilities hardly defeat the aims of deep empathy, but merely 

caution us as to real and possible pitfalls. Utilitarianism is very far beyond any narrow or 

narcissistic point of view, but still is a case of the moral imagination nuining wild, not 

grounded in the diverse points of view of conscious beings-at least in principle. 

Utilitarianisrn is an infintely nobler temptation (if that term has any applicability, in this 

context) than pure selfishness. Nevertheless, we cannot bypass this deep and abiding 

respect for individuais, as primary and uncompromising, without discarding deep empathy 

for individuals itseif, as a guidhg principle. We must deeply iden- with individuds, in 



this way, no matter their utiiity or disutility to others, and apart fiom any other evaluative 

consideration, such as their Q-statu. Indeed, utilitarianism will result in a perception of 

moral conflict, in light of good-from considerations, more often than the rights fiamework 

of empathism. Empathism, however, obviously will not see great pools of good-from 

conscious beings as king in conflict with the rights of individu&. Thus, utilitarians will 

measure the value of Lives in many contexts in which it would not be relevant to an 

ernpathist, who recognizes equal rights of individuais in al1 contexts in which rights for all 

are realizable in sorne meanin@ sense. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, 1 myself considered my own views to be 

broadly utilitarian in character for several months in 1998, in an attempt to reconcile rights 

thinking with uillitarianism. 1 thought this was possible, in retrospect, because I imposed 

an interpreiation of utiiitarianism rooted in the good of conscious beings, although 1 did 

not, then, acknowledge the distinction at hand. Ethical empathism cm be said to represent 

the greatest good of conscious beings, at least on some possible venions of it, but it would 

be a rnistake to caii this utilitarim, which is about aggregating gwds, in the abstract, bar 

nothing, and then translating these findings into practice. 'The greatest good for the 

greatest number" is paaicularly misleadhg as a slogan (however inessential it may be to 

utilitarianism per se), since it implies a maximal inclusion of individuais, which the 

preceding analysis reveais is not, in fact, the case. 

Let it be re-emphasized, however, that utilitarianism is much more civilized, than 

other moral world views which also necessarily interpret good from conscious beings. 

Egoists, for example, assess good from others frequently, without deeply empathizing with 

others. Selfish people rnay weli act for another's weil-being just to manipulate that other, 

and so the good from othen may corne to play a role in the aven calculating and 

manipulaiive behaviour. The good fiom others might acnially be the other's own good, or 

good that can exploitively be extracted from them-both kinds cm and do fit into the 

egoist's absttact estimates of what is most worthwhile for ego. "Good fiom conscious 

beings," as a conception, enables abstract models for the purposes of manipulation through 

rewards and punishments. It also makes the moral imagination much more easily given to 



envisioning hami to others, since it c m  so much more easily be "justined"-although in 

another sense it might be mordiy unthllikable. Whatever the mord view, the more abstract 

understanding of others' goods perhaps c m o t  help but eventuate in some kind or degree 

of moral aloohess, or tentativeness of concem-it would always depend on the "payoff," 

whether that be utilitarian or egoist in nature (although these are diametricaiiy opposite in so 

many other ways). Others, and theù good, exist only very irnperfectly to the very 

unempathetic, or, that is to Say, on their world views. 

The fact that the utilitarian gives mord standing to ail conscious beings is also not 

sufficient to warrant a description of the theory as king most deeply empathetic to such 

individuals. Once mord standing is assigned, the theory does not proceed in a deeply 

empathetic way, given the present argument about its very normative process. Being 

granted moral standing does not mean that one will be wated as an end in oneself, or 

regarded with deep empathy. Once moral standing is conceded, it rernains an open 

question, on any ethical theory, whether the beings with such standing wiU be treated as 

"mere means," or not. in particular actions that are undertaken. 

There are significant corollaries of this distinction, some of which may be raised on 

this occasion. A proper view of the good rnay reinforce our authenticity in relating with 

othea, reminding us that there may be nothing more urgent than deaihg with the acnial 

good of those around us, rather than getting "lost" in abstractions conceming the good 

fiom conscious beings. Sornetimes, in terms of empathist monl necessity, there may be 

nothing more important than saving an individual's life, at least for a given agent. In the 

absence of conflicts, there is nothing more important to oneself than the good of those it is 

in one's power to affect. We owe direct care to others, not to an impersonal whole of 

values. This does not mean ignoring masses of strangers whose good is unknown, but 

acknowledging that it, too, belongs to individuals, and as such, idedy is immune to 

urilitarian exploitation. 

Authenticity with oneseif is &o. potentiaiiy, a factor here. In deciding things for 

ihemselves, individuals may weigh abstract "good from" considerations, rationalize a given 

decision, and, in the process, neglect their own primary perspective. For example, one 



might rationalize that one ought to associate with sorneone, when one's true point of view 

is that, al l  considered, one realiy does not wish to do so. It rnay pose excessive demands 

on an agent if he or she is expected to conduce to the greatest good from conscious beings. 

Extracthg such a good from di conscious beings in the context, afier d, rnay leave empty 

shells which were, perhaps. first stnpped of individuai nghts. Indeed, one may disavow 

utilitarianisrn as a view, yet without being aware of the different views of the good. be 

tempted dishonourably to act for great pools of good Frorn conscious beings, which rnay 

yet, on abstract reflection. appear tempting. 

There are other important implications here to be considered. "Good frorn" 

perspectives uniquely Iend themselves to vicious f o m  of competitiveness, which 1 shall 

simply label "cornpetitive good from." Of course one will tend to identiS, with one's own 

perspective. at least to a substantial degree, but if one perceives othen' good 

unempatheticaily, then it merely becomes a value with which one can compare one's own 

fortunes. One does not. on such a view, identiw with others and view their good as good 

for them, and gnciously accept this. "Good from9* is overabstract, and leads to 

cornparisons between the goods of different beings. The "good of' perspective, by 

contrast, accepts whatever goods different beings in fact happen to have. Cornpetitive 

good from rnay resdt in a painful gap being experienced between one's own good and that 

of others, a feeling of a lack, by cornparison, since one does not identiS, with one's own 

and others' good, just as they are, but rather, thrives on an abstract sense of the good 

instead. Thus, venomous fonns of jedousy are born. Jealousy of another's position rnay 

be based on a perversely unredistic idea of "justice," where good fkom conscious beings is 

equally to be distributed to dl. Thus, if an object of jeaiousy s a e r s  a setback, this cm be 

seen as bringing a state of flairs as closer to "fahess," and the envious one who incurs a 

gain rnay be inordinately possessive or attached to that good, thinking it is especiaiiy 

"deserved." Or so things might seem, to one caught up in the spell of good fkom conscious 

beings. 

One cannot feel confident or secure on a competitive good fiom fhmework, since 

there is always someone "better," or a higher abstract standard of good to which to hold 



oneself. Cornpetitive good fiom leads to famiiiar obsessions with racing for more 

possessions, living space, speed of transport, achievements and tokens of repute. money, 

food, getting one's way , etc. Putting others d o m  and aggrandizing oneseif become two 

sides of the same coin. There rnay emerge an obsession with blaming and criticizhg, 

comparing individuals to an abstract standard of goodness, rather than accepting the actual 

good and simply progressing from there. Ego becornes unstable, big or smali, vulnerable 

or secure-always in the abstract, comparative relation to others, or to an abstract standard 

based on the most general levels of good fiom conscious beings (i.e., pertaining to no one 

in particular. but to everybody, in a sense). A healthy self-worth merely has and accepts 

whatever good pertains to the self, without irrelevant abstract comparisons. Juggemaut, 

itself, is a manifestation of cornpetitive good fiom, on which nonhuman anirnals are the 

ultimate "losers." The folk wisdom which States, "We must not compare," perhaps cornes 

from some sense that the overly abstract obsession with "good from" conscious beings is 

neither empathetic nor healthy . 
Since deep empathy is currentiy so very uncornmon, it may actually be easier for 

most people to think of the good more abstractly, or simplistically, and that may help to 

explain utilitarianism's current popularîty. 1 believe S. F. Sapontzis is correct in stating 

that everyday thinking has utilitarian dimensions, which accounts for vivisection itself, 

certain political decisions, and indeed, many ways of human relating. Recognizing and 

acting in Light of the distinction could Save innumerable imocent lives, if, for example, 1 

am correct about vivisection. This mord coahision is possibly corne by quite honestly. 

Yet despite the beguiling neatness of adding and subtracting goods, it remains that "a mess 

of rights" is better than making a mess of what is right. If individuals are not worth 

respecting, one by one, each after the other, then nothing in this world is worthy of much 

respect. 

Both Juggernaut and utiiitarianism have made deceptive daims as  to what is mordy 

"best," as I hope to have revealed. For both views are based in an inadequate sense of 

reality, insofar as empathy assists us in a c q u i ~ g  a better sense of some very important 

realities. Whiie utilitarianism may impressively stay in the 7-range of empathy, it dso faüs 



in hding the ultimate objects of 7+ empathy, at every junchue: the individual points-of- 

view. This deficiency is also, notably, a flaw of Juggemaut, but in a different way. Does 

utilitarianism quai.@ as a philosophy of deep empathy? Certainly. As an ethic of deepest 

or deep enough empathy? Not at ail. The utilitarian motive for maximizing good fiom 

conscious beings represents, no doubt, a very deep compassion for conscious beings 

themselves, only it is a misguided way of seeking to reake this compassion. In seeking 

simply to maximize "the good," utilitarianism, in its blurry-eyed benevolence, loses sight 

of that concem for individuais which no doubt motivated such a view in the first place. 

Many classical objections to utilitaianism relate to the distinction set out here, but 

none goes far enough, 1 suppose, in articulating it. Consider, for example, the cornplaints 

that utilitarianism does not take individuals senously enough, that it kills and harms 

innocents when there might be another way, and the intuition that it is somehow a mistake 

to aggregate so abstractly. To a utilitarian, pursuing what is good from conscious beings, 

none of these objections makes any sense. What is more respectful of individuals-ail of 

them-than maximizing the good associated with them, such a theorist might ask, in 

defence of utilitarianism? Richard Ryder's variation on this theme is a comptaint that 

utilitarians aggregate goods that are completely pnvate to individuais, and so cannot be 

pubiicly accounted in a utilitarian formula42 This objection, frankiy, also makes no sense 

if one accepts the move of abstracting good from conscious beings, since of course that cm 

be added and subtracted from an aggregating perspective. However. one thing that 

Ryder's otherwise odd objection does is point to the inseparability of goods fiom 

individuais. 

My distinction is superficially suggestive of Regan's "receptacles" objection, 

considered eariier. However, the latter seems to imply an ontological separation, on the 

utilitanans* part, bemeen individuals and their good. which utilitarians need not accept at 

ali. What is wrong, rather, is the focus on the good from conscious beings as abstractly 

"separated" fkom the consideration of individuais in normative decisions, so that empathy 

Richard Ryder, "Painism: The Eihics of Animal Rights and the Environment," in Animal Welfare a d  
the Environment (London: Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd., 1992), pp. 2û2-204, 



with those beings is effectively lost in decision-making. There is not necessarily any 

mistaken notion of what individuals are that is at work, here. let alone any mistake as to 

how individuals enjoy and produce what is good, or how good may be secured for them. 

Utilitarians typicaily would not "see" how individuals are given any less than their due, a l l  

supposedly k ing  considered. Regan enjoins that we really need to consider both the "cup" 

(the individual. of course) and its "contents" (the individual's good). That is aU very well, 

but this does not distinguish between the two key ways of considering the contents, and 

without that distinction, it will seem to the utiiitaian that he or she is fully considering the 

cup-indeed, more M y  than could otherwise be the case. This is so because good from 

would not be perceived as a point of deparme for adequateiy considering individuals as 

such. S M ,  Regan's own intuitions may have been vaguely directed at the problem at hand. 

The enlightened utilitarian may well agree that 7+ empathy entaiis not acting against 

individuals' good, unless it is "absolutely necessary" to do so, where absolute moral 

necessity is understood in terms of producing the greatest aggregate good, or perhaps the 

least hum. Yet. given the distinction just made, utilitarians are reaiiy trying to justify 

infringements against individuals, in cases like vivisection. based on pursuing the maximal 

goodfrom the conscious beings involved. That is, the good from the experimental animals 

is abstracted from the creatures. dong with the good from the suffering humans, and 

through adding and subtracting these abstract units of good and ham. it is detemiined what 

the best course of action must be. Yet, as indicated, 1 reject this conception of good as 

unempathetic to individuals or as inconsistent with 7+ empathy itself. So 1 feel no 

obligation to promote the greatest goodfrom conscious beings at di, and do not perceive 

this to be a rationale for mord action, let alone for understanding any action to be 

absolutely mordy necessary. 

I will argue that vivisection is not cm-ied out by utilitarian heroes who do what 

most of us do not have the stomach to do, but rather, by people who are fundamentally 

morally misguided. The utilitarian approach optimizes based on a suboptimal 

understanding of the good. These are two very different approaches, here, and it seems 

plain enough, to me, which is deeply empathetic (enough), and which is not, in the final 



analysis. The distinction outlined may help to account for the sharp divide in individual 

rightist and utilitarian moral thinking, and why the rightist may f i d  puzzlement or 

difnculty in seeming to stop short of doing what is %est" in t e m  of goodness. Once the 

process of moral theoretical abstraction begins, it may become dificult to put on the 

brakes. The distinction accounts for why each mode of vaiuation seems complete and 

logical to the respective proponents, and why the opponent would seem so mistaken, 

although again, nghtists have been chaüenged indeed to articulate just how this rnight be 

the case. Utilitarians. at times, may chastise deontologists for Limiting their pursuit of the 

good but it is arguable, now, that utilitarians are Limited in their very conception of the 

good itself, and, therefore, its actual pursuit. Far from utilitarianism being so superior, 

"good fiom" conceptions are so anemicaily abstract, and therefore uncompelling, that they 

may feed skeptical doubts about the reality of good per se. 

1 should add that. since ethical empathism is based, iùndamrntally, in a 

consideration of individual welfare. it could be classified as "welfarist." like many forms of 

utilitarianism. "Animai welfare" is ofien contrasted against "animal nghts," in this sense. 

This is a costiy distinction, at times. for animal protection as a social movement, since the 

two camps frequentiy end up fighting one another, and each also battles those who think 

that the two perspectives rnay be somehow reconciled. It is oniy a coafusion between the 

two views of the good, here considered, that makes animal welfarism seem, of necessity, a 

concession to utilitarianism. and hence to vivisectionism. The kind of welfare that consists 

in the good of conscious beings, is intrinsically resistant to pure aggregation. It is, 

perhaps, more distinctively rightist. This rnay all the more be the case in that solely 

stressing animai welfare risks making animal uutonomy into a nonbasic consideration, 

although 1 have argued that autonomy is just as basic. But it is interesthg that one usuai 

implication of holding animal weifare at a premiurn, that such a view is not abolitionist with 

respect to animal exploitation, will be seen not to hold tme of ethical empathism. This new 

theory also advocates, like Singer's utilitarianism, the equal consideration of (equivalent) 

interests, w h e ~  interests correspond to the good of conscious beings. However, such an 



egalitanan consideration. rwted in a profound respect for individuais, is, once again, 

thoroughly resistant to aggregation. 

1 have no trouble understanding that we must iden@ strongly with individuals, as 

such, and that this alone gives individuals a kind of respect, regardless of whatever values 

may be associated with them, in temis of Q-capacities, richness of experiences, or 

contribution to consequential goods, especiaily aggregated goods from conscious beings. 

Taking this identification with individuals senously, acting for the good of individuais will 

never "squeeze out" individuals thernselves, unless it is absolutely necessary to do so, such 

as in a choice between a life and a life. (It will be maintained that vivisection is just such a 

case, but please bear widi me here.) If individuals are identified with in this strong 

fashion, regardless of whatever good rnay pertain to them, the identification wiil penist in 

the face of sums of "good from" that might be appealed to in a would-be justification for 

harming individuals. Such an identification with individuais, and a subsequent granting of 

a kind of inherent value to them as reasoned in Chapter Two, could not be "canceled out," 

even just for practicai purposes, by optimizing the good from conscious beings, however 

tempting that may seem. Indeed, unlike in utilitarian deliberations, the good of individuals 

is not added up and "canceled out" by disvalues or overruied by greater values. The good 

of individuals is real, and is empathetically and emphaticaily respected, in some fom. no 

matter what happens, and Our view of the good reflects this. uniike, 1 fmd, the far more 

abstract exercise of utilitarian aggregation. 

Whereas uillitarianism will rninimize harm overaii, regardless of any presupposed 

individual nghts, ethical empathism proper will gant individual nghts, based on a 

powemil7+ regard for the beings in question, and oniy rninirnize h m  in ways thatfirst 

recognize such nghts. This reflection additionaiiy reveals that cornparkg values, per se, is 

not the key problem here, as some critics of uiilitarianism aiiege. Those same critics may 

€id thernselves trying to compare values, as weii, in desperate situations in which even a 

stringent respect for nghts must fail to guarantee the good of d. h h h i z i n g  harm, then, is 

not merely a residual concem, for h m  is fmt rninimized to individuals, and hence to their 

nghts. However, aggregative minimizùig of h m  to the good of conscious beings, when 



rights are not enough, is a residual concem, at best. An empathist might conceivably 

(although not necessarily) advocate maximuing the good of coascious beings, which 

would be very different fiom utilitarianism, because any good-maximizing wouid occur 

within a framework of individual rights being firnily entrenched. Maximiung the good of 

conscious beings might, in some cases, produce less value than the maximal good frorn 

conscious beings, but it is no mord sacrifice-on the contrary, we would forego an 

adequate sense of moral reality to side with utilitarianism. 

So if rights corne into conflict, then h m  rninimization rnight be brought into play 

to decide a given moral question-but not before. IdentiQing with individuals is 

unconditional, and therefore has absolute primacy over aggregate harm minirnization. The 

former is key to deep empathy in general. and any other evaluative considerations are 

properly premised upon it. Utilitarianism inherently risks exploiting some individuals, or 

hanning them-unjustly Forsaking them and their guod-if that wili lead to an overall 

maximum of good from conscious beings. Using a necessarily imperfect economic 

analogy, neither cm a Company simply maximize profit (something that is. of course, 

inconceivably more self-interested than maximal utility). regardless of various laws 

pertaining to theft. paying dividends, abstaining from poliuting. and so on. By contrast to 

utilitarian strategies. ethical empathism wili resist ail exploitation as something that is 

hostile to individual rights, and which cannot be justifîed by an appeal to the abstract 

mirage of good from conscious beings. We do not strip away dl thoughts of rights, so as 

not to be "prejudiced," and then calculate the least overall departwe from the good from 

conscious beings, for in that dangerous fluidity of moral consideration. one loses one's 

uncompromising 7+ empathy for individuals (supposing, of course, that one ever had it). 

Some goods, as pools of good from, may have to be foregone, their value possibly not 

even investigated, if they are iii-gotten, or pursued in contempt or w W  exclusion of 

individual rights. In the case of vivisection, the animals wodd have individual rights, and 

wouid not be harmed for a sum of benefits conceived in terms of good from conscious 

beings. 



Failing a utilihan strategy, then, the vivisectionist might concede the appeal to the 

good of conscious beings. Such a proponent would then, of course, be obliged to turn to a 

rights framework in order to justify vivisection: given a conflict between rights to life 

between humans and nonhumans. wouid not humans "win," based on deciding questions 

of value? Again, we are not pursuing maximal goodfrom conscious beings, even once 

rights prove to be in conflict. Before resorting to anything else. taking individuals 

seriously, through deep empathy for them. requires minimizing conflict between their 

rights. It would be a faise dilemma if we did not have to choose between affuming the 

nghts of humans and the nghts of nonhumans. and it would be an ideal solution if we 

couid do what is required in the face of human suffering and disease while affirming the 

rights of al1 conscious beings. 

As has aiready k e n  conceded, ethical empathism does not reject al1 resorting to bad means. 

The victims of our bad mems might even be innocent. for whiie we might whoiiy identify 

with their ahimsic interests. we might equaiiy do the same with a greater number of others. 

who might also be harmed in the given scenario. However, a stringent test of bad means is 

required. Any bad means that is permissible must be absolutely necessary to use. Yet 

what is "necessary" cannot be in any way ntionalized on the basis of appeal to maximal 

good from conscious beings. Thus, the cost of not engaging the bad means would have to 

be catastrophic, and appeais to rights would have to be indecisive. Vivisection does not 

p a s  this test. Utilitarians try to pass off vivisection as a âiiemma, as a choice between 

destructions: either vivisect animais, or see people die who couid be saved through 

vivisection. If vivisection were a dilemma, then Q-factors might corne into play in 

assessîng the lives of beings, and h a m  rnight be rninimized if rights cannot decide the 

day. These other evaluative factors could-ifa dilemma were the case-be brought into 

play, without disrespect to individuals' inherent value. since full respect for inherent value 

could not-on the dilemma supposition& guaranteed anyway. In some narrow 

5.9 Stepping Outside the Dilemma Box: 
AEirming Ahimsic Medical Research 



situations, we c a ~ o t  N l y  express 7+ ernpathy, but it is conceivable that this limitation 

could never, in ail honesty, apply to the limitiessly ranging possibilities of medical 

research. 

Medical research, as a practice, always ought to allow for ways of proceeding with 

full respect of everyone's rights (keeping in mind that no one has a right to violate anyone 

else's rights, certainiy not on the pretext of maximal good from conscious beings). It is not 

at dl simply a matter of either-ur. Harmless medical research respects the rights of 

nonhuman animals, whose harming c m  indeed be avoided in any case, and ais0 respects 

suffering human patients, in that full moral efforts are undertaken to secure cures and 

treatments for these suffering beings. A clear, creative path is open. We are never so 

iimited that we absolutely musr do medical research by ovemding rights. To exclude 

rights-holders wouid simply be oppressive. and arbitrarily discriminatory (including if one 

arbitrarily seeks to act in light of an unredistic abstraction of the good from conscious 

beings). 

Creativity and resourcehilness are anathema to dilemmas, and people often respond 

to dilemmas, even in the absuact, by seeking innovative ways out. which sidestep the 

aileged impasse. This type of response to theoretical puzzles may evade the challenge of 

actuai dilemmas, and adjustments can creatively be made, in tum, to counteract such 

evasions. It is the case, however, that a creative response is, from a practical point of 

view, both healthy and appropriate in difficult situations, in which significant costs seem 

inevitable, no matter which way one chooses. A dilemma cannot be ftamed where both 

prongs exist only if one ignores the demands of individual nghts, and one merely considers 

different pools of good from conscious beings as possible ends-again. regardless of 

rights. Medical research is a free and creative endeavour, in which we must select from a 

pool of possible ends, and those ends must accord with 7+ empathy. The end is to prevent 

suffering to humans as much as is ethically possible, and the means cannot be faulted if and 

only if they do not involve harm that is moraily to be avoided. Ham to anllnals is 

avoidable, in respect of the nghts of aii, but the harm to the people might be unavoidable if 

the only way of securing cures, through vivisection, violates the rights of conscious 



beings. We must be uncompromisingly ethical in o u  research pursuits, in spite of any 

possible temptations to the contrary. 

Reducing vivisection to a dilemma scenario is, in a certain way, insulting to human 

intelligence, and, even more profoundly, to the animals who are used in the research. This 

said, could there be conceivable scenarios in which there is only a choice between 

destructions, and creative options are minimized? However, to be so restricted in choices, 

one would have to surrender one's mord freedom to refnin from violating the animal's 

nghts, and one would uphold the "rights" of other individuals to trump others' rights. It is 

most difficult, therefore, to think of any case in which vivisection is ever moraily justified. 

For example, taking a chance with a substance or procedure in order to Save a üfe on one 

occasion is h d y  vivisection, but rather, an emergency medical measure, in which one 

will do a great deal in order to avoid total disaster (assuming the person or king will die 

anyway) 

Animals used for vivisection will not die anyway, and our creativity is no more 

circumscribed in a way that forces us to use such creatures any more than we are "forced" 

to use humans. The moral imagination is and must be ncher than that. It is degrading to 

reduce the tremendous, virtually Limitiess possibilities of human freedom to the most 

wretched restriction of liberties of ail: hard choices, in which the only possible pool of ends 

is himsic-a fdse dilemma put forward by vivisectionists, if there ever were such a thing. 

There only seems to be a dilemma if we accept two prongs, conceived in ternis of good 

fiom conscious beings. At the Ievel of considering ends and rneans in light of rights, and 

the good of conscious beings, then there is a wide open vista of endless choices facing us, 

and we had best make deeply empathetic determinations. The whole range of ahimsic 

research could never be exhausted, any more than the possibilities of anistic rendering 

could one day be depleted. 

Vivisection is a debased fonn of human creativity, which we have f d e n  into, so to 

speak, partiaily because it is easy enough to exploit weaker beings, and to tum away korn 

our altogether better ends. The term "debased" is by no means an exaggeration, insofar as 

a complete empathy itseif rnay be described as moraily basic. We must never tum away 



from legitimate research, as a society, and there cm be little or no excuse for doing so. We 

could never Say that we have tapped out ahirnsic research, and must now turn to animals. 

That would be admitting defeat, or the exhaustion of creativity, courage, and of the 

freedom of good people. That is altogether too much to concede to any apologist for 

vivisection. If an ahimsic cure for a given malady is not yet avdable, it is our challenge to 

make it so. It is a pessimistic, and necessarily ignorant reduction to hold that 

possibilities-of the radicdly unknown-are hopeiess without vivisection. It would be, in 

many way s, scientifically pre ferable to avoid the species-disanalogies between humans and 

nonhumans, and aiso. of course, to tum our energies away from deiiberately sickening, 

rending, harming, and killing nonhumans. 

If ahimsic research possibilities do not reach fniition immediately, we must be 

patient, rather than tum to animal research, working faithfullly in fight of the ends that we 

must hold, ethically, and strive for, socially. Simply because we do not know of enough 

ahimsic research possibilities now, does not mean they do not exist, or are undiscoverable 

through diligent efforts. It must be acknowledged. too. that vivisection. dthough much 

more intensively cul tivated over the past number of centunes, leaves an equal number of 

unknowns before us now. We must fmd the mord courage to seek ahimsic research goals 

without reserve, and then we wül begin to see more results in this badly underfunded and 

underworked area. To the extent that vivisection "works," pragmaticaily speaking, then in 

moral terms, it only succeeds in achieving himsic, non-7+ ends that never should have 

been held in the fmt place. For that matter, in the relevant sense, medical research on 

humans would iikeiy "work" even better, at Ieast for human benefits. Vivisection on 

nonhumans which "works," for its part, would simply be a case of k ing  "successfuliy 

imm~ral,'~ on a par, in some ways, with robbing a bank and getting away with if. We must 

simply refuse ends that are of a lesser calibre than what ethics requires of us. 

Creative kedom is arguably the highest and greatest form of freedom. If harm is 

avoidable in any choices, it is most eschewable in a creative capacity, so far is vivisection 

from king "absolutely necessary," as its apologists claim. Similady, there is no "absolute 

moral necessity" of a dilemma here, nor yet of pursuing the maximal good fiom conscious 



beings-whatever, in fact, that abstraction might amount to. Vivisection is literaily beyond 

the creative moral imagination. Ahimsic biomedical research cm only be called 

"alternative," as it now is, in a culture that has contempt for animals. Really, the only 

ethical path is ahimsic, and using animais in vivisection is not even, itself, a viable 

"alternative," for ethical purposes. In fact, the presentiy so-called "alternative" mode of 

research is not an alternative at d l .  We need to tum the paradigm of what is now 

fashionable in science inside-out. Ahirnsic medical research is not peripheral, nor an 

afterthought. nor sirnply "nice," as it is on today's paradigm. It is "reai," ethical research, 

and the rest is ethicdly unthinkable. Vivisection is an alternative to acceptable moral 

agency. It is not even at "the mord fringe," but beyond it. 

We cm and so must accommodate both not acting against the good of humans 

suffering from disease. and the good of nonhuman animais. Vivisection cannot be 

rationalized as the lest  hmnfbl  infringement of rights if no rights infringements 

whatsoever are necessary. Vivisection only has the illusion of necessity because of 

impovenshed. although well-intentioned. moral theorizing, and because it is so very much 

entrenched in the contemporary social order. Anti-vivisection c m  be so absolute and 

exceptionless precisely because there aiways is another way, or at the very Ieast, always a 

chance to avoid infnnging rights in this case, even if there commonly is a state of ongoing 

puzzlement in the slow progress of legitimate scientific reseuch. This is why we must be 

uncomprornising and persistent in seeking to eradicate vivisection, dong with other abuses 

of conscious beings. There is no ethical mandate for trying to mùiimize harm, in terms of 

aggregate good from conscious beings, without fmt respecting the nghts of aii individuals 

as such, even if cures are just as elusive as they are. uisisting on total or near-total freedom 

to seek cures is patentiy himsic, and so immoral. 

What 1 wodd characterize as "true" medical research has been marginalized in this 

society, and so its actual significance for science-dong with untold expressions of 

scient& fixedom-remain only too obscured, for the present. Of coune the possibilities 

of ahimsic research will seem limited if they are only explored to a limited extent by 

society. A forest wiU seem Limited if we only face a portion of its outer perimeter and never 



venture much farther. In my experience, the most fiequent objection to the incorrectly so- 

called "alternative" (i.e., ahunsic) research methods is that presently, they are of limited 

scieniific value. 1 am convinced (aside fiom ethical deïiberations in the preceding) that this 

is largely due to radical underdevelopment. We must also not d o w  vivisection itself to 

become overglorified, scientifically, by researchers who are professionaily self-promoting, 

in search of scarce grant monies. Some Say that there is no substitute for working with 

whole organisrns-so let there be more ahimsic studies of people and animais who are 

n a W y  sick. Whatever natural limitations there may be to ahirnsic research, there are also 

moral limits, which it respects. and past which we literaily should proceed no farther. 

But this is no timid approach. Medicd science must be bold, striking out in new 

directions, emphasizing innovation, rather than routine subjection of conscious beings to 

shocks, noxious substances, and so forth. Some scientists might have us believe that they 

cannot work creatively enough in this explontory field without resorting to nonhuman 

animais. To them 1 Say that they must work for those who have more vision, rather than be 

dowed any rnoraiiy debased form of "creative" destruction. No one ever stated that 

medicai research is supposed to be easy. Let them be loath, in their own persons, to 

concede creative failure. Yet rather than use animals as tokens for gants and career 

advancement, and supposing that they refuse to work under a wiser person's creative 

direction. let them be debarred from the medical research profession. There is an awfbi 

social inertia at work here, which must be overcome: nonhuman animals are ready-at-hand 

to work on, whereas unknown technologies, decidedly, are not. The current system is 

unempathetic with regard to ahimsic researchers, offerhg them Little or no societal or 

fiaancial support. This is a moraily compt state of affairs, however unwitting may be its 

genesis. 

It may be objected that there is not always a third way besides killing animais or 

letting people die, because we do not know ahimsic cures now. There is nothhg new in 

such a panicky observation. It is hardly an objection to point out that medical research into 

unknowns is occurring. We are trying to bring the unknown into the light, through ethical 

means. We always have a moral choice, no matter how long the unknowns persist, and 



many of them have done so already for centuries (or longer). It is always the case, apart 

from any question of scientific progress. that avoiding rights inningements of nonhuman 

animais can and must be avoided. Beyond that, it is a distinctive vice to aüow impatience 

for resuits to aHow one to commit unethical acts in order to speed up any given process. 

Morally acceptable progress regarding the unknown will have to be sufficient. It is never 

"necessary" impatiently to opt for rights-violating means in pursuit of the unknown, merely 

falien into out of desperation. 

The only generd criticism of something remaining unknown for any length of t h e  

is if the inquiry is not good enough in some way, either scientificaily a d o r  ethicaliy. For 

the purposes of ethics. it is asserted here that ali research must respect mord rights in order 

to qualiQ as "good enough." This applies not only to not avoidably infikghg the rights of 

very cognitive beings, who are close evolutionary cousins, but also to much more humble 

conscious beings. We avoid rights infringements which are indeed avoidable. Because 

our knowledge is so imperfect, we do not avoid peacehil means which may, in some cases, 

inevitably-although we could not know this-fd to detiver what we want (as rnost forms 

of vivisection have fded  in the past). We have no nght to benefits which avoidably 

infringe the rights of others. We also have no real, let alone, enforceable, right to live free 

of all diseases. We are responsible for adequately countering diseases, as we can, but that 

response includes framing means and ends that respect individuals as much as possible, not 

promoting good frorn conscious beings as much as possible. We truly seek the best kind 

of medicd research, which is most consistent with the rights of ail individuals involved. 

It is useless to ask, "Suppose we could eliminate aU of the unknowns fiom the 

hiture regarding medical research. Would we not then be obliged to aMmi vivisection, 

seeing how valuable it is?'Rights theory still d e s  out such avoidable bad means in 

pursuit of the ends of cures and ueatrnents. What is more, however, we couid only 

eliminate the unlaiowns if we actualiy did the research without k t  knowing the results, 

and if we did have such knowledge through some other arcane means, then we wouid not 

need to carry out the research. Or if we were to forget this knowledge subsequently, we 

would be in much the same situation that we now find ourselves-come fuil circle. 



Vivisection is unempathetic, and it is perhaps intrinsically wrong to commit a moral 

act with a thoroughly mistaken, because unempathetic, sense of values as one's guide. No 

payoff can be big enough to take a falsQing view of another and his or her good. This is 

an agent-relative requirernent of ethicai empathism which is absolute in nature. Being 

deeply respecthl of the good of ail, when that is an option, means excluding means that are 

avoidably hostile to the good of some. If this compromises anythmg, then it is only a 

pursuit of that which is already morally compromised, from an ernpathist perspective. 

There is no dilemma in choosing between a path that is in accord with 7+ empathy, and a 

path which is not. Since there is no dilemma, there is no basis for invoking other factors 

besides nghts, such as differences in Q. A (possible) confiict of interests is not the same as 

a conflict in rights. No one has the right avoidably to usurp the rights of othen, so there is 

no hostility to human rights if animais are not vivisected-killed-for human benefit. It is 

a case of pure exploitation, in which only humans stand to benefit. 

Any foregoing of cures that might othenvise be had through vivisection may be 

tragic. in a sense, but hardly immoral. It is a bad thing if we never corne to have certain 

cures, on the hypothesis that they might have been othenvise possible, but bad States of 

affairs are not necessarîiy intnnsicdiy rnoraliy wrong. Only actions cm be right or wrong, 

and the act of vivisecting is wrong because, in its setting of research objectives, it does not 

empathize entirely with al1 conscious beings involved. Again, we can only minimize losses 

or gains afer we have ensured that individual rights are respected, and this vivisectors fail 

to do. Therefore, vivisection does not enter into any just miniriiization of harms. On the 

contrary, there may weli, for ai i  we know. be more benefits to humans in pouring aU of our 

efforts into ahimsic research. Utilitarianism has Little credibility, in the fmt place, for 

t e b g  us what we must do based on the totdiy unknown consequences of researching in 

paaicular ways. No case of projected benefits could be more unknown, in a way, since we 

are speaking, here, of undiscovered things. We cannot predict such a fonn of human 

creativity, or its value, any more than we c m  tally up chance and mvel discovenes in 

advance of their occmhg. It is a rnyth that we can simply calculate these things, as 

observem. The future is up to us, and will reflect on us, as moral beings, depending not 



only on the results that we affirm, but on the ends and means that we choose to anive at 

those outcornes. Indeed, abstaining from rights-violating, even when the benefit is 

absolutely certain, is or may be nothing less than rnorally necessary, on the moral 

framework that is here defended. 

AH of this amounts to a paradigrn shift in the way that we look at medical research. 

We are inverting the traditionalist's choice between destructions, and affirming, instead an 

open vista of Me-a f f ing  possibilities al1 around. Dilemma thinking, as regards 

vivisection, tnvializes the issue, forming a reductionist notion of what research is possible, 

and is apparently designed to railroad the practice into a status of legitimacy. A simple but 

true integrity results from viewing the issue of vivisection with a M y  empathetic vision. 

Scientists pride themselves on k ing  more enlightened than most people, but they are as 

much in need of mord guidance as the rest of us. In relation to these scientists, and society 

at large, we need a principled assertiveness regarding ahimsic f o m  of research, and a 

fnnk unwiliingness to reueat regarding what may be justified as rnorally right. Ethicai 

empathism is indeed an ethic of staunch-although carefbiiy reasoned-advocacy, where 

need be, and it is so without apology. For 7+ empathy is not an insipid, half-hearted 

sympathy, or an insufficiency of good intentions, or a keeping of actual victims of 

oppression at a "professional distance" in either our investigation of what ought to be the 

case, or our carrying out of Our moral duties. 

Utilitarians are realiy see king unj us tly to exploit nonhuman animals for human 

benefit, using the cloak of appeai to maximal good from conscious beings as a spurious 

rationalization. This is so. although there need be no deliberate cynicism involved, and 

there probably would not be any such attitude present. in any case, it is just such instances 

of exploitation which most obviously differentiate ethicai empathism from utilitarianism. 

For in hue dilemmas, hard choices, and in situations which can accommodate the good of 

ail without conflict, empathism and utilitarianisrn may weil mimic each other. In a true 

dilemma, rights are not decisive, and both views rnay have to decide on a sacrifice based on 

an absaact cornparison of the values of lives. An empathist's doing so concedes nothing to 

utilitananism, since full empathy with individuals and according of rights is stili 



maintained-it is just not practically decisive in the given context. The same would hold of 

a hard choice (not exploitation cases, in which nghts are avoidably ovemdden, and some 

imagine they have a nght to that), in which the right decision is, in some sense, obvious, 

although it remains that someone's rights have to be overcome. 

As for conditions of plenty, utilitarianism would maxirnize the good fiom conscious 

beings ro satisQ everyone fully, if the situation permits, and that is aiso what is the most 

good of dl beings. There is no reason why nghts and utilitarianism should not commonly 

overlap in pnctice if there is (1) no concentration of good from conscious beings, nor h m  

to it, which tempts someone to create a gap between the views, and (2) no gap between 

individual rights and the actual treatment of conscious beings, that is effectively forced by 

n a W y  or artificiaily (but unavoidably) lirnited situations. These areas of overlap may 

lend to stiil m e r  confusion between "good of' and "good from." However. one view of 

the good is to be rejected utterly as  unempathetic. Whatever a utilitarian framework can 

offer in situations of confiict, an ethical empathist can more than rival, since the latter 

retains a proper respect for individuals, while also king open to comparative evaluations 

when and if they become germane. 

This rehtation of utilitarianism extends not only to act utilitananism, but also to ali 

indirect strategies, for dl versions of utility-maximization aim. after dl, for the greatest 

good from conscious beings. We do not need to deduce nghts, des, duties, virtues, 

intrinsic values, or loyaity from pools of good from conscious beings, but can hold them 

out of respect for individuals as such. Nothing in absmct good-maximization WU te1 us to 

leave individu& in peace, as much as possible. and the latter are at the mercy of potentidy 

violent dislocations that happen to optunize good from conscious beings. 

The indirect strategy of utilitarian rights is worth noting, here, since nghts have 

traditionaily k e n  used as a buttress against oppression. Certainly, Singer regrets ever 

making reference to rights in his discourse on animal ethics: "it wouid have avoided 

misunderstanding if 1 had not made this concession ro popular moral rhetori~.'~' Sumner 

proposes a possible theory of animal rights which would stop short, for example, of king 

" Peter Singer, 'The Fable of the Fox and the Liberated Animais,'? Ethics 88 (January 1978): 122, quoted 
in Regan, The Cuse for Animl  Rights, p. 219, 



abolitionist of animal research for meàical purposes, as a sort of compromise between 

abolitionist theories of animal rights such as Regan's, and utilitarian (Le., non-rights- 

based) theones of animai liberation such as Singer's? The latter is an example of an 

attempt to reconcile animal rights and animai welfare, mentioned eartier, but in favour of 

some recourse to vivisection. However, as 1 have argued, the Platinum Principle does not 

even permit this usage of anirnals, which many people see as one of the few necessary 

usages. No deep empathy could harbour such a compromise. Sumner, in Ille Moral 

Foundation of ~ i~h t s , ' l '  defends a consequentialist theory of rights, prernised upon our 

iimited cognitive abilities in aiming directly for maximai good in each case. However, I 

hold that if we had perfect knowledge of utility, then we would end up aiming for maximal 

good frorn conscious beings, which is not worth aiming for, or so 1 have argued. So such 

a relatively unempathetic goal would not be worth aiming for wirhfull knowledge, let alone 

in a more ignorant state, such as the human condition admittedly imposes. 

Any number of syntheses of rights and utility maximization, such as that of Victor 

Grassian.16 are dso objectionable. Also, certain rights theones rnight see the respecting of 

rights as the order of the day, but beyond a certain threshold (say, in the dificuit realm of 

mord dilemmas), utiliiarian considentions may be brought into play, insofar as rights 

prove indecisive. I take issue even with this notion. Utditarian aggregation need not 

always ovemde rights at some temble point, although there may be extreme times when 

not everyone's rights cm be satisfied. Any dilemma decision, or otherwise ciifficuit moral 

choices, can be rendered with reference to the good of conscious beings, rather than good 

from conscious beings. Rights theory should eliminate utilitarianisrn, not merely hold it at 

bay. hovering in the background, ready to descend when death or other difficulties become 

imminent. 

We have seen, in the case of vivisection, that any "gwd fromTT such an exploitive 

practice is rnorally beside the point This form of animal usage rnay have seerned like the 

44 Sumner, "Animal Welfare and Animai Rights," p. t 64, " See L. W. Sumner. The Moral Foun&tion of Rights (New York: Oxford University Press. 1987). 
For example. he discusses a mixture of ideai utiiitananism and Ross' theory of prima facie duties in 

Victor Grassian, Moral Reasoning: Ethical Theory and Some Contemporay Moral Problem (Englew ood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hait, Inc., 198 1). p. 1 13. 



Iast bastion of regarding and using animals as tools, the one txue and absolute "necessity" 

in exploiting them. In fact. vivisection represents a mere, although stubborn, corruption of 

human freedom which is needless-and woae. It does not take much to go astray in 

ethics, as the near-hypnotic plausibiiity of Juggernaut attests. As with Juggernaut, love of 

the good cannot ever justib avoidably nuning away from the realities of keeping with deep 

empathy, at any time, and in any form. Even king too abstract in one's highly ethicaily 

motivated conception of goodness c m  make one faU short, and that to grave effect. 

Compassion is ai i  very well, and Schopenhauer even argued that "[u]niversal compassion 

is the only guarantee of mora1ity'"'-yet he stiIl ate meat;" which is not, arguably, 

expressive of the highest empathy towards the animals who were killed for the sake of his 

gustatory pleasure. 

Vivisection has proven to be a most illusntive case for the investigation of the 

general problem of bad means, and of certain claims to dilernrnas, or near-dilemmas. But 

there are other useful exmples of bad means to ends, a few of which may be briefly 

iliustrated. Let us consider the case of what 1 might cal1 "assertive vengeance." Such 

vengeance would not have. as its object, merely lashing out, in order to satism one's angry 

feeiings. Rather, one rnight seek to visit such retribution upon others just in order to teach 

those others, perchance, a lesson. The idea, anyway, wouid be to cultivate empathy in 

wrongdoers, by making hem suffer, perhaps as their victirns were made to suffer. Leave 

aside the fact that such a teaching is uncertain to occur, or that vengeance might only teach 

its recipient to be an enemy of the vindicator. Moreover, let us. for now. overlook the 

possibility that people know what it is to suffer, regardless. Even were this form of 

vindictiveness to improve the empathy of its victims, it would be using an avoidably bad or 

harmful means towards a good end, and that is just what the empathist theory disallows. 

This fmding applies, then, to vindictiveness in general, including angry emotional abuse, 

passive-aggressive responses, and also, to threats of retribution. It also applies to harsh 

forms of punishrnent in order to achieve goocis ends such as a "balance of justice." One 

Arthur Schopenhauer, quoted in Jon Wynne-Tyson, The Extended Circle: A Cornmonplace Book of 
Animal Rights (New York: Paragon Press, 1989), p. 309. 

Michael Allen Fox, Deep Vegetananism (Philadelphia: Temple University Press. 1999). p. 17. 



may have, in response especidy to hamiful wrongs, a %t for tat" strategy in the form of 

carefid deterrence andor refom measures. This need not involve avoidably using harmful 

means, but could reflect a choice between (1) future h m  that are undeterred, and (2) the 

exercise of deterrent measures-which need not be (comparably) hamiful at aii. 

Other examples, which 1 wili merely mention, are attempting to create greater 

intimacy (a good end) through betraying others' confidences (a bad means, going against 

others' autonomy-leaving aside the fact that the recipient wiil not trust the gossip, thus 

sabotaging intimacy). Obviously, experimenting on wlnerable human beings in order to 

gamer useful medicai information is also unethicai in light of the same principle. Empathy 

for the sick people could not licence an unempathetic approach to the victims of such 

experiments. 

AU of this discussion conduces to a cornmon theme of avoiding h m  unless it is 

absolutely necessary, or unless it is unavoidable. We c m  collect this theme together under 

a "Principle of Strict Ahirnsa" which wili help to define avoidability for us. This principle 

is derived from more fundamental considerations related to deep empathy. The Principle of 

Strict Ahirnsa States that we must avoid h m  to individuals as much as possible. Avoiding 

h m  as much as possible would have to mean eschewing it as much as is physicaily andor 

psychologicdy possible in the given situation. It would have to mean avoiding harm in 

whatever might be in one's power, including one's rneans, ends, and possibly even the 

results of one's actions which are not. themselves, aimed for. If a situation oniy offers 

harrnfui options, then strict h a m  avoidance would require minirnizing harm in that 

situation, although fmt by not harming individuals, and hence their rights, and only 

residudy mùiimizing ham to the more abstract good of conscious beings (supposing that 

rights must be violated in the given situation). It cannot be stressed enough that we must 

avoid harming individuals, above ail, since empathy for individuals is so primary. There 

would be no ovemicihg of this stringent avoidance of hann based on utilitariao 

considerations of maximal good from conscious beings. 

Notably, too, avoiding h m  as much as possible means that one may actually have 

to engage in ha& actions oneself. Otherwise, one is not negating h m ,  per se, as much 



as possible, but merely negating one's own hamiful behaviours as  much as possible. That 

would be a Strict Avoidability of Oneself Harrning Principle, rather than a Strict Ahimsa 

Rinciple. per se. Yet one's empathetic concem goes beyond a preoccupation with 

minimizing one's own commission of h m ,  to seeing that individuals are h m e d  as little 

as possible, and correspondingly. the good of individuais. Strict ahimsa c m  be concemed 

with nothing less than actuai negation of hm-period-even though some purists, who 

would never hann themselves, pose themselves as suictiy observing ahimsa. AU they are 

doing is stnctly forbidding himsa by their own agency. To use an analogy, one does not 

favour Company productivity by king exclusively concerned with one's own contributions 

to it. So, even though one rnay moraily be forced to h m ,  in certain rare situations, it is 

not as though nonviolence is just "good" or "ideal" in such situations, but not always the 

right thing: actually engaging in forceful means rnay be the best way of negating violence 

itself. and thus rnay be uniquely both good and righdul, a hue (albeit difficult) expression 

of ahimsa. In doing h m  ourselves. we rnay suffer from the illusion that we are adding to 

h m ,  perhaps not trusting ourselves. But a wider view reveals. in carefully isolated 

circurnstances, that forceful action will reduce overail harm in the given context (ego, 

doing a judo fiip to stop an attacker). Paradoxically, then, nonviolence is not always 

merely approximated through a carehil use of force. but is thereby realized. Yet we may 

weii be thankful that this is the exception, rather than the more peaceful nile. 

5.10 Anti-Vivisection After All: 1 1 Replies to Possible Obiections 
A case has been made against vivisection, and utilitarianism more generaiiy. However, it is 

possible to anticipate a number of objections against these related but distinct positions: 

1. What about empathizing ivith sick human beings, who fervently wish a n i d s  to be ured 

for medical research? Insofar as vivisection has been established to be unethical for anyone 

to engage in, we cannot empathize with that which is fundamentaily unempathetic, although 

we ought M y  to empathize with any sick person wishing to become weU. 



II. It rnay be psychologically and physically avoidable to vivisect, but the fact is, it is also 

jusî m avoidable tu abstain from vivisection, and this abstention, as noted, also results in 

hum The harm to humans noted may be justifiable, just insofar as strong rights 

themselves are justified. The point is that vivisecting involves avoidable rights violations, 

whereas anû-vivisection upholds the nghts of ail. Avoidable h m  is not the sole issue, in 

strictly goodfrom terms, since h m  to individuals as such is paramount, and hence their 

stringently protected rights. Rights, or their substantive equivalent, are not extra verbiage 

in ethics, but are indispensable for protecting individuals, as such, from good nom 

encroachment. Duties alone rnight not dlow this, since without focusing on individuais, as 

our objects of empathy, we may simply speak of a duty to maximize good from conscious 

beings, above di other duties. and that will lead to trouble of the sort that has been already 

discussed. 

m. As against this argrment from deep empathy. it is necessary to detach from particular 

points of view. Othewise. we end up overiy artached tu beings in the present context, and 

wtable to take account of those strange ro us. far away in distance or time, or those 

dwelling anonymoicsly in unaccountably large masses of conscious beings. It is good, of 

course, to be empathetically considente of beings in the present. A M y  empathetic 

outlook wili allow for the depths of those distant, as well. As already stated, the theory 

does not require a rneditation of deep, imaginative empathy with dl individuals at ail times, 

but a respect of other points of view, and a recognition that ahimsa flows, in principle, 

from any deep empathy which is the due of conscious beings. One need not be able to give 

a full-blooded biography of another in order to accord with an ethic of deep empathy 

towards them. Such an abstract model, which is very much tantamount to individuai 

nghts-or something equivalent-is as close as can be, in many cases, to deep empathy. 

IV. Objective right and wrong do not depend on the psychological mtes  of moral agents, 

such as their empathy or lack of it. There is a sense in which this is true: moral laws appear 

to hold no matter anyone's failure or success in knowing them. However, we need certain 

psychological states in order to know ethical principles, and why they are right or wrong. 

A psychopath, a sadist, or a narcissist is perhaps disqualified. Some use of mind, or 



"psychological states," is required for any kind of knowledge, including rnathematics. The 

correctness of the argument from empathy, however, does not stand or fall with anyone's 

given psychological s tates. 

V. Why stop nt the overly concrete or particular good of conscious beings? Is thut not 

myopic? The goodî that "goodfrom conscious beings" refer to are al2 real, and take 

account of goods from a more objective, and effective "bird S eye " overview. It is not 

more morally effective to Iose deep empathy, or to have an unempathetic accounting of the 

good, which is what 1 have argued "good from" essentiaily is. There is nothing "myopic" 

about "good of' considentions. since they can be extended across any number of beings, 

in full respect of their actual realities of conscious living. Deep empathy is not 

compuisively "getting lost" in one's empathy, but more fully fmding what is ideal, and 

respecting others' realities, if only obliquely and irnperfectiy. Vivisectionists-indeed, 

vivisectors themselves-can. for their own part. regard animals operated on with 

substantial empathy . . . only, evidently, it is not enough. 

W. Ethical empathism clairris to be "deep, " in a reievant sense, but actually, it is 

superficial. since deep empathy is claimed even in relation to srrangers who are. perhaps, 

of very peculiar species. This view accommodates and respects the depths in others, 

without pretending to know any more than we do. Universal principles of deeply 

empathiing, not least of d l ,  ahirnsa, are observed, which help to preserve the depths of 

consciousness in others-even of total strangers-from unwarranted incursions. 

W. Is not himm health a necessity? So is not anything which sentes that end itselfa 

necessiîy? It is not "necessary" to do whatever it takes to achieve even a necessary end. 

Whatever research protocol we adopt, among many possibilities, is not a necessity, and we 

m u t  choose in accord with our best moral reasoning. 

W. People are not capable of perfecr empathy. So it is wrong to ideaiize such empathy, 

ifought implies can (i.e.. we cannot rightly be told we ought to do the impossible). We 

cm, indeed, act in accordance with ahimsa, to the best of our abilities. Furthemore, we 

know that such a stance stems, or must flow, from perfect empathy. Therefore, at least a 



very crucial part of our practice cm indeed accord with perfect empathy, in an important 

sense. 

IX. Why con we not speak of competing rights to life in vivisection, held by nonhiiman 

animals who are apt experimental subjects, a d  those h m n s  who are sufferingfrom 

diseases? And why should not the people win? On a deeply empathetic perspective, rights 

are held in concert. if at al1 possible, not by egoistic individuals who compete as much as 

possible with othen, each willing to do anything to preserve his or her own Life. Moral 

rights express a simuitaneous and respectfùl concem for al1 conscious beings. Humans are 

not to be favoured over nonhumans. here. or vice versa. The nghts of all are to be 

respected whenever possible. 

X. It is objected that we benefit from experiments on nonhuman animais, while hanning 

them. However, from an anti-vivisectionist perspective, animals beneft from being lefr 

alone. whilst people srcffer and die as a direct consequence. An animal's right to Me is not 

a benefit that is denved from someone's willingness to abstain from violating that right. A 

right to life is not a kindness that is bestowed. but is unconditionally part of the respect due 

to individuals who are regarded with 7+ empathy. It is our duty to bestow rights to 

animais, not a benefit resulting from any refusal to vivisect. Rather, the refusai is based on 

an understanding that animals have rights, or some real equivalent. By contrast, the 

benefits people seek from vivisection do need to be justified, if they can be, but such a 

justification must fail, because they run afoul of rights. The mere assertion of an animal's 

right to life, by contrast, cannot violate anyone's rights. 

XI. An objection from coimterrxamples: if we allow (1) predators to prey on innocent 

herbivores, (2) people to defend themelves agaimt irrational attuckers, und (3) the cleuring 

away of wild habitats for hrunan use, it folloivs that we can allow humans to use animals in 

science for the humans' vital needs. In the f i t  case. predators either kiU or they die. It is 

a true choice between destructions, or a dilemma. Predators need to eat, and potential prey 

need to escape. Still, perhaps this problem is not so straighdorward. We have concluded 

that we are to preserve conscious individuals. It is not just a case of I predator vs. 1 prey 

animal. For one predator, in his or her lifetime, wiil iikely destroy many prey, if ody one 



allows this (assuming thai one is in a position to make a difference, in a particular case). 

Wouid not the most individuais be preserved by kiiiing predators? From an ecological 

standpoint, it might be replied that if we got rid of ail predators, then herbivores would 

overmultiply, exhausting ail plant sources of food, and then ail animais in the econiche 

would disappear. Shon of this catastrophic scenario, however, many possibilities present 

thernselves. If a hunter goes out and kilis a few predaton, he may Save nwnerous Lives. 

while not creating a catastrophic coîlapse of an ecosystem. We may be able to reduce the 

number of predators without coming to that awfd state, or even wipe out most or dl of the 

predators, while finding a way to control herbivorous populations, or else their food 

supply. If we are to get involved, why not get v e r =  involved? 

Using utditarian reasoning, S. F. Sapontzis cornes to the conclusion that poiicing 

predators may be required. since any one predator wiil kill so many ~ r e y . " ~  Even if we 

reject utilitarian reasoning. and embrace rights, could we not fmd that the fewest rights are 

abrogated if predators are killed? After dl, do not prey have a nght to life. which 

carnivores do not have to respect, but we do'? And killing herbivores ounelves, or 

aiiowing someone or something else to kill hem, even though we could prevent that-what 

is the moral difference? Standardly. there is no moral difference between inflicting and 

ailowing h m .  Surely it would be unempathetic to maintain that h m  to prey is morally 

insignificant. We plausibly cannot say that a predator has a nght not to be harmed by us, 

while holding that prey do not have tights which require us to prevent avoidable h m  that 

they might suffer (whether by a moral agent, or just nahuai causes like predation). Again. 

not assisting s wild animal in distress, whom we eacounter, when we c m  do so. rnay be 

considered to be unempathetic. 

Trying to pomay predators as just taking out "one prey at a the" (with a series of 

one-on-one encounters, and a moral indifference as to who survives) is not aiways 

accurate. and ignores aU of the lives cut shoa by just one animal living just one full Me. It 

is not the herbivores who are reducing the numbers of conscious beings, but the 

carnivores, so simply equating theû impact on individuai lives wouid be naive. The 

49 Sapontus, Maruls. Reason, and Animais, p. 23 1. 



utilitarian math, and also preserving as many rights to life as possible (when not ail cm be 

preserved, since predators die without any prey), leads to a peculiar conclusion. So might 

even a rights view favour killing predators, as involving a conflict between predators and 

prey, where the fewest individuals are lost, and the most good of conscious beings is 

respected by controiling predation? Normally, this objection is not taken too senously. but 

it poses a genuine issue for ethics, as Sapontzis rightly insists. This is, then, at least a 

serious theoreticai puzzle, with not so much how we spend our weekends at stake, 

perhaps, so much as the plausibility of different moral theories. Both utilitarianism and 

rights theories seem to lead to absurdity in this case. Or do they? 

We should irnmediately distrust so absurd a conclusion as a predator police 

scenario, notwithsianding the fact that S. F. Sapontzis devotes 16 painstaking pages of his 

book to showing that it is not so absurd. If it were not so bizarre, would if take so long to 

show it? In any case, we must admit that merely calling a scenario "absurd" is not enough 

to discourage its realization. We need to fmd out why we mistrust it. Even Sapontzis 

seems to find the scenario at least to appear somewhat odd, however. near the beginning of 

his deliberations: 

Conjuring up pictures of militant animal rightists fanning out across land and sea to 
protect mice from snakes and owls, rabbits from hawks and foxes, fish from bears and 
sharks, and othenvise making the world safe for the srnail and the herbivorous c m  easily 
make a moral obligation to prevent predation appear absurd. But appearances can be 
deceiving.'* 

He refers, with apparent ruehilness. to what is "commonly lost in the laugh of the predator 

reducti~,"~~ which he airns to take seriously. He concludes that we are m o d y  obliged to 

prevent predation, so long as we do not cause more sufTering than we p r e v e d 2  

In the wake of the shock that he might expect us ail to feel at this conclusion, he 

reassures: 

Now, other than preventing predation by animals under our control (e.g., pets), it seerns 
likely that for the foreseeable future, animal nghts activists w i U  do better by d i r e c ~ g  their 
organized efforts on behalf of anirnals toward alleviating the unjustifieci suffenng humans 
cause anirnals than by attempting to prevent predation among  animal^.'^ 

lbid., p. 233- 
'' Ibid. 

Ibid., p. 247. 
Ibid 



1 fail to find this reassuring. We would have to "go after" the predators (by sterilizing, 

blocking their efforts, or just killing hem) once-and if-we are done liberating other 

animals. It is also not clear why animal activists ought not to prepare themselves for 

deaiing with this "problem" now, and become crack shots, who take out as many predators 

as they can when they go hiking in nature. To fail to do so rnight just be m o d y  lax, or 

indolent. I also foresee that the method of killing predaton would be "preferable" merely 

to blocking their maneuvers or sterilizing hem, since the latter two options leave them free 

to kill again, and the most lives could be saved by just wiping out the carnivores. Even 

confinhg the predators would be, not just unfeasible and inhumane, but requisite of 

" feeding tirne." 

I think that most people would feel, in spite of the moral reasoning that has been 

offered, that dl of this seems somehow to wrong the predator, or is somehow 

unempathetic to hirn or her. even though there is an excellent chance that he or she WU kill 

more individuds than just one. which is ail that his or her own Life is worth, after all- 

right? It is difficult to isolate the problem here, but that shouid be nothing new, 

considenng our earlier explor~tions of Juggemaut and utilitarianism. Still. it is possible 

that all we need do here is to invoke the account just developed, with the distinction 

between two views of the good. 

On the good of conscious beings perspective. individuais are to be excluded as little 

as possible. This refen, not a M e ,  to individual existence as such, for if we have 7+ 

empathy for all conscious beings, then we must at least favour their existence, hding their 

good to be good indeed, and worth realizing. That is why we brought in this view of the 

good when discussing the issue of "sacrîficing" animals for research. This may seem to 

get us nowhere, because again, more individuais might exist if we wipe out predators. The 

point is that we are obliged to prevent uvoidable hann, where avoidable means that we can 

avoid the h m  without being immoral, Le., unempathetic. However, in order to favour a 

predator's existence ut ail, as we must, if we are to have 7+ empathy for al1 conscious 

beings. we must consider his or her predatory practices to be a form of u~voidable 

harrning, which is necessary for his or her survival. Moreover, if we empathetically accept 



preying as necessary hamiing, at Ieast for the predator (and not necessady overall, or 

necessary per se). then we m u t  also accept the implication that it is necessary for them to 

hami a whole series of prey animais. and not just one being, who is of equal inherent value 

to the predator's own individual being. 

It follows, then, that it only seems like we are maximizing good of conscious 

beings in killing all predators. Realiy, considering the good of all means identifjhg 

(however personaily repugnant this rnight be for us) with the predator's unavoidable need 

to harm, and dso identiQing with the potential prey's k i n g  as weii, together with ail that 

the herbivore needs in order to survive. We must face these individuals, in a situation 

where we might be tempted to intentene, with ail due empathy. To identiw with a being's 

very existence, but not what is absolutely needed for that existence, is an absurdity in itself. 

So it is not the case that the most good of conscious beings would ovenvhelm the 

predator's interests. since the latter includes the unavoidable reaiity of preying on a series 

of beings, and any such unavoidable reality is a limiting factor for any other moral 

consideration, including the good. Any c l a h  that predatoa' interests are outweighed by 

prey, then. must be from an abstract, unempathetic view of the good: good From conscious 

beings. Deep empathy must dways outweigh the misguided pursuit of maximal good 

from. 

We do not interfere with empathetically unavoidable harming in the case of self- 

defence, as we shaU see in the next problem case. Also. it is an unavoidable harm 

pertaining to our own natures that we crush a series of tiny beings in our Lifetimes, if only 

because we cannot dways adcquately perceive that they are going to corne beneath our 

footfails, our bodies rolling over, and so on. We can prevent children fkom tomiring 

;\nimals, and psychopaths from kiliing, for although it might stem fkom the individuals' 

"natures," it wouid not be unavoidable hanning, tied to their very existence. It would not 

relate to a concem for not excluding them as individuais, as in the case of the predator. 

Children and psychopaths could Live on, being respected in hamony with everyone else as 

much as possible. This is nor to praise predaton as vîrtuous. nor even to favour hem, but 

just to give them their due as individuals who are to be identified with deep empathy. It is 



equaliy understandable that one wouid want to spare an individual prey animal, and this 

may create not only ambivalence, but perhaps even times of anguish. It wouid seem, then, 

to be a dilemma, as improbable as this may have seemed from our initial reasoning in terms 

of good from (posing as good of conscious beings). As with other moral problems, it is 

crucial how we view the realities involved, especially as regards deep empathy. The best 

way to deal with this dilernma is probably to leave wild animais be. unless we happen to 

have some special son of relationship with an animal, which may be a deciding factor in 

our empathetic dealings with them. A genuine dilemma, then, is not analogous to the case 

of vivisection, and does not licence us to kill laboratory animais. 

In the second case, there is also a choice between destructions in certain defensive 

situations, although in mmy cases, creative dealing with situations may result in 

remarkably nonviolent thwarting of attacks. There is a tension between empathy for the 

potentiai attack victim, and for the attacker, although there cm be no empathy with either 

accidental or witting intentions to hum-indeed, such is to be opposed, not merely 

regarded neutrally, given that it is counter to the well-being of those who are to be 

empathized with. Again. bad means are hardly ever justifiable, but if it comes to 

preventing a killing, and only causing some h m .  or the killing of an attacker. as a 

necessity to stop the lethal attack. then such bad means may be warranted. If nghts will be 

violated anyway, no matter what one does, then one must choose how to respond, and 

perhaps whose rights will be abrogated and how, if that is within one's power to decide. 

In certain very rare kinds of cases, preserving one's Me from an attacker l i t edy  requires 

killing someone, due îo the constraints of a situation, but pursuing cures in laboratories 

never actually requires killing animais in the sarne way-how we pursue such cures is still 

very much up to us. 

In the third case, animals do require habitat, but so do humans-there is once again 

the possibility of a dilemma. in some cases, although again, nonviolent creativity can often 

offset such dilemmas. Where we live is orrr own habitat, and if we run out of room, it is 

because wildlife is equdy "bencroaching" upon our own freedom. Nonencroachment 

dtogether is an illusory option. There is no moral ciifference, other things k ing  equal, 



between encroaching upon others, or allowing others to encroach upon oneself. Hence the 

tensions that can lead to a dilemma. People can fmd ingenious ways of avoiding wildlife 

encroachments if they set themselves to the task. These reflections point towards an ethic 

of minimal encroachment, with slow, delibente and gradua1 expansions of human 

habitation, which would be in accord with ahirnsa. It supports an ideal of trying to live in 

hannony with the naturd world. Perhaps Walden Pond provides a better picture for our 

world than the city of New York, although neither might be ided for the present day. 

Habitat encroachment. then, offers nothing even close to a parallel with vivisection. It is 

not a matter of vivisecting animals, or else they vivisect us, or of vivisection king 

inevitable, let aione almost ubiquitous. Vivisection does not result in dilemmas of this sort, 

it is contended, and therefore it is a different son of case. No one has a nght to have 

avoidable rights violations inflicted on anyone else. That would extend to research on 

animals, but also, it could be added, to needless habitat encroachments, excessive usage of 

force against attackers. and humans preying on other animals. when they have a choice not 

to prey at ail. 

It would be much costlier. in a sense, to concede that bad means are sometimes 

permitted if utiiitarian aggregation were also allowed. But strong rights protection. 

mandated by deep empathy. dso renders conscious beings immune from, by far, most 

potential incursions through bad rneans. Whereas vivisection, as a practice, is only 

"justifiable" with reference to maximal good from conscious beings. the same is not mie of 

allowing most cases of predütion (as repugnant as they may be in many aspects), resisting 

violent attackers, and making respectfbl use of wild spaces for human purposes. The latter 

three sorts of cases cm, as illustrated above, be analyzed in terms of individual rights, and 

the good of the individuals in question. 

1 5.1 1 1 Moral Dilemmas in Princi~le 1 
One might hope to Live a life which avoids the tragedies of choice, but, unfominately, thar 

is not always possible. Sometimes one is faced with choices, the realization of any of 

which will h m  others, or oneself, in ways that are of cornparable-or even not readily 



comparable-magnitude. Eco feminists, w ho commonly c d  for people to avoid "dualis tic'' 

thinking, may exhort us to choose both homs of the dilemma. But that is evasive. In a 

tme dilemma it is not possible to choose both, although that may be possible in situations 

in which there are conflicting considentions which are nonetheless not mutually exclusive. 

Others would try to cut through dilemmas like a sword through a Gordian bot,  attempting 

to devise criteria for deciding al1 cases-not surprisingly, the bases for such cntena are 

often problematic. Others might simply try to ignore dilemmas, since they may be 

supposed to be compmtively rare occurrences-but they remain inescapable. 

It is important to clarify what is and is not tmly a dilemma For example, the notion 

of comparable harms was mentioned above. An absurd case which would not represent a 

dilemma is as foilows: a person is forced, at gunpoint, to shovel excrement for two 

minutes, otherwise five million people will be killed by nuclear weapon strikes. Both 

alternatives are oppressive. in some sense, but they are hardly comparable. Being forced to 

shovel is scarcely an infringement of a necessary good. insofar as a few such minutes are a 

negligible interruption of one's autonomy. Moreover, anyone with moral autonomy will 

unquestioningly make the smdl "sacrifice" in order to deliver millions from a horrible end. 

Hard choices of this nature, which can only be resolved in one acceptable way, are 

mainly difficult because one has, after ail. to ham. and this goes against normal, 

empathetic inclinations. In iicnial dilemmas, one has the additional dificulty of actually 

resolving one's deliberations. In cases in which multiple dilemmas are involved, or even a 

choice between three elements, A or B or C, dilemma logic may s a  be applied. For 

example, out of A or B, one rnay choose B, and likewise choose B out of B or C, until one 

is lefi with B. The method of soning through binary oppositions remains. In cases in 

which one must gauge the choice of least harmfulness, some suggestions can tentatively be 

made. but 1 do not have much to say about this. Less seventy of hami can plausibly be 

construed in terms oE (1) loss of vital functioning, including mortal losses, (2) how many 

beings are affecte& (3) indirect harm to other beings, who might be harrned by the disabled 

or lost agency of someone eIse, (4) degrees of feeling pain, both during and after the event 

in question, (5) duration of the h m ,  (6) other harms cause& in succession, by the given 



h m .  This scherna is very complex, but nevertheless. there are ofien clear-cut cases, such 

as the manure-shoveller case contemplated above. Lf the least harniful option is t d y  

unclear, then, effectively, one may be facing a moral dilemma. That is, even if the hanns 

are not the same, if one cannot know this, then it cannot be said that one ought ody to see 

one choice as involving the lrast h m .  One cm cail this an "apparent" dilemma, if one 

wishes, but while that might technically be more accurate, it may amount to the same, as an 

achial dilemma in pnctice. 

In a dilemma, however, which simply does feature comparable harms, one is 

morally forced to harm-which is different from a licence to h m .  Having certain 

charactenstics does not licence one to h m ,  nor, as we have seen, does the securing of 

benefits. While one who is willing to do h m  in order to secure a benefit may lose 7+ 

empathy for the m e  sacrificed. as in the case of vivisection, an empathist facing a dilemma 

never loses 7+ empathy for itnyone in the tragedy. Lamentably, however, not all can be 

helped in any dilemma situation. Saving one penon instead of another in a lifeboat ihat 

will sink. unless someone goes overboard, is just a very hard choice. One would Save dl, 

if one could, however, drrp cmpathy requires one to Save someone, and not to neglect to 

help at least someone. The situation dictates that someone must be lost, but not necessarily 

who. Even an omniscient being, who knew all about a situation, may not know which 

path to take in advance, esprcidy if both options are comparably good andor bad. 

Even though it is a condition, for sparing someone from harm. that another be 

harmed, this is not saving the one as a means to hamüng the other-r at least that would 

be a wrongfui moral motivation. One simply has to choose between hamis, rather than 

avoidably and mistakenly to choose a h m  in order to create some benefit(s), thus 

regarding one of the parties with less than 7+ empathy-Le., at most, a conditionai form of 

ernpathy. Dilemmas cm be used as a false cover, therefore, for ne farious actions. 

There may, in tme dilemmas, be cases of using others as mere means (which is 

different from saving someone as a means to harming someone else), aithough there is 

tragedy. For example, consider the often-recreated case of choosing between the life of a 

fat penon, stuck in a hole that might alone d o w ,  Say, 30 people below, in a sea cave, to 



escape the coming tide. If one does nothing, then ai i  die, and if one kius the obese 

individuai (say, by explosives), 30 are saved. This may indeed be a difficult choice, but on 

ethical empathism, it is not obviously a dilemma, since the harms are not comparable. 

There is a choice between harms that is unavoidable, and one chooses the l e s t  of the 

harms. Not only that, but thrre seems to be a choice between nghts violations, if just 

letting people die violates thair rights, as surely as actively killing them. One deeply 

empathizes with the person. but one is unable to realize that empathy, as one would dearly 

wish, if one is to avoid totd tragedy. A minimum of ovemding of rights is called for in 

such a case. The deadly tidr example is yet another case in which 7+ empathy is 

compatible with harming even an innocent individuai. 

It might be objected thiit the nsing tide case is all too similar to vivisection, in that 

h m  will result in any case. no matter how one chooses. and killing the fat boy is indeed a 

calculated means in order to rnable the rest of the people to escape from the cave. Are the 

30 exploiting the fat boy'? Also. in ovemding his right to life, how can they Iegitimately be 

assening their own rights. if no one has a right avoidably to subvert the rights of another? 

As with so many philosophical problems. the answer cm only present itself if we face our 

difficulty fully and without evasion. Yes, the relationship is exploitive, and the boy's 

rights are king violated. This cannot be evaded, even by pointing out "advantages," such 

as the explosives shortening the rest of a now-miserable life, and enabling an instantaneous 

death that would be prefenblr: to drowning. 

The situation with the nsing tide is different from vivisection in the following way: 

it is impossible to uphold individual rights in the former example, but not the latter. We 

can seek to uphold the fat boy's right to life (whiie not violating anyone else's rights), but 

we s h d  surely faii. For the flood will soon daim his life. Altematively, we can seek to 

uphold the nghts to life of the 30. without violating anyone's nghts, but that wil1 fail for 

the same reason. In other words, straightfonvardly upholding individual rights must fail. 

"ûught implies cm," so it cannot be said that we ought to uphold nghts in the situation if 

we positively cannot do so. If rights protection must fail, then to aim for rights protection 

in such a situation is not rational, or futile, and we must mlliimize harm in the situation. 



We cm pretend to no "right" to h m  the boy in this case, but killing him clearly minimizes 

h m .  In the case of vivisection, however, it has akeady been shown how anti-vivisection 

upholds not only animal rights, but human rights, since humans do not have the right 

avoidably to infringe the rights of animals. Nor does anyone have the nght to be free of 

diseases or death if k i n g  so means that another's nghts are uifringed. 

If a terrorist threatens to kill a large number of people, unless one kills a smailer 

group of people oneseif, could this be analogous to vivisection? Again, whether the 

terrorist threatens to kili just discrete groups, or everybody, no matter what one does, then 

it becomes inevitable, once again, that rights must fail, which is not the case with 

vivisection. One may not be the sole cause of the outcorne. but neither is a general who 

gives orders in a war. who rrrnains morally responsible, in the absence of having fued a 

single shot hirnself. In the trrrorist exmple. the threat cannot be dealt with in a rights- 

respecting way. but not so one's responses to diseases and infirmity. 

Suppose, however. wr  refer back to the rising tide scenario, and m o w  it with the 

proviso that the boy's head sticks out far rnough above ground level, so that the shallow 

tide will not drown him. The 30 people rnay stili opt to blow hirn out of the hole, in order 

to Save themselves, even though he would survive, if ody they would let him be, and 

dlow themselves to drown. This is where the "ought implies can" principle, just invoked, 

breaks down. For we cannoc insist. in this case. thar it is futile to uphold the right to life of 

the boy. The 30 unfortunates can indeed just leave the boy aione, and accept their own 

deaths. The baffling part might seem to be: which is m o d y  right? On an absolute rights 

framework, the boy would be left alone. Yet it is not clear that this is absolutely necessary, 

nor so simple. What if, per impossible, 500,O lives could be saved by blowing the fat 

boy into oblivion? Would it sull be morally wrong to ovemde his right to Me then, in 

order to Save so many other lives? Are not the sarne kinds of things at stake in both 

options: lives? 

Recaii that it was indicated that bad means are sometimes aiiowable. It is certainly a 

bad means to override the boy's right to life. Nor should we fool ourselves in disclaiming 

that we are overriding his rights if we opt to blow him up. If we do this, however, could 



we aiso rationalize the bad rneans of using animals for vivisection? The analogy between 

such a dilemma (supposing we opt to ovemde the boy's rights) and vivisection fails if we 

cm show that vivisection is relevantly different, involving a lack of 7+ empathy for 

individuals, and a dependence on aggregate goocifrom conscious beings, deficiencies 

which our dilemma logic nced not suffer from. A disanalogy. in fact, holds tme. We cm 

render a decision to kill the fat boy. as pan of one of the les t  savoury exercises of Strict 

Ahimsa, or avoiding as much h m  as possible. 

It wiil be observed. or recdled. that rights thernselves are notjhdamental 

considerations, on ethical empathism. The underpinning for such fixtures is ethical 

empathy itself. or a 7+ regard For individuals and their good. Conscious beings are granted 

a sûict right to life out of respect for their good, and this is a useful generalization to make. 

However, in the case of 30 lives vs. I Me. here. empathy for individuals, and the good of 

individuais, may have us opt to Save the greater number. Since empathy for individuals is 

more fundamental than nghrs. or very the rationale for nghts, there is no irrationality in 

rendering such a decision. It makes sensc to appeai to the empathetic Platinum Principle, a 

more basic idea. when rights cease to serve the rationale of sirnply protecting ail individual 

lives in the given context. Indeed. rights are just a useful shorthand for entrenching the 

Platinum Pnnciple. or deep cmpathy. in common pnctice. when we cannot always deeply 

empathize with individuals. yet wish stringently to respect them. Any apparent 

contradiction, here, is just that: superficial and nonexistent. Hence, the need to avoid bad 

means may be outweighed by overwhelrningly bad results. 

How is this different from vivisection? Could we not say that we should strip 

animais of rights, and opt to minimize h m  by vivisecting? Again, the rising tide example 

was decided strictly on the basis of considering individicals, and the good of those 

individuals. Close attention to the case of vivisection, however, reveals that it is 

inextricably caught up with cdculations based on a "good fiom" perspective. In animal 

experimentation, the scenario is such that whole series of animais are testeû, harmfully, in 

order to develop treatments. Partîcular animais rnay be of no value at aI.i in developing 

cures or treatments, or only of the marginal value of warning us never to do that same 



procedure to any conscious being ever again (supposing the experiment is scientifcally 

unsuccessful). It is absolutely unclear, for any experiment that could conceivably be worth 

performing, whether any benefit actually would result. AU individuai animais are viewed 

as utterly expendable, in this sense, since it is never known whether the particular animal's 

suffering and dying really will offset anyone else's suffering and dying. A wiilingness to 

sacrifice an individual k i n g  for nothing, or next to nothing (waming othen not to sacrifice 

others for nothing again), is pure expendability. On the "good of' perspective, 

consideration of particular individuals is al1 io the point; on the "good fiom" view, it is 

somehow-I know not how-supposed to be almost beside the point. 

ui the rising tide exümple. we consider 3 1 particular individuals, with specific 

harms accruing to each, o n  the different possible resolutions of the difficulty. However, 

with vivisection, it aims for maximal good from conscious beings, where that "good From" 

is derived from a long-term xnes of sacrifices, perhaps over centuries, with only some of 

the particular individuais contributing to relief from suffenng. Thus does the vivisector 

continuaily "fish for results. The others are sacrificed for nothing, or next-to-nothing, as 

indicated. Even if the ovrrdl h m  to nonhumans from such research (in good from r e m )  

were not to outweigh the suffering of hurnans from diseases (again. in good from terms), 

that putatively can be ameliorated by vivisection done, that does not alter the fact that an 

unempathetic pursuit of the good is hindamentally at work here. The good of individuais is 

avoidabiy disregarded in a pursuit of the optimal good from conscious beings. That 

interpreted maximal good may even be a mirage, given the radical unknowns of the case. 

In the dilemma, there is actual h m  to individuals at stake, and no tenuous, partial 

connection to some postulatrd. abstract good from conscious beings. As outlined earlier, 

the maximal good of conscious beings clearly dictates an aboiitionist position regarding 

vivisection, and our contemplation of this unique sort of dilemma, with the unfortunate fat 

boy, in no way alters this result. While the utilitarian is content to look at overd good 

from conscious beings, the point of view diat takes individuals M y  seriously WU object to 

each of the animals king usrd as "expendable," and see each of these usages as points of 

breakdown of deep empathy. in the ongoing progression of actions and events. No one is 



expendable for creating the apgregate of good from conscious beings, a misconceived ideal 

in itself. Any sacrifices of individuals that are permissible would have to be in "gmd of' 

terms, such as we fmd in the person of the lamentable fat boy. 

We rightly try to avoid just those situations which violate rights, where, due to 

situational pressures, the underlying rationale for nghts (summarized by the Platinum 

Principle, and its essential refiection of deep empathy) and nghts themselves come into 

coaflict, and so upholding of rights thernselves may no longer be justifiable. When, 

however, do the terrible costs of observing rights ovemde the rights themselves? How cm 

we come up with a precise threshold for rights k i n g  defeasible? A right, after dl, cannot 

be ovemdden with irnpunity, which is at the heart of any objection to killing the fat boy 

who rnight survive the rising tide. There is an excellent reason why there never can be a 

comprehensive answer to these questions. That is, such a decision must sometimes rest, in 

part. on the agent's own mord character and exercise of free wu. These are ail that the 

decision could depend on. in some cases. for there is, perhaps, no right time to do what 

ordinarily would be wrong. There is no way that one c m  be tidy. neat. or "rightly 

ordered" about this. Contlicting moral considerations lead to conflict and uncertainty, 

ambiguity, and ihere rnay be no way around this uncornfortable fact. That said, this just 

pertains to the exact boundary, the invisible "bright line" that is so much sought after by 

moralists. There are times when rights must be respected, such as when the only 

justification urged for breaching the given right(s) is an unempathetic cal1 to maximize good 

fiom conscious beings, and other times when nghts must be overridden, such as when one 

must Save billions by destroying an insect (who is about to die in a day's t h e  anyway). 

But while it is, at least, acceptable to have a bad means. in certain straits of agency, it is 

never all right avoidably to treat individuals in an unempathetic rnanner. Even when an 

overwhelming amount of good of conscious beings is at stake, which is the right kind of 

good conception, that could not conceivably give any excuse for disrespecthg individuals. 

Harming when it is not absolutely necessary, simply is unempathetic; harming 

when it is absolutely necessary can indeed be deeply empathetic. In the rising tide 

example, however, one does not have the option of avoiding a course of action which 



would ordinariiy be wrongful: it ordinarily would be wrongful to kill the person stuck in 

the hole, or to ailow the group of 30 individuals to perish. As it tums out, the least hannful 

of these alternatives is available and lcnown. In the constrained context, choosing that 

alternative is not a rnistake. since one is refusing to harm unless absolutely necessary, and, 

therefore, maintaining a painful, tragic empathetic loyalty that is inevitably strained to the 

breaking point, reflecting as much integnty as c m  be salvaged. Choosing harshly can 

merely be a result of the harsh choices that are feasible. The key, here, is not only 

rninimizing h m ,  per se, but guaranteeing the least h m  to individuals that is possible as 

an absolute pnonty. 

For al1 of this hard reality. in these homble and rare events, however, individuals 

can yet glow with altmism in dilemma situations. When abstract considerations are 

deadlocked, it remains that some individuals may sacrifice themselves for others. Optimific 

approaches to resolving dilemmas would. on the face of it, always have those who are 

ncher in well-being. or abilities as agents, emerge as survivors. Therefore, such 

approaches would see as no more than an emotionally difficult choice that which an 

empathist would find to be a dilemma. since ethical empathism considers discrimination 

based upon richness of being to be a form of discriminatory oppression, at least if such 

discrimination is considered to be the on& wiiy of resolving the actud dilemma. Leave 

aside, for now, the problem that richness of life is very difficult to assess: sometimes a 

difference in character or health c m  make all  the difference, or even an ability to take joy 

from even the simplest things in life. 1 am not prepared to assign an equal overall value to 

ail lives. 1 am not prepared to concede that, since different values may indeed be associated 

with different lives, but nor, in upholding 7+ empathy for alI conscious beings, am 1 

prepared to aUow that "the rich" must be sewed above all. It is oppressive, in the shadow 

of Juggernaut. to mandate an absolute favouring of nchness of being, or Q. Although 

creating more good in the world than would otherwise be is a noble goal, so, also is 

showing rnercy to those who are less fortunate and less endowed by nature. Yet these last 

two goals are often incompatible, and may boii down to choosing "rich versus poor" 

individuals, in actual dilemmas. One is forced to make this choice, anyway-at times- 



rather than arbitrarily favovouring rich over poor as a policy (although such favouring c m  

also be present in dilemmas). 

If one holds that it is always a "waste" to sacrifice onesepJ for a king of Iesser 

value, it should not be overlooked that a merciN agent might wish autonomously to 

relinquish his or her own richer life, on the reasoning that he or she has already enjoyed Life 

more than the less fortunate k ing ,  and ailowing the latter to iive will help to close the 

disparity in iifelong well-being. While the rich do not deserve hardship, just because the 

poor have suffered, it remains that rich and poor alike have needs in dilemmas-which 

remain dilemas. cornplete with different modes of logic for choosing in favour of each 

option, each of which can equally be engaged. In ordinary circumstances, avoiding the 

irrationality of the classist fdlacy does not permit us to h m  anyone, rich or poor; but in 

dilemmas, we have sufficient natural reason to h m ,  due to the dire circumstances, if not a 

purely moral reason. Focusin,o compulsively upon irrelevant similarities and differences, at 

any t h e .  however. results in Our getting lost in a fog of illusion as to what ought to 

determine moral respect. 

Suppose that one chooses the route of self-sacrifice in a dilemma, e.g., by giving 

one's life to Save another. who might be less nch in Q. How far one goes in sacrificing to 

help others is, itself, a dilernrna. It is aiways a free choice whether or not to sacrifice 

oneself in a true dilemma. One would br cxceedingly unlikely to sacrifice oneself for a 

flea, to be sure, even though an anti-reductionist account of a flea might gant it some form 

of awareness: they sense things, and we c m  postulate that it is evolutionarily advantageous 

that they can feel. Nevertheless, it very weii might be too great a sacrifice, a throwing 

away of too much goodness of life, to die for the sake of the fiea. That said, it is hard to 

Say what are the lirnits of compassion. and a truly free choice. in a dilemma, has few 

absolute d e s  to constrain it. Even numben are not ail, which is why many cases which, 

compurationaUy, might seem like easy decisions are actually difficult, and possibly even 

dilemmas. For me. it may be a hard choice, but not fully a dilemma, to chwse between 

saving either 2 saints, or 47 axe murderers, from certain death. 

Y Sacrificing othen. in this piuticular contexr of supererogation. would violate the autonomy of others. 



If one throws dl principled choosing to the winds, favouring neither "rich" nor 

"poor," then this is analogous to indiscriminate oppression, or hamiing in a completely 

arbitrary manner, whereas favouring rich or poor c m  be compared, in important ways, to 

different forms of discriminatory oppression (classism and reverse-classism. respectively). 

We must never allow our interpretations of dilernmas to compel us systematicaily to 

devalue others-or anyone-for whatever reason. indeed. 1 would assert that it is a 

primary goal of ethics not to ailow dilemma reasoning to undermine clear-cut obligations in 

the ethics of ordinary practice. Some people rnight even obsess about dilemmas. and 

morally harden thernselves in preparation for any such eventuality. Yet dilemrnas are 

hardly the w hole of ethics. N o m  pe nain to the normal, and these are not to be extracted 

fiom dilemmas. which precisely are a breakdown of the normal. 

That such hard choices have only vaguely guiding considerations. pertaining to the 

value of lives (including to othen, who might be harmed by a king's loss), anti- 

oppression. etc., but no absolute constraints. goes well with the idea, adduced above. that 

dilemmas involve a case of genuine frer choice.j5 Ethics cannot teil people how to be free, 

exactly, but rathrr, how not to be free. Dilemrnas present us with perhaps the most temble 

form of freedom of dl. rit least for mord agents of integrity. It does take strength of 

character to make hard choices, and one must live-or perhaps even die-with such 

choices. Perhaps it is even a character flaw to expect mord theories to make ail of one's 

choices for oneself. in effect. Dilemmas are often discussed very rnuch in the spirit of dire 

choices, and so it rnight be said, by one who chose one of the harsh options avaiiable: "I'm 

sorry, but 1 had no choice." Converse1 y, one who avoidably chooses a bad option in an 

emotionally ~ i c u l t .  but c1ea.r choice may aptly be admonished, "Yeu had a choice!" 

However, radical choice between h m s .  for dilemmas, is perhaps the only unevasive 

rnodel. Trying to erect structures of dilemma criteria, for use in resolving such cases, may 

avoid the fact that such criteria may be as arbitnrily chosen as any choice that might be 

made in the situation. More than that. favouring rich or poor (by whatever aspects of Q), 

systematicaiiy, can itself be oppressive. People understandably focus on dilemmas to test 

" Recall how fkedom was postulated as a pncticd principle. in light of anti-reduction, in the third chapter. 



if they are, indeed. as they appear, to sre if there is a hidden solution-but sometimes, it 

seerns likely. there is no such thing. 

In many of our choices, including ones that are not tragic, we often leave many 

goods unrealized-we cannot have it dl, even as preserving the lives of all might be lost to 

us in certain dilemmas. Yet apart from cases of wrongfully neglecting unrealized goods, 

we may find a kind of dilemma, in which we choose amongst competing goods. Surely 

one is responsible for al1 that one freely undertakes, but not for all that one does not realize, 

since one cannot be expected to do what is beyond one's ken or one's power. This 

statement, however. does not exonerate those who are guilty of genuine neglect, or who 

fail to use their power to attend especidly to the needs of those who require assistance. 

In deaiing with these dilemmas. both happy and sad, reason cannot be expected to 

do everything for us in our atternpts to define ourselves and our lives. hdeed, how one 

chooses to resolve a dilernma does define not only oneself, as an agent, but dso the 

situation, and how it unfolds. Dilernrnas can be said to reveal true moments of mord 

personality. since the person freely forms or defmes himself or herself, in ofien 

ovenvhelmingly significant instances o t choosing. If a choice is sirnply dictated by reason, 

by contrast, then it is not straightforwürdly an instance of free self-definition, although, in 

some fashion, one is free to accord with rationality or not. or indeed, to determine what is 

rnost rational or not. However, whatever the virtues of rational choice, we cannot expect 

reason to "clean up" dilemmas, so that they are no longer evils, once we arrive at the 

moment of decision. leaving the chosen path both pristine and lovely. We c a ~ o t  disrniss 

the path not chosen with a clean conscience, however fervently people rnight wish to be 

unaxnbiguously redeemed. 

Even inviting othen to make dilernma decisions for oneself serves to define one's 

own character in a certain way. No one could rightly decide for autonomous participants in 

dilemmas, except in cases in which one's own autonomy is undermined, or else decisive 

intervention, Say, rnight put an end to the dilemma situation itself, by undercutting it. In 

general, however, surrendering one's rightfbl freedom of choice, whether to philosophers 

or to anyone else. is a terrible choice to make. Some questions in ethics, on this andysis, 



can only be answered by individuals themselves, and philosophers caanot rightly presume 

to usurp others' autonomy by seeking to answer such questions for them. Still, while one 

cannot always indicate what is morally required, philosophers may possibly help to 

illuminate what is morally allowable, in the full range of freedom. It is empathetic M y  to 

recognize and respect another's freedom of choice where it exists, and not to attempt to 

reduce it to a vanishing point. Indeed. those who side with certain ways of resolving 

dilemmas, as a nile, may lack empathy for "the other side." each proceeding with a rigid 

conception of how things should be. rrither than identiQing also with how others might 

freely choose, however trag ically . 

Evidently, then, the model of dilemma resolution here being advocated is nonlinear, 

as opposed to linear. A linear model would seek one chain of reasoning that wodd carry 

us through al1 situations in the same way every time. A nonlinear paradigm d o w s  for 

branching off, such as junctures of frer decision permit, and for indeterminacies as to how 

to proceed. In short, nonlinearity allows for more choices. Indeed, if we are genuinely 

free, 1 submit that we can only have a nonlinear understanding of free choice. If 

justifications settle every decision unequivocally. that would no longer be a free choice, in 

any meaninghil sense. Not al1 truth or reality consists of one path, as the fact of evolution 

confimis, or even some math problems. which yield a whole domain of values as an 

answer, or the famous uncertainty principle in quantum physics. 

A dilemma is not an ideal situation. and it is, perhaps, absurd to expect an ideal 

answer. A rather chaotic result is inevitable, in such scenarios, since there is, and cannot 

ethicaiiy be, one principle of order. Dilemmas can be considered "moral breakdowos," of 

sorts. One cannot interpret the structure of morality from them. any more than one can 

interpret moraiity from the amorality of predation in nature. The moral ideal is necessarily 

lost or unrealizable in dilemmas, and while mord considerations are present, there is not- 

in a tme dilemma-any resolution into clear-cut duty. Sometimes, again, we can be 

confionted with merely confticting considerations, and we cm balance these in our 

outcorne. That would possibly be a false dilemma, or else, a kind of synthesis. True 

dilemmas-or the worst of them-are hardly so kind. 



Dilemmas, not surprisingiy, have k e n  cited as evidence in favour of skepticism in 

ethics, or the elusiveness of a universal set of noms. Such terrible choices need not be 

construed in this way, however. for one cannot rtniversalize truly k e  choices. Dilemmas 

do not show that rthics. as a whole, is incoherent, but oniy that , in more ways than one, it 

is sornetimes very hard to cany on. In fact, it is more coherent to recognize the shadow of 

oppression in rigidly identifying with any given hom in a dilemma, rather than to attempt to 

reduce such possibilities by proposing a more Iinear mode1 for ail dilemmas. The very fact 

that informed people of good conscience disagree about dilemma resolution perhaps ought 

to tell us something about the nature of the objecü of their disagreements. This fact does 

not amount to ethical relativism. if we u n  agree that we are forced to behave in an 

oppressive-like mmner-of. Say, classism or reveaeîlassism-whichever way we 

cho~se,'~ and to acknowledge a mord order which breaks down (at leasi into nonlinearity) 

in dilemmas. One can very well endorse others' choosing their own way, in dilemmas, 

without necessaril y indicating that one would choose the same way oneself. 

It may be objected that this approach does not afford sufficient moral guidance in 

dilemmas. Can it be that. were we to dçeply çmpathize with alI participants in a difficult 

situation, we might become "frozen" or unable to act? Indeed, some may believe that ethics 

is only of value in hard cases. and is otherwise a simple matter of common sense. 

However, an empathist would fee1 compelled to do something, even perhaps something 

harmful, if it meanr avoiding the loss of life of everyone in a aven situation. Moreover, 

the offering of easy answen is not automatically a measure of a good ethicai theory. Some 

theones, even oppressive ones. are altogether too facile in their offering of b'solutions." 

Finding easy answers where none are avdable is a Limitation of a theory, which rnight 

only, in the end, succeed in making life harder, by serving to mandate particular forms of 

oppression (in kerping with generalizing of the discriminatory criteria for resolving the 

dilemma itself). Just because one wishes an ethicai theory to resolve ail problems does not 

make it possible or even desirable to do so. It is understandable that people wouid wish to 

'6 Such patterns of dilcmma choices fail shon of fully king oppressive, 1 think, since we do not fizely and 
avoidabty undertake to choose to do harm. per se, dthough we rnay relatively freely choose a particular 
form of h m .  



know how to do their best in tough situations, and also would seek not to be blamed by 

others-or themselves. People do not mind dilemmas in choosing flavours of fkozen 

dessert, but when it cornes to choosing amongst bad things, they would sometimes rather 

be "forced" to choose an option, by virtue of reason or other means, in order to avoid 

responsibiiity for m y  bad thing (even though. one step rernoved it is not their fault that 

they are forced to choose among bad things). Somehes we have more choices than we 

would like. 

But while many insist that mordity should ideaiiy be made easy in dilemmas, I 

wouîd insist that just the contrary is m e .  While we shouid not. of course, create additional 

mculties, the dilemma choice itse 1 E ought to be hard, and even be made to seem as hard 

as it is. precisely brcause it does involve true conflict. This acceptance of different 

approaches to dilemmas may even lead to more tolemce both of oneself and others. 

Certainly. dilemmas c m  be divisive, but if they are accepted, such as they are. this 

acceptance c m  have a heaiing effect. crnbracing those who might choose either way. 

Dilemma ethics, if carried out in a certain rnanner, cm help to offset fanaticism. which 

invariably insists on one nght way even if that is not appropriate. Dilemmas will always be 

with us, as problems, but the more so if people always insist on only one answer. 

It is true that one cannot find, in every case, peace in having done "the" right thing, 

but one c m  also make peace with the idea that, at times, there is no one nght thing that is to 

be done. At the same time, one ought not to find too much peace in dilemmas: one needs to 

mourn the losses that occur. if one is to carry on with empathetic sensitivity and attention. 

Dilemmas are often. quite understandably, experienced as traumatic. However, one can be 

too littie at peace if one imagines that one can "have it both ways" in choosing. Having 

mixed feelings might be seen as a weakness, on linear thinking, which demands one way 

of viewing and feeling about things. However. the confusion of dilemmas can give rise to 

mixed feelings, as a healthy sign, nther than as an indication of lack of rectitude, or even 

irrationaliv. Such mixed feelings, pandoxicdy. may be a sign of greater clarity and 

integrity. Having mixed feelings about opposing pure oppression, however, may weli 

indicate a problem. 



1s it no t signifcantly prac ticall y guiding, in dilemma ethics, to be told that one is 

radicaily free? Such an insight guides one to choose for oneself, which can be an example 

of the most dnmatic and helpful direction that one could possibly receive. in certain 

instances. Again, such counsel accomplishes furthering the individual's self-definition, 

preserves freedom and the dignity of individual autonomy in ethics, promotes tolerance and 

understanding of othen, forces people to be aware of the true difficulty and tragedy of the 

situation, emancipates people from narrowiy linear modes of thought, and prevents people 

from generalizing the way they harmfully choose in dilernmas to ethicd life at large. 

1 5.12 1 Moral Dilemmas in Practice 1 
- 

The latter discussion of mord dilemmas might seem exccedingly abstract or theoretical. 

without suficiently imparting a sense of how it actually applies to the reai world. Certain 

bizarre thought rxpenments were employed in 5.1 1, but these are hardly enough to show 

how empathist dilernma ethics can assist in chiQing ethical interrelationships between 

individuals. A number of cases will now be considered. It is enough, for present 

purposes. to indicare that a dilernma rnay well be present in each case here considered (due 

to an ineducible choice between morally signifïcant evils), and that, therefore, ethical 

empathist dilemma theory rnay well apply. Traditional types of dilernmas span a Literaiture 

and a m  of thought of great magnitude. This present section need not offer defuiitive 

answen regarding many common (alleged) moral dilemmas. It is possible that no 

compeKng justification is available for either side of a dilemma, although an investigation 

of ail of the arguments which claim to vindicate either side of putative dilemmas here noted 

would be necessary in any comprehensive study. Notwithstanding, it has been urged that 

no such answers rnay be available. and for very good reasons. 1 also cannot pretend to 

account for the many fine nuances and complications attendant to dilemmas. However, it 

will be instructive to observe. partiaily as a prelude to M e r  research, how ethical 

empathisrn broadly reflects, with some justification, upon certain morally difncult 

situations. Such situations cover many of the controversial practicd questions of ethics, 



and any ethical theory must have something to Say about any aumber of such issues, if 

oniy tentatively. 

Consider the problem of contributing to famine or poverty relief as a possible 

dilemma, insofar as. in overly simplistic terms. one's eanllngs can be directed either to 

helping the less fortunate, or else towards more commonly self-serving punuits. The same 

dollars cannot (in. again, oversimplified terms) be used for more than one overall purpose. 

Ethical empathism demands that moral agents attend, in some sense, to the needs of 

everyone. However. individuais also have their own welfare and autonomy needs. Their 

freedom, however contingently based. is also to be identified with. No one is obliged to 

give with such gçnerosity that they leave themselves miserable, thus neglecting their own 

emotional needs. One ought not hmfully to use oneself as a means to assisting othen. It 

remains a dilemma. however, just how one is to baiance one's giving. For between 

avoiding excesses of luxury. and ensuring that one's own needs for weii-being and 

autonorny are met. mmy allocations are possible. 

Should one boycott drug companies that test on animais, even if they market a 

medication bat is important to one's health'? Would acting to boycott at the expense of 

one's own health be hvming oneself as a meüns to the end of boycotting (or depriving 

certain companies of money for vivisection), rven as the animais would be used as mere 

means in further testing that one might risk funding? It has been argued that no one bas a 

right to use another tis a mere rneans. rven out of good intentions, to produce a greater 

overaü baiance of good. So perhaps this does not amount to a question of rights-or, at 

least, an answer in temis of rights-but rather. is another personal dilemma decision. 

Acîivists perhaps do not have a right to ask othen to engage in any activity that will 

endanger their health. including consumer boycotts, for a greater overall good that might 

resuit from such economic manipulation. People. as aiready argued, have no right to 

vivisect nonhurnan animais as a rneans ro supposedly optimal good from conscious beings, 

either. 

Would consuming the given drug encourage and fund further animal testing? 

Perhaps. It seerns to corne down to this. The hindimental rationale for an individual rights 



framework is the good of conscious beings. Both depriving oneself of needed medication, 

and testhg on animds, will result in infringing such good. It is a question of dlowing 

either the animals. or humans, to suffer. This bnngs us back to one of the basic questions 

of this chapter, namely: cm we not then regard vivisection itself as such a dilemma, and 

prefer to sacrifice the nonhuman animals? In the case of opting to consume an existing 

medication, therr is no regarding of individuals as expendable. at least not in the same way 

that occurs in vivisection. Recd  that animal expenmentation draws good from a long-term 

series of experimrnts, but not d l  of thesr are (significantiy) successful. Many or most 

experiments are v i n u d y  fruitless. and those animals h m e d  and killed are regarded as 

pureiy expendable for maximal good fiom conscious beings, in the sense already 

discussed. To the rxtent that this dilemma involving existing medications exists, however, 

there are definite. if not quantifiable. h m s  to individuals that we must consider: (1) there 

will (or must be) actual significant h m  if one abstains from the given treatments, or else 

(2) there must br some increase of h m  to anirnals derived from a portion of one's funding 

(and that of fellow xtivists), whether those drug tests are scientifically "successful" or not. 

We would do well to draw on what we have learned from the rising tide example, 

especiaily the variation where the fat boy c m  survive if he is not harmed by the people 

trapped in the sea cave. In this case of medicind usage, one is not speculating on avoiding 

hami to humans. here: one hows  a humm will be harmed as a result of not taking the 

dmg, if the dilemma is to obtain at d l .  in the case of vivisection, however, the parricular 

h m  to animals. in any single experiment, is not necessarily offset by any prevention of 

ham to the good of humans, but this ancertainty is g'justified" by indicating that the 

procedure miglit yrt conuibute to the overd maximal good from conscious beings, in the 

long term. Thus. nonhuman mimals are regarded as utterly expendable, for maximal good 

kom, whereas in the dilemma at hmd. nrither party is seen as expendable for any such 

unempathetic abstraction. Rather. one sirnply hm tu choose between evils, and sacrificing 

oneself or the animais for a speculative amassrnent of good kom conscious beings has 

nothing to do with the matter. One's justification for taking a proven medication is nothing 

Wre putative justifications for vivisection, then, except superfciaily. S U ,  it remains that 



any "justification" for taking a tested dmg is not absolutely decisive, because of the 

animals' competing interests. But neither is consuming the dmg Bat-out immoral, since it 

is rooted in respectfully empathetic, "good of '  terms. This dilemrna is in terms of good of 

conscious beings. then, and not any abstract. exploitive good from calculation. Since it is 

not clear, in the abstract, how to decidr the dilemma, then it must, true to form, be up to the 

individual to decide. 

This dilemrna may be only historicdly specific, however. Consumers can create a 

powemil demand not only by boycotting, but just as significantly. by speaking out and 

activating, even ris consuming participants in a given market. [f there is enough of a 

vociferous and well-justified demand for new companies, which develop treatments in the 

new way of ahirnsic research exclusivrly (and, prrhaps. enough legislative moral courage 

to ban vivisection). then those çompanics surely will corne into being. New fYms dong 

these lines would secure a segment of the market. which would leave behind the host of 

himsic companies in an instant. and thus rnsure profitability. Older oudits rnight also 

switch to (more) ahirnsic forms of resrxch. Activists need, then, no longer feel that they 

are contributing to animal testing, with these new medical supply houses, once the 

smglehold on the market by himsic firms is ended. The dilemrna currently under 

contemplation, then. would vanish. 

Dilemma logic dso applies to issues at the end of Life. Consider the case of 

someone Living in agony. such as an acute stage of a metastasis of cancer. who wishes only 

to leave this world. Since this person is not to be avoidably harrned. it must be the 

autonomous decision of the dyinj person to decide his or her fate. The question is: what 

are the ethical consuaints surrounding the unfortunate's use of autonomy? On the one 

hand, the penon rnight live longer, and enjoy some good from life, in the absence of 

intervention, on the other hand. the person's long and temble suffering wiil be ended. In 

keeping with the dilemma ethics previously outüned, it is up to the patient to decide, and no 

one can categoricaiiy teii him or her how to make the decision, without forcing his or her 

choice-impartidy clarifying the options may be useful, however. The conditions of Me 

would have to be such as to m i e  the quality of Me more or less unbearable, for it to be a 



genuine dilemma, however. The h m  to oneself in ending one's life would have to seem 

aimost inevitable to consider because of the great hamis inherent in continued living. I 

conceive of h m  in ending one's life viewed as a life history, both potential and actual- 

potential benefits would be lost. wherhrr or not the individual is aware of this fact before he 

or she expires (or after, for that matter). Othenvise, the patient would seek to h m  himself 

or herself without need-with l e s  than 7+ empathy for the self s own gwd-and would. 

in fact, be depriving hirnself or herseif. and possibly othen. as well. 

As to whether others ought to assist a person who elects to die? This raises a 

separate but related dilemma: dws. say. a doctor abstain from helping, and thus ensure 

great suffering, or else assist. and possibly, thereby, violate the doctor's own autonomy? 

After all. we choose our professions. and does someone have to kill as part of the job 

description "healer"? People of different characters would choose different sides. It is not 

clear that someone who opposes ( i f1  euthanasia is sufficiently merciful in this case, but even 

for someone who approves of such a practice in general, he or she might find himself or 

herself psychologically or physically unable or unsuited to assist, or ambivalent about the 

panicular case. The suffering patient would no doubt seek someone of a character suitable 

to helping hirn or her. who would not be homicida1 in any generd sense, but rather, 

actively merciful. Such delivcrers would be most apt to assist those who face their own 

dilemma of continued existence. dthough those who refuse to help are not necessarily 

immoral. and are not necessarily unempathetic, either. It may weil be inappropriate, 

therefore, legaily to force doctors to assist with euthanasia, but also to forbid it under ail 

circumstances. 

In our everyday lives. we face a wide vxiety of other possible dilemmas, which 1 

shaU not examine in detail. Do we follow a questionable rule. or not? Do we express our 

anger at an affront, or not? Do we express ourselves stndently, or remain calm? Do we 

have a child, or refuse to contribute directly to world overpopulation? Do we drive a car, 

facilitating our anivai at places where we wish to go, or abstain, in order to prevent 

poiiution, "roadkiii," nsk of harmful accidents, and the consumptioo of non-renewable 

resources? Do we kill insects whom we cannot physicdy relocate, and which disturb our 



emotional or physical health (assuming that we ought to avoid killing such conscious 

beings whenever reasonably possible).? The Jains and Buddhists who refuse to kill insects 

under any circumstances are no t irrational, but nor, perhaps, are they exclusively morally 

right. Another cornmonplace: Should we remain friends with any given oppressor, or cut 

ties? 1 would never declare that there is no mord right and wrong, but neither, in cases 

such as these. is there is any place for trying to erase human freedom, even when it is, or 

can be, most difficult to kar. 

5.13 1 Conclusion: Surveying the Moral ~andscape- 1 
In our quest for the moral imagination. we have alighted upon the importance of the 

empathetic vision. in particular. together with ail of the feelings of compassion that stem 

from such an empathy-given an ethical concem for the good. Reasons for the importance 

of empathy are rooted in the truth-serking project of seeking an adequate awareness of 

other points of view, through identify ing with them. This, in turn, helps to provide a 

rationale for both moral justification. and. indeed, mord motivation. Identifying with 

others with a view to their good-the centrai idea contained in the Platinum Principle- 

marries both m e  awareness of others with k ing  disposed to act for others, just for them. 

Indeed. empathy is more than jusi a tool of awareness, it also changes who we are, or our 

very nature or character. 

Many forms of ethics posit a jktion of a "moral equaiity," which only extends to 

"higher beings," while denying rhe reality of ernpathetic equalig, which favours equally 

empathiuig (at a 7+ level) with al1 conscious beings-including oneself. This empathy 

would hold, at l e s t  in principle. through the respecthg of rights to welfare and autonomy 

needs. Sornetimes it is only hoped that we can meet such rights, but it remains that there is 

much that we c m  hope for beyond the çurrent, admittedly troubled, state of the world. 

However, there is no real equality. even among "higher" beings. without empathetic 

equality, since, afrer ail, what collection of higher beings couid be exactly equal in their 

heights of real or imagined grandeur? Empathy, by contrast, can equdy be extended, no 

matter what are a conscious being's contingent amibutes. 



As we have seen, too, ethical empathism itself can credibly encompass, or at least 

suggestively approach, a wide m y  of issues. At the very basis of morality, skepticisrn in 

ethics can be either accepted or rejected, since no absolute proof either way has been 

entertained. However, ethical relativism has k e n  rejected, owing to practicaily decisive 

reasons in favour of certain ways of being and acting. A variety of nonanthropocentric 

ethical theories have proven insutficienr in the face of a newly articuiated theory of 

humanism, namely, Juggemaut: Peter Singer's utilitarianism, Tom Regan's rights theory, 

S. F. Sapontzis' "cornmon-sense" view, Bernard Rollin's rights framework, Evelyn 

Pluhar's neo-Gewinhian rights view. the feminist ethic of care (or its anti-speciesist 

varieties), ethical vitalism, the ethic of nonviolence, the general rejection of speciesism, and 

the argument from marginal cases. The humanisms of Aristotie. Aquinas, immanuel Kant, 

R. G. Frey, a number of other moral philosophies have also k e n  sorted to one side, 

insofar as their views are unemparhetic. and blatantly commit the classist fallacy. 

In order to refute luggernciut. rthical ernpathism itself is offered. together with its 

rights to autonomy and welfarr. its sunimation in the form of the Platinum Principle (an 

improvement on the Golden Rule), its wholesale rejection of oppression. and its suggested 

cornpatibility with a plurality of throrirs of vdue. The harms of both Juggemaut and its 

natural aily, objectivism. are dso çontrmplated. Many of the key insights of the animal 

liberation views, supposedly laid to waste by Juggemaut, are resuscitated on ethical 

empathist grounds. 

Various issues directly iiffecting hurnanity are at least explored for insights directly 

sternming from ethical empathism. The classist failacy demonstrates that traditional forms 

of oppression. such as racism. sexism. homophobia, classism, ableism, ageism, lookism, 

and othen, are al1 inherentiy irrationai. The same. of course, is true of speciesism, and 

also, discrimination based on ntionaliry. or any other irrelevant characteristic. Oppression 

of nonbumaus is compared to thüt which is visited upon human beings, and the two are 

found to be comparable in generd form, although. of course, not the same in a i l  details. 

Subtler pnctical issues. such as the failure to identiQ with oneseif, the treamient of the 

terminally di, manners of regarding other humans, trust, or factors which conduce to 



empathy. and lack of empathy, and so on, have also been considered. It is noted how 

empathy receives only a cursory. peripheral treatment in existing works on ethics. 

Reductionism of animal minds is rejected as oppressive. Also, for practical moral 

purposes. determinism, and materialist conceptions of human minds, are also rejected as 

oppressively reductionistic. Surprisingly, anthropocenuism, itself, is to be characterized as 

often anthropomorphic. whereris nonanthropocenuism is usuaily the target of this charge. 

Other practical issues addresscd. at least in part. include the treatment of nonhuman 

animals, plants, mere things, and ecosystems. The development of practical tools, such as 

a philosophy of dilemmas and the distinction between good of and good from conscious 

beings. as applied to wrongful mems. lend themselves to hirther articulations in practical 

ethics. Other practical mattrrs which are addressed-if only to show that they may be 

moral dilemmas. and so subject to dikrnma theory-include: lifeboat ethics (or comparable 

dilemmas). self-defence ruid de fiince of others. the taking of vengeance. famine relief. 

euthanasia, taking medications tested on animals. intervening in predator-prey situations, 

and so forth. Rival theones of priictical ethics have senous doubts cast upon them, rooted 

both in ethical empathism and still ocha- concerns. Such theories include Kantianism, 

ecohoiism, naturd law theory. çontract~anism, and-the most formidable of these- 

utilitananism. The challenge is thrown out to other ethical theones to show that they meet 

the demands of deep empathy. with its inclusive concern for others' good, reaiistic 

awareness. and avoiding of rhat hopelrss gulf which was dubbed "the classist failacy." 

Large systerns of ideas cirr the means by which people transact both lives and 

deaths. Yet there is no purely abstract or impersonal search for tmth through deep 

empathy. It amounts to seeking to acknowledge the often-inaccessible realities of each 

conscious being, at least in one's realrn of influence, which amounts to a form of 

respecting what is unique to each particular being, inciuduig their good. My own views are 

very simiiar to those of the philosopher. Evelyn Pluhar, which were considered earlier, if 

only to a limited extent. She. as 1. advocates anti-oppression, and also nghts to weifare 

and freedom, whereas 1 stress rights to weil-being and autonomy. She stresses agency as a 

model, and such can be eniarged CO encompass the recipiency of beings, if experiencing is 



considered to be a kind of agency. Shr aiso stresses the importance of empathy as a 

background consideration, although I take measures to bring this aspect of morality further 

to the fore. The practical implications of her ethic are as abolitionist as my own. 

Juggernaut presents its own seductive logic, and seems. at fmt, to present an 

advantage, in its strict promotion of goodness, that traditional animal iiberationists lack. It 

~ m s  out that a revised philosophy of animal liberation has something crucial which 

Juggemaut, itself, lacks. Deep cmpathy surpasses the inherent shallowness of oppression, 

and this more respectfd form of regard is utterly mi-oppressive. In comparing and 

contrasting oppressions. we have not "extended" what it is for humans to be oppressed, 

but only recognized that nonhuniün mimals are oppressed in their own ways. We are 

hopefully only "extendinp" our own world view, if at dl,  hirther into the domain of 

adequacy . 

It seems possible. to me. rhat many people are conditioned by this classist society in 

such a way as to be apt to disagrre with my critique of classism. However, philosophies 

change. by way of reflecting the rimes. and vice versa. Quite likely, in light of historicai 

precedent. the unexarnined üssumptions of people of the future will be quite different than 

those which prevail in the presrnt day. The enormous numbers of animals who are 

oppressed today is not exactly known. dthough it is certain inestimably to compound the 

billions who have already perished. One oppressed animal constitutes an excess of 

oppressed beings, from an mt i -oppression perspective. The emancipation of al1 conscious 

beings. in ail its fdlness, will require nn extraordinary transformation of us ail. Ethical 

empathy means that one is more of a participant in reaiity, in relatioaship with others. king 

involved without necessuily bring intrusive. Being more considerate also means k ing  

more implicated in reality as a whole. Empathy for conscious beings need not produce a 

discordant noise, for gradually silted through the ethics of deep empathy, a unique and 

ongoing sort of music may unfold. 
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